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PREFACE.

In' republishing the two volumes of my works in

prose, entitled respectively Notes from Life ” and

^^The Statesman/' I have reversed the order of

date in which they were first published. “The

Statesman” was published in 1836, the Notes

from Life” in 1847. preface to the latter,

I observed that both were comprehended in the

same design : that, namely, of presenting in the

form of maxims and reflections the immediate

results of an attentive observation of life—of

official life in the one work, of life at large in

the other. In this republication I have thought

it best to begin with the work of larger range.

In the years which have elapsed since 1847

I have continued the. practice of taking Notes.
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From first to last they are now more than six

hundred in number, and many of those taken since

1847 are embodied in the present editions.

One result of the original design is unavoid-

able—that some, though I think but a few, of the

Notes have had their source in conditions of life

and society no longer existing unchanged. In

the course of time, if my essays should have any-

thing to do with the course of time, the changes

in society will no doubt be more numerous and

more material. At present it is, ,I think, in the

essay entitled “The Ways of the Rich and Great,"

much of which was written in 1832, that the

relevancy, to a past time needs chiefly to be borne

in mind; and even in that essay it is perhaps

only in a few particulars that modifications m
the state of society have rendered the remarks

upon it, to any appreciable extent, inapposite.

Throughout the essays the effect of. mixing up

the Notes from latter with the Notes from former

life, is that occasionally a wrong inference may
chance to be drawn as to persons or occasions

fiqt distinctly designated
; but with the exceptions

I speak of in the essay on “ The Ways of the Rich



ana urreai:, questions oi one uatc or anotner are

of no account worth mentioning.

Of the six hundred Notes, some few were

originally written in verse, and make their present

appearance in that form for the first time. Others

which have been published before are marked as

quotations, with references to the plays or poems

in which they are to be found.

There are objections to changing the title

under which a book was originally published^ but

the title of “ The Statesman ” was not well chosen.

The experience which gave birth to the book was

confined within the doors of an office, and had

comparatively little to say to the statesman’s

larger ^sphere. It often happens that there is

no page of a book so difficult to write as the

title-page.
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Oftentimes lie would make it his prayer that he should not be

accounted as an hypocrite by reason that his life sorted not with his

teaching; insisting that there is a duality in unity in the most of us,

and that to a writer it hath still been permitted (not for his own
behoof, since what true profit is there to a man in seeming that he is

not ?j to put his better mind in his books.
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NOTES FROM LIFE.

or MONEY.

The philosophy which affects to teach us a contempt of

money does not run very deep ; for, indeed, it ought to

he still more clear to the philosopher than it is to

ordinary men, that there are few things in the world of

greater importance. And so manifold are the bearings

of money upon the lives and characters of mankind, that

an insight which should search out the life of a man in

his pecuniary relations would penetrate into almost every

cranny of his nature. He who knows, like St. Paul, both

how to spare and how to abound, has a great knowledge

:

for if we take account of all the virtues with which

money is mixed up,—^honesty, justice, generosity, charity,

frugality, forethought, self-sacrifice,—and of their correla-

tive vices, it is a knowledge which goes illtr to coyer

the length and breadth of humanity ; and a right meastire

^and manner in getting, saving, spending, giving, tateig,
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lending, borrowing, and bequeathing, would almost argue

a perfect man.

First :—As to the getting of money. This involves

dangers which do not belong to the mere possession of

it. Blessed is the rich that is found without blemish,

and hath not gone after gold,” says the Son of Sirach

;

and again,
—“ He that loveth gold shall not be justified,

and he that followeth corruption shall have enough

thereof.”* Yet industry must take an interest in its own
fruits

\
and God has appointed that the mass of mankind

shall be moved by this interest, and have their daily

latep sw^tened by it
; and there may be a blessing

even upon the going after gold, if it be not with an

inordinate appetite—if the gold be not loved for its own
sake, and if the manner of it be without blemish. But

the danger arises out of the tendency of the human mind
to forget the end in the means, and the difficulty of

going after gold for tlie love of the benefits which it may
soing after it also for the xnere love of

it and keeping it, which is following

It^ehoves him who is getting money^.teefoi^.ew
more than him who has it by inBer^0%. to Iwr in

mmd what are the uses of money, akd what are the

proportions and proprieties to be ob^rved in saving,

giving, and spending : for rectitude in the management of

money consists in the symmetry of these three.

Ecclesiasticus xxxi, 5.
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Sudden and enormous gains almost always disturb the

balance : for a man can scarcely change his scale sud-

denly, and yet hold his proportions ; and hence proceeds

one of the many evils of highly speculative commerce,

with its abrupt vicissitudes of fortune. The man who

engages in it can scarcely have any fixed and regulated

manner of dealing with his net income; he knows not

how much he ought to save, how much he may permit

himself to spend, how much he can afford to give : whilst,

even if he could know, the extreme excitements of fear

and hope to which he lies open occupy his mind too

much for him to give many thoughts to such matters.

And if what is called bold commercial enterprise he a

thing to he rejoiced in as promoting the physical well-

being of mankind, and thereby, perhaps, in the train of

consequences, their moral interests, it is only through

that Providence by which good is brought out of evil.

And the actors in such enterprises, when, as is mostly"

the case, they are merely ‘Agoing after gold,” and not;

considering either the physical or moral results, are^in*

their own minds and hearts, following corruption,^iimd

-are likely to ‘‘have,enough thereof.”

A moderated and governed course in the getting oi

money is the more difficult, because this is, of all pursuits,

that in which a man meets with the greatest pressure of

competition. So many are putting their hearts into this

work, that he who keeps his out of it is not unlikely to

fare ill in the Strife. And for this reafon it were well
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fora man, not perhaps altogether to abate his desire of
gain (though this should be done if it be excessive), but

more assiduously still to direct his desires beyond, and
purify the desire of gain by associating with it the desire

to accomplish some scheme of beneficent expenditure.

And let no man imagine that the mere investment for

reproduction, thougb economists may justly regard it as
beneficial to mankind, will react upon his own heart for

good

George Herbert is a good counsellor on this head of
imoney-getting

still usisdoubt some evil;

^d make thee dim
To ^ tluD^ else. "Wealtli is the Conjurer’s Devil,

Whom when he thinks lie hath, the Devil hath him.
Goid thou ma/st safely touch j hut if it stidc ,

Unto thy hands, it woundeth to the quick,”*

Secondly:—ks to the saving of money. The saving:;,

K
.e getting, should be intelligent of a purpose
I Zyit. should not^ be saving for saving’s sake, bixt:

^
^^e df sibtne vorfiay object to be 'accoroplisheci

:df ' ail'
. is a

if yoa k^p a you will fiitci

it tutn to ^ccoumt So teep it rather th^ fArow it

but give it way rath^ than so keep it

forck*
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Stiinc very itiiiill i*i»ni«moi\i m.ut s mrf»n»r nuy perlwjH

ix' jHnUfmhly iMVcd tu ituike umlctmal

.uul ufiftwroKHrin iinumi^rni ici*, #inil ;i1mi lu iuimrc himscU

th,ii he Ihu in the * i»f iiuni men ihcfc

^i\\ lie a uniliiiciuy i»l' ilii*uini ;iml ilcfinahlc cndu^

liihcihcr i cftain or lonimi^rni, nhU h will not only juilifyi

Itiii enjoin, the Kiying hy tif .1 |iroj>ortion of their inromc,

\ young iiuin mny \xty well lay Uy money to enable him

01 lie metre free in the rhoiee of a wife* A middlMffd

man may lay it by in mtkr that hit old age may have

lewer laltmtri and rami or more » omfortH, A father may

lay it by for hi^ » hiUlrni, Hm in all ihrne ra^rn, if the

rml be mil kvjU in troin lirsl to ami

tlu* iiu.in<« kc|il no imn*’ than jirojH>rlii>nalr and tub

ufilmalc, there it the ri%k llml the tau-r may licromc u

miicf. 'Hir ytntng may grow old wiihoiii taking a wife,

and lavc tiill when he nti longer ihinkt of marrying; or

he may think that what lie Hat naveil may mtitk him to

a rich wife, rather than enable Him to rhooae. The

mkldleagetl man may rearh old age with no dijitmtition

to inereaae hit romfortii and rtery ditiaitiiion to ineitate

hit board And Anally, the fat heft though Aii motive for

tmHng la the moat nalural and univemal, and in general

iho moal wammialde <rf all, may yet Iw betrayed, by the

t*efy lirtgineiMi of the allowance whkh the world midtei

in Mil enaea, into avaneioiii eirora. Hit caae, at bekf

the aMWI cpimion and thai in whfadi men am leaat w
iMr gMfdi -ilpenrea to|e|p mom ^ioiily oomidirid
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The prudent parent is less likely to be corrupted into

a covetous parent, if he be saving for several children^

than if it be for one only child, or for an eldest son : for

avarice projects itself more readily in the singular number

than in the plural,* and saving for a provision is always

to be distinguished from saving for aggrandisement, which

is no other than a form, of avarice. Saving for an only

child or eldest son may be defended when the father has

means beyond the devisable patrimony, and when that

devisable patrimony is insufficient for the station to be

inherited along with it But if the patrimony be in-

sufficient, and the father have no extrinsic means, he

must not make it more insufficient in his lifetime, in

order that it may he less insufficient in his son^s : he is

not to be niggardly in order that his son may be liberal.

He may indeed retrench in matters connected with tlie

keeping up of appearances—^that is, he may ostensibly

retire from his station for a time ox for life
; but he must

not, whilst keeping up the appearances of his station, fall

in matters of bounty and liberality.

Ml saving for younger children, the parent has to con-

sider what is a competency ; and if he be wise and can

coimt upon an average share of health and abilities in

his younger sons, he will not relieve them from the

necessity of earning the main part of their livelihood
;

for unless a mafrs property be large enough to find him
an occupation in the management of it and in the dis-

charge of the duties incident to it (which generall|
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speaking can only be the case of the eldest son), it will

be essential to his happiness that lie should have to work

for his bread. And it is on this fact that the custom of

succession according to primogeniture is to be defended

;

for if any one is sacrificed by this custom, it is rather the

eldest than tire younger sons
;
the eldest being too often

pampered into self-love,—^the most wretched inheritance

of all,—the younger being trained in self-sacrifice, fortified

in self-reliance, and through industry and progress leading

a wiser, a better, a more generous, and a happier life.

How much to save for a daughter is another question \

and since a woman's life for the most part turns upon her

mauiage, it is her matrimonial prospects which are

principally to be regarded. Let not her wealth be too

tempting : an heiress has a large assortment of suitors,

and yet an ill choice : and do not, if you can help it, let

her poverty be an obstruction ; for prudent men make

good husbands, and in many cases a man cannot marry

with prudence where there is not the fair facility of a

moderate fortune. I have heard, indeed, of a father

who stinted his daughters’ dowries on purpose that poor

men might not be able to marry them ;
whence he in-

ferred that rich men would. He might be mistaken in

his inference ;
for though rich men can afford to marry

poor maids, yet men are not found to wish less for money

because they want it less, and in the making of mar-

riages it is generally seen that wrealth will after ki^d,

jj:ven if he were not mistaken, however, the calculation
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was "but a sordini ons a.t tlis "best j
snd. considGiing how

many req,nisites must be combined to make a good

husband and a happy marriage, the father is likely to

impose a cruel limitation of choice who needlessly adds

wealth to the number of essentials. Even the marriage

which is poor through an improvident choice is less

likely to end ill than that which is rich throngh^a con-

strained choice.

There is yet another domestic object which may be a

fair ground for saving out of a patrimony. One of the

^incidents of the law and custom of primogeniture to

which our natural feelings are the least easily reconciled

fe the effect of it tpon the wife and mother when she

passes into widowhood. She is deposed from her station

and deprived of her affluence at the moment of her

greatest domestic calamity, and her own child is the

person to whom they are transferred. It may be that the

cares, duties, and responsibilities of a large property and

a high proprietary station are not suitable to a widow in

of life : but this is not left for her to deter-

very frequently the still less acceptable cares

of a straitened income and a total change in her mode of

life are fixed upon her. The force of custom has brought

the feelings of mankind into more kccOTdance thaii one

would have thought possible with^ so tmnatural a.ri

arrangement; but the husband needs not to be charged

with parsimony who should save ihoney with a view to

’mitigate the future contrast between his wife^s

^md his^ widow^s.
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Thirdly :—As to the spending of money.

The art of living easily is to pitch your scale of living

one degree below your means. Comfort and enjoyment

,are more dependent upon easiness in the detail of ex-

penditure than upon one degree's difference in the scale

:

and, what is of far more importance, the mind is less

infested with questions of money.

Guard against false associations of pleasure with ex-

penditure,—^the notion that because pleasure can be

purchased with money, therefore money cannot be spent

. without enjoyment What a thing costs a man is no true,

measure of what it is worth to'him; and yet how often

is his appreciation governed by no other standard, as if

there were a pleasure in expenditure per se.

Let yourself feel a want before you provide against it.

You are more assured that it is a real want; and it is

worth while to feel it a little, in order to feel the relief

from it

When you are undecided as to which of two courses

you would like best, choose the cheapest This rule will

not only save money, but save also a good deal of trifling

indecision.

Too much leisure leads to expense ; because when a

man is in want of objects, it occurs to him that they axe

t6 be had for money; and he invents expenditures in

order to pass the time.

A thoroughly conscientious mode of r^ulatii^ ex-

penditure implies much care and trouble in resisting
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iraposition, detecting fraud, preventing waste, and doing

what in you lies to guard the honesty of your stewards,

servants, and tradesmen, by not leading them into

temptation but delivering them from evil. A man who

should be justly sensible of the duties involved in ex-

penditure and determined to discharge them, would find

the burthen of them heavy; and instead of having a

pleasure in expense, he would probably desire as much

as might be to avoid the trouble of it sometimes

hear rich men charged with parsimony because they

look minutely to differences of cost; but if they are

sp^idii^ their money in a right spirit, the question they

have to consider is, not whether the sum is of importance

to themselves, but whether it is right or wrong that it

should be given and taken. If then the acquisition of

great wealth involve many cares and troubles^ not few

are those which should attend the due dispensing and

mana^g thereof, as well as the execution of the various

trusts belonging to the station into which great wealtlr

wil lift a man :

—

“ For now know I in veray sotlifastnesse

That in gret lordship, if I me wel aviso,

Ther is gret servitude in sondry wise.'^ *

Young men, instead of undertaking the disagreeable

office of checking accounts, are often inclined to lay

out money in the purchase of bows and smiles, which

* Chancer, ‘Gierke’s Tale,’ Pars 5».
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they mistake for respect. It is only the right and just

payment that commands the sort of respect which is

worth having; and the obsequious extortioner, well

understanding the weakness on which he practises,

will often repay himself for his own servility, not only

in cash, but also in secret contempt for his dupe. These

and other blandishments of the world are easily to be had

for money, and when obtained they are as much w'orse

than worthles^s a harlot’s love is worse tlian none.

In the earlier stages of the. prodigal’s career, his self-

indulgence will not perhaps be more uiiconscientious

than his indulgence for others who are equally undeserv-

ing, and he will rejoice in the popularity which commonly

attends this manner of life. It is in the latter stages,

and when the harlot is an old harlot, tliat the account

will be balanced.

There are fonns of extravagance in which weaknesses

equally fatal are to be found in combination witli

faculties and powers of a very high order. Conspicuous

examples may be quoted in the persons of Lord Bacon

and Sir Walter Scott. Sir Walter Scott’s example, though

not so much in the past as Lord Bacon’s, may now

be treated as historical. He had costly tastes and

fancies; along witli these he had a toleration for w'hat

was wrong in others which bordered upon moral in-

difference. His costly tastes led him into tmding specu-

lations ;
his moral indifference delivered him into the

hands of men from whom a just moral judgment might
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hav« kept him apart: and the result was his ruin in

body, mind, and estate ;
or rather in estate, body, and

mind
;

for in that order the ruin proceeded. He had

so large a heart, a spirit of enjoyment so genial, and such

a lively imagination, that he needed a large soul to ann

and invest them. But this was wanting till adversity

brought it forth ;
and tlren he redeemed his errors at

the cost of his life.

Whether in the exceptional or in the ordinary cases,

there is this to be said for. prodigality,—^that it is a less

incurable vice tlian its opposite. Avarice, being the vice

of a. strong, narrow nature, shows its strength by its stead-

f^tnesa Cases are not uncommon of prodigal men
becoming prudent> but I have known only one of a

parsimonious man becoming liberal. Indeed, a liberality

in money dealings which is not lavish or weakly facile,

is one of the rarest of golden means; and whilst the

coaxings and caresses of the world take 6asy effect upon,

a spendthrift, the fear of its dislike and contempt will

isM, to t^e effect upon a niggard; for amongst the

lesser vices, there is none which runs more resolutely

counter to reason and calculation. It is in vain to
tell the niggard that after the necessaries and comforts

of life had been secured, money can do nothing for

him but in so far' as it operates favourably on men^s
feeing,—^that if he wears broadcloth and his wife wears
silk, it is so to operate and for no otther end,—that on
the other hand illiberality as to money is visited with an
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odium even beyond its deserts,—that it overclouds the

virtues of a man and strips a woman of her charm,

—

that’ it blights the genial and friendly sympathies which

should make life a flowery path, surrounding its victim

with a swarm of small resentments, small dissatisfactions,

small disgusts, worse, perhaps, in their effect upon his

happiness and his disposition, than what would result

from some rare and occasional iniquity of deeper dye.

He may be told all this, and even verily believe it, and

yet be driven, as- if by the force of an evil instinct or

appetite, into narrow dealings.

And if, as an eminent tlaeologian and statesman once

observed to me, the maxim that honesty is the best

policy never yet made an honest man, it is not less true

that a sense of the mistake and stupidity of illiberality in

money dealings never yet made a liberal man. Reforma-

tion in such matters is to be wrought by something else

than reason.

Money would, I think, be better dealt with if men

were more generally open in regard to their pecuniary

position. Of course, there are divers circumstances under

which they cannot be expected to be open; but there

is a prevailing closeness even when there is no

intdl^ble motive for it And the prevalence of this

dispcBition leads to a deference for it in public sentiment

which is more than its due. Public measures, such as an

income-tax or a compulsory registration of mortgages,

are objected to as inqumtoricU^ and this is admitted by
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Govemmeats and Legislatures to lie a legitimate objection,

evea when it is not allowed to prevail. Eut is not the

inquisition into the state of men’s affairs, and the ex-

position of them also, for the most part more beneficial

to them than injurious, however little they may like

it? The motives by which men are induced to desire

that they may he supposed richer or poorer than they

are, cannot often he said to be very worthy motives,

even when not dishonourable. So far as they pro-

ceed from a desire to take undue advantages through

a fallacious credit on the one hand, or an escape

from the duties and obligations of wealth on the

other, they are anything hut worthy j
and even when less

distinctly discreditable, they are not often deserving of

respect The more ordinary motives are connected widi

what is called “keeping up appearances,” and these,

though not severely censurable, are more or less vain

and mean. Perhaps few things would put an end to

more mischievous aims and efforts, or more false and

frivolous shows, than publicity given to the state of men’s

pecunhry affairs. How often would it save them from

themselves? But in this country no Government can
afford to meet popular objections to a measure by
showing that they are based upon popular frailties, or to

tdl ns of the disagreeable things that are good for us.

Fourthly :^As to givingund taking. All giving is not
generous

; and the gift of a spendthrift is seldom given in
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generosity; for prodigality is, equally with avarice, a

selfish vice : nor can there be a more spurious view of

generosity than that which has been often taken by

sentimental comedians and novelists, when they have

represented it in combination with recklessness and

waste. He who gives only what he would as readily

throw away, gives without generosity
; for the essence

of generosity is in self-sacrifice. Waste, on the contrary,

comes always by self-indulgence
; and the weakness and

softness in which it begins will not prevent the hard-

heartedness to which all selfishness tends at last The,

mother of RosaJba,

In many a vigil of her last sick-bed,

Bid her beware of spendthrifts, as of men
That seeming in their youth not worse than light,

Would end not so, hut with the season change
;

For Time, she said, which makes the serious soft.

Turns lightness into hardness.”

When you give, tlierefore, take to yourself no credit for

generosity, unless you deny yourself something in order

that you may give. Frugality and generosity are near

akin.

I have known a man who was never rich, and was

indeed in a fair way to be ruined, make a present of

several hundred pounds, under what he probably con-

ceived to be an impulse of generous friendship
;
but if

that man had been called upon to get up an hour earlier

^ The Virgin Widow/ Act ii. Scene i.
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in the moTning to serve his friend^ I do not believe that

he would have done it. The fact was, that he had no

real valae for money, no real care for consequences which

were not to be immediate : in parting with some hundreds

of pounds he. flattered his self-love with a show of self-

sacrifice ; in parting with an houris folding of the hands

to sleep, the self-sacrifice would have been real, and the

show of it not very magnificent

A^gain, do not take too much credit even for your self-

denial, unless it be cheerfully and genially,undergone. Do

not dispense your bounties only because you know it to be

your duty and are afraid to leave it undone ;
for this is

one of those duties which should be done more in the

spirit of love than in that of fear. I have known persons

who have lived frugally and spent a large income almost

entirely in acts of charity and bounty, and yet with all

this they had not the open hand. When the act did not

define itself as a charitable duty, the spirit of the God-

beloved giver was wanting, and they failed in all those

little
'
genial liberalities towards friends, relatives, and

^^^^etidehts, which tend to cultivate the sympathies and

kindnesses of our nature quite as much as charity to the

poor or munificence in the contributions to public objects.

A; valuable and useful gift may be given to us with so-

many unimportant guards and reservations that we feel

defin-uded of our gratitude. It is well to m^e the desire

to do our duty in the way of benevolence, and whatever

other good qualities we may possess, as winning and as-
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catching as we can ; for an unattractive excellence is a

great prejudice to virtue.

The kindness from which a gift proceeds will appear

in the choice as well as in the cost of it I have known

a couple who married on 400/. a-year receive two

carriages as wedding gifts, they being unable of course

to keep one. The donors had been thinking rather of

what would do credit to themselves, than of what would

be serviceable and acceptable.

When gifts proceed from public bodies, communities,

or high functionaries, in the way of testimonials, and are

to do honour to the party receiving them, they should, if

possible, assume a shape in which they will be seen

without being shown.

We should take only from those to whom, in the con-

verse of circumstances, we would gladly give. But there

is often as much generosity in accepting gifts as there can

be in bestowing them,—the generosity of a nature which

stands too strong in its humility to fear humiliation,

which knows its own independence, and is glad to be

grateful.

And this is a fact which is sadly lost sight of in some

of the charitable tricks and practices of the present times.

It is not an uncommon thing amongst some persons,

with peculiar notions of doing things delicately, for con-

tributions to be conveyed to some decayed gentlewoman

under various pretences which are meant to disguise, more

or less transparently, the fact that she receives money in

IV. c
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chaxit/. Some wretclied products of her pencil, 'which

would not command one penny in the market, are

privately sold for fve shillings apiece, and the proceeds

are paid to her as if she had earned them; or a few

deplorable verses are stitched together and disposed of

in the same maimer. It is surely impossible to take a

more xmworthy view of what should be the character and

spirit of a gentlewoman than that which this sort of pro-

ceeding implies. If a gentlewoman be in want, she

should say so with openness, dignity, and truth, and

accept in the manner that becomes a gentlewoman, in

all lowliness but without the slightest humiliation or

shame, whatever money she has occasion for and others

are
.
willing to bestow. The relations between her and

them will in that case admit of respect on the one

side and gratitude on the other. But where false and

juggling pretences are resorted to, no worthy or honest

feeling can have place. Delicacy is a strong thing
; and

whether in giving or taking, let ns always maintain the

masim that what is most sound and true is most delicate.

There are some other ways of the world, in this matter

of dmity, which proceed, I think, upon false principles

and feelings,—charity dinners, charity balls, charity

bazaars, and so forth; devices (not even once blessed)

for getting rid of distress without calling out any com-
pasdonate feeling in those who give or any grateful feeling

in those who receive. God sends misery and mdsfortune
into the world for a purpose ; they are to be & discipline
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for His creatures who endure, and also for His creatures

who behold them. In those they are to give occasion for

patience, resignation, the spiritual hopes and aspirations

which spring from pain when there comes no earthly

relief, or the love and gratitude which earthly ministra-

tions of relief are powerful to promote. In these they

are to give occasion for pity, self-sacrifice, and devout

and dutiful thought, subduing—for the moment at least

—the light, vain, an^ pleasure-loving motions of our

nature. If distress be sent into the world for these ends,

is it well that it should be shuffled out of the world with-

out any of these ends being accomplished
;
or made the

occasion of furthering ends in some measure opposite to

these ; that it should be danced away at a ball, or feasted

away at a dinner, or dissipated at a bazaar? I ask the

question ; but I can hardly give it the answer I should

wish to give. No doubt in our present stage of social

progress useful objects are promoted by these means

which could not be otherwise accomplished; and perhaps

we must wait to condemn them till bounty and bene-

ficence, now largely advancing from year to year, shall

have reached a point at which meaner instrumentalities

can be better spared

Another modem mode is to raise a subscription by
shillings or pennies,—fixing the contribution at so low a
sum that nobody can care whether they give it or not,

and collecting it in the casual intercourse of society.

This is a less vitiated mode than the others, being of a
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more negative character : but if the others are corrupted

charity, this is no better than careless charity.

Lastly, there is a rule in giving which is often over-

looked hy those whose generosity is not sufficiently

thoughtful and severe. Generosity comes to be per-

verted from its uses when it ministers to selfishness in

others; and it should be our care to give all needful

support to our neighbour in his self-denial, rather than to

bait a trap for his self-indulgence
;
in short, to give him

pleasure only when it will do him good, not when sacri-

fices on our part are the correlatives of abuses on his

;

for he who pampers the selfishness of another, does that

other a moral injury which cannot be compensated by
any amount of gratification imparted to him :

Give thou to no man, if thou wish him well,

What he may not in honour’s interest take

;

Else shalt thou but befriend his faults, allied

Against his better with his baser self. ” *

^^Give and take and sanctify thy soul/’ says the author
of Ecdesiasticus; and the taking should sanctify the soul
of him wlio takes as well as the giving the soul of the
giver. I have myself found it more easy to be grateful
for justice -without generosity than for generosity in an
unjust person

Amongst tire questionable acts which are done from
generous motives is the not uncommon one of a son
and heir in tail paying the debts of a prodigal fatlrer

‘The Viigin Widovir,’ Act i Scene i.
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deceased, out of property which the father had no right

to appropriate. There may be instances in which such

an act would he worthy of all praise; but perhaps the

cases are not few in which the effect is purely pernicious,

enahlbg a spendthrift to squander another’s inheritance

in addition to his own; for the frequency of the prac-

tice leads money-lenders and olliers to calculate on the

chances.

The motive of the son is the pious and commendable

one of shielding a parent’s memory from disgrace. But

how far is this end accomplished? The selfishness

which is the ground of disgrace is the same, whether it

be the heir or the creditor that suffers by it. The heir

may suffer in silence, and the sting of personal damage

may make the creditor cry out ; hut in every just judg-

ment the shame and dishonour attaching to the memory
of the dead man should be measured by what he did

when he was alive, and not by the silence or outcry

ending ;
and it is hardly a high view of moral assoil-

ment which can regard with much complacency the

mere stifling of reproaches and hushing up of a parent's

memory. In many cases, therefore, the weak and care-

less, or interested and usurious creditor, should be left

to bear his loss when his debtor dies insolvent Still

our philosophy is not to put Nature out of office ; and if

the prodigality of the parent have been merely one of the

infirmities of “ a frail good man," and if the conduct
of the creditor have not been grossly culpable, natural
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feeling should, take its course, and the blessing will he

upon Shem and Japhet rather than upon Ham.
It is quite possible, and perhaps not unusual, for a

person who is generous in his gifts to be, nevertheless,

not altogether liberal in his dealings. We are more
assured of credit and thanks for our generosity than for

our liberality. ^^Bounty is wronged interpreted as due;^* *

and if bounty may suffer this wrong, much more may
liberality. Of course, the generosity which cares for

credit and cares for thanks is not unmixed
; but it may

still deserve the name.

Flilhly I——As to and hoTf'otviftg*

Never lend money to a friend unless you are satisified

that he does wisely and well in borrowing it Borrowing
is one of the most ordinary ways in which weak men
sacrifice the future to the present, and thence is it that
the gratitude for a loan is so proverbially evanescent;
for the future, becoming present in its turn, will not be
wen pleased with those who have assisted in doing itm bjury. By conspiring with your friend to defmud
his future sel^ you naturally incur his future displeasure.
Take to heart, therefore, the admonition of the ancient,
courtier;

—

** Neither a bonower nor a lender be ;
For loan oft loseth both itself and friend,

borrowing dulls the edge of husbandly.” f

Ben. Jonson,
t Shakspeare.
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To mthstand solicitations for loans is often a great

trial of firmness; the more especially as the pleas and

pretexts alleged are generally made plausible at the

expense of truth ;
for nothing breaks down a man's truth-

fulness more surely than pecuniary embarrassment :

—

**An unthrift was a liar from all time ;

‘ Never was debtor that was not deceiver.*'

The refusal which is at once the most safe from vacil-

lation, and perhaps as little apt to give offence as any,

is the point-blank refusal, without reasons assigned.

Acquiescence is more easily given in the decisions of

a strong will, than in reasons, which weak men, under

the bias of self-love, will always imagine themselves com-

petent to controvert

Some men will lend money to a friend, in order, as it

were, to purchase a right of remonstrance : but the right

so purchased is worth nothing. You may buy the man's

ears, but not his heart or his understanding.

I have never known a debtor or a prodigal who was

not, in his own estimation, an injured man
;
and I have

generally found that those who had not suffered by them

were disposed to side with them ;
for it is the weak who

make the outcry, and it is by the outcry that the world

is wont to judge. They who lend money to spendthrifts

should be prepared, therefore, to suffer in their repth

tation as well as in their purse. Let us learn frc^ the

•The Virgin Widow/ Act iil Scene 1.
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Son of Sirach :
—^^Many, when a thing' was lent them,

reckoned it to be found, and put them to trouble that

helped them. Till he hath received he will kiss a man^s

hand; and for his neighbour’s money he will speak sub-

missly ;
but when he should repay, he will prolong the

time, and return words of grief, and complain of tlie

time. If he prevail, he shall hardly receive the half,

and he will coxmt as if he had found it ; if not, he hath

deprived him of his money, and he hath gotten him

an enemy without cause : he payeth him Hrith cursings

and railings, and for honour he will pay him disgrace.
”

It is, looking to consequences, almost a duty, not only

to keep out of debt, but so to live as to feel easy in

r^ard to money For poverty is full of excuses and
inabilities to do right

It is a common reproach with which mankind assails

mankind, that those who fall into poverty are forsaken

by their fidends ;

—

Ay, quoth Jacques,
Sweep on, you fat and greasy citizens ;

Tis just the fasMon : wherefore do you look
j

Upon tiiat poor and broken, bankrupt there ? *' *

KI7 is not intended by Nature to be a permanent pain.
It is intended to prompt measures of relief and then to
pass away. It is more available, therefore, for an emer-
gency ftan for a succession of emergencies, and it is for
the most part by successive steps that men go down into

* ‘As Yon like It,’ Act ii. Scene i.
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poverty. Pity might, however, be more persevering if,

along with what is to be pitied, tliere were not something

to be condemned; and I believe it will very rarely be

found that a person in a fair condition of life is

allowed to sink unassisted into extreme indigence without

some serious fault and offence : and the person having

so sunk, it will be found to be still more rarely the case

that the pressure of poverty is not too strong for his

character. It is when the character has given way that

poverty islffceserted : for compassion and affection,

divorced from respect, lose the main element of their

strength and permanency.

The ordinary course of things, then, is as follows :

—

becoming embarrassed, through some (perhaps venial)

imprudence, is kindly assisted by his friends, j5, C, and

D

;

who, however, do not altogether approve his con-

duct, hut think it would be ungenerous in them, under

the protection of the favours they are conferring, to assail

him with reproaches. So far all goes smoothly between

A on the one hand, and C, jD, on the other. But A,

having, by the loans he has received, staved off any

immediate consequences of his imprudence, is under

a rather stronger temptation than before to forego the

severe self-denial which would set him right a^ain. He
has now broken the ice in the matter of asking favours;

he has incurred whatever humiliation belongs to it ; Ad
having begged once, it costs him comparatively KttS to

beg again. This process of begging and borrowing goes
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on therefore, becoming continually more frequent and

less efficacious
;
and as the borrower grows less and less

scrupulous, he nourishes his pride (the ordinary refuge of

those who lose their independence) and resents every

repulse as an insult. C, and JD

.

then discover that

they are not to be thanked for what they have lent, but

rather reproached for not lending more and more;

whereupon they withdraw tlieir friendship; and those

who ignorantly look on, or perhaps hear the story of

whilst Cj and D are silent out of consideration for

him, make remarks on inconstancy in friendship and the

manner in which men are forsaken in their adversity and
disfress.

,

The desertion by friends, however well merited, leads

the embarrassed man to consider himself as a castaway,

and throw himself into still more reckless and shameless

courses ; and on the part of men in this condition there

is sometimes seen a perfect infatuation of extravagance

which seems to proceed from the delusions of a disordered

Eoind and a sort of fascination in ruin. Such men come
to have a repugnance to spare expense, because it brings

the feeling of their difficulties home to them; and a relief

in profuseness, because it seems f6r the moment to

renounce the very notion of embarrassment. The end
may be short of the gallows (for in our days the gallows
has fallen out of favour), but it will scarcely be short of a
punishment worse than death

; for men will not tolemte
in its necessary consequences that to which they are
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very indulgent in its inchoation
;
and the unfortunate

debtor/' who was cockered with compassion whilst he

was in that stage of his existeince, is regarded with just

indignation and abhorrence when he has passed into that

of the desperate outcast : though it may be as much in

the course of nature that the one stage should follow

the other, as that a tadpole, if he lives, should grow to

be a frog.

Creditoi^have always been an obnoxious people, and

in divers times and countries the laws which have awarded

imprisonment for insolvent debt have shared in their

unpopularity. But when we trace debt in its conse-

quences, and look to all the social evils which have their

root in it, and when we consider that in moral as well as

in physical therapeutics the principle of withstanding

commencements is all-important, we may well, I think,

bring ourselves to believe that insolvent debt should be

regarded as presumably culpable, and, unless proved

to be otherwise, should fall within the visitations of

penal law.

There remains only to be considered,

Sixthly:—The subject of bequeathing: and some

topics which might have fallen under this head have

been anticipated in treating of motives for saving.

To make a will in one way or another is of cour^ the

duty of every person whose heir-at-law is not the proper

inheritor of all he possesses : and unless where there is
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some just cause for setting them aside, expectations

generated by the customs of the world are sufficient to

establish a moral right to inherit and to impose a corre-

sponding obligation to bequeath. For custom may be

presumed, in the absence of any reasons to the contrary,

to have grown out of some natural fitness
;
and at all

events it will have brought about an amount of adaptation

which is often sufficient, as regards individual cases, to

make a fitness where there was none. Unless in excep-

tional instances, therefore, in which special circumstances

are of an overruling force, the disappointment of expec-

tations growing out of custom is not to be inflicted without

some strong and solid reasons for believing that the custom

needs to be reformed. If there be such reasons, by all

means let the custom be disregarded, all expectations to

the contrary notwithstanding :

—

** "What custom wills, in all things should we do’t,

The dust on antique time would lie unswept,

And mountainous error he too highly heap’d

For truth to overpeer.” ’

But the presumption should be always held to be in

favour of custom, and he who departs from it without the

plea of special circumstances should be able to find in

hinaself a competency to correct the errors of mankind.

If it be not well for the natural or customary heirs that

they should be disappointed, neither is it good for those

* Coriolanus,’ Act ii. Scene 3.
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to whom an inheritance is diverted that wealth should

come upon them by surprise. Sudden and unexpected

accessions of wealth seldom promote the happiness of

those to whom they accrue ;
and they are for the most

part morally injurious
;
especially when they accrue by

undue deprivation of another.

But some part of the property of most people, and a

large part, or even the whole, of the property of some

people, may not be the subject of just or natural expec-

tations on the part of customary heirs
;
and in respect of

such property there is a great liberty of judgment on the

part of the testator, though it is to be a grave and

responsible, not a capricious liberty. The testator has to

consider to whom the property will Bring a real increase

of enjoyment without increase of temptation
; and in

whose hands it is likely most to promote the happiness

of others. In general the rule of judgment should be to

avoid lifting people out of one station into another
;
and

to aim at making such moderate additions to moderate

fortunes in careful hands as may not disturb the pro-

portion of property to station,—or, still better, may rectify

any disproportion, and enable those who are living with

a difficult frugality to live with a free fmgality.

This rale is not, I fear, very generally regarded; for

mere rectitude, and the observance of measures and pro^

portions, does not much lay hold of the minds of men.

On the contrary, there is a general disposition to add to

anything which affects the imagination by its magnitude

;
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and there is also in some people a sort of gloating over

great wealth, which infects them with a propensity to

feed a bloated fortune. Jacques took note of this when
he saw the deer that was weeping in the needless

stream:”

—

** Thou mak’st a testament

As worldlings do, giving thy sum of more
To that which had too much.”

Thus it is that in the most solemn acts which men have
to perform in the management of their money—^in those

too from which selfish ends seem most removed—they

will often appear to be as little sensible of moral motives

and righteous responsibilities as in any other transactioM;

and even a testatorjamjam moriturus Will dictate his will

with a sort of posthumous cupidity, and seem to dasiiw

that his worldliness should live after him.

‘ As You Like It,’ Act il Scene I,
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I PROPOSE to treat of these jointly, because I regard

them as inseparably connected in life. We shall find, I

thiiik, on looking below the surface, that Humility is the

true mother and nurse of Independence
;
and that Pride,

which is so often supposed to stand to her in that rela-

tion, is, in reality, the stepmother, by whom is wrought

—

novercalihus odiis—the very destruction and ruin of In-

dependence.

For pride has a perpetual reference to the estimation

irr which we are holden by others
;
fear of opinion is of

the essence of it
;
and with this fear upon us it is impos-

sible that we should be independent The proud man is

of all men the most vulnerable ;
and as there is nothing

that rankles and festers more than wounded pride, he has

much cause for fear. Pride, therefore—whether active or

passive—^whether it goes forth to claim the deference of

mankind, or secludes itself from the danger of their, dis-

respect—^has always much at stake, and leads a life of

caution and solicitude. Humility, on the contra^ has
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no personal objects, and leads its life in ^^the service

which is perfect freedom.”

An uneasy, jealous, or rebellious feeling in regard to

ranks and degrees, argues this want of independence

through defect of humility. It is the feeling of a man
who makes too much account of such things. A be-

grudging of rank and station, and refusal of such defer-

ence as the customs of the world have conceded to them,

will generally be found to proceed from the man who
secretly overvalues them, and who, if himself in posses-

sion of them, would stretch his pretensions too far. For

plebeian pride and aristocratic pride issue from one and
the sanie Source in human naturci An illiberal self-love

is at the bottom of both.

When'low-bom men of genius, like Bums the pofet,

maintain the superiority of intrinsic worth to adventitious

distinction, we can readily go along with them so far

;

but when they reject the claims of social rank and con-
dition in a spirit of defiance and resentment, as if

suffering a personal injury, we may very well question
whether they have not missed of the independence at
which they aimed: for had their independence been
genuine, they would have felt ihat all they possessed
which was valuable was inalienable; and having nothing
to lose by the social superiority of the better bom,
they would have made them welcome to it, as being
perhaps a not inequitable compensation for the comparar
tively small share bestowed on them of intellectual gifts
^md abilities.
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If equality be what these men of independence would

contend for, it can only be had (if at all) by the balance

of what is adventitious : for natural equality there is none.

If personal merit be what tliey regard, this, at least, will

not found any claim for intellectual endowments to be

preferred to accidents of station. There is no more of

personal merit in a great intellect than in a great estate.

It is the use which is made of the one and of the , other

which should found the claim to respect; md the man

who has it at heart to make the best use he can of either,

will not be much occupied with them as a means of com-

manding respect Thus it is that respect is- commonly

least due, as well as least willingly accorded, where" it is

arrogated most, and that independence is hardly pos-

sessed where it is much insisted on. The proud man,”

says St Jerome, ‘‘(who is the poor man), braggeth out-

wardly, but beggeth inwardly.” The humble man, who

thinks little of his independence, is the man who is

strong in it
; and he who is not solicitous of respect will

commonly meet with as much as he has occasion for.

“Who calls?” says the old shepherd in ‘As You Like

It “Your betters,” is the insolent answer : and what is

the shepherd^s rejoinder ? “ Else are they very wretched.”

By what retort^ reprisal, or repartee could it have been

made half so manifest that, the insult had lighted upon

armour of proof? Such is the invincible independence

of humility.

The declaration of our Saviour, that the me^
nrv.
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inherit the earth, may be understood, I think, as verified

in the very nature and attributes of meekness. The dross

.of the earth the meek do not inherit; the damnosa

Jm^eiitas oi the earth^s pomps and vanities descends to

others ;
but all the true enjoyments, the wisdom, love,

peace, and independence, which earth can bestow, are

assured to the meek as in their meekness inherent. ''
'Tis

in ourselves that we are thus or thus.” It depends on our

own hearts to cast off the bondage of pride with all its

chains and sores, and by meekness to possess the earth.

Jot this possession comes not by observation and saying

Lo hen^ 1 or, Lo there 1
” ^ but as the .Kingdom of God

is 'W toeiilpsoe .of EaA

,

^ ^ ttow tto blasts

And fencies hefs stole,

On you, Meek Spirits, Faith confers t

The proud have further gone,

Perhaps, through lifers deep maze, but you

Alone possess the labyrinth's clue.

“ To you the costliest spoils of thought.

Wisdom, unclaim’d, yields up

;

*to you the fax-sought pearl is brought,

r Aisd nsdted in your cup

;

^Sbfm her nard and myrrh she brings,

like orient gifts to infant kings.

** The single eye alone can see

AU truths around us throTO,

In l^eir eternal unity ; .

The humble ear alone

Has room to hold and time to prize

The sweetness of life’s harmonies.” t
— — -— — I,,

* Luke xvii. 21. f Aubrey DeVere.
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If distinctions of rank, order, and degree were of no

other use in the world, tliey might be desired for the

exercise which they give to a generous humility on

the part of those who have them and of those who have

them not The inequality of relation should cultivate

this virtue on both sides
;
those who have the superiority

being disposed to prize it at no more than its worth

;

those who have it not, being glad to recognise superiority

in others, even in this its least substantial fofm

Cloth of gold, be not too nice,

Thoagh thou be matchM with cloth of frieze

;

Cloth of frieze, be not too bold,

Though thou be match’d with doth of gold.” *

Here are two Immilities enjoined j
that which in a

superior forgets superiority—that which in an inferior

remembers inferiority: and neither could have place

without difference of rank and degree.

Wlren the social distinctions indicate power and a

governing authority, the relations between the parties are

still mor^ pregnant with occasions for the exerose of

'humility- From humility there will result, not only on

•the one side a generous care and consideration in the

use of power, hut likewise, on the other, what may be

.<1^ a generous snhmissioa For though the wo^

more aware of generosity shown in the exati®

there is a generosity also in

^)bedienoe^ tfhen it is cwdial, willing, and ftee;

is the case-lt^ 'Aen Ae nature is humMe. •

,

Old saw*
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,
It is indeed chiefly in our intercourse with Equals and

superiors that our hujniHty is put to the proo£ When the

Ser;pus ScT^orum ”
at Rome washes, according to annual

usage, the feet of some poor pilgrims, the ceremony, if

it he held to typify humility, should at the same time be

understood to he typical of the easiest of all humilities.

If the same personage were to hold the stirrup of an

emperor, the proceeding would be typical of another

degree of . humility,—and one to which the Potentates of

the Earth could not bear witness in his predecessors.

Many people are gentle and forbearing with those placed

under them, but proud and quarrelsome in their dealings

with those above them. Where humility is wanting,,

there may be much submission without generosity, or, on

the other hand, much resistance without an independent’

spirit. The disposition to submit to authority unduly,

and where the interests of others or our own are unjustly

injured, will never arise out of humility ; it will always

arise out of those worldly anxieties from which the

humble heart is exempt. The disposition to resist

Authority from personal feelings, where no duty dictates

the resistance, will never proceed from a genuine spirit

of independence 3
for heart is not independent which

is engaged in a struggle for personal objects. ' And
whether submitting or resisting, humility and independ-

ence will still be found to go together ; but they will for

the most part
,

be found to be favoured by submission 1

for the pride of the human heart, which is commonly
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called up by resistance even wHen not undue, is in like

manner abated by submission, even when carried too far;

and wherever pride is abated, the heart is raised and

purified and made ftee. Elevation, therefore, is chiefly

to he found in submission—“ Govern them and lift

them up."
. j

Humility, like most other virtues, ha^ its credit a good

deal shaken by the number of counterfeits that are abroad.

Amongst the false humilities by which the world is most

flattered and beguiled, is that of the professor m this

kind who shrinks firom all censure and reprobation of

what is evil, under cover of the text, “Judge not, lest

ye be judged as if it were the intent of that not

to warn ns against rash, presumptuous,

judgments, but absolutely to forbid our acco^

of the distinction between right and wrong.
^

for us to judge our brother,” says the humilitartsm of^
f tilnlTw * “we know not bow he may have be®

Z .a^er peopl. :
it «.J

that he .n

^,ht .pt STpStS
««^iates; we ourselves, had we ^aSKSCiares,

• v. uoiro twen m like manner
circumstances, mi^t have

S«ch».«hhfihe<h»»e.rf.^^

^ich we eah suppose “ere .

j^knadon, we ta^ojp'^
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ever villain/ exists in the world is compounded , of what

is inborn and what conies by circumstance ; there is

nothing so base or detestable but it . is the consequence

oi some adequate cause ; and if we are to make allow-

ances for all but causeless wickedness, there is an end pf

condemnation,

The man of true humility, on the contrary, will not

spare the vices and enors of liis fellow-creatures, any.

more than he would his oto ; he will exercise maiifully,

and without fear or favour, those judicial functions which

God has committed in some greater or less degree to

every laember pf the human community
5
but he will

to l3?ie task, on serious occasions, not lightly' or

unawed, but praying to have ^^a right judgment ^
things;” and whilst exercising that judgment iu no iq&tt

of compromise or evasion, he will feel that to judge his

brother is a duty and not a privilege; and he will judge

him ip sorrow, humbled by the contemplation of that

fellen nature of which he is himself part and parcel

^ not necessarily a want of humility, or of

maiat^ing a standard of conduct to which

we oursdyes fail to conform God forbid tliat men^s

standards should not be above their reach! Perhaps,

however, false charities of a false humility are for

the most part limited in their range to, those sins of a

man’s fellow-creatures which he sees reflected in himself

There is a charity,—fdlacious, I will call it, rather

than false—^which is not to be severely censured, and
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'^hich, however, it would be well to avoid; and this

is the too charitable leniency with which we regard

“the faults of our friends. Fallacious estimates are

^ot the surest foundation for friendship
;
and that friend-

ship is the soundest in which the affection or admiration

is for the man as seen in his solid self, and not as seen

in a vision*

There 'is a current and a natural opinion that a man

has no right to censure in others a fault with which

he is himself chargeable. But even this limitation is

fJOTnded, I think,- upon the same erroneous notion, of

moral censure being an honourable privilege instead

of a responsible function, a franchise instead of a

due. No faults are better known and understood by

us than those whereof we have ourselves been guilty;

none, surely, should be so personally obnoxious to us

as those by which we have ourselves been defiled and

degraded : and may we nqt, therefore, be expected to

be quick in perceiving them, and to regard them with

a pecidiar bitterness, rather than to overlook them in

others? I would answer, assuredljf yes; but always

this proviso—that to bitterness of censure shcnfrd

|^;^ded confession and humiliation and the

^sohal shame and contrition. Without this

is. not warrantable, because it is not

upon a gwime moral sense; it is not, indeed,

for he wq^foy pi a®,
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felt those who have committed the like offence .them-

selves without shame or repentance.

Besides the false humility under cover of which we
desert the duty of censuring our fellow-creatures, there

are others by which we evade or pervert that of censuring

ourselves. The most common of the spurious humilities

of this kind is that by which a general language of self-

disparagement is substituted for a distinct discernment

and specific acknowledgment of our real faults. The

humble individual of this dass will declare himself to be

very incontestably a miserable sinner ; but at the same

time there is no particular fault or error that can be im-

plied but him firom which he will not find himself tb be

happly exempt ' Each item is severally denied j

acknowledgment of general sinfulness turns out to hkte

he&x an unmeaning abstraction—a sirni total of ciphers.

It is not thus that the Devil makes up his accounts.

Another way is to confess faults from which we are

tolerably free, being perhaps chargeable with no, larger

share of them than is common to humanity, whilst we

j5jafe;#VEr the sin^which are more peculiarly and abun-

dantly our own^ Real humility will not teach us any

undue severity, but truthfulness in self-judgment “ My
son, glorify thy soul in meekness, and give it honour

^tccording to the dignity thereof.” ’ Eor undue self-

abasement mi self-distrust will impair the strength and

independence of tlie mind, which, if accustomed to have

Ecclesiasticus X. 28.
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z just satisfaction with itself where it may, will the better

bear to probe itself, and will lay itself open with the more
fortitude to intimations of its weakness on points in which

it stands truly in need of correction. No humility is

thoroughly sound which is not thoroughly truthful. The
man who brings misdirected or inflated accusations

against himself, does so in a false humility, and will

probably be found to indemnify himself on one side

or another. Either he takes a pride in his supposed

humility ; or, escaping in his self-condemnations from the

darker into the lighter shades of his life and nature, he

plays at hide-and-seek witli his conscience.

And true humility, being a wise virtue, will deal more

in self-examination and secret contrition than in con-

fession. Eor confession is often a mere luxury of the

conscience,—^used as the epicures of ancient Rome would

use an emetic and a warm bath before they sat doura i6

a feast It is also often a very snare to the maker df it,

and a delusion practised on the party to whom it is made.

For, first, the faults may be such as words will not

adequately explain ; secondly, the plea of guilty
^®

shakes judgment in her seat : thirdly, the indulgence

to confession might be better bestowed on the

sham^ which CdnceaJs ;
for this tends to correction^'

whereas confession wiH many times stand insteafi

penit^ce ' to the wrong-doer
; add sohietimes

sorrowful penkence stmids in the pla^ of

and is washed away in its owfi^ f

-
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Tl^e is a frivolous practice of confession, much used

m certain classes of socie^, hy which young ladies or

others, in the earlier moments of a friendship, take out

a licence to talk of themselves. In the confessionals

of the ball-room, much superfluity of naughtiness is

mutually disclosed by persons who might have been
better employed in dancing than in confessing. This
is hardly worth notice j yet it points to an infirmity

against which it may he well to he on our guard
; and

when the occasion is sufficiently serious, we should take
care that our confessions are free from any egoistical
taint

But if dehbeiate confession in one kindi or mother
may dq more haim than good, there is in some pet^
a natoal and involuntaiy openness -which may be of a
questionable value, being at once a warning to others
and some sort of safeguard to themselves.

Of all &Ise .humilities the most false is to be found in
fat m^g of extremes wherein humibty is corrupted

' •- was desirous to fortify

a^st ridicule, taught them to court it.

said be, “that we should not be the
of mankind!” It is through spiritual

that »ill^ to l« a Such>m«.,d.e»shi«
ta ^ aeJo^ s.«fl,cott,(>nc^
«tol)e,^GaImaiiihiiii,iiiay seen at fint sighUobto. «aned to n. ndepntdntee cf a.
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appearance is fallacious : it will be found that in so far as

his humility was corrupted, his independence was under-

mined ; and whilst courting the ridicule of the world, he

is in reality courting the admiration and applause of his

party or sect, or fearing their rebuke. This is the

dependence into which he has fallen, and there is

probably no slavery of the heart which is comparable

to that of sectarian pride. Moreover^ Mr. Wesley’s fol-

lowers doubtless deemed that the laughers were in danger

of hell-ffre. Where then was their charity when they

desued to be laughed at by all mankind ? Or if (witliout

desiring it) they deemed mankind, themselves only ex-

cepted, to be in so reprobate a state that the religious

must needs be a laughing-stock,—was this their humility ?

I wish to speak of Mr, Wesley with respect, not to say

reverence : but in tliis instance I think that his appeal

was made to a temper of mind in his followers which was^

not purely Christian. It is not the meek who will tiu'cw

Out this sort of challenge and defiance 7 and* it is pride

and not humility which we shall find to lie at the bottom

of any such ostentatious self-abasement—

For Pnde,
Which is the DeviPs toasting-fork, doth toast

Him brownest that his whiteness yaunteth most.
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“ What do you think of mairiage?” says the Duchess of

Malfy ia Webstefs flay, and Antonio answers

—

talce it those that deay purgatoiy

;

f It locally i^titains or heaven or hell j

There is no third place ia it.’^

When I was young and inexperienced in wives, I did

nottaie the same vieJwof marriage which Aiitop.io took^

I nsed to say that there were two kinds of marriages,

with either of which a man might be content; the one
“ the incorporate existence marriage,” the other ** the

additament naarriage ” For I thought that if

a coold nbt command a marriage which all

iiateDests would be deepened, all objects exalted, rewards

and forieithFeS doubled and far more than doubled, and
all the compaiatives of life turned into superlatives, then

there remained nevertheless a very agreeable kind of
resource,—a. marriage, that is, in which one might live

one’s own substantive life, with flie additional embellish-
ment of some graceful, simple, gay, easy-heaxted creature,
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who would lie light tipon the surface of one’s being,

be at hand whenever solitude and serious pursuits had

became irksome, and never be in the way when she was

not wanted. Visions these are; merely dreams of our

Epicurean youth. There is no such wife, and marriage

is very much what Antonio took it to be.

And marriage being thus the highest stake on tliis side

the grave, it seems strange that men should be so hasty

in the choice of a wife as they sometimes are j for if we

look about us at those marriages in which men and

yromtn have chosen for themselves, we shall find that,

where there has been no absolute passion to ex-

pedite the business, the choice has not always been

preceded by much deliberation. Perhaps it is owing

to that very fact of the decision being so critical, that

it is often a little hurried ; for, when great interests are

depending, we deliberate with an anxiety to avoid error

which presently becomes too painful to be endirred, ted

perhaps, also, too disturbing to be successful 5 and it is

at some crisis of their fortunes that men in all times have

been disposed to commit them to Providence, .under

various fbr^s of reliance, some religious, others super-

We are most sensible of the fallibility of human

it those matters in which it is most essential

to I and to the irreligious man, fate, destin^^f

dtancse, sofdlege, the stars-^ahything seems more/t^ti^

worthy
5
IvMIst he;who is not irreKgious

that what is done in ’^ith' ynll he/justified in the te
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they sw^eet or bitter. The maid who “was married one

morning as she went into the garden for paisley to stulf

a rabbit”* may have regarded her marriage as part knd

lot of a dispensation in which all things were working

together for good to her.

Men who know not in what to put trust will often fail

into the fatal error of supposing that some of the graver

consequences of marriage are to be escaped by concu-

binage,—a supposition from whicli, if there be no better

monitor at hand, even the wisdom of this world might with-

hold them. Unless theybe utterly heartless and worthless,

will &adihat the looser tie is not the lighter. Mis-

if any hold on the affectionS) aie generally

reacting than wives, and with reason j % fcere will

iKitctraly be the most ass^tion of ejahns

is the least ground for confidence. The claims streagfiien

with time, whilst the qualities forwhich mistresses are com-
monly chosen, and on which they depend for their charm,

are proverbially perishable. Beauty and the vivacities of

fall away as soon from the concubine as if she

a wife* domestic cares and jealousies will accrue

ia the one case as in the other; and unless

^a^posity be out of the question, and a man have so

•“^dampted^ his cbmpassions” as to have deliberately

detanSned to keep a woman's aflfections until they should
invodve tl^ cares naturally belonging to the affections

and, then to cast them off, there is no one of the bi^t^iro

‘Winter's Tale.
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vexations, dues and responsibilities incident to marriage,

which will not be felt with tenfold force in concubinage.

Siidi are the miscalculations of selfishness. ^ A man
thinks that he has hung a trinket* round his neck, and

behold ! it is a millstone.

Whilst one man will be hurried into a marriage from

the very painfulness of perplexity, another will live and

die a bachelor out of mere mdecision. The latter case

is the more rare, and requires a peculiar serenity of

temper md strengtii of irresolution. But it can odcur.

Jmd Ae cases occur very frequently in which a 'man

misses, through indecision, the opportunity of making

the marriage he would have liked best, and then, re-

solving to be indecisive no more, takes a wrong decision.

So that, having regard to the various sources from which

orror proceeds in such matters, it may perhaps be reason-

.

ably doubted whether a passion, with all its impetuosities

and illusions, affords, comparatively speakis^, m iM

guidance ;
and whether those who have surrendered to

it might not have been as much misled had they pro-

posed to themselves the task of making a calm and

l^cious choice.

indeed the s^onable time for the ex^cise of

^ not so much in choosing a wtfe or a btisband,

with whom you will so associate as to

the of ^ passion. Even in this

Gpldblooded.;;

4iPice of asifcmtes l^ad fr> a
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marriage. With tlie leanings and leaps of the heart in

the new acquaiittancesliips of the young, there should

be just sa much prudence presiding as will turn them

away from what there is reasonable ground for believing

to be false, selfish, weak, or vicious. There should be

thus mucli and no more. If the taste and fancy are

resisted upon grounds less substantial than these, they

are resisted by what is less worthy to prevail than they;

for the taste and fancy are by no means of small account

—they are indeed of all but paramount importance—^in

human life and intercourse. The taste lies deep in our

nature, feeding the roots of every genial outgrowth

But jf the taste be in truth a matter of such import

and aasendancy in our life, it follows that we are deeply

r^ponsible for the formation of it It is, like eveiy^ng^

else in us, partly of Nature’s fashioning, partly of our

own ; and though it is to rest upon the foundation of our

natural dispositions, it is to be built, not like a baby-

house, at our pleasure, but according to the laws and

model of the great Architect, like a temple. If there can

beJitde that is genial 'or cordial in our life, married or

tmihanied, unless the taste be indulged, for that very

reason it l^hoves us so to raise and purify the taste as to

be enabled to give way to it in safety and innocence;;,

not caminly with a total abandonment or an absolute

affiance—^nothing short of perfection in taste could justify

that—^but with a trust proportioned to the degree of

purify and elevation which has been attained Accord-
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ing to tills measure our habitual propensities will be

towards what is good
;
whilst the habit of guarding and

correcting the taste will prevail to soine extent even

over its more impassioned movements ;
and if we are

carried away by our fancy, we shall yet know whither we

are going, and give some guidance as well as take some.

Wealth and worldly considerations have a good deal

to do with the choice made in irio^ marriages; and

though thd taste which is under these influences vAl hot

be S^^poSed to be very high, yet, if it cannot be elevated,

that a man should take the lower course to whidi

it points, than aim at what is above him. If his miird be

habitually involved in worldly interests and pursuits, he

has no right to suppose that by stepping aside from

them on a single occasion, even though it be the most

important of all occasions, he can place himself in a

different order of beings, or bring himself into harrOWr'

with what is high and free. Wlrat he has tb do is to

emancipate his mind if he can ;
but if not, to marry ac-

cording to the conditions of his slavery. For if he

from a‘ mere impulse of his higher mind, whilst

habitual subjection to the low^er, the impulse ,:
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what he gets 3
if he can feed upon husks and draff, it is

competent to him to see that his trough is filled.

But if marrying^r money is to be justified only in the

case of those unhappy persons who are fit for nothing

better, it does not follow that marrying without money is

to be justified in others,—^marrying, that is, without the

possession or the fair prospect of a competency suited to

their condition in life. What is to constitute such a com-

petency depends in a great measure on the prudence,

independence, and strength in self-denial of the parties.

Those who resolve to marry on very small means, against

the wishes of their relatives and friends, should always

con^der dmt they are setting up a claim to an extra-

ordinary share of these excellent virtues 3 and they should

not expect their claim to be readily acknowledged unless

it be founded, not merely on good intentions, but on

actual savings, on ascertained facts of frugality and

habits of self-sacrifice. Without such habits, they may

intend and profess what they please as to independence

and self-reliance : the result will be that they have

indulged their unworldly inclinations at the expense of

others.

Love is said to delight in contrasts, and Nature may

have some purposes to fulfil in so ordering it. In the

matter of stature, having a leaning towards a certain

average, she may have provided against extremes of

stature in the issue of marriages by inspiring the tall with

a preference for the short, and vice versL In the matter of
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sense I think it is otherwise. . To a man of sense, the

want of sen'se will tend to alienate. In regard to gaiety

and gravity, no doubt a grave, and especially a melan-

choly man, will find a gay and happy nature in a girl

especially attractive. But this may be misleading if it

leads to marriage. For there are few things that need

;S3rmpathy and companionship more than happiness.

Rank and station have an inflaence which, though

not very h^ or worthy, is to be regarded, 1 think, as

rsoi^What less ba:re and poor than motives which are

mercenary. There is something in differences of

rank and degree which affects the imagination, as every-

thing does which is unfamiliar ; and an imaginative person

is perhaps more apt to fall in love with what is either

above him or below him in station than with what is on

a dead level with him. This, however natural, should be

looked upon as a misdirection of the fancy * for any ex-

treme inequality of station will commonly lead to sore

^trials in marriage.

Beauty, in itself and of itself, has, I believe, less power

in determining matrimonial choice than at first sight it

ural that it should have. The charm of

nd corporeal beauty is perhaps tod open

to involve consequences ; its first effect is

tod strong in proportion tO its further effects ; for' 0^.

imagm^li®^iEes to feel that it has something

to j and 'charm', more insidiously wini#^P^Pt.
%hich turns tO a;^ you ndVahce, ffiw

liilght seem nat

and Mn^diate
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declares itself as l^eauty from the first. In some faces

there is a mystery of beauty which, by perplexing and

disturbing the minds of men, exercises a more subtle and

irresistible power.

Lord Bacon, has said that ‘''there is no excellent

beauty without some strangeness in the proportion ;
from

which I infer that the beauty which had individuality was

alone excellent in his eyes
; and I believe this to be so

far prevalent amongst mankind that, whilst the name of

beauty is given to perfection of symmetiy, the power of

beauty is felt in a slight deviation from it—^just sufficient

to individualize without impairing. It is this peculiarity,

this “ some strangeness,” which lays hold of the imagina-

tion.

But even when such a hold has been taken, tli^ llitt

feelings are those of admiration rather than love, and

there must be something the beauty indicating some-

thing te/y<?i*.the beauty, in order that the admiration may

pass into love. If other forces are behind, admiration is

excellent herald and harbinger of love; if not, ad-

will not of itself constitute love ; indeed, where

of love has attained to its full force, admira-

tbii sometitnes be almost lost and absorbed :
“ She

loved too deeply to admire,” said one lady writing of

another some thirty years ago.

There are two sorts of love well discriminated by
Beaumont and Fletcher, of which, without distrusting

either, the more simple may be better suited to the
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beginning of married life/the more composite to married^

life in its progress :

You talk of Peritkou’s and Theseus’ love ;

Theirs has more ground, is more maturely seasoned,

More buckled with strong judgment ; and their needs

One of another may be said to water

Their intertangled roots of love ; but I

And she (I sighed and spoke of) were things innocent.

Lovedfor we did^ and like the elements

That know not ^hat nor why, yet do effect

Rare fesues by their operance, our souls

Pid ^ to one another.”
=

tl fe commonly said that beauty, howsoever enchant-

itig before marriage, becomes a matter of indifference

after. But if the beauty be of that quality which not only

attracts admiration, but helps to deepen it into love, I am

not one of those who think Aat what charmed the lover

is forthwith to be lost upon the husband. It is doubtless

a question of Hnd. There may be a beauty, eminent-in

its kind, which, tliough ^fted '
‘ •

With winning ways and pliant grace

And pleasing, falsifying face,

“the perfume and suppliance of a minute;” the

Iffl the coldest of winter evenings are sonletimes as

ihg and as warmly tinted as those of a summer

ithere exists also a species and quality of bea^,^

I conceive) it would not be pps''

tof deaden, and the
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may be expected to last as long as the beauty itself lasts,

and perhaps much longer.

The hidden traynes I Imow, and secret snares of love,

How soone a loke will prynte a thonghte that nevermay remove—’^

says Surrey; and it is, in truth, '^a look,” and what a

look reveals, which makes the permanent impression;

and even when there is no question of absolute love, we
are wont to recall the absent whom we admire in such

wise as they appeared to us at some particular moment

when the look may have happened to give a fuller

account of the nature than at other times, or a more

poetical version of it.

She hath a face looks like a story

;

The story of the heavens looks very like her-^-” *

And it is the story which the looks have told us which
remains with us and which we remember or read again,

even when the looks are no longer before ’ our eyes or
when they speak less plainly.

« Yet can I not hyde me in no dark place,

So foiloweth me remembrance of that face.’’ f

^.Re&0SS and statues -wrought by the more spiritual
masisis of art do not satiate the sense; and if in that
beairiy which is of art’s creation, when the art is of the

OTder, there is this cleaving and abiding power,
we are not to doubt that Nature, which creates the. art, is
competent to create, without the intervention of the art,

!
Fletcher’s 'Elder Brother,’ Act iu. Scene

t Sir Thomas Wyat.
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a beauty expressed in flesh and hlood, that may be con-

stantly lived with and daily dwelt upon, yet be found to

be not less inexhaustible in its charm. Other objects will

intervene, no doubt, where beauty is present to our daily

life
;
a man cannot be consciously and continually occu-

pied with such impressions j insusceptible moods will

intervene also, and the perceptions will from time to

time be overclouded : this will be the case in regard to

works of art, and even in regard to those natural and

urnyersal sources from which the sense of beauty in

vomM nourished as with its daily food; nor can it be

otherwise in regard to human beauty: but when this

beauty is pure and spiritual, I see no reason to suppose

that it will be a less permanent source than those others

;

and I will not consent to believe that daily familiarity

with it will make it of no effect, any more than that the

flowers will cease to please because they hang over our

doors, or the stars because they shine nightly.

And. even if the beauty be not pure and spiritual, it

xnay be spiritualized and purified by the love which looks

upon it, so that the result shall be the same

:

, ^^Forthey which love indeed look otherwise,
'

"With pure, regard and spotless.true intent

. Drawing out of the object of their eyes

, ;
A more refined form which they present

- ^nto their mind, void of all blemishment.”

The excepti^M to be tak^ to beauty a^ a

portion (ifitbe be^ty of the highest ordiBr^fe. not wre-

Spencer’s * Hynon in Hohom; of Beauty/
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fore that it can become otherwise than precious whilst it

lasts, but rather that, as it is precious, so is it perishable;
-and that, let it be valued as it may, it must he accounted
at the best but a melancholy possession

:

For human heauty is a sight

To sadden rather than delight ;

Being the prelude of a. lay

Whose biirtlien is decay.

And if it be our fortune to encounter in flesli and blood
a beauty which seems to revive for us the realities from
which Rafaello and Perugiao painted, we are to consider
whether to possess such beauty in marriage and see it

sehjected to the changes and chances of this mortal life,

would not bring upon us the same sort of feeling with
which we should contemplate a Madonna or a St. Cedlia
hanging exposed to the weatherand losing some tenth part
of its form and colouring with each successive winter.

Simplicity—an express simpHcity—in loots, has, I
dunk, more power to prolong their youthfulness, than
mther brightness or bloom. That is a conservation

takes effect in the eyes of all beholders. There
is another -which is domestic and specific. Slow and
gradual changes do not take effect equally -with other
changes Some persons contiuue to see in the face they
have lived with for ten years, or twenty or thirty, the
same fate thej saw when they met it first; the insensible
graduation of change being to them almost as conserva-
tive as if the face had been embalmed : And I have
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isometimes been reminded of a strange occurrence wliicli

came to my knowledge many ;^eaTs ago. A mine had

fallen in, tliirty or forty years before, upon a young man
anployed in it. Lately some new mining operations

which had been undertaken reached the spot, and the

body was disinterred and brought up. It had been pre-

served from decay by some antiseptic quality of the earth

in which it was buried, and appeared like a fresh corpse.

The neighbours crowded round it
;
but no one recog-

ni^d.
,
it till an old woman rushed through the crowd

in it the lover of her youth. And tlius came

together age in life and youth in death.

I have said that, considering the many misguidances

to which a deliberative judgment is exposed in the matter

of marriage, there may often be less risk of error in a

choice which is impassioned. But I ought perhaps to

have explained that by a passion I do not mean—what
young ladies sometimes mistake for it—a niere imagina-

tive sentiment, dream, or illusion. Some imaginative

jffentiments, dreams, or illusions, not only do not con-

stitute a passion, but may render the person who

S
|es them incapable of conceiving one; bringing

fancy perhaps, but a weak and wasted

is well understood by worldly, mothers, who

win Remote than discourage a rapid succession of

such ^Sie5j®^tSy resting upon the maxim that * there in

safety in m In destitution theretis

:^est, in ^n^edhess “%re is securi^:;&fU|: ft Ending
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of gaiiBeBt% and in this beggaiy of the heart tlxere is

security from a passion.

But if the heart have been trained in the way that it

should go, the passion to which it will lie open will be

SOTiething very different from a warm illusion or a senti-

maitai dream, though very possibly including these, and
having begun in them. For true love is not, I think,,

that isolated and indivisible unity which it might be
supposed to be from the way in which it is sometimes

spoken of It is mixed and manifold according to the

abundance of the being, and in a large nature becomes^
in its progress a highly composite passion; commonly,
no having its source in admiration and imaginative-

sentiment, but, as it rolls on, involving divers tributaries,,

swdlen by accessory passions, feelings, and affections,-*..'

pity, gratitude, generosity, loyalty, fidelity, anxiety, fear,
and devotion,—and deepened by the embankments of
duty and justice—^foreign to the subject as these last may
sem to some. In short, the whole nature and conscience,

6^ worked upon by this passion, react upon it and
y^iaeHaerfused and blended with it; not by an absorp-
ixA efm ^eats into one, but by a development of
«dihatoeadr: and when, therefore, I affirm that passion,,
ew ihaa^i it may, will be often less misleading than the
<&|«ssk«iate judgment, I do but aver that the entire
®»te«-ieason, conscience, and affections, inteipene.

and triun^-that this totality of.the nature, raised,
y^nSed, and enlarged by love, is less likely to take .an.
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erroneous direction than a part of the nature standing

aloof and dictating to the other parts.

I say not, 'however, that the risk is small in eitlier

case or under any guidance. Far from it. And the pre-

ference to be given to passion as a guide will depend
upon the natural capabilities, and the maturity and culti-

vation of the moral, spiritual, and intellectual mind. If

there be much of this for the passion Jo call out, it will be
an exalted and enlightened passion, and may see its way.

.

If ^there be, little, it will be a blind passion. Whence it

fbiows that passion is not to be taken for a guide in

extreme youth, in the rawness of the moral and spiritual

elements and the greenness of the judgment. And as it

is in these day^ that a first passion will most frequently

take place, it will generally be found, I believe, that a

second may be better trusted

:

Time teaches as that oft One higher

Unasked a happier lot bestows

Than if each blighted dream desire

Had blossomed as the rose.^' *

Nor is it altogether foreign to Nature, or to some

s, that something remaining from an old and disap-

love should keep its place along with a new and

e, any more than that on the same bush a fedW
be shedding its leaves by the side of one

' Nor will the blossom be the vforsi

ro^

is

Soion|'^;;

ils should
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however, I maintain that passion, in one season or

another of our souhs progress, is to have a voice of much

force and potency in the direction of the judgment, and

will enlighten it on some points more than it may be-

darketi it on others, this is not because I imagine that it

can realise its illusions or establish its empire in marriage.

Passion is of course designed by nature to be transitory,

—a paroxysm, not a state. And then the question arises

which has been so often agitated, whether the affection

which succeeds marriage is in all cases much influenced

—

and if influenced, how influenced—^by the nature of the

fedflng which preceded ? Whether a passion which has

transmigrated into an aflection carries widr it into the

aflfection any elements which could not exist in an affec-

tion otherwise originating ? When it begins with pasribn,

there must needs be a period of collapse and regurgitation,

or at least of subsidence. Whether, therefore, is the

affection the weaker for never having known the high

tide, or the stronger for not having felt the refluence ?

temporary flooding of the affections, 4oeS it df^a^s-

durable results, or does it etmch? "

' 1 tte predomin^^ amoiititihg ^rnost to
nmvessaiily, the law of Nature which piac^ us once in
our lives at ie^ tmder the domimc^- 6f this passion,
woiild of Itself a strong presuihptibn that sbttie

benefidal result fa ^ he brought about by rt. And if |t
be admitted (as without any offence to Calvin I
iveil may) that the better part of most
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the larger part, it will follow that this temporary expan-

sion and outburst of the whole of the being will bring a

greater accession of good activities than of bad ; and as

the first cry of the infant is necessary to bring the lungs

into play, so the first love of tire adult may, through a

transitory disturbance, be designed to impart a healthy

action to the moral and spiritual nature. The better the

tree, the better of course will be the fruits; neither the

rains of spring nor the glow of summer will make ^rap^s

grow up6n brambles ; but whatever the-fruits may be, the

will be larger after every seasonable operation of

l^^ture has been undergone. With the few in whom envy,

jealousy, suspicion, pride, and self-love are predominant,

there may he an aggravation of these evil dispositions or

of some ofthem
;
but to them (and God be praised they are

the many 1) with whom humility, generosity, the love of

God, and the love of God’s creatures, though par% iatent

perhaps, is powerfully inherent, the passion of love, kil

bring with it an enlargement and a: deepemiiig and

strengthenmg of these better elements, such as no other

visitation of merely natural influences, however favourably

^?^^fe|d,and' dutiMly cherished/ could avail to produce^

the passion has .passed avyay, the enlaigemeut

-remain J-^and ,.as the. better^and '^1^^
, will msike'the better:-;.

'

.or;;,
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If tih€ passion have ended, not in a marriage but in a

disappointment, the nature, if it have strength to bear the

pressure, will be more ennobled and purified by that than

by success. Of the uses of adversity which are sweet,

none are sweeter than those which grow out of disap-

pointed love ; nor is there any greater mistake in con-

templating the issues of life, than to suppose that baffled

endeavours and disappointed hopes bear no fruits, because

they do not bear those particular fruits which were sought

and sighed for :

—

“ The tree

Sucks kindlier nurture from a soil enrich’d

By its own fallen leaves 5 and naan- is made.

In heart and spirit^ from deciduous hopes

And things that seem to perish.”

Indeed, the power and spiritual efficacy of love can

hardly be realised to its full extent without either disap-

pointment, or at least reverses, vicissitudes, and doubts ;

and of the fact which Shakspear^ observes, that

“ The course of true love never did run snaooth,”

pe^ps this explanation may be given,—^that roughnesses

in order to make the love true
; and marriages

that ibHoW upon tirouble, trial, and vicissitude, will be

more likely to be conservative of the love by which they

have been achieved, than those which are merely the

crown dr coronal of a triumphal career in courtship ;

‘ ^ The flowers in sunshme gathered soonest fade. ”

Effiesta*
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Once on my way home from the house of a lady more
celebrated than any one else of her day for beauty and
genius, I versified a question and answer

:

I lightly said, “ Come, tell me in my ear,

Who are the friends you call the ‘ very dear ?’

She paused, and answered when I asked again,— •

The friends that more than others cause me pain.

After ally if the secrets of betrothals and refusals were to be
known, we should probably be surprised to &d how inany

are the result of accident, or of something not unlike it

;

arid how many issues are determined by the mood of a
moment. Abad night, a headache, the wind in the north-

east, and the offer is refused. E.everse these conditions

and it might ha^e been accepted. A lover, therefore, who
has thoughtlessly made his proposal in the north-east wind
should repeat it when the wind has changed. This seems

like a jest, but there is a monitory hint behind it . ^
:

Courtships are sometimes the least smooth

is on one side the most passion. A man who is quite

competent to what is called “ flirtation ” under ordinary

circmnstances, will find himself disqualified for it if deeply

^^^e* And yet it may he by those sort ofadvances that

h^^^to have. the best chance of working his way* T1su$

hll too serious to be sentimmtaland

to fee bursts ,^t length into a

surpris^^^^Tje has worked hi^:w^*

or he 'i
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Amongst tile obstructions which the course of love 1^
oommoBly to encounter, one which is specified by Sh^-

speaie is the opposition of parents ;
and it is often one^

the most perplexing problems in human life to determine

towhat length parental opposition should proceed in such

cases. A moderate opposition can seldom do harm,

unless there be positive perversity in the parties opposed,

so that opposition shall be in itself a provocative to folly.

Such perversity apart, a moderate opposition will suffice

to set aside a weak love, whilst it will tend to consolidate

a strong one ; and it will thus act favourably in either case,

so fer as regards ti^t most essential element in all such

jmtbsrs,—the w^tkness or strength of the affection. In
respect of an opposition beyond this, it seems hardly

pebble to generalise, the qualities Of the persons and the
specialties of the cases being so all-important. In extreme
youth, obedience should he the rule of the child. But so
soon as the child shall have attained to a fair maturity of
judgment, there is a moral, responsibility for the just exer-
ts ©f that judgment which must not be overlaid by an

of filial duty. Of the members of a
of all that each should act upon

though with very diftereht degrees
rf iiteices. The sons and <toghter4. whendmxm m krng&r, are to demean iomrd^
theporesQls HR

fom^ liat boe

aadtheirin.

toaflily, deference, aod i de^& etta-
with'Sa alss(^Qte subjection of

On the question of choice in
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on other questions in which both child and parent are

personally concerned, if the child presumptuously con-

ceive that his judgment is mature when it is not mature,

or tiiat it is worthy to be weighed with his parents' when

it is not worthy, he is culpable of course ; being charge-

able, not with mere error of judgment, but with the fault

of presumption. On the other hand, if in all humility of

heart and desire to be dutiful, he shall nevertheless clearly

perceive, or think; he perceives, that his judginent is the

juster, and' is guided by higher, purer, and more righteous

viite- df life, it behoves him, after much patience and the

hdglect^f no endeavour to bring about a coincidence of

judgment, to resist his parents' judgment and give effect

to that which he conceives to be better
;
and this for his

parents' sake as well as for his own. We all need resist-

ance to our errors on every side. Woe unto us when all

men shall speak well of us !
•” and woe imto us, also,when *

all men shall give way to us 1 It maybe
the part of a child to give a helpful

when the parent is the more erring o£ the two ; and the

want of such resistance, especially cm die part of daugh-

JT they are more -prone than sons to misconceive

tiis kin<l or to fail’ in firmness), has oft»!

mk p^ent : mto: fttal orors, fdlowed 1^

in a- stacte^e exaltatioi

:

.•.beoaJise : duty;
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taki]^ a. resolution, when they are not capable of under-

going the consequences with fortitude. For it is one sort

of strength that is required for an act of heroism ; another,

and a much rarer sort, which is ayailahle for a life of

endurance. Probably most people could quote instances

within their own knowledge in“ which the daughter has

obeyed, and then, losing her health, and with it perhaps

her temper and her resignation, has died ofwhat is called

a broken heart
;
thus, as it were, heaping coals of fire

upon the parents' head.

But if an unreasonable opposition to a daughter's

choke he not to prevail, I think that, on the other hand,

parents, if their views of marriage be pure from

werldliness, are justified in using a good deal.of maaage-
meat—^not more than they very often do use, but 3^re
than they are wont to avow or than society is wont to

countenance—with awiew to putting their daughters in

the way of such marriages as they can approve. It is the
way of the world to give such management an ill name,
Probably because it is most used by those who abuse it

and I have heard a mother pique

.having taken a single st^
, to get her

appeared been
^ nne of the most dirties of a

parent Jf the mother be wholly th^
daughters i^ust take ^eps and use fg^

selves <wKeh is not desirable^ or Ae:
the most important interests of their
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spiritual, must be tlie sport of chance and take a course

purely fortuitous j and in many situations, where unsought

opportunities of choice do not abound, the result may be

not improbably such a love and marriage as the mother

and every one else contemplates with astonishment.

Some such astonishment I recollect to have expressed on

an occasion of the kind to an illustrious poet and philo-

sopher, whose reply I have always borne in mind when

other such cases have comeundermy observation i—^^We

have no reason to be surprised unless we knew what may

l^^^een the young lad/s opportunities. If Miranda-

had riot fallen in with Ferdinand, she would have been

in love with Caliban,”

But management, if it is to be recommended, must be

good management, and not the management by which

young ladies are hurried from ball-room to ball-room, so

that a hundred prelibations may give one chance to be

.swallowed, A very few ball-rooms will afford the

' of introduction and selection of acqfuaintp^ces; ahd the

intercourse which, by imparting a real biowledge of the

dispositions, will give the best facilities of choice, will be

is with<hrawn, by one remove and another^

metropolitan assemblies—first, to intercourse in

;
secondly, to domestic society, pur

admit, perhaps,’top much fireedoj^

private.
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than tends to attach; but the graver inti^iacy is wanting.

Maton complained that in his time choice in marriage

'was difficult, because tliere was not ^^that freedom of

access granted or presumed, as may suffice to a perfect

disceiimg till too late.’^^ In our age the freedom of

access is sufficient j
but the access is, for the most part,

at times and places where nothing can be discerned but

the features of a restless and fluttering life. A dog may

sometimes be seen in chase of a swallow ; his quest is

scarcely more hopeless than the endeavour of a man to

attain to some more than outward knowledge of a girl in

the highways of London society. And I remember to

have heard it said by a man t who lived in those high-

TiF&ys Am: the greater part of a life of more than ninety

year^ that it did not signify much whom a man married,

for next morning he found that it was somebody else.

And if Milton could say, Who knows not that the bashful

muteness of a virgin may ofttimes hide all the unliveliness

and natural sloth which is reaUy unfit for conversation ?
”

we, on the other hand, who cannot reasonably complain

of the bashful muteness of the virgins, may be, no doubt,

in ocir own way perplexed in the attempt to discover

what is the ^ life that lies beneath those dancing and

giandng outmdes of which we see so much. But the

difficulty of managing well in this respect depends less on

our manners in regard to the intercourse between girls

and men, than on the general mode of living, which, in

‘ Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce,* ch. 3. t Samuel Rogers.
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some sections of society (not in all), tends to separate

domestic from social life, and to subjugate the former to

the latter.

It may be observed, I think, that women of high

intellectual endowments and mucli dignity of deportment

have the greatest difficulty in marrying, and stand most

in need of a mother^s help. And this, not because they

are themselves fastidious (for. they axe often as little so as

any), but because men are not humble enough: to wish to

have their superiors for their wives.

In’the Temple de Gnide,” of Montesquieu, Aristde

carries his humility far enough for such a wish
;
and the

humility of love was never more gracefully expressed,

—

‘^elle m’aime tant, qu’elle me ferpit presque croire que je

suis digne de son amour.” But such humility is rare;

and pride, though mostlymastered by love,when brought

into close conflict, will commonly, in such cases,^ up

the approaches so as to keep love at a distance* ;

Yet in some respects it is better,, perhaps, that supe-

riority of nature should be on the wife’s side. For an

wife must work through the nature of her husband,

^^|de^orate his nature in order to carry her ends.

:]^4^|^es, his by authority, and, passing dear of his wife’s

,
leave it ^here it was.

, , , ;;

Gtea^l >tv§alth in a wqr^m is npt an advantage;

making It tends to dp
and the ht^5^ leaving ^ ,

snapped at byl Ae:&irdy .had tl^ .
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knowing this, an heiress may be sometimes a little too

much upon her guard. And then there are the difficulties

of choice arising out of abundance :

—

** Sucli wealtli as hers

Makes a maid 'whimsical and hard to please s

She that can have her will, be what it may,

Is much to seek to settle what it shall be.”

And for one reason or another great heiresses seem gene-

rally doomed to a life of celibacy.

The manner of rejection employed by a lady who has

a troublesome amount of such business to transact, may

be such as, if noised abroad, will be more

deterrent than perhaps she herself would desire.

Many years ago, a gentleman, who had just returned from

Oidtenham, told me that when there he had called upon

a young friend of his, and finding him much depressed in

spirits, had made some inquiries, which were answered

thus : Well, as you axe a great friend of mine, I will tell

you everything. I certainly thought that Miss D. had
great deal ofkindness last season; indeed, I

j am entitled to say that her notice of me was very

so much so that I was led to write her a letter

^bis moaning containing an offer of marriage ; and after

I had been waiting several hours for an answer, a verbal

one was brought by a footman, saying, 'Miss D. was
very sorry, but she couldn^^ " I did not know the lady
myself, and I have forgotten, if I ever knew, whether or

Philip Van Artevelde,' Act i. Scene i.
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not any ftiture aspirant was equally enterprising and more

successful
; but I took a note of what -was told me as in-

dicating the spirit in which oflfers are regarded by heiresses,

and a manner of dealing with them which may help to

explain the fact that great heiresses so often live and die

unmarried. And thus, if the wealthy father of an only

daughter could he gifted with a knowledge of what

parental care ahd kiiidness teally iSs it is my assuaged

belief that he would disinherit her. If he leaves her his

iflhedift# ptobahly the best thing for her to do will he to

Mtey the most respectable person she can find of the

class of men who marry for money. An heiress remain-

ing unmarried is a prey to all manner of extortion and

imposition, and, with tlie best intentions, is apt to be-

come, through ill-administered expenditure and mis-

directed bounty, a corruption to her neighbourhood and

a curse to the poor ;
or, if experience shaH

waiy, she will lead a life of resistance and suspido% k)

tike injury of her own mind and nature.

In the case, therefore, of either high endowments or

wealth in a daughter, the care of a parent is

l needed to multiply her opportunities of making

jn marriage } -and in *no case can suck^cs^e

l^pStly pretexmitted.
-

' ;

mother takes no pains,, the inapia^|^f

the notm its^

to be
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tode was of opinion that the bridegroom should be thirty-

seven years of age and the bride eighteen; alleging

physical reasons wHch I venture to think exceedingly

inconclusive. Eighteen for the bnde is the least to be

objected to, and would yet be rather early in this climate.

A girl of that age may be not absolutely unprepared for

marriage, but she has hardly had time for that longing

and yearning affection which is to be her best security

after. Sir Thomas More, in accounting for Jane Shore's

infidelity to her husband, observes that ^'forasmuche as

they wer coupled ere she wer wel ripe, she not very

loved .for whom she never longed.” But

or not the girl be ,to be considered ripe at

e^^iteen, I know no good reason, moral or physical,

why the man should withhold himself till seven and

thirty, and many excellent reasons against it Some few

years of seniority on the part of the man, I do con-

ceive to be desirable j and on this, as well as on other

grounds, the woman should marry young; for if the

womm were to be past her first youth and the man to

be some years older, it follows that the man would

remam long^ unmarried than it is good for him to be

alone. ^ On the point of seniority, let us listen to the

Duke and Viola

—

**jbuke, . • . Let still the woman take
An older than herself ; so wears

; she to him.
So sways she level in her husband’s heart.

For, boy, howev^ we do praise ourselves
Our fandes are more giddy and unfinn,
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More longing, wavering, sooner lost and worn
Than women^s are.

Viola, I think it well, my lord.

Duke, Then let thy love be younger than tliyself,

Or thy affection cannot hold the bent

:

For women are as roses, whose fair flower,

Being once display’d, doth fall that very hour.”*

The woman should marry, therefore, rather before than

after that culminating period of personal charm, which,

varying much in different individuals, is but a short

period in any, and occurs in early youth in almost all.

She Should marry between twenty and thirty years of age,

buLt nearer the former than the latter period. Now the

man at suth an age would probably be too light for the

man’s part in marriage ; and the more so when marrying

a wife equally young. For when two very young people

are joined together in matrimony, it is as if one sweet-pea

should be put as a prop to another. The man, therefore,

may be considered most marriageable when he is nearer

thirty than twenty, or perhaps when he is a little beyond

thirty'. If his marriage be deferred much longer, there

is some danger of his becoming hardened in celibacy.

Itfttle case of a serious and thoughtful man, it need not

bd g^g^d so long
j
for in such a case a remark made in

a bf Lord Bacon’s will probably be verified—^that a

man feds, hfeself seven years older the day after his

matriag^-' .
: ,

''

In thesfctife, meti are disposed, I think, tq

, too , .tardy ^"Rplilly
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prudence is strong in ns now, even to a vice
; and a

competency, or what is estimated to he a competency,

is not attainable at a very early age. A circle of friends

and relatives commonly resent^ as an injury to themselves,

a poor marriage contracted at an early age; and not
without reason, if the virtues of the parties contracting it

are not such as to justify it But that will be prudence

in a prudent man which is imprudence in another
; and

one thing is certain, that the prudence whicli postpones
marriage is excessive to a vice when it involves other
vices, and presents temptations less likely to be resisted

than those to which a poor marriage lies open.

Hime axe other motives and circumstances besides
those connected with prudence, which, in the case of men
miUtate against early marriages. If their first passion
(as it happens with most first passions) have issued in a
disappointment and if they Iiave passed through their
disappointment without being betrayed, by the heart’s
abhorrence of its vacuum, into some immediate mairiage

.
kind, resorted to for mere pmposes

excitement of grief into someMW excitement of instant love, they will probably find
that a first s^re of the kind guarantees them for
a certam number of years against ,a second. In themean time, the many interests, aspirations, and alacrl-

friend-^,fiU up the measure of life, and make the singleheart sufficient to itself. It is when these things We
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partly passed away, and life has lost something of its

original brightness, that men begin to feel an insufficiency

and a want I have known it to be remarked by a

Roman Catliolic priest, as the result of much observa-

tion of life amongst his brethren, that the pressure of

their vow of celibacy was felt most severely towards forty

years of age.

If a mail have fairly passed that period without marry-

ing or attempting marriage, then, I think, or very soon

after, he may conclude that there is no better fortune in

store for him, and dispose himself finally for the life

celibate.

** Till age, refrain not ; hut if old, refrain— ”

says one of the shrewdest of the unpoetical poets.* And
this abstinence from marriage on the part of old men is

to be enjoined, not only on their own account, but on

accotmt of the offspring to which such marriages may
give birth. The sort of age in youth and the weakness

of constitution which is observable in the offspring of old

men, involves national as well as individual evil, because

if &rids to degeneracy of the race; and amongst the

S^^ans, who were careful of their ’breed, there was a

law> fie Pa^pia, which forbade the marriage of a

man ofi(iore than sixty years of age with a woman of le^

than fiify.
;

furthermore, if the old man have male

there will g^^^y be the evils to the son of an

minority ana a jpremato^ indepenSeit^

Crabbe.
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The marriages of old men to young -women are, for

the most part, as objectionable in their motives as in their

results ; and the mistake of such marriages is generally as

great as the moral misfeasance. There is no greater

enor of age than to suppose that it can recover the enjoy-

ment of youth by possessing itself of what youth only can

enjoy; and age -will never appear so unlovely as when it

is seen -with sucli an ill-sorted accompaniment :

—

A chaplet of forced flowers on Winter^s brow
Seems not less inharmonious to me
Than the untimely snow on the green leaf.

”

For the young women who make such marriages there

is sometimes more to he said than for the old men.

When- the motives are mercenary there is nothing to be

said for -them
3
and hut little when the case is one of

weak consent to the mercenary baseness of parents, or

when they sacrifice themselves (as fiiey will sometimes

allege) in a rich alliance for the relief of a large family of

destitute brothers and sisters. These are but beggarly

considerations, and might he equally pled in defence of a

less disguised prostitution. But a case will sometimes

occtir in -w^hich a young woman, is dazzled hy great

achievetneiits or renown
; and what is heroical or illus-

trious may inspire a feeling which, distinct though it be

-from that which youth inspires in youth, is yet not

unimaginative, and may suffice to sanctify the marriage

vow. And there is another case, not certainly tp he
‘ The Virgin Widow/ Act iii. Scene 4.
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altogetlier viadicated and yet not to be visited with much
harshness of censure, in which a woman who has had her

heart broken, seeks, in this sort of marriage, such an
asylum as, had she been a Roman Catholic, she might
have found in a convent.

Marriages of the old with the old are rare, and are

thought by some people to be ridiculous. They do not,

however, fall within the purview of the Lex Pappia, or of

any other prohibition that I am acquainted with, and I

hardly know why they should he so unfrequent as they

are. Solitude is ill suited to old age, and the course of

circumstances tends too often to leave the old in solitude.

Cases must be continually occurring in which it would be

for the comfort and happiness of old friends of different

sexes to live together
;
and if they carmot do so con-

veniently or creditably without being married, I know not

why they should be laughed at for marrying. It must be,

no doubt, a totally different connection from that which

is formed in earlier life
;
and it is one W'hich might be,

perhaps, more fitly ratified by a civil contract than by a

rdigious ceremony; but the lawful rights of a wife are

hl^ssary to the female friend, in order that she may be

with due respect by her husband’s relatives and

by till world, and in order that she may have authority in

h^ ilbusdiold : and if the marriage be ascribed to this

reasonable thotive, instead of supposing any which wroiald

be unreasOi!)^Vle and ridiculous, it may be Tegard^ I

think, as a ^nd commendable species ofarmi^ment.
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Wisdom is not the same with understanding, talents,

ca|iadw> ahffity, sagacity, sense, or prudence—^not the

-with any ope of these; neither will all these

tqptiier make it up. It is that exercise of the reason

into which the heart enters—-a structure of the under-

standing rising out of the moral and spiritual nature.

It is for this cause that a high order of wisdom—that
is, a highly intellectual wisdom—^is still more rare thar.

a high order of genius. When they reach the very
i^hest order they are one; for each includes the other,

awd i^ltectoal greatness is matched with moral strength.

iar(% ever reach so high, inasmuch as great
BriefleGti, according to the ways of Providence, almost
always hirings along with it great infirmities—or, at leas);

infirmities, which appear great owing to, die scale of
toleration; and it is certainly exposed to unusual temptar
lions

; for, as power and pre-eminence lie before it, so
amlation attends it, which, whilst it determines die will
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and strengthens the activities, inevitably weakens the

naoral fabric.

Wisdom is corrupted by ambition, even when the

quality of the ambition is intellectual. For ambition,

even of this quality, is but a form of self-love, which,

seeking gratification in the consciousness of intellectual

power, is too much delighted with the exercise to have

a single and paramount regard to the end; and it is

not according to wisdom that the end—that is, the moral

mid spipto^ consequences—should sufifa: derogation in

the intellectual means. God is love, and God

Js Ught ;
whence it results that love is light; and it is only

by following the effluence of that light that intellectual

power issues into wisdom. The intellectual power which

loses that light and issues into intellectual pride is out

of the way of wisdom, and will not attain even to

intellectual greatness. For though many arts, gifts,

and attainments may co-exist in much force with intel-

lectual pride, an open greatness cannot ; and of all the

correspondencies between the moral and intellectual

there is none more direct and immediate than

thai humility with capaciousness. If pride of intellect

be hl^lged, it will mark out to a man conscious of

great the circle of his own intellectual experiences

as the<only.pne in which he can keenly recognise

appreciate ,t|§,:|ntellectu^^ universe; and there
Jp.

order of men which stands m
limitation than that cf the man ' lyho
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what he does not cpatain. Such men will oftentimes

dazzle the world, ar* exercise in tlieir day and genera-

tion much influence on the many whose range is no

mder than theirs, and whose force is less but the want

of spiritual and imaginative wisdom will stop them

there j
and the understandings horn which mankind will

seek: a permanent and autlientic guidance will be those

which have been exalted by love and enlarged by

humility.
’

If wisdom be defeated by ambition and self-love

when these are occupied with the mere inward con-

scic^iaiess of intellectual power, still more is it so, when

are eager to obtain recognition and admiratioa of

- without - Men who axe accustomed to write

or speak for effect may write or speak ^ what is

wise flrom time to time, because they be

capable of thinking and intellectually adopting what

is wise ; but they will not be wise men; because the

love of God, the love of man, and the love of tmtli

not having the mastery with them, the growth and

^aoictoe of iheir minds must needs be perverted if not

atofctecL Thence it is that so many men are observed

to speak .wisely and yet act foolishly ; they are not

defldent in their understandings, but the wisdom of the,

heart is wanting to their ends and objects, and to those

feelings which have the direction of their acta And
if they do speak wisely, it is not because they are wise

;

for the permanent shape and organisation of the nakd
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proceeds from what we feel and and not from wliat

we speak, write, or think. There^s a great volume of

truth in the admonition which teaches us that the spirit

of obedience is to prepare the way, action to come next,

and that knowledge is not precedent to these, but

consequent : Do the will of My Pather which is in

heaven, and thou shalt know of the doctrine.'’

In youth intellectual pride will often revolt from

truths that are commonplace. Wisdom will insist upon

giving them whatever place and precedency may he

their due.

Those who are much conversant with intellectual

men will observe, I think, that the peculiar action of

self-love by which their minds are most frequently warped

from wisdom is that which belongs to a pride and

pleasure taken in the exercise of the argumentative

faculty; whence it arises that that faculty is enabled to

assert a predominance over its betters. Wisdom is not

in love with logicians. She seeks rather those whose

understandings, being less under the temptations of logical

power, are likely to be more honestly exercised.

“ For whai a man hath over gret a wit,

Full oft him happeth to misusen it
”

i Men whose intellect, when pressed in argument, can pene-

trate crannies and crevices which the light of day can

not penetrate, are in more danger of dishonest coiir^ey

than those which live in the light
;
more in danger stlso

IV.
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of unconscious perversion, even in their solitary and sub-

stantive contemplatiof,-of being misguided even when

seeking the truth. With them the elements of a question

which will maJce effect in argument—those which are,

so far as they go, demonstrative—^will be rated above

• &eir- value; and those which are matter of proportion

and degree, not palpable, ponderable, or easily or

shortly producible in words, or which are matters of

moral estimation and optional opinion, will go for less

than they are worth; first, because they are not avail-

able to insure the victory or grace the triumph of a'

dis^taat; secondly, because they do not quicken the

of lEttellectoal power.

The need is the greater to be on our guard against

pride and seWove in argumentation, inasmuck as it is

HKHe mortifying to be defeated when we are in the

wrong than when in the right. And if we know our-

selves to be in die right, few things will unsettle our

adversary's convictions so much as showing him that

we perceive the full force and scope of his arguments,

either acquiescing in them or caring to confute

whereas he is animated and encouraged by an

eagar but nec^saxUy partial confutation. And in some

cases a wise man will be silenced by argumentation, only

because he knows that the question should be determined

by considerations which lie beyond the reach of argumen-

tative exhibition. Indeed, in all but purely scientific

questions, arguments are not to be submitted to by the
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judgment as first in command
; jather they are to be

used as auxiliaries and pioneers xne judgment should

profit by them to the extent of the services they can

render, but after their work is done it should come to its

conclusions upon its own free survey. I have seldom

known a man with great powers of argumentation' abun-

dantly indulged, who could attain to an habitually just

judgment In our courts oflaw, where advocacy and debate

are most in use, ability, sagacity, and intellectual power

flourish and abound, whilst wisdom is said to have been

disbaned. ’ In our houses of parliament the case is some-

what otherwise; the silent members, and those who take

but little part in the debate, and indeed the country at

large, which may be said to listen, exercise some sub-

duing influence over the spirit of argumentation, and the

responsibility for results restrains it
;

so that here its pre-

dominance -is much less than in the courts of law; yet

even in the houses of parliament, wisdom has been sup-

posed to have less to say to the proceedings than a

certain species of courage.

Ambition and self-love will commonly derange that

proportion between the active and passive understanding

which is essential to wisdom, and will lead a man to

value thoughts and opinions less according to their worth

and truth than according as they are his own or another’s.

Some preference a man may reasonably accord to wfeat

is the growftf of his own mind apart from its

value, on the gl^ound of its spedfic usefulness toishnseif

;
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for what is native to the soil will thrive better and bear

more firuit than what has been transplanted : but on the

other hand, if a man would enlarge the scope, and

diversify the kinds, of his thoughts and contemplationsj

he should not think too much to apprehend nor talk too

much to listen. He should cherish the thoughts of his

own begetting with a loving care and a temperate dis-

cipline—they are the family of his mind and its chief

reliance—but he should give a hospitable reception to

guests and to travellers with stories of far countries, and

tlie family should not be suffered to crowd the doors.

But the doors may be otherwise crow'ded to the

prejudice of wisdom. A powerful and capacious memory,

well usedj is an excellent instrument. But if much
wisdbm may result from the best use of it, it is not

without some wisdom that the best use of it can be

brought about. It was said of the most popular prose

writer of my time by some one, that so wonderful was

his memory, it seemed almost impqssible for him to

forget anything; to which Sydney Smith gracefully and

gracioijsly replied, Except an injury.'^ So far, good.

But other limitations are to be desired. A memory

which is more catholic than select does not give their

proper priority of place to those occupants of the mind

which are the servants of wisdom and truth. Memory is

a capricious faculty at the best. Any one who shall have

recorded daily what he saw or suffered, or thought or

did, and should take up the record after fifty years, would
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find the small things he has remembered and the great

things he has forgotten to be strange and fantastic in

their collocation. For the fabric of memory is of two

textures—the one mechanical and automatic, resembling

the sort of memory of the body which enables us to

swim or to skate after fifty years of desuetude
5
the

other a memory which takes account o*f thoughts and

emotions and mental experiences
;
and both are subject

to some arhitraiy and unintelligible law, so that were we

allowed to empty our coffers at any one moment, and

spread the treasures of memory before us, some would be

found to be counters and some to be coins, and the coins

would be of every degree of value, firom the highest to the

lowest. What is conducive to wisdom is that the coins

should not be hidden away under the counters.

Some minds, owing to a natural redundance of

activity and excess of velocity and fertility, cannot be^-

sufficiently passive to be wise. A capability to take a

thousand views of a subject is hard to be reconciled with

directness and singleness of judgment
;
and he who can

find a great deal to say for any view will not often, go the

straight road to the one view that Is right If subtlety

be added to exuberance, the judgment ‘is still more en-

dangered :

—

** Tell Wit how oft she wrangles

In tickel points of niceness,

Tell Wisdom she entangles

Herself in over-wiseness.”

Sir Walter Raleigh.
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Of excesses in subtlety the metaphysical is the most

frequent, especially with the young, and principally with

those of the young with whom spiritual truths have not

taken root in spiritual instincts. Isaac Comnenus is a

little impatient of such reasoners :

—

Reasons ! there’s nought in life so plentiful

;

They are the most besetting snares of men
Who ought to act by instinct, did they but know
How much their nature, if not tampered with,

'Their prostituted reason would transcend.’’’

This is to be taken as said with the looseness and liberty

permitted to dogmatisms of the drama. Nor is it without

a poetical license that Cowper speaks of the metaphy-

sicians as

—

Letting down buckets into empty wells

And growing old in drawing nothing up.”

In reality, a root and branch denunciation of metaphy-

sical science defeats its own object. It is only by some

mastery gained over the science that the limits of its

value can he ascertained.

’ But whatever danger may grow out of a love of

subtlety, if the love of subtlety he not connected with a

love of self there is good hope for wisdom. Nature

presents us with various walks of intellectual life, and

such a selection may be made as shall .render a dispro-

portion of the active to the passive intellect less mis-

leading. Speculative wisdom • will suffer less by excess

of thinking than practical wisdom. There are fields to
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be fought in which a wide range is more essential than an

unerring aim. In some regions we are to cultivate the

surface; in others, to sink the shaft. No one intellect

can be equally available for opposite avocations, and

where there is no interference of self-love wisdom will be

attained through a wise choice of work. One eminent

man of our times has said of another, that ‘‘science was

his forte and omniscience his foible.^' But that instance

was not an extreme one. Cases have occurred in which

wisdom has suffered total overthrow; the greatest 'in-

tellect and the greatest folly have been known to meet

;

and the universalist who handles everything and embraces

nothing, has been seen to pass into a pursuer of the mere

vanities and frivolities of intellectual display.

Self-love, how^ever, is not in all its forms and degrees

at variance with wisdom. It is nearly connected with

self-observation, and wisdom has a vested interest in

both ;—^in such a temperate action of the one as shall

bring about an impartial, but not an imperfect, exercise

of the other. In some men self-love will produce too

much closeness in speaking of themselves ;
in others, too

much abundance. Egoism in soliloquy is not always

least in those who never speak of themselves aloud
;
for

with the weak abstinence is easier than moderation. It

is moderation, and not abstinence, which comes in aid of

wisdom. For if, through a sensitive self-love, a map;^11

not speak of himself to his friends, his friends will mitch

the infection of his fears, and the silent egoist will lose
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that important cultivation of wisdom which is to be found

in a friendly freedom of intercourse on the questions

of conduct in which, the conduct being his own, he is the

most deeply interested.

But if intellectual ambition be not inordinate, nor the

ways of self-love bedarkening, there is yet another enemy

which may lie in wait for wisdom ;
to wit, a great capacity

of enjoyment. This generally accompanies genius, and

is, perhaps, the greatest of all trials to the moral and

spiritual heart It was a trial too severe even for

Solomon,
“whose heart, though large.

Beguiled by fair Idolatresses fell

To idols foul.”

Ttie temptation by which such a man is assailed con-

sists in imagining that he has within himself, and by

virtue of his temperament, sources of joy altogether in-

dependent of conduct and circumstances. It is true that

be has these sources, on this unconditional tenure for a

time ; and it is owing to this very truth that his futurity

m in danger,—^not in respect of wisdom only, but also

m respect of happiness. And if we look to recorded

eaeampies, we shall’ find that a great capacity of enjoyment

do^ not infrequently bring about the destruction of en-

}<^ment in its own ulterior consequences, having uprooted

wisdom by the way.

A man of genius, so gifted—or, let us rather say, so
tonpted—lives, until the consummation approaches, as if

* Paradise Lost.*
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he possessed some elixir or phylacteryj reckless of conse-

quences, because his happiness, being so inward to his

nature, seems to be inherent and indefeasible. Wisdom

is not wanted. Th^ intellect, perhaps, amidst the abum

dance of its joys, rejoices in wise contemplations; but

wisdom is not adopted and domesticated in the mind,

owing to the fearlessness of the heart For wisdom will

have no hold on the heart in which joy is not tempered

by fear. The fear of the Lord, we know, is the beginning

of it
; and some hallowing and chastening influences of

fear will always go along with it Fear, indeed, is the

mother of foresight; spiritual fear, of a foresight that

reaches beyond the grave ; temporal fear, of a foresight

that falls short
;
but without fear there is neither the one

foresight nor the other
;
and as pain has been truly said

to be the deepest thing in our nature,* so is it fear that

will bring the depths of our nature within our know-

ledge :

—

What sees rejoicing genius in the Earth ?

A thousand meadows with a thousand herds

Freshly luxuriant in a Mayday dawn

;

A thousand ships that caracole and prance

With freights of gold upon a sunny sea :

A thousand gardens gladden’d by all flowers,

That on the air breathe out an odorous beauty.’^

Genius may see all this and rejoice ; but it will not exalt

itself into wisdom, unless it see also the meadow in thb

By Arthur Hallanu
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livid hues of winter, the ship under bare poles, and the

flower when the beauty of the fashion of it perishes.

“ He that his joys would keep

Must weep ;

And in the brine of tears

And fears

Must pickle them. That powder will preserve.
” ’

It is true, however, that the cases are rare and excep-

tional in which this dangerous capacity of enjoyment is

an unbroken habit, so as to bring a steady and continuous

pressure upon the moral mind. A great capacity of

suffa'in^ belongs to genius also
;
and it has been observed

that an alternation of joyfulness and dejection is quite as

characteristic of the man of genius as intensity in either

kind. Doubtless these alternations will greatly enlarge

his knowledge both of Man and of the universe. The

many moods of his own mind will give him a penetrating

and experienced insight into many minds
; and he will

contemplate the universe and all that goes on in it from

many points of view, h^oreover, it is by reaction from

die extreme of one state that the mind receives the most

powerful impulse towards another—in resilience that it

has its plenary force. But though these alternations of

excess do thus enlarge and enrich the understanding and

minister to wisdom so far forth, they must yet, by the

shocks they occasion to the moral will, do injury on the

whole to that composite edifice, built up of the moral and

rational mind, in which Wisdom has her dwelling. The

Hervie, ‘The Synagogue,’ 47.
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injury is not so great as in the other case : better are

winter and summer for the mind than the torrid zone

—

feasts and fasts than a perpetual plenty; but either way

the temperament of genius is hardly ever favourable to

wisdom
;

that is, the highest order of genius, or that

which includes wisdom, is of all things the most rare.

On the other hand, wisdom without genius (a far more

precious gift than genius without wisdom) is, by God’s

blessing upon the humble and loving heart, though not as

often met with as ^the ordinary of Nature’s sale-work,”

yet not altogether rare
;
for the desire to be right will

go a great way towards wisdom. Intellectual guidance

is the less needed where there is little to lead astray

—^where humility lets the heart loose to the impulsive

movements of love. That we can be wise by impulse

will seem a paradox to some
;
but it is a part of that

true doctrine which traces wisdom to the moral as well

as the intellectual mind, and more surely to the former

than to the latter—one of those truths which is recog-

nised when we look into our nature through the clearness

of a poetic spirit :

—

“Moments there are in life—alas, how few 1—
When, casting cold prudential doubts aside,

We take a generous impulse for our guide.

And, following promptly what the heart tliinks best,

Commit to Providence the rest

;

Sure that no after-reckoning will arise

Of shame or sorrow, for the heart is wise.

And happy they who thus in faith oh^
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Their better nature : err sometimes tliey may,
And some sad thoughts lie heavy in the breast

Such as by hope deceived are left behind ;

But like a shadow these will pass away
From the pure sunshine of the peaceful mind.”

'

The doctrine of wisdom by impulse is no doubt liable

to be much misused and misapplied. The right to rest

upon such a creed accrues only to those who have so
tramed their nature as to be entitled to trust it. It is the
impulse of the habitual heart which the judgment may
fairly follow upon occasion—of the heart which, being
habitually humble and loving, has been framed by love to
wisdom. Some such fashioning love will always effect

:

far love can scarcely exist without solicitude; solicitude
bsii^ thoughtfulness; and it is in a thoughtful love that
the wisdom of the heart consists. The impulse of
such a heart will take its shape and guidance from
the very mould in which it is cast, without any applica-
tion of the' reason express; and the most inadvertent
^tion.of a wise heart will for the most part be wisely
erected

; providentially, let us rather say; for Providence
I»s nomore eminent seat than in the wisdom of the heartWi^om by impulse, then, is to be trusted in by thosewho have habitually used their reason to the full^nt of Its powers in forming the heart and cultivating

or
constitutional deficiency,

s peculiarity (for the reason may be unserviceablefiom other causes than deficiency), they are conscious
Southey’s ‘ Oliver Newman,
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that their judgment is likely to be rather perplexed than

cleared by much tliinking on questions on which they are

called upon to act or decide. Those in whom the medi-

tative faculty is peculiarly strong will often find themselves

in this predicament; witness Christopher Hervie’s com-

plaint ;

One while I think ; and then I am in pain

To think how to imthink that thought again,”

And they whose deliberative judgment is weak and inde-

cisive from a natural debility of the reason, may act from

impulse, and, even though the consequences be evil, may

be held to be wise according to their kind. Tor the

course they took may have been the wisest for theni^

being founded upon a just measurement ^of the insuffi-

ciencies of their understanding. And those who can take

this just measurement, and, holding their opinions with

due diffidence, yet act in love and faith and without fear,

maybe wise of heart, though erring in judgment; and

though not gifted with intellectual wisdom, may yet he

deemed to have as much understanding as innocence

stands in need of.

Upon this, however, the question will arise, whether

errors of the judgment are, as such, absolutely void of

offence ; and whether he who has committed them may
look back upon them, whatever may have been their

consequences, without any compunctious visitings. An
eminent statesman is said to have averred, that when he

* The Synagogue, 4I.'
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was conscious of having taken a decision with all due.

care and consideration, to the best of his judgment and

with the best intentions, he never looked back to it with

a momenfs regret, though the result might prove it to

have been wholly erroneous. This is a frame of mind

highly conducive to civil courage, and therefore not

without its advantages in political life. But it is not

equally conducive to wisdom. Nor, perhaps, in this un-

qualified form, is it to be altogether vindicated in morals.

At all events, so much regret might be felt, if no more,

as would suffice to awaken some self-questionings, not

merely as to the specific moral rectitude accompanying

OT proxiraately preceding the particular act, but as to

that general and life-long training of the heart to wisdom

whicn gives the best assurance of specific results, and of

which, therefore, specific failures should suggest the

deficiency. Some shortcomings of this kind there must

of course be in all human beings, and they should be at

all times aware of it
;
but it is in the order of Nature that

this consciousness should be quickened from time to time

by the contemplation of evih consequences arising from

specific errors of judgment, however innocent in them-

selves ; which contemplation, accompanied with a natural

regret, constitutes what may be called a repentance of the

understanding-^not easily to be escaped by a plain man,

nor properly to be repudiated by a philosopher*

Yet when the consequences of an error of judgment

are irremediable, how often are those who would animad-
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vert upon it met with the admonition to “ let the past be

past:” as if the past had no relations with the future;

and as if the experience of our errors of judgment, and

the inquisition into their sources, did not, by its very

painfulness, effect the deepest cultivation of the under-

standing,—that cultivation whereby what is irremediable

is itself converted into a remedy.

God having created man with an interpenetration of

mind and body, it cannot but follow that in some though

in a subordinate degree the health and soundness of the

one is dependent on the health and soundness of the

other. It is the part of wisdom, for its own sake, to take

heed for the body’s health. And I have had occasion to

observe that an exhortation to this effect may be as much

needed by strong men as by others. For the abuses of

strength are worse than weakness, and much health is

sometimes sooner lost than a little.

Never disregard pain,” Mr. Wordsworth said to me
in my youth

;

“ it is Nature’s admonition.” Whether in

youth or in age, the injunction was in my case altogether

superfluous ;
for if other monitors have been unheeded,

pain could always count upon receiving all due attention;

and of dot^rse the attention bestowed upon petty pains

may be too much as well as too little : but when they are

pains of a kind to lead the way to further evils, they are

not to be disregarded out of a mere pride of endurance;

nor, on the other hand, out of a fear of being ain^id
;

and Mr. Wordsworth’s advice should be taken to heart.
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The main scope and design of this disquisition having

been, to inculcate that wisdom is still more essentially a

moral and spiritual than it is an intellectual attribute; that

genius can niount to wisdom only by Jacob s ladder
;
and

that knowledge can only be digested into wisdom by an

appHcation of the heart,—I cannot better close it than

with that declaration of the nature of wisdom which is

delivered in the 28th chapter of the Book of Job :

—

Whence then cometh wisdom ? and where is the

place of understanding?

‘^Seeing it is hid from the eyes of all living, and ke[)t

close from the fowls of the air.

Destruction and Death say, We have heard the fame

thereof with our ears.

God understandeth the way thereof, and He knoweth

the place thereof.

For He looketh to tire ends of the es^th, and seeth

under the whole Heaven i

To make the weight for the winds ; and He weigheth

me waters by measure.

When He made a decree for the rain, and a way
for the lightning of the tliunder

:

‘‘Then did He see it, and declare it; He prepared
it, yea, and searched it out.

“And unto Man He said, Behold, the fear of the
Lord, that is wisdom; and to depart from evil is under*
standing.*'
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From the complaints which everybody brings against

everybody in the matter of the management of children,

one might be led to suppose that such a thing as good

management of them did not exist amongst mankind.

And no doubt this is so far true, that on a subject on

which so many and such various kinds of errors may be

committed, the best management can be but very im-

perfect, and ^those who are complained of should be

willing to listen, in the assurance that real errors there

are, and for the chance of those being the errors that

are hit upon and pointed out

But remonstrance and admonition, whether listened

to dir not, seem in general to be of as little avail op.

these questions as theories and doctrines
; and from tlip

uselessness of* all these, and from the fact that thoughtftil

and cultivated people are seen, not unfrequently, to eft

as much as others, , it may be inferred that tjbe ihllt

essential qualifications fot training a child weB^ pot

IV. H
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ofa nature to be communicated by books or lectures on
education. They are, isl^ The desire to be right in tlie

matter; 2nd, Sense; 3rd, Kindness; and 4th, Firmness.

Where these are wanting, the wisest admonitions
in the world will be of no other use than to relieve the
mind of the person who throws them away.

Theories, however, seem to have more power to
pervert the natural understanding, in this case, than they
have to enlighten it The doctrine of an eminent writer
<of a generation now nearly gone), that a child should be
inrariaWy reasoned into obedience, had, in its day, more
af » HMsIeadag efficacy than might have been thought
misatej md feany a jparenf was induced to believe that^ its. obedience, not

obedience, but only because the ftW
offered was reasonable; the little casuists dll co^
tmvers^i^ being expected to see the reason of things« r^y m real life as in the dialogues between Tutor^ ^ The common sense of mankind has now

of this doctrine, and it is known now, as

“f 7““”
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from which they came; but it included one error in

theories of education which will be found to belong to

many that are still extant: the error of assuming that

the parent is to be perfect. Under the reasoning

.regimen, what was to happen when the parent’s reasons

were bad? And in like manner, with respect to many

less unnatural systems which are recommended as if they

were of universal applicabflity, the quc$tion may be

asked, Will most parents be competent to give effect to

them? And, bearing in mind the not inconsiderable

number of mankind who labour under imperfections of

the understanding or other disqualifying defects, I believe

we shall find that a few strong instincts and a few plain

rules are all that can be appealed to for general guidance

in themanagement of children.

That first and foremost rule of exacting obedience

is so far firom^ being subject to the condition of showing

reasons, that sometimes, good intentions and affectionate

feelings being the same, a stupid parent with a strong

wBl> will train a child better than a parent of a reason-

mindj tainted by infirmity of purpose. For, as

’^^Obedi^nce is better than sacrifice and to hearken than

the fat of rams,” so it may be that an authority which is

.absolute bf vktue Of its own inherent strengtlr is better

timn of# shaken by a. reference to ends'll#

purposed ^^nby reasonable doubts as to

are the bO^:(iind most useful- Nor mE 4
perversity occasion tie child half m iht®#
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rWM will suffer from those

i. ft. 0»e «se, .. ^ofto 1st efficacious

• dT and deteminate «•«>»'«; because

f^ften, at les«, this is ft. most signfficMit dtpres-

^ rf aa authoritative rtl But it is an m^^t
Xb those only tan employ who are aath.ntahv. by

rmpemtnent; for a. asyuured manner, or on. wh^ m

;rS..tothetemp«aBent,willb.ofBoavai Those

parents who are not gifted with this tempa^ent and

S , must needs, if they, do that duty, have

^pecourse to punishmeiits ; of which, in the case of most

those, which axe sharp and soon over.

A^d let not the parents think that by a just and necessary

amount of punishment they run any risk of imping

aikFs affections. The risk is far greater of impairing

th^n hy indulgence. A spoilt child seldom loves its

mother; at least, with the same measure of love as if it

were unspoilt. And there is in human nature an essential

somewhat mysterious connection of love with

whidi, though .chiefly recognised in the relations

hdtwpm tnflii and God, may possibly exist also in the

between child and parent.

Ipve in either relation is deepened, it may he, by

;son^ degree—not oppressive or too disturbing—some

slight degree of fear : and. the very truth of the text that

“pafect love casteth.out fear,” would seem to show that

must be there before the love is made perfect..
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Therefore the parent who shrinks from inflicting just and

proper punishments upon a cliild may deprive that child,

not only of the rest to be found in duty and obedience,

but also of tlie blessings of a deeper love.

There is another way, not much adverted to by blind

parents, in which children are injured by undue indulg-

ence. It prevents them from benefiting by the general

tendency of mankind to have kind and firiendly feelings

towards children. Such feelings are checked and abated

when it is seen that children are unduly favoured by their

parents. And when the rights and comforts of others

are sacrificed for their sake, instead of being objects for

the protection and good offices of all around them, they

become odious in the same manner as princes’ favourites

do, and their parents’ sins are visited upon them.

Then the repugnance which people feel towards the

objects of unjust partiality provokes them to exaggerate

the demerits of the children,—^not probably to the face of

the parents, but in a way to go round to them,—^where-

upon the parents come in with some show of reason as

protectors of injured innocence, and fortify themselves in

their own delusions by detecting injustice in the views of

others. It is not the nature of mankind to be unjust to

children
; and where parents find ffiis injustice to prevail^

they should Jook for the source of it in their cliildren

in themselves*
:

^

Indeed it is the nature of mankind to be mafy too
kind to childr^ and to take too mudi notice t>{ them ;
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and this is a reason for not throwing them too much in

the way of strangers and casual visitors. When the;

visitors are intelligent, and the parents are not the sort of

people to whom flattery is acceptable, the children may
be ho worse for meeting the visitors, though they should

never be sent for to be shomi* But when the parents

are known tp have open ears for the praises of their

children, there are hardly any strangers so careful and

conscientious as not to say what is expected of them,,

and very many will carry their blandishments to an ex-

treme of grossness and falseness A considerate visitor

SEte^^fve the ccmduct of a judicious parent towards a

be glided by it 5 but Jhe instances are far

ifjcte ’fteqUent in which tiie folly of inijudidous parents is

unscrupulously abetted by the levity ofother people j and

die only consolation for a rational bystander is that the

children may have more sense than their flatterers and

more discernment than their parents, and be unflattered

and ill^leased (as win sometimes happen) by these

Sittem at .adulation. Jn these remarks I refer

not babies. As long as children

ta bi in the nurse^s ann^ they are a

sB of flatteries, if they.naean

nothing, are to be inasmuch as they do-nothing.

There is"am old ^pmverb which say^ that ^Vmany a c3^Ud

is kissed for the nurse’s sake ;
” and if it be in the ni|pe?si

arms there is no harin done.

It is selfishne^ on the part of pareii^^
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rise to undue indulgence of children,—the selfishness of

sacrificing those for -whom they care less to those for

whom they care morej and the selfishness of the parent

for: the child will naturally produce selfishness of die child

for himself A spoilt child is seldom generous. And

selfishness is induced in a cliild not only by too much

indulgence, but even by too much attention. It "will be

most for a child’s happiness and well-being, both present

and to come, that he should feel liimself, in respect to

coBoforts and enjoyments, the most insignificant person in

the house. In that case he -will have his own resources,

which will be more available to him than any which per-

petual attention can minister
j
he will be subject to fewer

discontents (discontent, like aspiration, is natural to

youth)
;
and his affections will be more cultivated by the

occasional tokens of kindness which a coptentfd child

will naturally receive in suflScient abundance,

would be by continual endeavours to majke him happy.

And if continual attenti<m to makisg him ha-|>py lyill

leftipcoduce happiness, neither will continual attention to

facing him good produce goodness. For if the child

tb^t Ihese is some one incessantly occupied lyjtiji his

happiness and goodness, he will come to be incessmililjy

OpCTpild with hjpselt Sometlung must be |i a

spirit,of jE6sfh:ftn4 heRe to, Nature and God’s pig

Parmts, metruments, but they s^e not tOi

all. Rooai^ must be left for some; hbpcty ffi

many an
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tions and trials, Tintli their natural results of victory with

self-respect, or defeat mth remorse. By such treatment

the child’s moral nature, being amply exercised, will be

seasonably strengthened; and when he comes into tlie

world as a man, he will come with a man’s weapons of

defence
;
whereas if the child be constantly watched and

kept out of harm’s way, he will come into the world a

moral weakling. I was once present when an old

mother, who had brought up a large family of children

with eminent success, was asked by a young one what

she would recommend in the case of some children who
were top anxiously educated, and her reply was

—

think, my dear, a little wholesome neglect.”

j&Or similar reasons it may be well that children should

iibt be hedged in with any great number of rules and

regulations- Such as are necessary to be established,

they should he required implicitly to observe. But there

should be none that are superfluous. It is only in rich

families, where there is a plentiful attendance of gover-

hes^ and nurses, that many rules can be enforced
; and

I heiieve that the constant attentions of governesses and

nurs^fe one of the greatest moral disadvantages to which

the children of the rich are exposed.

I have heard a multiplicity of petty regulations de-

fended on the ground that it was a constant exercise of

the child’s sense of right and wrong. But will a child be
feally the better for always thinking about whether he
does right or wrong

; that is, always thinking abbUt him-
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self? Were it not well that, for hours together, no

question of right or wrong should arise in his path ? or

at least none that demands from liim more than a half-

mechanical attention? For the conscience of a child

may easily be worn out, both by too much pressure and

by over-stimulation. I have known a child to have a

conscience of such extraordinary and premature sensi-

bility that at seven years of age she would be made ill

by remorse for a small fault. She was brought up by

persons of excellent understanding, with infinite care and

affection, and yet by the time she was twenty years of

age she had next to no conscience and a rather hard

heart A personwho had some experience of precocious

consciences once observed to me, in respect to those

children who are said to be too good and too clever to

live, that it was very desirable they should not.

These views are not, of course, to be pushed too far.

A child’s conscience should always have that sufficiency

of exercise which due discipline and the occasions of life

will not fail to supply, without factitious duties or need-

less rules.' And with respect to the treatment of the con-

science on the point of sensibility, natural, constitutions

are so diverse that it is difficult to speak generally
; but

though I would not have it much stimulated or unihter-

mittingly worked upon—though I would avoid to

timidate or intenerate the conscience—I do not

with those who think that the appeals to it shOuM be

invariably made with a judicial calmness, and ifat all
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_^ents should he inflicted dispassionately. Moral

towar s children

fitdeedon the part of men towards men throughout

all relations of life) should not operate mechanically,

l^gingwith it, like a calculating machme, a pro-

portionate evil to be suffered as a consequence of every

evil act It should operate according to its own human

nature as a matter of emotion, not only bringing an evil

to be suffered, but a moral sentiment to be recognised

and to heart—a passion which should strike upon

tlw=»! moral sense.

According to the nature of the diild and of the fault,

^ sho^d be sometimes DWe of sorrow than of

of sorrow. But it

better for the child's cpnsdence that there should be

some errors of emotion, than that punishments should be

cold and- dry. A parent should “be angry and sin not

diat is, the anger_ should be a just and moral anger, and

governed j
but at the same time it should be

npger of flesh and blood, and not the tuere vis

instrument of disciplme. In liiis way the

,Sj^Pitiinents of the parent, if they be virtuous,

a^d jn^ to the child ; for it is

nevi^, fo be lost sigh^ the treatment of our

daldren, that their characters are formed, not by what we
do, think, or teach, but by .what we feel and by what

we are.

Anger has authority ; and if it be the duly governed
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anger I have described, it may be allowed to perform its

part in the case of a parent who is wanting in other

authority. But these cases are few
;

for those who liave
,

little authority over others, will generally be found to

have less over themselves.

With boys, the authority of the schoolmaster takes the

place of parental authority. Is it well that a similar sub-

stitution should be resorted to in the case of girls ? Not,

I think, in any ordinary tsise. Witlr them it is hotter to

cultivate the relations of domestic life, and tolerate any

ordinary admixture of evils and imperfections, tlran to

throw those relations to a distance } and at home their

social relations also will, for the most part, be better cul-

tivated than they can be at a school. Variety in social

relations is required for tlieir cultivation, and other

variety than the school life can afford. The inasculine

element should not be excluded, as in that life

be. In the latter stages of girlhood a good deal of

may be needed to regulate the felatioms between girls

asatf then; but a separation not natural to humanity is

riot te be approved as a substitution for a sound system

of companionship. A healdry appetite with wholespme

food is better than a hungry appetite fancy-fed.

I once 'knew a delightful girl whoj ha the absence of

her parents ih foreign parts, was sent to school in; the

neighbourhood of London. Any one who

that neighbotrihood inUst have Oncouhtered

day walking prodessioris-of^
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schoolmistress at their head taking them out for air

and exercise. One day my delightful friend (she be-

came in her after life a social and in some measure a

literary celebrity) was coupled with a companion who

exclaimed, “Here we go, like Noah’s beasts out of the

arkj’^ to which my friend replied, “No; I wish we

did; th^ went male and female.’' And in truth Noah’s

beasts are a better precedent to be adopted in pro-

viding social arrangements for our daughters in their early

life, than the segregation provided for them in a girls’

school.

But when I speak of Varied society as good for girls,

1 would by no means be xmderstood to mean the London

life of balls and parties into which many parents have

thrown their children in these latter days. Social dissi-

pation in childhood brings about the extinction of its

natural pleasures and enjoyments as well as of much
besides.

With respect to the intellectual cultivation of children,

it is very important that the body, mind, and moral sense

ofdie child should proceed in their growth proportion-

ately andfdripassu ;

—

“ For nature, crescent, does not grow alone

In thews and bulk ; but as this temple waxes.

The inward service of the mind and soul

Grows wide with^.” *

As this temple waxes let it be j ,
not before this temple

• ‘Hamlet.’
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%vaxes. Whichsoever of these constituents of the human
being, the "body, the intellect, and the moral sense, shall

shoot forth prematurely and in advance of the others, will

run a great risk of being nipped and blighted. The
intellectual is, of the three—^in these times at least—that

which is most liable tC premature development The
evil consequences of such development have been very

generally perceived, and many maxims are afloat against

over-education; but the ambition of parents is commonly

too strong for their wisdom and prudence, and the over-

education
.
proceeds, the maxims notwithstanding. And

schools and colleges and all tutors and teachers being

governed by the same spirit, it is difficult for a wise

parent to give effect to wise views, even when he heartily

desires it. One mle, however, it is in his own hands to

carry out, and this is, if he talk much to his children, not to

talk too often intellectually. The intellectual talk of adults

is apt, not only to stimulate the child’s intellect to ^prts

beyond its strength, hut also to overlay many inf:ellectual

tastes which have their natural place in childhood and

which it is good for every mind to have passed through.

It is best for a child that he should admire cordially what

he does admire : but if the intellectual tastes critic

cisms of the adult mind are brought to bear upon him)

he will try to admire what he cannot and fail to admire

whp.t he might .

On the other hand, I would not he understpfidv#:)

recommend the sort of jocular nonsense wluci some
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intdlectiial parents will Imve recourse to in order to

place their conversation on a level with a diild’s under-

standing; nor do I observe that children are fond of it,

or at all flattered by it, but rather the contrary. For it is

a mistake to suppose that any joke is good enough for a

diild. Intelligent children, if not absolutely fastidious as

to jokes (which certainlymost cliildren are as to taste and
manners), will not however accept as complacently as
might be wished the mere good-natured disposition to
make them merry, nor can they respond in the manner
that is sometimes expected Irom them to every well-meant
ei^ of heavy gambolling and forced facetiousness.

Il^atever is most Sim and natural is most*ple«sing to
a ^Hi; and if the parent be not naturally light and gay,
ftb had better be grave with his children, only avoidinf to
be de^ or subtle in discourse.

But however parents may demean themselves, it is
not desirable that they and their children should be
always together. Children and young people—and I
siratdd say even adults—are not the better in their unden-

an exclusive association with their superiois
lii iaieteE*. association should be occasional, not

The inferior mind so associated may possibly

^ be
^ a imture to be over-exdted and over-mot^ •

^
may
^ safe fifOm those evils through defect of span.

activity: but in that case another

ZT'
rt IS led to adopt its opinions instead of

them, and finds a short cut to posts to which it
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letter tliat it should fight its way. In the case of a young

man who has been brought up in the constant society of

a parent greatly superior to himself, it will generally be

found that he has come by his opinions, not (as is best

in. youth) partly through deference to authority, partly

through conflict with equals, and partly by spontaneous

impulse, but almost entirely by adoption, as if they were

certified facts. And this leaves the mind unenlarged and

the judgment imexercised.

There is a class of opinions, however—those oom

with the moral and spiritual nature—^which are to

he inculcated on a different principle from those which

concern merely the cultivation of the intellect. For

these are opinions which are not to he valued merely as

opinions, hut on account of the feelings and affections

which are to he incorporated with them. Great as is the

importance of true religious doctrine—^which is, as it were^

the body of religion—^it is nevertheless an importance

subsidiary and derivative ; it is derived firpm the efficacy

ttue religious doctrine to cherish and protect the

^owth of genuine religious feeling, which is the soul of

The opinions are the organic structure; the

am the vital principle. It is for the sake of %e
feelings that the organization is so important

; md H
%mt religious truths, or what,

believes ip fe^ r^igmus truths, should be

children of . iSm

implicit adopfip^ aipicl'npt
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in the understanding. For the primary object, which is

to fix the feeling, will be in some measure fmstrated~the

feeling will be in some measure abated or supplanted if

more thought be called up than the feeling of its own

mere motion will naturally generate.

But if the religious beliefs of a child be not founded

in his reason, what, it may be asked, will become of tliem

when the credulous simplicity of childhood shall bo at an

end, and the thinking faculty shall have set itself to work ?

I answer that, whether his beliefs have been founded in

reason, or whether they have been founded in love,

receiving from reason merely a collateral support, it is

probable,that if the child be of an active and inquisitive

tmdeistanding; the beliefs will, at one period or another

within dbildhood or succeeding it, sustain some shock and

trial. But those who have taken much note of human

nature will have observed, I think, that the reason is the
*

weakest part of it (God forbid that it should not
!), and

that the most reasonable, opinions are seldom held with

much tenacity unless when they have been adopted in the

way as that in which prejudices are adopted ; that

is, iidien they have been borne in upon the understanding

by die feelings. Whilst I think, therefore, that love is

that constituent of faith whereof a child's nature is most
capable, I also believe it to be tliat groundwork of faith

on which all nature must rest, if it have any resting-place

at all ; and love, therefore, inspiring the reason, but not
reduced to the reason, must be so imparted to the child
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as to animate the growing and changing forms of doctrine

throughout the several stages of childhood; and when

childhood shall have been left behind, it is this, and

nothing else, that can be relied upon to withstand the

rashness of a youthful intellect, flushed by its first dis-

coveries. The struggle will be great at this season in

proportion to the largeness of the nature and the force of

the elements at work; and if a strong understanding

should be too suddenly expanded, it is probable that

there will be some disruption of the material fabric of

doctrine in which the spiritual feeling has hitherto had its

abode. But if the principle of love have been cherished

and made strong from the first, the broken forms of

doctrine will reunite, and love, with whatever strivings

and wrestlings, will find an organic faith in which to set

up its rest and secure itself from accidents of the intellect,

as well as from whatsoever the world can do against it

And in most cases (though not in all unhappily) the faith

will be the more strongly founded for the conflict in

which it has been engaged. It was by Eros and Eris, by

Love and Strife, that Order was brought out of Chaos.

can just remember,” says a theologian of the Iasi

century, ^‘when the women first taught me to say my
prayers, I used to have the idea of a venerable' old man,

of a composed benign countenance, with his own hair,

clad .in a morning gown of a grave-coloured flowered

damask, sitting in an elbow chair.” * And he proceeds

* Lights of Nature and Gospel Blended,^ ch. iil s. i.

IIV.
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to say that, in looking back to these beginnings, he is in

no way disturbed at the grossness of his infant theology.-

The image thus shaped by the imagination of the child

was in truth merely one example of the various forms and

conceptions, fitted to divers states and seasons and orders

and degrees of the religious mind, whether infant or

adult, which represent the several approximations such

minds, or minds at such seasons, can respectively make

to the completeness of faith. These imperfect ideas

should be held to be reconciled and comprehended in

that completeness, not rejected by it
3
and the nearest

approximation which the greatest of human minds can

accomplish is surely to be regarded as much nearer to

the imperfection of an infantine nation than to the fulness

of truth. The gown of flowered damask and the elbow

chair may disappear ;
the anthropomorphism of childhood

may give place to the divine incarnation of the Second

Person in after years ; and we may come to conceive of

the Deity as Milton did when his epithets were most

abstract :

—

** So spake the Sovran Presence. ”

But after all, these are but different grades of imperfection

in the forms of doctrinal faith
; and if there be a devouter

love on the part of the child for what is pictured in his

imagination as a venerable old man, than in the philo-

sophic poet for the “ Sovran Presence,” the child's faith

has more of the efficacy of religious truth in it than the

poet's and philosopher's. What we have to take care of
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in the religious training of a child is, that the love shall

be indestructible and permanent; so that in all the

transmutations of doctrine which after years may bring,

from the palpable picturings of Tucker^s infant imagina-

tion to the “ Three Incomprehensibles of St. Atloana-

sius, he may preserve the same religious heart; and

whatever other knowledge or supposed knowledge shall

supervene, may still ‘‘know that there is nothing better

than the fear of the Lord, and that there is nothing

sweeter than to take heed unto the commandments of

the Lord”

I have said that discontent is, like aspiration, natural

to youth. “Discontent” is a hard word. I would

ratiier say sadness. “ How is our cousin Anna ? ” asks

Alexius Comnenus, and Isaac answers

Well, quite well

:

The natural infirmities of youth,

Sadness and softness, hopefulness, wistfulhess,

All pangs for which we do not see good cause,

We’ll take no count of.” t

But Wulfstan, on the other hand, has something less

trenchant to say of what he calls

—

“ This nature of humanity

Which both ways doth redound, rejoicing now
With soarings of the soul, anon brought low.

“This soul of man,” he says,

—

This soul of man, this elemental crasis,

Completed, should present the universe

Abounding in all kinds ; and unto all

* Ecclesiasticus xxiil 27. f ' Isaac Comnenufl^* Act HL, Se S.
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One law is common,—^tihat their act and reach

Stretched to the farthest is resilient ever,

And in resilience hath its plenary force.

The richest mirth, the richest sadness too,

Stands from a groundwork of its opposite.”

'And from poetry let us pass to painting; and, making our

way into the Pallavicini Palace, look once and again at

the Aurora of Guido. Anacreon Moore looked at it, as

he tells us in his diary, f but with a less Anacreontic

appreciation than I should have expected. “ It is full of

poetry and fancy,” he says, “ but pleases me less than

works in which there is sentiment or passion. The only

head here into which there is this sort of feeling thrown,

is perhaps rather a defect, as one does not know what

can be the cause of its expression. It is a head with the

eyes upturned, in the way so frequent with Guido; and

unless it be meant as admiration of the glory around

(which is, however, npt at all the sort of expression it

conveys to me) it is difficult to say what feeling it can

have in common with the gay light group that encircles

it” I think the meaning may be divined though Moore

missed it The head is looking back as well as up.

May it not mean that even the Morning of Life itself is

not all joy and hope and aspiration, but has some

longings afterwhat is left behind, some tender regrets,—

a

looking back as well as a rushing on ?

* Edwin the Fair,’ Act iil, Scene 4.

t 28th October, 1819. Lord Russell’s ‘Memoirs of Moore,*

voL iii. pp. 50-1.
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Let it not be too contemplative for action, nor too active

to afford room and space for contemplation. The tend-

ency of our times is to bring every man of eminent

abilities into great outward activity, and thereby perhaps

in some cases to dam up and divert to the turning of this

mill or that, the stream which should have flowed un-

broken omm voluhilis and made itself a

mirror to nature. But it may happen to a man of genius,

conscious of this tendency of thS age, to throw himself

too much into the opposite extreme. His leanings

should be towards retirement, no doubt ;
but he should

indulge them, though largely, yet still with a measured

freedom, not a total abandonment ^

Fountaia-heads and pathless groves,

Places 'which pale passion loves *

—

should be, without question, his favourite haunts : but he

is not to forget that for the cultivation of the highest

Fletcher.
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order of poetry it is necessary that he should be con-

versant with life and nature at large, and

Know all qualities with a learned spirit

Ofhuman dealings —

that his poetry should spring out of his life, and that his

life should abound in duties as well as in contemplations.

There is a saying often repeated that human nature

is the same in all ages and nations. If there is truth in

this, it is not less true that human nature is diverse in all

ages and nations
;
and to recognise and represent the

diversity in the sameness, is the task to be executed by

poetic, and especially by dramatic art. The poet should

be widely as well as keenly observant; and though self-

observant, not too much so.

For that poetic vision which is the vision of the in-

troverted eye alone has but a narrow scope : and obser-

vation comes of actio% and most of that action which is

the most responsible.
^
And if it be true that “ a man’s

mind isi sometimes wont to tell him more than seven

watchmen that sit above in an high tower, it is also

tnie 'that that man will hear most of all who hearkens

to his own mind and to the seven watchmen besides

whilst what he hears will turn to knowledge, and will be

fixed, amplified, and defined, in proportion as there are

deeds and consequences to follow, and sweet or bitter

fniits. He is but a child in knowledge, however versed

Shukspeare. Ecclesiasticus xxxvii. 14.
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in meditation, who has not had to act, to suffer, and to

teach, as well as to inquire and to learn. If a meditative

man be used to be taken about a city in a carriage or led

about it by a friend, it will be long before he knows his

way in it; but not so if he have to go about in it by him-

self, still less if he have to lead another.

The processes of the poetical mind in its highest,

which is its philosophic exercise, may be described as,

ist, Observation of facts
;
2nd, Generalization from facts

observed; 3rd, Rejection into the concrete, but with im-

provements from the fancy, of the general conclusions

obtained.

If, then, a poet would entitle himself to take the

highest rank in his art,—to be numbered, that is,

amongst the “ poets —he should be, to a moderate
extent, mixed up with the affairs of life. His mind should

be not a vessel only, but a vat,^ His wisdom should
be a tried and stirring wisdom. His speculations

should emanate from facts and ^ents, and^hij poetry
should havedts roots in the common earth.

But it is difficult to say how this conversancy with
men and affairs is to be attempted in these times, without
losing hold of the contemplative life altogether, and be-
coming involved in the inordinate activities of the age.

If a profession be adopted, there is hardly any which
leaves a moderate degree of leisure except to men of

inferior abilities. Men of eminent abilities, embarked in

a profession, are placed under obligations of exertion
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which they cannot escape. In trade, strenuous efforts

are enforced upon a man by the pressure of competition
;

and trading occupations are perhaps in other respects

unsuited to a poet. Political life is not open to him un-

less circumstances be favourable; and to a man who is

alert and excitable (as a poet must be supposed to be) it

will prove too violent a diversion from poetic pursuits

;

and this, not from the nature of the business only, but

because it commonly leads a man of quick sympathies

(which again must be supposed in the poet’s case) into a

good deal of social dissipation. " If life,” says Cowley

—

“ If life should a well-ordered poem be,

(In which he only hits the white

Who joins true profit with the best delight,)

The more heroic strain let others take,

Mine the Pindaric way ITl make :

The matter shall he grave, the numbers loose and free.”

This liberty of life cannot, I think, in these days—and in

the cas| of a man of eminent abilities—^be secured, if a

man be|^oi!fined to any of the established ruts in which

life is made to run.

If, then, neither professional, commercial, nor political

life will sort well with the life poetic, there remains little

besides casual employments and the duties which accrue

in every station to supply a poet with the quota of action

required for his purposes. These, however, may suffice,

if they be sedulously pursued. The poor are, always with

us, and their affairs fall fitly into the hands of educated

men who have no professional avocations. Let the poet
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be a maa of fortune, and the duties of a landlord are

incumbent upon him, whilst those of a magistrate lie

before him, with the whole field of county business. If

he be not a proprietor, yet one place he must occupy

—

that of a parishioner, with parochial functions
;
and the

vestry will present, to an observant eye, as instructive an

exponent of human nature, with pretty nearly the same

variety of features, as the Lords spiritual and temporal

with Her Majesty’s faithful Commons in Parliament

assembled Nor is the business of a parish to be

regarded as unworthy the diligent attention of a man

of genius. It is not impossible that, from time to time,

it may require the same species of ability as the business

of an empire and exercise the same faculties in its

adjustment; for the amount of prudence and sagacity

needful for the successful transaction of business depends

comparatively little on the scale of operation Some-

times, indeed, the larger the scale tlie easier the task.

Furthermore, a man of judgment and fl^^y will

find, as he advances in life, that the duties of friendship

and relationship will multiply upon him more than upon

men of inferior capacity, if only he be found willing to

discharge them. And if he shall attain to eminence as

a poet, that, like every other species of eminence, will

bring with it no inconsiderable demands upon his activity.

To these may be added—if they should fall in his way

—

casual and temporary employments in the public service,

taking care, however, not to let that service fix itself upon
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him and suck the blood out of his poetic veins. Milton

had employments of this nature; and before he should

hold himself equipped for his great enterprise in poetry,

he deemed it indispensable that to ‘‘industrious and

select reading” should be added “steady observation”

and “insight into all seemly and generous aits and

affairs.” * Dante, Spenser, and Cowley had such employ-

ments also
;
and many others might be named, were they

worthy to be named after these.

But if a poet shall fail to find any field for external

activity which would admit also of leisure and retirement,

or if he shall have dn invincible repugnance to an out-

ward life (which may not unnaturally be his predicament),

then it behoves him the more to place his life under a

well-devised discipline, in order that it may be, if not

externally active, yet orderly and sedulous. For by how

much a man shall ^erve himself to a contemplative

life, l^so much need a more constant and

watchipii^lf-regulation in the conduct of it; and by so

much, also, will the task of self-regulation be difficult and

severe. The regimen of external circumstance and of

obligations contracted to others is an aid which only a

strong man can dispense with in the ordering of his days

and hours
;
and moreover, if the course of the hoilrs is

to be governed wholly from within and re natd, as it

were, there will be some danger of self-government being

accompanied by too much of self-occupation.

‘Reason of Church Government/ Book 2nd.
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Nor is it to be forgotten that the man who lies under

no external obligation (none that is apparent and palp-

able) to occupy himself in one way or another, will become

a prey to many demands for small services, attentions,

and civilities, such as will neither exercise his faculties,

add to his knowledge, nor leave him to his thoughts.

The prosecution of a contemplative life is not an answer

to any of th^e demands; for though the man who is in

the pursuit of an active calling is not expected to give

up his guineas for the sake of affording some trifling

gratification to some fiiend or acquaintance or stranger,

yet the man who has renounced the active calling and

the guineas in order that he may possess his soul in

peace, is constantly expected to give up his meditations,

and no one counts it for a sacrifice. Meditation, it is

thought can always be done some other day. Thus it

is that, in the bustling crowds of tfiis present world, a

meditative man finds himself, how|||fc’^passi^^ d^osed,

in a position of oppugnancy to those around #!&, and

must struggle in order to stand still.

But even if a poet devoted wholly to retirement

should be able to seclude himself from petty and un-

profitable interruptions, he would still be the better for

methodizing his life by some severity of self-restraint

Meditation is a wild business when there is nothing else

to be done. An excitable mind will wander and waste

itself if it be unenclosed
; and nothing needs to be inter-

mitted more than the exercise of the imaginative faculties-
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I have heard a man of ardent religious feelings declare

that his devotions were more lively and spiritual after a

day of business than in a day consecrated to devotional

exercises; and in like manner it may happen with a

poet that there shall be more freshness and vigour in

the contemplations which spring up after compression

than in those which are the predetermined occupation of

the day. I remember to have heard a certain person

found fault with for having written verses, and the

objection taken was that he could have helped it” If

a poet shall have enough to do in other ways, he will be

able to help writing such verses as might better have

been spared.

Next to conversancy with life and affairs, a poet

should cultivate a conversancy with external nature.

The cultivation, indeed, will come of itself, if his life be

led where nature is favourably presented to him; and
not where it is soile,d and obscured, as in the smoky
parts 8f JVorkshire and Lancashire, or built out, as in

great cities. If, however, circumstances should oblige

him to live in a city, occasional visits to the country may
still do much for him—in some cases, perhaps, even as

much as constant residence. The loss of continual

intercourse with Nature is, no doubt, a great loss to those

who have an overflowing love and a never-failing admira-

tion of her
;
which are, indeed, supreme amongst poetical

gifts: but on the other hand, if there be some short-

comings in this kind, the benefits of continual residence
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will bear a less proportion to those of occasional inter-

course. What we see rarely is seen with an access of

enjoyment which quickens observation and brightens

recollection; and if the susceptibilities need to be

stimulated, the stimulation will redound more from what

is fresh than from what is familiar.

The entire seclusion which I deprecate for a poet and

the partial seclusion which I desire, have been severally

described—the one by a true poet whose premature death

(I think in the first half of this century) may have

deprived us of more than we know, for as far as I am

aware his poetry, little read in his life, has been hardly

at all read since; the other by a poet of unrivalled

celebrity. John of Salisbury, in the tragedy of ^Thomas

k Becket,' by George Darley, takes his leave of Woodstock

thus :

—

“Farewell, sweet Woodstock bowers, blissful shades,

Thro* whose dim walks so please^tly perplext

Oft have I wandered, shadow-U& myselSf J

^
Where with the finer spirits of the place

^
Communing, I have felt the bonds of earth

Fall gradui from about me, and it seemed

Leave me at length mere soul, that purest state

Which Man’s last hope aspires. Farewell, ye lawns,

Ye silent meadows green, whose golden flowers

Breathe up rich vapour as floats o’er the fields

Of sun-fed asphodel Ye willowy streams,

By whose wild banks my thoughts and I have strayed ; .
-

Ye verdurous alleys, down whose tuftless sward . t

My foot has met no mossy obstacle ^ ^

To wake me from my dream, while, brow to booki /
*

I walked oblivious of all else, yCA letting

The insensible hours steal from me.-^fare ve ^dlt”
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And thus bidding farewell to total seclusion, let us come

to the more propitious semi-seclusion which Mr. Tenny-

son has described as he only could :

—

“ Not wholly in the busy world, nor quite

Beyond it, blooms the garden that I love ;

News from the humming city comes to it

In sound of funeral or of maiTiage bells ;

And, sitting muffled in dark leaves, you hear

The windy clanging of the minster clock

;

Although between it and the garden lies

A league of grass, washed by a slow broad stream.

That, stirr’d with languid pulses of the oar,

Waves all its lazy lilies, and creeps on.

Barge-laden, to three arches of a bridge,

Crown’d wiUi the minster-towers.’*

It must be acknowledged, however, that the greatest

English poets of past times did undoubtedly live much in

London ;
and of those, he who excelled most in the treat-

ment of external nature composed his best descriptions

from the images retained in his imagination when the

knowledge of nature was at one entrance quite shut

out

In our times the greatest poets have lived in the

country
;
but indeed they had good reasons for doing

so, independently of intercourse with nature. For the

social life of cities is much changed from what it was two

hundred years ago. Nor is the life elsewhere what it

was. I lived at one time on the banks of the Thames-;

* The Gardener’s Daughter.*
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and of what I saw from my windows, the object that

pleased me most was the barge. It seemed the only

creature left in the world which could not be hurried. In

London, in the present times, an eminent man is beset

with a multiplicity of social enjoyments and excitements,

the very waste7pipes of genial sensibility ; and the poet^s

imagination, instead “of forming a fund to be continually

deepened and widened by influx from secret sources, is

diffused and spread abroad and speedily dried up. Such,

at least, is the case with those eminent men who are

lively ij, discourse or cordial and courteous in demeanour.

Others, perhaps, invested with an adequate unpopularity,

may be in little danger. ‘^Me, though blind,” says a

poet who seems not to have perceived the perils of social

popularity till they had passed by him,

—

** Me, though blind,

God's mercy spared, from social snares with ease

Saved by that gracious gift, inaptitude to please.
”

But social repulsiveness has its evils too, when fully

brought out in a metropolitan life : the garb of hedgehog

skins, though a coat of proof, may be turned outside in,

and not worn with the equanimity with which that sort

of garment is said to have been worn by the Saint.

Whether, therefore, the poet be socially unacceptable, or

be courted, flattered, and caressed, but most in the latter

case, London, in these times, is not the place in whk&
his faculties will be most favourably developed.

And a due appreciation of the temptations to which
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a poet is exposed by popular admiration and the court-

ings and wooings of social life, may lead us to juster

views than are, I think, generally entertained, of the ways

in which genius and art are to be cherished by nations

and governments. There, is much complaint made by

the admirers of arts and literature, that their professors

are not sufficiently advanced and honoured by the State

and by mankind. In my estimation they are honoured

more than is good either for themselves or for their

calling. Good for mankind it may be to admire what-

ever is admirable in genius or art; but as to the poet

himself, a very moderate extent of favourable acceptance

in his own times is all that can be beneficial to him

either as a man or as an artist. He is by temperament

but too excitable ;
with him the vita unibratilis is essen-

tial to repose and self-possession ; and it is from repose

and self-possession,

—

** Deep self-possession, an intense repose ”

that all genuine emanations of poetic genius proceed.

To the poet, solitude itself is an excitement, into which

none that is adventitious should intrude : the voices

which come to him in solitude should not be mixed with

acclamations from without; and the voices which proceed

from him should not be confounded by the amiable in-

trusion of their own echoes; apt, when quickly rever-

berated, to be too intently listened for.

Coleridge.
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It is true that he must have some more or less con-

scious anticipation of sympathy to come ; he must feel

that his voice will not be as the voice of one aying in

the desert, but that his just thoughts, his glorious visions,

his passions, and “ the high reason of his fancies,” will, in

their due time of maturity and after so many revolutions

of the seasons as are needful for the ripening of such

results, reach the hearts of multitudes, and find an echo

in the ages that are unborn. But these anticipations of

what is distant are not of a nature to agitate or disturb

the mind in its self-communion. They serve to animate

his lighter efforts, and they support him in his severer

labours and more strenuous studies
; but they do not dis-

sipate or distract the mind. It is far otherwise in respect

to contemporaneous and immediate admiration; and I

doubt whether any high endeavour of poetic art ever has

been or ever will be promoted by the stimulation of

popular applause.

Still less would poetic art be advanced by rewards in

the shape of civil honours and distinctions
; and the pro-

posals which have been made for so rewarding it betray,

when they are examined, the inconsistency of the views

on which they are founded. It would probably be ad-

mitted by their authors that poetic art should not be
accounted in any respect inferior to military or political

art Yet has any one entertained the notion of assigning

to the greatest poet of an age civil honours and distinc-

IV. K
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tions tantamount to those which are assigned to

greatest soldier or politician? The creation of a Duke

of Rydal, with an appanage of 10,000/. a year, is not the

sort of measure which has been suggested, and probably

there is no one who would not acknowledge it to be

absurd. Yet it could be hardly more absurd than the

assignment to our greatest poets of titular distinctions

which, being the highest that are proposed as a reward of

poetic genius, are yet amongst tlie lowest that would

be considered worthy the acceptance of a meritorious

general officer or a serviceable county member. The

toth is that civil honours and titular distinctions are

altogether unfit for great poets; who, being but two or

three in a century, are to be distinguished by the rarity

of their kind.

With regard to pensions, were they intended merely

as honoraiy rewards, they would be open to the same

objections. If they were supposed to have reference to

the dignity of the calling, such pensions as are given to

:|#ord Chancellors and Ambassadors should pitch the

rather than such as are given to Clerks and CoUec-

of Customs.
,
But they are assigned upon dififerent

prinriples,. and their sufficiency is to be brought to another

te^t, In treating of the life which a poet ought to lead^

I have left out of the account one material question,

—

whether it be such a life as it is likely that he will ,be

able to le|.d. And as there is no reason to suppose him
one of the few who are bora to a competency, the renun*^
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ciation which I have recommended of all professional

and commercial pursuits and also of all public employ-,

ments except such, as are casual and temporary, may well

suggest the inquiry in what manner he is to be maintained ?

Not, certainly, on the profits of poetry; for unless he

apply himself merely to please and pamper, ^d not to *

elevate or instruct, his poetry will do little indeed towards

procuring him a subsistence
;

it will probably not even

yield , him such a return as would suffice to sup|:«^. a

labouring man for one month out of the twelve; This

has been the case with the greatest poets, if not during

the whole, at least during the greater part of their lives

;

and even when their poetry has attained to what may be

called populmty, it is still a popularity which extends

only to the cultivated, as distinguished from th’e merely

educated classes, and, with rare exceptions, does not bring

with it any very profitable sale.

If poetry, then, be unavailable, will the jpo^ be

enabled to subsist by the aid of prose ? This will pro^

bably be his best resource
;
but even prose will fail to

T^ten a profit, imless it be written for the market

Having been almost the only resource of one who was at

once an eminent poet and in general literature the most

distinguished writer of his age, Mr. Southey,, his example

may be faicl^ adduced as showing what can be made <£

it under the most fevouraHe circumstances. By a

pension and fee office laureate (yieldii^ tog^^
^200 per annum) he ;

enabled to as
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to make a moderate posthumous provision for his family ^

and it remained for him to support himself and them, so
long as he should live, by his writings. With unrivalled,

industry, infinite stores of knowledge, extraordinary

talents, a delightful style, and the devotion of about one-

half of his time to writing what should be marketable

rather than what he would have desired to write, he
defrayed the cost of that frugal and homely way of life

which he deemed to be the happiest and tire best So
far it may be said that all was well ;

and certainly never

was man more contented widi a humble lot than he. But
at sixty years of age he had never yet had one year's

income in advance j and when, between sixty and seventy,

his powers of writing failed, had it not been for the timely

grant of an additional pension, his me^s of subsistence

would have failed too. It was owing to this grant alone

that the last years of a life of such literary industry as was
the wonder of liis time were not harassed by pecuniary

difficulties
; and at his death the melancholy spectacle

was presented, of enormous preparations thrown away,^

one great labour of his life half-finished, and other lofty

designs which had been cherished in his heart of hearts

from youth to age, either merely inchoate or altogether

unattempted.

We mourn over die lost books of Tacitus and
Pliny, and rake in the ruins of Herculaneum to re-

cover them; but ^£300 a year—had it been given in#

Through the care of Lord Aberdeen and Sir R. Peel.
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to make a moderate posthumous provision for his family }

and it remained for him to support himself and them, so

long as he should live, by his writings. With unrivalledl

industry, infinite stores of Icnowledge, extraordinary

talents, a delightful style, and the devotion of about onc-

half of his time to writing what should be marketable

rather than what he would have desired to write, he

defrayed the cost of that frugal and homely way of life

which he deemed to be tlie happiest and the best So
far it may be said that all was well

;
and certainly never

was man more contented with a humble lot than he. But

at sixty years of age he had never yet had one yearns

income in advance ; and when, between sixty and seventy,

his powers of writing failed, had it not been for the timely

grant of an additional pension,* his means of subsistence

would have failed too. It was owing to this grant alone

that the last years of a life of such literary industry aswa.<*

the wonder of liis time were not harassed by pecuniary

difficulties ; and at his death the melancholy spectacle

was presented, of enormous preparations thrown away,

one great labour of his life half-finished, and other lofty

designs which had been cherished in his heart of hearts

from youth to age, either merely inchoate or altogether

unattempted.

We mourn over the lost books of Tacitus and
Pliny, and rake in the ruins of Herculaneum to re-

cover tliem; but 300 a year—^had it been given in

Through the care of Lord Aberdeen and Sir R. Peek
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time—^might have realized for us works over the loss

of which our posterity may perhaps mourn as much or

more

!

“ Things incomplete, and purposes betray’d

Make sadder transits o’er Truth’s mystic glass ^
Than noblest objects utterly decay’d.” *

If one moiety of Mr. Southey^s time—applied to pro-

cure, by marketable literatiu*e, the means of subsistence

—is found to leave such miserable results as these, it may
easily be imagined what fortune would attend the efforts

in marketable prose (always assuming them, of course, to

be good and worthy and not tlie mere suppliance of the

literary toy-shop) of a man of like poetical gifts, but not

endowed with the same grace and facility in composition,

the same unwearied industry and almost unexampled

productiveness. ^
Pensions to poets, then, in such cases—and, indeed,

pensions to all writers, poetical or other, in the higher

and graver, and therefore less popular and lucrative walks

of literature—^may be deemed, I think, though not ap-

propriate as honours or rewards, yet desirable as providing

a subsistence which may not be attainable in other ways

without great injury to the interests of literature. The

provision should be suited to the retired and homely way

of life by which the true dignity of a poet will be best

sustained, and in which his genius will have its liaist

Wordsworth. .
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obstructed development ;
but it should be a provisioi^

calculated—if prudently managed—to make his life, xi^

its pecuniary elements, easy and untroubled. I say, if

prudently managed,’^ because, as to the wants of a spend-

thrift poet, or of one who is incompetent to the manage-

ment of his affairs, they are wants which it is hard to

measure and impossible to supply.

If the pensions now given to men of letters, to scien-

tific men, and to artists, be of such amount as would

enable them, living frugally, to give all or most of their

time, witli an easy mind, to those arts and pursuits by
which they may best consult the great and perdurable

interests committed by Providence to their charge, then

the &iount is sufficient, though it be but little; and the

fact which is so often brought forward, that it is less

than the ordinary emoluments of trades, professions, or

the humbler walks of the public service, is not material

to the case. If tlie pensions, on the other hand, be

of less amount than will effect this purpose, then I think

that the just ground on which the grant of such pensions

is to be rested,—^that is, the true interests of men of

genius Aemsdves, and, through them, the interests

of literature and art,—^requires that they should be

advanced m amount so far as may be sufficient for this

purpose, and ho further.

It is not only to secure to him the undisturbed posses-

sion of his time, and the undiverted direction of his en-

deavours, that it is expedient to make some sufficient
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pecuniary provision for a poet ; such a provision is

important also as a safeguard to his character and con-

duct
;

for few indeed are the men whose character and

conduct axe unimpaired by pecuniary difficulties; and

though wise men will hardly be involved in sudi diffi-

culties, let their need be what it may, and though none

but a wise man can be a great poet, yet the wisdom of

the wisest may be weak in action; it may be infirm of

purpose
;
through emotions or abstractions it may be ac-

cessible to one inroad or another ; and though I am far

from claiming any peculiar indulgence for the infirmities

of men of genius—on the contrary, in my mind nothing

can be more erroneous than to extend indulgence to

moral aberrations precisely in those cases in which,

operating to the corruption of the greatest gifts, they axe

the most malign and pernicious—yet for this very reason,

whilst* refusing them any indult or absolution, I Would

claim for men of genius all needful protection; more

perhaps than ought to be needful ; in order that no

danger that can be avoided may attend the great national

and universal interests involved in their life and cha-

racter. For never let this truth depart from the minds

of poets or of those who would cherish and protect them,

that the poet and the man are one and indivisible
; that

as the life and character is, so is the poetry; that the

poetry is the fruit of the whole moral, spiritual,

tual, and practical being; and howsoever, in

fection of humanity, fulfilments may have of
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aspirations, and the lives of some illustrious poets may

have seemed to be at odds with greatness and purity, yet

in so far as the life has faltered in wisdom and virtue,

failing thereby to be the nurse of high and pure imagina-

tions, the poet, we may be sure, has been shorn of his

beams; and whatsoever splendour may remain to him,

even though to our otherwise bedarkened eyes wandering

in a terrestrial dimness it may seem to be consummate

and the very “ offspring of Heaven first-born,” yet it is a

reduced splendour and a merely abortive offspring as

compared with what it might have been, and with what it

is in the bounty of God to create, by the conjunction of

the like gifts of high reason, ardent imagination, efflores-

cence of fancy and intrepidity of impulse, with a heart

subdued to Him and a pure and unspotted life. Out of

the heart are the issues of life, and out of the life are the

issues of poetry.

And the greatest of those poets whose lives, though

perhaps less blemished in reality than evil report would

have them to be, are certainly not free from reproach,

have seen and acknowledged this, and have known what

th^ have lost If the little that has come down to us

concerning Shakspeare includes somewhat against him,

we know also from himself how it was by himself re-

garded
; and what is to the present purpose, we know

that he imputed the evil courses into which he was

betrayed to the way of life forced upon him by the want
of a competency :

—
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Oh, for Djy sake do thou with Fortune chide,

The guilty goddess of my hannful deeds,

That did not better for my life provide

Than public means which public mannei*s breeds.

Thence comes it that my name receives a bitind,

' And almost thence my nature is subdued

To that it works in, like the dyer^s hand.” ’

And we know further, that when he had attained to a

competency (would that it had been earlier !) he followed

that way of life no longer.

We have now plotted out for the poet a life which

is to be homely and retired, but easy as regards pecuniary

circumstances,—orderly, dutiful, observant, and if mainly

contemplative, yet not inactive :

—

‘‘Mechanick soul, thou mjist not only do

With Martha, hut with Mary ponder too.

Happy the house where these two sisters vary,

But most when Martha’s reconciled to Mary. ”

So says Quarles : And if he would have Martha seek the

embraces of Maiy, so would I have Mary seek those of

Martha.

But there is more to be said. As his life of

contemplation is to be varied by practical activity

upon occasion, so should liis solitude be varied by
occasional companionship. In youth his companions

will probably be chosen very much for the sake of their

intellectual powers and acquirements
; and whilst we are

young we are most open to cultivation from such com-

panionship. Afterwards, truth and kindness come to be,

I nth Sonnet
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if not all in all, yet at least of all qualities the most
essential; and to one who, leaming from books what
books can teach, would desire to make more direct in-

quisition into the secrets of human nature, it is far less

important that companionship should be intellectual than

that it should be confidential.

The poet, being himself frank and unreserved (as I

think poets for the most part will be found to be), should

beget frankness and unreserve on the part of his com-
panions, who should come to him for advice and sympathy*

in all the emergencies of life. “ I have got into this or

that dilemma or difficulty
; what am I to do ? I have

Mien in love with this or that young lady
; what will

beconle of me ? *** I have been ill-used and betrayed

;

shall I forgive it or shall I resent it? ’’ The poet’s com-
panions making hasty resort to him under such circum-

stances, the inmost thoughts of their hearts disclosed by
the passion of the time, whilst a friendly or perhaps even
an impassioned interest is excited in the heart of the poet,

Ihe result will be a living knowledge, and a judgment, by
as much as it is responsibly and affectionately exercised,

by so much the more deeply cultivated This is the
companionship which, being indeed essential to any one
who would bring out his better nature and fulfil his
duties as a man, is eminently essential to a poet.

There is another companionship to be considered,
that of books.

^

And one question connected with this

companionship is die question of plagiarism. I have
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heard oae poet complain of another for having imitated

him
;
and had I been appealed to, the opinion I should

have ventured to express would have been that imitation

and plagiarism were to be regarded in the interest of

poetry, not of poets; or only of poets in so far as the

two interests are identical, Milton plagiaxi2ed largely,

and not from the Greeks and Romans or the Italians

only, but also from his own early contemporaries or

immediate predecessors in his own language,—fr<)m

Pletcher, Marlowe, Burton, and others. It might have

been better to acknowledge what he owed to them ; but

in those days it was not customary to append notes to

a volume of poetry, or for men to look upon poetry as

property. I should not have wished him to abstain from

the plagiarisms. The poetry of those from whom he

borrowed will probably be forgotten long before his is

forgotten, and thus some of their happiest cojoceptions

will be embalmed when the body of their works is no

longer aboveground.

The reading by which Milton proposed to prepare

himself to write poetry was, as appears by a passage to

which I have already referred, select reading.’^ In

these times I think that a poet should feed chiefly (not

of course exclusively) on the literature of the seventeenth

century. The diction and the movement of that liten^

ture, both in verse and in what Dryden calls

harmony," are, in my apprehemion, far mm
the literature which has followed it to “be fef the
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training of the mind to poetry. There was no writing'

public nor reading populace in that age. The age was

the worse for diat, but the written style of the age was

the better. The writers were few and intellectual ;
and

they addressed themselves to learned, or at least to

studious and diligent readers. The structure of their

language is in itself an evidence that they counted upoix

another frame of mind and a different pace and speed ii'i*

reading from that which can alone be looked to by th^

writers of these days.

Their books were not written to be snatched up, run.

through, talked over, and forgotten; and their diction,

th^efore, was not such as lent wings to haste and im-

patience, making everything so clear that he who ran or

flew might read. Rather it was so constructed as to

detain the reader over what was pregnant and profound,

and compel him to that brooding and prolific posture

of the mind, by which, if he had wings, they might help

him to some more genial and profitable employment than

that of running like an ostrich tlnrough a desert And
hence those characteristics of diction by which these

writers are made more fit than those who have followed

them to train the ear and utterance of a poet. For if

we look at the long-suspended sentences of those days,

with all their convolutions and intertextures—the many'

parts waiting for the ultimate wholeness—^we shall per-

ceive that ^thout distinctive movement and rhythmical

significance of a very high order it would be impossible
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that they could be sustained in any sort of clearness.

One of these -writers’ sentences is often in itself a work

of art, ha-ving its strophes and antistrophes, its winding

changes and recalls, by which the reader, though con-

scious of plural voices and running divisions of thought,

is not however permitted to dissociate them frona their

mutual concert and dependency, but required, on the

contrary, to give them entrance into his mind, opening

it wide enough for the purpose, as one compacted and

harmonious fabric.

Sentences thus elaborately constructed, and complex

though musical, are not easy to a remiss reader, but they

are clear and delightful to an intent reader. Sentences,

on the other hand, such as are demanded in these times

by the reading commonalty and -written by those who

aspire to be their representatives in the republic of letters,

lie under little obligation to address themselves to the ear

ofthe mind. Sense is to be taken in by so little at a time,

that it matters not greatly what sound goes with it ; or at

ail events one movement and one tune, which all the world

understands, is as much as our sentence can make room

for or our reader will take time for; and as matter and

style will ever react upon each other, I fear there is a

tendency in our popular writers to stop short of that sort

of matter to which brief bright sentences are not appro-

priate and aH-sufhcient However this be, the finer

melodies of language will always be found in those Com-

positions which deal with maipr consideratioas' at.ouce-—
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some principal, some subordinate, some exceptional,

some gradational, some oppugnant
;
and deal with them

compositely, by blending whilst they distinguish. And
so much am I persuaded of the connection between true

intellectual harmony of language and this kind of com-
position, tliat I would rather seek for it in an Act of

Parliament—if any arduous matter of legislation be in

hand—than in the productions of our popular writers,

however lively and forcible. An Act of Parliament, in

such subject-matter, is studiously written and expects ta

be diligently read, and it generally comprises composi-

tions of tl^ multiplex character which has been described.

of writing, therefore, to which some species

<i ]Ay%jmcal movement is indispensable, as any one will

find who attempts to draft a dijdicult and compreheaDtsivc

enactment with the omission of all the words which
speak to the ear only and are superfluous to the sense.

Lord Brougham said of Sir Charles Wetherall that he
drove a substantive and four with two adverbs for out-

ri^s. This might be said of Lord Brougham himself

it i necess^^^ a fault But it becomes a fault

whfe the sense fe not supported by the sound. What is

requM of such language is what was attributed by a
certain scholar to a ce^ain princess ;

—

She ever moves as if she moved to music.”

'

^ Even the language of law can sometimes be other than dty.
In the Dutch law inheritance by ascent is called Irnmam

‘ Edwin the Fair,' Act ii., Scene 3.
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Am 1 presumptuous in my disparagement of our

motiem manner of writing ? It may lie adapted to its

age and its pur{>oses ; which puqxrscs, as bearing directly

upon living multitudes, liave a vastness and momentous-

ness of their own. It may be adapted also to an age in

which if a book were to be written which a man ahould

read and having read should live with ever after, it would

{wobabiy be obtamed by most ‘men Scorn a dmdatiag

litmaiy, to be forthwith read and returned For deco-

latia^ libcaries are now, unfortunately, the substitata fer

hooMt binaries, not os formerly in respect of light iitera-

tore only, but in respect of grave literature also.

All that it concerns me to aver is, that the puqiose which

our modern manner of writing will »t>/ answer is that of

training the car ofa poet to rhythmical melodics. And how

little it lends itself to any high order of poetical purposes

may be judged by the dreaiy results of every attempt

which is made to apply it to purposes of a cognate d>a»

meter—to prayers, for example, and spidtual exerdses.

Coofare our modem compositions of this kind with the

laagnage d' the liturgy—a language which, though for the

moM part short and ejaculatory and not demanding to be

riiythmks ha oeder to be understood, ponakes, never-

thelesB, in the hi|^t degree, of the musicsd expmsaive>

ness iriuchp««ai^ the compositions oi the time. Uatm
to it in all its varieties of ttnin and cadence^ saddM^dr

sustained-—now hdding on in awtiied atiaiigllil Mrir

aiaking in a acNft ooatifftk», asd aaoiB la riw Joy-
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fulness of faith—confession, absolution, exultation, each
to its appropriate music, and these again contrasted

the steady statements of the Creeds ;—let us listen, I say"?

to this language, which is one effusion of celestial har"—

monies, and compare witli it the flat and uninspired tones^

and flagging movements of those compounds of petition,

and exhortation (from their length and multifariousness

peculiarly demanding rhythmic support) which are to b€^

found in modem collections of prayers for the use of
families. I think the comparison constrain us to
acknowledge that short sentences in long succession?

however clear in construction and correct in grammar, if

th^y have no rh3d:hmic impulse—though they may ver3r .

Well deliver themselves of what the writer thiixks an<i

meatus—^will fail to bear in upon the mind any adeq^uato

impression of what he fee/s—^his hopes and fears, his joy,

his gratitude, his compunction, his anguish and tribul^^

tion
;
or indeed any assurance that he had not merely

framed a document of piety, in which he had carefully

set down whatever was most proper to be said on tb^
mornings and evenings of each day. These composi--

tidns have been, by an illustrious soldier, designateci

fancy prayers,” and this epithet may be suitable to therxx

in so far as they make no account of authority and pre-

scription ;
but neither to the fancy nor to the imaginatioxi

do they appeal through any utterance which can charrot

the ear.

I come back, then, to the position that a poet shouldl
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make companions chiefly of those writers who have
written in tire confidence that their, hooks would he
learned and inwardly digested, and whose language was
framed for patient and erudite ears and an attitude of the

mind like that in which St. Paul listened to Gamaliel,

sitting at his feet And I think that he should rather

avoid any habitual resort to books, however delightful in

their kind, such as axe written ‘in these
,

times and for

these times, to catch the fugacious or stimulate the

sluggish reader
;
books such as may he read in tlie cap-

tiousness of haste by a lawyer with an appointment to

keep and a watch on the table, or in an inapprehensive

weariness by a country gentleman after a day of field

sports.

Moreover, by this abstinence and by a conversancy

with elder models in the matter of diction, the poet will

be enabled to employ as his own, by the habit which is a
second nature, that slightly archaistic colouring of lan-

guage, which, being removed from what is colloquial and

familiar, at the same time that it has no incongruity or

uimatuml strangeness, is, I think, in' these times at least

(is by Spenser and others it was deemed to be formerly

also), the best costume in which poetry can be clothed,

combining what is common to other ages with what is

charactetistfe bf his owii, Spenser, it may be admitted^

went too fhr.fefe Beri Jonjon said of him that

ifiecting the AliBpts he no language lit

events the poet be choke aikl
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archaisms
;
by ho means detaining or reviving old form**

Of speech, which, being intrinsically bad, are iu a way to

be worthily forgotten. The wells of English were not

altogetlaer undefiled in any age ;
' ‘

and they who aspire to

be what poets ought to be, the conservators of language,

will proceed, not by obstructing the expurgation of then*

mother tongue,—a process which, as well as its comtp-

tion, is continually on foot,—but by remanding to their

more derivative significations words which are beginning

to go astray, and by observing with a keener insight the

latent metaphorical fitness or unfitness by which all lan-

guage is pervaded.

Nor is it to be supposed that the true poet will betray

his trust in the conservation of his country’s tongue#

through any latitude popularly permitted to him for

convenience of rhyme or, rhythm. For whatever ixmy

be meant by those who speak of poetical license^ that

phrase would mislead us much, were we to.

that the language of poetry is not required to ,be pre-

cise for the luost part, and beyond all other languagfe

discriminative. And thongh this peculiar apti-

escape many of jthe poet’s readers (if he have
mahy)y and much of it iprill not be recognised at oiacc

How it ca& of Chaucer’s language on
“the well of ’EhghSh undefile^^’^sould have obtained a tmiveuMi!
oun-ency, I am unalfle to divjne. His language is a jumble* It rm*
suited from a confluence of languages which had not yet

themselves into the one language in which they were tbeveaHof
to flow.
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oven by the more skilful few, yet in this, as in otlier

matters of art, it is what can be fully appreciated only

by continual study, that wilMay the strongest foundations

of fame. The ^‘hoec placuit semel’’ should be, to the

poet, of infinitely less account than the haec decies

repetita plaqebit:” nor is he worthy of the name of a

poet who would not rather be read ten times by one

reader tlian once by ten.
,

When that great man of whom I have already made

mention speaks of his life as led in his library and with

his books, those to which he adverts as his never-failing

friends are the hooks of other times ; and a poefs feel-

ings as to this companionship could not be more ex-

pressively conveyed than in the verses in which he has

given them utterance :

—

“ My days among tlie dead are past,

Aroipxd me I behold

Wherever these casual eyes are cast.

The mighty minds of old

;

My never-failing friends are tliey,

With whom I converse day by day.

With them I take delight in weal,
,

And seek relief in woe ;

And whil^I understand and feel

How much to them I owe,

My cheelcs have often been bedew’d

With tears of thoughtful gratitude.

Jly thoughts are with the,.dead 5 with them
I live in long-past years ;

Their virtue!^ lowe, thdr'^ults condemn,*

Partake thek hep^ and fear^i
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Aiid from their lesions seek and find

Instruction with an humble mind.

“ My hopes are with the dead. Anon
My place with them will be

;

And I with them shall travel on

Through all eternity

;

Yet leaving here a name, I tmst,

That will not perish in the dust.^'

With regard to the habitual reading of books in

foreign languages, whetlier living languages or other, I,

being but very imperfectly acquainted with any but xny

own, am not competent to say what would be the

effect of it upon a poet’s diction and numbers ;
but this

Object is one ivhich would deserve to be investigated

by some duly qualified •critic. Milton, I think, though

he greatly enriched his store of poetical images and
materials by his conversancy with Latin, Greek, and
Italian books, did yet suffer injury on the other hand
in the perverting of his diction to the Latin

;
his numbei'^,.

however (for numbers are less than diction accessible tc^

foreign influence), remaining unwarped and eminently his

country’s and his own. Dante had little or no indigenous

literature to assist him in the moulding of his verse,

being himself the founder of the Italian as a literate

language; and he rebukes, with some severity of dis-

dain, those who were ^‘tam obscenae rationis” as to*

magnify the language of their native country above
every other. “Lor myself,” he says, “whose country
is the v/orld, being native to that as the fish to the
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sea, though I drank the waters of the Amo before I

had a tooth in my head, and have so loved Florence as,

by reason of my love, to undergo an unjust banishment,

yet have I holden my judgment subject to niy reason

rather than to my senses
;
and as to Florence, whence

I am sprung, regard it though - 1 may as the place

in the world most pleasant to me, yet when I revolve

the works of the poets and other writers by whom

the world has been described in all its particulars from

pole to pole, I am strong and absolute in the opinion,

derived from other evidence than that of the senses,

that there are regions and cities more delightful and

noble than those of Tuscany, and languages better

bdth for their use and their charm than the Latian.’'

‘ “Nam quicunquo tain obscenoa rationis est iit locum sua'

natioiiis deliciosissimum credat esse sub sole, huic etiam prce cun^tis

propriuni viilgarc licebit, id est matemam locutioiiem, prseponere

j, , , . Nos autem, cui inundus est patria velut piscibus sequor,

quamqiiam Samura biberimus ante dentes, et Florentiam adeo

diligamus ut, quia dileximus, exiliiun patiamui* injuste, ratione magis

quam sensu spatulas nostri judicii podiamus : et qnamvis ad volup-

tatem nostram, sive nostras sensualitatis quietem, in tends amoenior

locus quam Florentia non existat, revolventes et poetaram, et alionini

scriptorum vOluminA, quibus mundus universaliter et inembratiin

describitur, ratiocinaiitesque in nobis sitiiationes vaidas iniindi lo^

corum et eorum hahitudinem ad ntrumque polum et circuluin sequa-

torem, multas esse perpendimus finniterque censenms, et magis

nobiles et magis ddioiosas et regiones et urbes, quain Thusciatnet

Florentiam, unde sutn odundus et civis, et plerasque natip^e^#

gentes delectabiliod atque utiliori sermone uti, qnain:Xffiri^r^

I)e VnlgaH I extract the passage, ba Aus-

lating I have abridged ili
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It would be matter of much interest to know from

competent critics how far the operation of these senti-

ihents is to be traced in the fabric of Dante’s verse,

he having had, as it were, to build it up from the ground

;

or how far the native genius of the language has ruled

supreme. If Milton, however, have accepted foreign

aid, and perhaps Dante also, yet Shakspeare is a signal

example of the all-sufficiency of national resources;

having, with the “small Latin and less Greek,” which

Ben Johson says was all he possessed, so large and

various a vocabulary it hardly seems possible that any

extent of erudition could have bettered it, and a structure

M lMguage so flexible and multiform that it coUld not

have been more so had there been twenty tributary

tongues to form it and feed it

And when I advert to the blank verse written by
Shakspeare and the other Elizabethans, with its infinite

varieties of movement' and expression, I cannot help

asking, what has become of it? With the beginning of this

century there was a revival of lyrical verse in its animated

'ferns, and at the summons sounded in ‘Christabel’ and
in the ‘Lay of the Last Minstrel,’ rhymed poetry was at

once released from the bonds of a dull regularity

—

almost, I may say, the bonds of death—to which it had
been consigned for a century and a half before. But for

blank verse there has b^en hitherto * no such resurrec*'

tion, Milton’s is the one and only inspired utterance

till 1847, when this work was published.
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in that kind which has been heard in the reign of the

deaf • ^d dumb which has succeeded to that of the

Elizabethans, His indeed is unequalled in its grandeur,

and any one who should hear it for the first time with

a full sense of its power and range might be expected to

feel as Sir John Dolbein felt when on first hearing

Handel’s “ Messiah ” he exclaimed,— I thought I should

have gone out of the body.” But if it is doubtful whether

any one can have a full sense of Milton’s verse with all

its melodies and meanings on a first reading, it is also

dbubtful whether many people in these days give it a

second
;

it is moreover so much of a type apart that it

has had still less effect, if less be possible, than that of

the Elizabethans upon our current versification, and for

the last 200 years our blank verse has seemed to be utterly

unconscious of the existence of any fbrm of it more

animated or expressive than itself. , Once; or twice perhaps

it may have turned in its sleep and w’-akened Up for a

moment, but only to fall back and be as lifeless as ever.

. Can anything be done for it? Could schools and

colleges do anything? They*devote themselves to teach

the dead languages, and is not this one? My belief

is that if is one which could be successfully taught by

recitation, were competent teachers forthcoming. But

when we find the writers (A blank verse so ihsensiblo

to its melodies rod the meaning of its melodi^.’WO

can hardly suppcsae that its readers are, less sof

probably’ most of those, wlm read W S
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blank verse could give but little effect to it in utterance-'

This, however, would be but a difficulty of the first step-

For once let a competent teacher be found, and of the

many who would learn, some would learn to teach.

Having deviated thus far into criticism, I will allow

myself a few words more which relate to the art, and not
to the life, of a poet My own poetry being chiefly that

of the drama, I have been led to consider in the light

of practice the once much-vexed question of the Unities^,

and I have something to say upon them. That it

important to preserve the unities of time and place in

tli;e drama may now, I think, be regarded as an obsoletcs

dibctriiie. But wh^t w important is that the deviations*

frdm the one should correspond to the deviations fromt.

the other. Change of place produces on the miudl

of readers the effect of lapse of time, and it is contrary

to art that events simultaneous or closely consecutive

in point of time should follow each other in places ifar*

apart, or that events distant as to the interval of times

should follow each other without shifting the i(?cus

• I would further observe that too frequent change
of place may produce jolts in the action, and shoultSL

occur only at periods when, by great vivacity in thte?

onward movement' and much clearness of drift, fkei

reader !s brought into sucli a state of mobilify

makes him ready to yield himself to rapid changcsat

and sudden turns. The vessel will not answer the helrao

'^liarplyi unless she have much weigh upon her*
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So much of digression. And now, having considered,

if not sufficiently yet at sufficient length, after what

manner a poet is to live, it may be -well, before I con-

clude, to inquire at lyrhat period of his life he should

deem himself to be prepared for the exercise of his

vocation on a large scale. And from the nature of some

of the preparations whiph have been treated of as

indispensable, it wili
.
plainly appear that this period will

in early youth Por if contemplation, actkm

with life and affairs, varied duties, mu<b

ip. its tijrn, with observation of Nature, and read-

ing select and severe if not extensive, be, as I have

deemed them to be, essential requisites for the writing

of poetry in its higher and graver hinds, some not incon-

siderable tract of matured life must have been travelled

through before these fruits can have been gathered-

And wth tills hypothesis our literary history and

biography will be found to accord- Milton, at twenly-

tliree years of age, thought that he ripened slowly; and

when he supposed himself less happy in that respect

than others* doubtless it w'as because his own deficiencies

w^ere better known to him than theirs :

—

‘ How soon liatli Time, tlie subQe thief of youth.

Stolen on his wing my three-and-twentietli year I

My hasting days fly on with full career,

But my late spring no bud or blossom shewetli.

h'^erhaps my semblance inight deceive the truth

Tliat I towards manhoodam arrived so near ;

And inward ripeness doth much less appear

Than some more timely happy spirits indueth.”
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Even in his t^^v’enty-ninth year he regarded his poeticaT

eiforts (and, comparing himself with himself, perhaps we
may say with reason) as a plucking of the berries harsln

and crude.’’ But the history of poetry at large would

show, I think, that Milton’s poetical faculties were not

of slower gi'owth than those of other poets of the high

and intellectual orders ; and that at all events the period

of the culmination of such poets is in middle life. And
with regard to exceptional cases—instances of high

achievement at other periods—^whilst a few may be cited

as belonging to the periods short of middle life, more

illustrious examples still will be found belonging to

periods beyond it Pope wrote verses with singular

grace and dexterity in his early youth i but, on the other

hand, Dryden, when he produced the ‘Alexander’s Feast,’

was in his sixty-sevendi year. Boethius must have been

about the same age when he composed his greatest work,

finding that those visits of the Muse which had beeaob

the glory of his youth, were not less the consolation,

of his latter days :

—

Gloria felicis olim viridisque juventre

Solantur moesti nunc inea fata senis.”

Goethe may be quoted as an authority as well as am
example. When the poet, in the Prologue to the Faust,

sighs after his lost youth, his friend reproves him, and
whilst admitting that youth is propitious fo divers other
ends and exercises, declares that for the purpose® of
poetry the elder is the better man
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**Th.e cunning hand of art to fling

With spirit o’er the accustom’d string;

To seem to wander, yet to hend

Each motion to the harmonious end

:

Such is the task our ripen’d age imposes, -

Which makes our day more glorious ^re it closes.” ’

Nor is it only the poetry of the highest intellectual

order which is better written after youth than in youth.

Tthe poetry of emotion also will suffer from immaturity.

The youthful pc^t will occupy himself too exclusively

wItSi Ae pathetic element The prefere72€e of one element

of course be unobjectionable, but not the exclusion

of others. And perhaps there axe not many examples of

poems, other than very short ones, in which a great poet

has delivered, himself over to sadness and dejection that

knows no rebound. The shepherd, when he has mourned

Lycidas long enough, escapes from the theme with, if I

niay venture to say so, even too nimble an action,—some-

thing in the nature of a jerk :

—

At length he twitched his mantle blue

—

To-morrow to fresh woods and pastures new,”

And the cloud of remorse and guilty fear in Macbeth

finds a loophole, not indeed by the breaking in of any

temporal gleam, but through a sense of the Finite

Come what come may,

Time and the hour runs through the roughest day.

If we look at the Prophets and Sybils of Michael

Lord F. Egerton’s translation.
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Angelo, we shall perceive that the Prophets, as seeing’

face to face, are always cheerful, the Sybils, as seeing

‘‘through a glass darkly,” always sad—diversely sad,—the

Erythreaii with a despondent, the Cumoean with a stern,

the Delphic mth. a soaring sadness. A Poet, in his

degree, should be M/i Prophet and Sybil.

Even for amorous poetry there is a richer vein than

that of youths temperament and a more attractive art

than youth can attain to. Let the masters of erotic verse

be mustered, and it will appear, I think, that few or none

of them wrote consummately in early youth, whilst the

best of them gave utterance to their best strains long

after they had sung their “ Fzxt Puellis,^ The sense of

proportion/ which is required equally in the lighter as in

the graver kinds of poetry, is naturally imperfect in youth,

through undue ardoiu: in particulars
; and no very young

poet will be content to sacrifice special felicities to

general effect Nor can there well exist at an early

period of life that rare and peculiar balance of all the

faculties, which, even more perhaps than a peculiar force

in j^y, constitutes a great poet:~the balance of reason

passion w^h self-possession, abundance
w5Bi ^serve, and inventive conception with executive

ability.

On the whole, therefore, it is not desirable that a;

poet should prosecute any great enterprise in early youths
nor is it likely that his lighter efforts will be worth much.
Nevertheless it is the period for practice and exercise^
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and a poet must and will write much verse in youth, and
lie will be much the better for it

;
nor will he write it

with the purpose of throwing it away. If he be affected

with the usual impatience of an ardent temperament in

early life, it will perhaps be best for him to publish
;
for

till he have rid himself of this impatience, he will not go

to work with an ambition sufficiently long-sighted and a

steady preference of ulterior to early results. And publi-

if u:isuGcessful (as ’the juvenile publications of

|»6ets are almost sure to be), is a sedative of much
^!«#tmfe:and efficacy in such cases. “Be not ambitious of

an early fame,” says Landor, “ for such is apt to shrivel

and drop under the tree.” Early success puts an end to

severe study and strenuous endeavour; whereas early

failure in those in whom there is genuine poetic genius

and what commonly accompanies it

—

‘‘Faith in the whispers of the lonely Muse— ’*'

acts as a sort of narcotic stimulant, allaying impatience,

but quickening the deeper mind.

The outset of a poefs life, and tlie conduct of it “ iicl

7n£zzo del cammin '^^—^the season in which his poetry is

sown and reaped—are most important to the interests of

the art and of mankind. The manner in which it shall

be drawn to a close maybe supposed to be important

chiefly to the poet himself
:
yet it is not altogether so

;

iind a few words may not be wasted in speaking of that

Wordsworth.
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latter autumn of a poet’s life which succeeds his harvest-
home. With poets whose life reaches its threescore years
and ten this will be a period of some years’ duration. 3E^or

the fact that by some great poets some short poetical
efforts have been hazarded in old age with eminent suo
cess, should not certainly lead to the conclusion that an
old man should occupy himself in adding to the bulk of
his poetical works (especially if already voluminous),
when he can no longer hope to enhance their rateable
and specific value. It is important to eve^ poet to keep
his works within compass, botli for the avoidance of a
present glut, and in order that Time may find them port-
able. l^t him take leave of his art whilst he is still

able to bid it a graceful farewell :

“My lute, awake, performe the last

Labour that thou and I shall wast

;

And ende that I have now hegunne
j

And when this song is sung and past.
My lute, he stylle, for I have done.” ^

Moreover, the intensities of life should be allowed
to come to their natural close some steps short of the
^;fei and passionate writing should not be extended
over mi^ period, even if the imagination have not ceased
to impassioned. There are other ways, at once con-
genial with the poetic life and consentaneous with its
decline, in which the activities that remain may be gQUtly
exercised, when the passion has been laid to rest. The

Wyat
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long education of a poet’s life (for as long as he lives he

should leam) will have enabled him to detect, at the end

of it, many faults in his writings which he knew not of

before
;
and there will be many faults, also, of which he

•7Cfas cognisant, but which, in the eagerness of his produc-

tive years, he had not found leisure or inclination to

amend. In his old age, as long as the judgment and the

executive power over details shall be unimpaired,—as

long as the hand shall not have lost its cunnitig,—the

work of correction may be carried on to completeness^

and the poet’s house be put in order. Some caution will

be requisite. . Age is prone to fastidiousness
;
and if the

poet can no longer go along with the ardours of his

younger years, he should take care lest he quench them

with too cold a touch, ikge, too, is vacillating; and if

he have lost his clearness and decisiveness of choice, he

should not deal with any delinquencies of his younger

verse except those which are flagrant; and in all his

corrections, indeed, the presumption should he in favour

of the first draft; this should have the benefit of the

doubt if there be one ; otherwise the works may be the

worse for the l^t hand. But, subject to these conditions,

there seems to be no employment better suited to tlie old

age of a poet than that of purifying and making less

perishable that which he trusts may be the earthly repre-

sentative of his immortal part. Por such purpose ^d in

so far forth, he may permit himself, even at a period

^‘^tlie last infirmity’^ should on its last legs, to be
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occupied with himself and his fame. Jiut when his own
works are as he would wish to leave thein^ nothing:

that which is peculiar to him as a poet, and not ( omnt€iin

to him as a man, will so well become his latter days, xis

to look beyond himself and have regard to the futiirt*

fortunes of his art involved in the rising generation of
poets. It should he his desire and his joy to cherish tlic*

lights by which his own shall be succeeded and perhai>i^

outshone. I'he personal influence of an old poet u|»c»i»

a young one—youth and age being hannonised by tli«r

sympathies of the art—may do what no writings can, t'O

mould those spirits by which, hereafter, tnany arc to l>«r

moulded j and as the reflex of a glorious sunset will somte?-*

timfe tinge the eastmi sky, the declining poet may carin-

municate to those who are to come after him, not
guidance only, but the very colours of his genius, tlie*

temper of his moral mind, and the inspiration of It in
hopes and promises. That done, or ceasing to be proo*
ticable through efflux of light, it will only remain for

poet to wait in patience;and peace,

** While night

Invests the sea, and wishM morn delays/'

4...^ ......

‘ Paradise Lost/



THE WAYS OF THE RICH AND GREAT.

[The greater part of this essay, now fii’st appended to the fore-

goiiag, *»yas written more than forty yeai-s ago, and much of it which
' relates to the then existing state of society is no doubt inapplicable

to that now existing ; how much I know not ; as it is many years

since I have had the requisite opportunities of obseivation. I do
not suppress the essay on that ground; for the generations of 1878

may think that they know enough about themselves, and may not

be indisposed to read what was thought and said of generations

of which personally they have known nothing.]

There is a great and grievous complaint in' some

quarters that the Rich are too rich and that their riches

are continually increasing, whilst from other quarters

the complaint is that those who thus complain have

as great a desire for riches as if they saw no harm in

them* A few years ago a writer of great sagacity and

knowledge of the world represented England to “be a

country in which poverty is contemptible. Such an

account of things tends to propagate the sentiment it

proclaims; because in all countries there are many who
are prepared to go with the stream. But it is h

true account. Them ire large nttmb^s Of
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thougli not, perhaps, of the particular section of society

which fell more directly under the* observation of that

writer, by whom poverty is not despised, unless result-

ing from indolence or misconduct, and by whom riches

are not respected, unless well won or well spent.

Riches, however, in all countries and in all times,

have conferred some sort of power and authority :
* The

poor man’s wisdom is despised, and his words are not

heard’ We may believe it,” says South, upon Solomon^si

word, who was rich as well as wise, and therefore knew

the force of both ,• and probably, had it not been for his

riches, the Queen of Sheba would never have come so

only to have heard his wisdom.^^ This is quite

j^^ble 3 a-nd it is true enough that riches obtain a little

too much of worship from some classes, whilst they are

regarded with jealousy hy others. “ I love my good and

rich brother,” is a sentence said to occur amongst the

examples in a Dutch grammar: and ‘T hate my good

and rich brother” might have been coupled with it For

whilst there is much love in some, there will be as much
in others^ And in the present state of society it

w4?e )weIL if all classes could be led to consider justlyt

and if none would permit themselves to consider tin-

gently, the manner in which riches are expended, and
the general demeanour of the Rich and the Great

Although the Rich are a small "minority of the

people, there is no reason why their happiness and
enjoyments should not be cared for; and there is in
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liuman nature so much of a disposition to sympathise

with happiness and prosperity, that their enjoyment of

their wealth will not be unpopular, if it be not seen to

be selfish or absurd. But it is desirable both for the

sake of the Rich and Great, and for the sake of the

sentiments with which the other classes may regard

Jthem, that what is expended for enjoyment should

really pntribute to aijoyment ; and also that it should

not be more than duly proportioned to what is expended

for the benefit of others.

The expenditure of the Rich and Great in matters

of mere appearance is often objected to
;
and it is true

that by far the greatest portion of their expenditure is

more for show than for any other species of luxury.

But this is not to be indiscriminately denounced
;
and

those hy whom it should he so dealt witli, even though

they were the poorest of tlie poor, would probably be

found to be, in their practice, within the condemnation

»of their own principle.

Some years ago, I had occasion to visit the

room of a hodman who had fallen from a ladder and

broken a limb, and whose daughter had been 'sent into

the streets to beg. It was as miserable an apartment

as any two human beings could he kept alive in
;
but

there was a firej^ce, and on the chimney-piece th^e

•were two coloured earthenware ornaments, of the value

perhaps of a halfpenny each.

'Ihe plea of ^'supporting the station to which Pro-
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vidence has called us” is not unmeaning, though

be often much abused; and when it is not abused,

common sense of the people will generally recogn.is3<^

it sufficiently to make matters of show inoffensive.

in order to give validity to the plea, the shows shovil^^^

be such as have attached themselves to the station vejry

gradually, so as to form part of the transmitted usagos
of society and be harmonised in men’s imaginatioxi£>*

New inventions in the way of show, or new extensions
of old expenditures , in this way, are obnoxious, CLJxd

should tend to derogate from the respect in -whiclx n.

man is held by his equals, as well as to impair Itis

popularity; because they are evidence tliat he is xxol
merely sliding into the track which is prepared foT
him, but deliberately turning his thoughts to ostexx-

tation. A man’s expenditure for show should thoro-
fore belong either to the station to which he is borxx^
or to that into which he has gradually passed by tlie
natural influence of increasing riches, superior abilities,

ot Other circumstances which make the shows incidential

;tq^e^iye rather than expressly devised and prepared-,

the show be no more than proportioxxescl

avoid to be obnoxious if

wealth have been suddenly acquired and the tra.xx3i*

tion fmm obseudty be abrupt. ‘‘For I,” says HVIr..

Landor,—
For I have sliimrfd on evei^ side

The splash of newly mount^ pride,"

tt fs the sjf/ask which is offensive.
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On the other hand, there are those who look up

a little too much to wealth and rank and station,

whether new or old; and this is not altogether good

either for them or for the objects of their too worship-

ful regard. And then again there are many who look

down upon those who so look up
;
and as looking

down may have its excesses quite as easily as looking

up, it may be well for such of us as sit in the seat of

the scomer to consider whether we may not ourselves

partake in some form and measure of that which we

despise. For the forms and degrees of worldliness are

very various ;
few are exempt from it in one or another

form and degree; and they who are susceptible of it

only in one form and degree will sometimes regard with

supreme contempt those who are susceptible of it in

another. The fonn connected with the acquisition and

possession of money is the most general, because more

or less of money is within most people^s reach; and

being the most general, it is the form in which world-

linioss is most generally tolerated and condoned. They

who think it no more than natural and reasonable that

a man should desire for no particular moral purpose

a thousand a year more of income, and indeed would

think him foolish and censurable should he needlessly

forego it, will not the less sneer at him if he shohid

desire to associate himself with persons of a rank

station above his own^ Yet it might be difioult by any

analysis to make out that the one pursuit was founded
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in any worthier qualities of human nature than the other.-

And perhaps the contempt which is felt for the one

and not for the other, is connected quite as mucli with

the unworthy jealousies and the pride of human nature

as with a respect for social independence.

The man of all men in this century who pould be

the least suspected of a want of social or pther

independence, the Poet of the Poor, one day ^heix

he was on a visit to London, found himself out in a*

frailty of this kind* He had falsely disguised from a

Duchess the fact that he knew notliing about her con-

nections or the; society in which she moved. With

his own singular siinpHc:ity^ he mentioned the incident

the next morning at a breakfast at which several persons

were present who were strangers to him
;
and observing

that he was becoming “ a regular London liar,” said

that he must hasten hack to his abode in the country.

Whilst we are amongst mankind we cannot expect to^

be? ^mthout some rather silly sympathies along with

others we may possess of a lygher order and*

; and it is by cultivating the nobler in.

more than by despising the idler in.;

sh# best Mfil the purposes of our being*

And at aH evaits tihere should he no difficulty in the*

if It be apparent that, whatever measure of dis-

pky or other worldliness imy^be indulged by this man*
that, c^her things are uppermost, and the man'S; heart

beneficence and in his business.
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Amongst the superfluities which add nothbg to the

iinjoyments of the Rich and detract from their usefulness,

may not superfluous houses he numbered? A man who

has many houses will oftentimes liave no home ; for the

many objects and associations whicli a man gathers about

him, as a shell-fish forms its shell, in a conformity with

his manner of being, cannot easily be so gathered in

more places than one or two. And the perplexity which

will beset him from time to tinie, especially if there be

different opinions in his family, in detennining to which

house to go, will more than counteract the pleasures of

change
;
and his life will need more of forecasting.

And as to usefulness and popularity. Operations for

the improvement of his neighbourhood will be interrupted

or impaired by changing from house to house, and his

own interest in them will be broken and imperfect If

on the other hand he leave any of liis houses long un-

occupied, the neighbourhood is deprived of the services

which are due from a resident man of property. And

moreover there is a sense of waste in seeing a house con-

stantly and deliberately left unoccupied. It is something

good, which is neither to be used and enjoyed, nor sold,

nor lent, nor given—one of the most naked forms of

superfluity.

If these views be just, it would follow that rich men

should not wantonly embarrass themselves yith many

houses ;
and that those to whom they have accrued as

unavoidable adjuncts of large estates, should, if possible
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let them even for a nominal rent, or establish in them
some junior members of their family.

There are objections also to an excessive extent of
park, pleasure-ground, and demesne. For this tends to
isolate the owner, and to place his neighbours and his
duty^ to his neighbours at a distance from him. The
physical element of distance will often make an important
difference in a man’s relations with his fellow-creatures*

An extensive park introduces more or less of this element
in the case of all a man’s neighbours except his lodge-

keepers
; and a great extent of contiguous landed pro-

perty added to this, introduces it in respect of all his

•except his teimnts. This is no small evih
T^ tenantry and dependents of the Rich and Great are
not the only persons with whom they should be rela-

tions of good neighbourhood. It is perhaps equally

important that they should be in such relations with the
cleigy and the smaller gentry around them. The attrac-

tion of cohesion by which society is to be kept together

brought about by an approximation of its

but by an attraction of the nearest to the
E: the social body. The distancing of

; and estates is the more
to be deprecated now, because railroads have recently
Operated in the sahle direction, by filling great country
houses more than ever with metropolitan society.

In this case again, what is to be done when parts of
tte excessive extent have descended to the owners,
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'Secrated, perliaps, by hereditary and historical associa-

tions?—or when they could not be disparked or con-

tracted in size without injury to the beauty of the country?

Little, perhaps, to abate the specific evil ; hut much to

compensate for it Such parks, instead of being dis-

parked, may be popularized. Access should never be

refused to strangers ; cettain spaces in them should be

assigned for the sports of the neighbouring peasantry;

and periodical games and festivities should be celebrated

in them for the benefit of the neighbours of all dasses.

The Aristocrat should ever bear in mind that his position

has something in it of a public and national character,

and that aristocratic possessions exist for popular

purposes.

That portion of the expenditure of the Rich which is

devoted to luxuries of the table may escape the observa-

tion of the Poor, and be therefore perhaps less unpopular

than it ought to be. But of all excess in luxury, that of

die table is the most offensive to the taste of those who

would ^sh to see the higher classes distinguished by

rehnement at least, if not by simplicity of life. To do

the Rich justice, the extent to which this species of

expenditure is occasionally carried in these times is to he

attributed less to sensuality than to ostentation ; and it

is to parade expenditure rather than to pamper the appe-

tite, that some never-ending still-heginning dinners are

served up. One proof out of many that costliness is

^'chiefly aimed at, is to be found in the practice of pro-
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vidmg esculents which are out of season. Hy a true bik!

unsophisticated taste, what is out of season would Ix-

rejected as out of harmony with Nature; and even with-

out reference to any such principle of taste, a strawberry

in March is at all events no better than a strawberry in

July, though it is about a hundred times dearer ; and by
our greedy anticipations and our Jumbling together of the

products of the seasons, we deprive ourselves of that

change and variety which Nature, in her own orderly

successions, would provide.

But if the motive for this sort of sumptuouanewi is

dkpiMy more tihan gluttony, it has, nevertheless, a pcf-

Midous tmidency to |»t>nK>te gluttony. The sensiiaiity

k not 80 gross, certiu&ly, as that of our druidcen fore

fathers; but having regard to the fact that dinneni arc

late as well as long, and that in these times men’s brains
are taxed as well os their stomachs, the pressure on
health is perhaps almost as severe. It has been observed
by an eminent physician, that more prcs-sure of d»t kind
results from a life of steady high living than from one
oft- eocadonal debauch. To long and late dinners,

and later social entertainments of divers kinda
sttcce^ tlU die sun rises upon a worahout woslil.

Everything ki the nature -of an amusement IS piotxBciod
and stnuasdi cannot bd a greater unitfftftik i?

tlmn this in ths economy of enjoyment The art ol
carrying ofif a pleasure is not to sit it out

Perhaps tlie most serious of these festivitiaa hi the
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breakfast or luncheon given by the parents of a bride

immediately after the marriage ceremony, weighted as it

commonly is with gratulatory speeches, whilst the parents

and some others who approach the event in aU its gra\’ity

are longing to be alone. The only orator I ever heard

of who could triumph over the tediousness of such an

entertainment was Lord Brougham. Oh one such occa-

sion, he was to propose the health of. the l^esmaids.

He began,—•“ I know not whethar it is for my youth, my
beauty, or my innocence, that /have been selected-

and the speech which followed was worthy of the

exordium.

Expense in furniture is perhaps as innocent as any

expense can be which is not meritorious. Yet the

internal garnishing and decorations of a house have

nothing of the public and patriotic attributes which may

be ascribed to the house itself, if it be designed as d

work of architectural art, to adorn the land from age

to age. The gamishings are for the more exclusive

enjoyment of the owner and of those* whom he may

admit to his society 3
and they are fugitive and perishing.

Therefore the very large proportionate expenditure of

the Rich in these times on luxuries of furniture (desig-

nated, perhaps, by the sober and. respectable name of

“comforts”) is, to say the least, not to be commended.

Moreover, many of these luxuries are in reality less con-

ducive to comfort than what is cheap and common 3 and

there are many more which impair the comfort through
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th# health. The air we breathe in our rooms would
lighter and fresher if there were no such things as carpcstai

window-curtains, bed-curtains, or valances; and the m
full and heavy the draperies of a room, the less 1*1?*^*

and nimble is the air. And this effect is aggravated ••

the room be spacious. It is an error to suppose

rooms which are very large and lofty are more »*r>
than others. They may be more airy than v«sr>*

small rooms, but they are less so (and this is wcril

known to the asthmatic) than rooms of modera**’
dimensions, no comer of which is remote from tl»*?

paternal air. Again, the love of displaying cost ciunMi

laifQMoiQce k fUnutnre is seldom accompanied, ervesn
anhngst the richest of the rich, by an indiffermocs aus

to vriiether it is spoilt or blemished : and yet solicikoid*;

on this point militates much against comfort The ««*»»

is often shut out to save the colour of carpets *a»cl
curtains, at times when Nature’s sunshine might well l»c?

preferred to the best of upholstery. In short, tlicnres

are « hundred ways in which luxury overreaches itswdP—

“

afilMrad in which penance enters into the woswttifs

^‘liikiBaon* Double irindows make our rooms clcMse s

sriliehd weters i>d»>n our parks ; high-bred and fUnu
&d hmat rm away with ua And one truth the JEtIcdi

wouM do well to keep in mind, for very comfosrlt**

sake—-timt comfort, like health, may be impairadl lagr

being too anxiously cared for.

Very different is the view to be taken of a Eticda
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man’s indoor expenditure, when he is sixiring of mirrors

and jars and satin and velvet-pile, Init lavish in objects

which address themselves to the intellectual and imagin-

ative tastes. In libraries, and works of art, pictures,

sculpture, and engravings, a rich house cannot be too

rich : and the house of an educated gentleman should

no more be without the works of Michael Angelo or

Raphael, in one form or another, than without the works

of Mdtott and Shakspeare. And with regard to the

jMCtuze galleries of the Rich, if unoccupied as apartments,

ffhoMtd they not be always oi>en to strangers ? and if they

be BO occupied, should they not be open on certain

days of every week ? In the I’aUuzo Borghese at Rome,

the rooms arc not only always open, but they are pro-

vided with fires in cold weather, with seats, cata-

It^cs, and tubes to look through ; so that the stranger

feels himself to be a guest, and the guest of a gentle-

man, and is sensible, not only of the mere liberaKty

the owner, but of his attentions, courtesy, and good

Imfdiag:

Aa to the feee access to libraries and the free loan of

those who lend books no doubt run some risk

of lo^Bg There is nothing which borrowers take

BO little care to retunt. Yet the value of a book is

only reeliaed in isroportion os it is read. A book which

u never lead is absolutely no value. Therefbre,

though many books ere said to be lost by leiadSng

more are lost indeed by leaving thena oa tl^e
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iihelt And for the personal and particular loss to the

owner, he loses more than he need, if he allows hina-

self to he cheated of his liberality by the occasional

thoughtlessness or thanklessness of those whom he grati-

fiea 'I’hnt old K«:holar and gentleman who, after his

name written in l atin in the blank page of his books,

wrote “rf amicorum rji/s," had a better possession tTian

that of a lilirary. iJm the Ri<-h might guard their

Ijosscssions in IkjoIes by keeping a lilirarian; who would

not cost 80 much (alas I) as an under butler or a groom
of the chambers.

Amongst the most important of the relations in which

the Rich and Great stand to their fellow-creatures, are

th^ ndations wHh their servants and their relations with

their tradesmen.

Under the former head, there may be, perhaps, little

to find fault with on the score of mere manner and

outward demeanour. To use servants with harshness,

or to lie wanting in that species of consideration for

them which consists in a certain mildness and amenity

of manner, would ruffle and deform timt smooth surface

of diings which it is agreeable to the taste of people

m high life .to see around Uiem. Nor do they, perhaps,

interfere with the comforts of Uieir dependents by any

undue or onerous exactions of service ;
for their estab-

lishments, being for the most part calculated for show,

arc more numerous than is required for use, and are

therdbre necessarily underworked, except, perhaps, in
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ihe caie of wmc poor drudges at the bottom, who slink

up and down the back stairs unseen, and whose comfort,

ihcrdbre, may not always engage the attention of a

family of this class ;
and even these will not be oppressed

with their labours, unless when some impoverished people

of buhion may find it necessary to dock the tails of their

establishments in order to keep the more prominent

Ijortions entire.

Neverdieless the exceptions which may be taken

agtm«t the life of the Rich and Great, as affectii^ the

class of servants, ore of a grave description, l^ate hours

and habits of dissipation in the heads of a family make it

almost impossible, especially in London, to exercise that

wholesome household discipline which is requisite to

secure the well-being of a servant. The usages of high

life require that the servants of these people should be

numerous •, their number unavoidably makes them idle
;

idlcacM makes them debauched; debauchery renders

them often necessitous ; the affluence or the prodigality,

the indolence or indulgence or indifference of their

maiteni affotfds dtem every facility for being dishonest

;

and I**® venial kinds of peculation,

their has an opportunity of making an easy

dfw-ow* throu^ the various gradations of larceny, till the

miodeiMaiiant passes into the felon. In the mean time,

the master, taking no blame to himself, nor considetmg

that servants are^ to no iaconsideraWe extent, what their

mssters make them,—that they are the creatures, at
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least, of those circumstances which their masters throw

around them, and might he moulded in the generality of

cases, with a fair prospect of successful results, by the will

and conduct of the master—passes over, with an indolent

and epicurean censure, the lighter delinquencies which he-

may happen to detect, laughs perhaps at his own laxity,,

and, when at length alanned, discharges the culprit witlv

out a character, and relieves himself, at the expense of he

knows not whom, by making of a corrupted menial a

desperate outcast Hospitals, workhouses, and prisons

swarm with the broken-down servants of the Bich ; and

the numbers of them that live to be old is said to be

small relatively to other classes.

If it he urged that a man cannot be expected to

change his mode of life for the sake of his, seryahts, it

must be answered that a mode of life which hazards the

perdition of several of his fellow-creatures ought to be

changed, and cannot be persevered in without blame.

But if no such sacrifice were consented to, tliere remain

means by which the evil might be mitigated.

A reduction in the number of servants would be one

great means of promoting their well-being, and would

involve no real sacrifice of comfort or even of luxury.

The way to be well served is to keep few servants \ and

the keeping of superfluous servants is one of the many

ways in which luxury is self-destroyed. Some little time

ago, a lady who kept nine men-servants, after several

vain attempts to get some coals for her fire, received from
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her butler the explanation that none of the footmen

would bring them up, because “ the odd man ” had for-

gotten to fill the scuttles ; the odd man on such establish-

ments being the drudge who is hired to do the work of

the house. Thus it is that the multiplying of means will

often defeat the end ;
work is seldom well done except

by those who have enough to do; the idleness of one

hour spreads itself rapidly over the rest of the day
;
and

servants whose numbers are calculated for show become

unavailable for use.

And again, even good servants conduce less to com-

fort on many occasions than is often supposed. Is it not

frequently most for your comfort to serve yourself? How
much easier to get yourself something, than to wait doing

nothing till it is gotten for you. For impatience is pre-

vented or abated by instrumental activity. A watched

pot is long in boiling,” says the proverb : but go into the

garden, gather some dry sticks, put them under the pot

and blow the bellows, and you will not have felt it long.

And a rich man, though aware of this, may not be able

to help himself; for his household being formed upon

the system of everything being done for him, the system

becomes too strong for him, and he will not be permitted

to do, though often compelled to wait A widowed

countess, a chief ornament of society in her day, being

left with means which were small relatively to her rank,

said, with a wisdom which was as much her own as the

wit for which she was celebrated, that had it not been for

NIV.
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having to make both ends meet, she would not have

known what to do with herself.

But in recommending that the numbers of serv-ants

should be so reduced as to give them full work, let this

be understood to mean full work in working hours only,

always taking care that there be fair time allowed for

relaxation—time, in the case of those who will so use it,

for reading and self-cultivation—and occasional time for

the maintenance of those original domestic affections

which, in the circumstances in which servants are placed,

are so apt to be supplanted.

Another way in which the characters of servants in

|ii|^ mif^t be improved, would be by seeing their

ipas<ta a little more scrupulous than some of tiie mom
fashionable amongst them are wont to be, in matters of

truth and honesty. The adherence to honesty on the

part of the masters might be exemplary
; whereas their

actual measure of honesty would perhaps be indicated

with sufficient indulgence, if they were described (in the

qualified language which Hamlet applies to himself) to be

indifferent honest” Fashionable people are unscrupu-

tea 'smugglers and purchasers of smuggled goods ; and

there is a currency of untruth in daily use amongst them

fat purposes of convenience, which proceeds to a much
bolder extent than the form of well-understood false-

hood by which the middle classes also, not perhaps

witlrout some occasional violation of their more

consciences, excuse themselves from receiving a guest,
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—bolder, not only as regards conventional phrases or
professions which are accepted as meaning little more
than the wish to be civil, but in respect also of words
and ways in conversation which cannot by any ^‘hx
et norma ioguendi” be translated into trutli. I have
known ladies who, without any motive of self-interest

•or real dishonesty of the mind, would lie in a light,

pleasant, fearless, shameless way, which did not perhaps

deceive those with whom they associated on
terms, inasmuch as they made no secret ofbeing indifferent

to truth, or indeed incapable of speaking it
j and as

Othello described himself to be “ an honourable murderer,”

so these persons might have claimed to pass for honest

liars. But the effect of such an example upon servants

and others who are not skilled in taVi'ng distinctions,

may have been much the same as if they had been cun-

ningly and meanly mendacious, and cheats as well as Hare

But there is a worse evil in the manners of. this

country in regard to servants. It is rarely that they

•are considered in any other light than as TtiPf-TiamVai

instruments. It unfortunately belongs very little to our

national character to feel what the common brother-

hood of humanity requires of us in a relation with our

fellow-creatures, which, however unequal, is so dose

as that of master and servant. We are not accustomed

ito be sensible that it is any part of our duty to errter

into their feelings, to understand their dispoatkms, to

nequire their confidence, to cultivate dieir sympathies
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and our own upon some common ground which kindness

might always discover, and to communicate with them

habitually and unreservedly upon the topics which touch

upon tliat ground. This deficiency would perhaps be

more observable in the middle classes than in the highest

—^who seem generally to treat their inferiors with less

reserve—^but that in the latter the scale of establishment

often removes the greater part of a man's servants from

personal communication with him. Wliether most pre-

valent in the fashionable or in the unfashionable classes^

it is an evil which, in the ‘growing disunion of tlie several

grades of society, is now more than ever, and for more

reasons than one, to be regretted.

What is wanted in diese and some other relations

of social life, is not friendship, perhaps, except in rare

<:ases, but friendliness. A dog's love and a cat's love

for man may be taken as typifying two kinds of human
love. The dog's is individualized and concentrated;

the cat's, when freed from fear, is genial, but diffusive.

It' is well when a man and a master can show himself to

be capable of both.

The operation of the habits of the Ricli and Great

upon the class of tradesmen (and here, again, reference

should be made more especially to those amongst the

Rich and Great who form what are called the fashionable

circles),-^the operation of their habits of life upon trades-

men is perhaps a subject of greater moral and political

4n?portance than either party is aware of. Many people.*
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of fashion are improvident; and even when not so in

the long run, it seems to be the pride of many to be

wantonly and perversely disorderly in the conduct of

their pecuniary transactions. The result of this to them-

selves is not here the point in question,—although

there are few things which in their effects are more

certain to pervade the entire moral structure of the

mind than habits of order and punctuality, especially

in money matters. But what are the consequences to

the tradesman with whom they deal? In proportion

to the delays which the tradesman has had to contend

with in procuring pa3mient of the account, is the degree

of laxity with which he may expect to be favoured in

the examination of the items; especially if he have

not omitted the usual means of corrupting the fidelity

of servants. The accuracy of a bill of old date is not

in general very ascertainable, and it would seem to be

but an ungracious return for the accommodation which

the creditor has afforded, if the debtor were to institute

a very strict inquisition into the minutise of his claims.

These considerations concur with the habitual care-

lessness and indolence of people of fashion, as induce-

ments to them to lead their tradesmen into temptation

;

and the. result is such a demoralisation of the whole

class, that it is rare indeed to meet with a tradesman

accustomed to be employed by people of fashion, whose

accounts, if closely scrutinised, would not betray a want

of probity and fair dealing. The tradesman’s want of
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probity, again, will second the customer’s want of care

;

and he will often, from dishonest motives, pertinaciously

resist sending in a bill of short date; well knowing in

what cases he can rely upon an ultimate payment in

full, of an account “ of which the memory of man runneth

not to the contrary.”

Moreover, people of fashion, though (with occa-

sional coarse exceptions) very civil-spoken to their trades-

men, are accustomed to show in their conduct an utter

disregard of what amount of trouble, inconvenience, and

vexation of spirit they may occasion, either by irregu-

larity in paying their bills, by requiring incessant attend-

ance, or by a thousand fanciful humours, changes of

purpose,' and fastidious objections. Possibly, indeed,

they are very little aware of the amount of it ; so in-

considerate are they of everything which is not made

to dance before their eyes, or to appeal to their sen-

sibilities through their senses. Their tradesmen, and

the workmen whom their tradesmen employ, are com-

pelled, those by the competition they encounter in their

b€K^^ these by the necessities of their situation in

life, tb mbmit to all the hardships and disquietudes

which it is possible for fashionable caprice to impose,

without showing any sign of disturbance or discontent;

and because there is no outcry made, nor any panto-

mime exhibited, the fashionable customer may possibly

conceive that he dispenses nothing but satisfaction

among all with whom he deals. He rests assured.
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moreover, that if he gives more trouble and Incon-

venience than others, he pays for it; the charges of the

tradesmen of fashionable people being excessively high.

Here, however, there is a distinction to be taken. There

is no doubt that all the fantastical plagues and prepos*-

terous caprices which the spirit of fashion can engender,

will he submitted to for money ; but he who supposes

that the outward submission will be accompanied by no

inward feelings of resentment or contempt, either is

wholly ignorant of human nature or grossly abuses his

better judgment Between customer and tradesman the

balance is adjusted: between man and man there is

an account which money will not settle. It is not

indeed to be desired that any class of men should be

possessed with such a spirit of venal servility as to be

really insensible to the folly and oppression which enters

into the exactions of fashionable caprice ; or that, how-

ever compelled to be obsequious in manner, they should

altogether lose their perception of what is' due to com-

mon sense and common consideration for others* If

such be the actual result in some instances, then is that

consequence still more to be regretted than the other.

Moreover, if the master-tradesmen are willing to sell

themselves into this slavery, the consequences to the

much more numerous classes of those whom they employ
remains to be taken into account. These, at least, are

lot paid for the hardships which ensue to them. Many
is the milliner’s apprentice whom every London season
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sends to her grave because the dresses of fine ladies

must be completed with a degree of celerity which no-

thing but night labour can accomplisL To the question

When must it be done ?
” ‘‘ Immediately,” is the readiest

^swer
; though it is an answer which would perhaps be

less inconsiderately and indiscriminately given, if it were

known how many young creatures have come to a pre-

mature death in consequence of it, and how many hearts

have been hardened by the oppression which it necessi-

tates. Nor does the evil stop there. The dressmakers’

apprentices in a great city have another alternative ;
and

it is quite as much to escape from the intolerable labours

which are imposed upon them in the London season as

from any sexual frailty, that such multitudes of them

adopt a vocation which affords some immediate relief,

while it insures a doubly fatal termination of their career.

The temptations by which these girls are beset might be

deemed all-sufficient, without the compulsion by which

they are thus, as it were, driven out into the streets.

Upon them, ‘^the fatal gift of beauty,”

Like to the asp at that Egyptian’s breast,

has been more lavishly bestowed than upon any other

class—perhaps not excepting even the aristocracy. They

are many of them, probably, the spurious offspring of

aristocratical fathers, and inherit beauty for the same

reason as the legitimate daughters of aristocrats, because

the wealth of these persons enables them to select the
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most beautiful women either for wives or for concubines.

Nor are they wanting in the grace and simplicity of

manner which distinguish the aristocracy
;
whilst constant

manual occupation produces in them more vacuity of

mind than even that which dissipation causes in their

sisters of the superior class. They are thus possessed of

exterior attractions which will at any moment place them

in a condition of comparative affluence, and keep them

in it so long as those attractions last—a period beyond

which their portion of thought and foresight can scarcely

be expected to extend ; whilst, on the other hand, they

have before them a most bitter and arduous servitude,

constant confinement, probably a severe task-mistress

{whose mind is harassed and exacerbated by tlie exigent

and thoughtless demands of her employers), and a de-

struction of health and bloom which the alternative

course of life can scarcely make more certain or more

speedy. Goethe was well aware how much light he

jthrew upon the seduction of Margaret, when he made
her let fall a hint of discontent at domestic hardships :

—

“ Our humble household is hut small

And I, alas I must look to all.

We have no maid, and I may scarce avail

To wake so early and to sleep so late ;

And then my mother is in each detail

So accurate.” ’

If people of fashion knew at what cost some of their

imaginary wants are gratified, it is possible that tliey

‘ Faust/ Lord F. L. Gower's translation.
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might he disposed to forego the gratification : it is pos-

sible^ also, that they might not On the one hand, they

are not wanting in benevolence to the young and* beau-

tiful; the juster charge against them being that tlieir

benevolence extends no farther. On the other hand, un-

less there be a visual perception of the youth and beauty

whicli is to suffer, or in some way a distinct image of it

presented, dissipation will not allow them a moment for

the feelings which reflection might suggest

:

Than vanity there’s nothing harder hearted

;

For thoughtless of all sufferings unseen,

Of all save those which touch upon the round

Of the day’s palpable doings, the vain man.

And oftener still the volatile woman vain,

Is busiest at heart with restless cares,

Poor pains and paltry joys, that make within

Petty yet turbulent vicissitude.

If it be against people of fashion 'mainly that these

charges lie, there is another and a heavier charge, which

lies against the aristocratic classes generally; and not'

against them only, but also against no inconsiderable

pt^idn of the classes next below them. Many, if not

most, of the mothers of these classes are in the habit of

refusing to suckle their children, even when perfectly able

- Since this was written (in 1S32) much has been done by legis-

lation to relieve milliners’ apprentices and others from the pressure

of work by night. The value of all such legislation depends, of

course, upon the executory provisions. Generally speaking, if the

law invests some one with a pecuniary interest in its execution, it

takes effect. . If not, not.
'

.
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to do so, and of bribing the mothers of the poor to

abandon their duty to their own infants, in order to per-

form the function thus devolved. A denunciation of

this practice was delivered some years ago by an eminent

person in the House of Lords, which it were well if he

would repeat every session till the country shall be
cleansed from so foul an offence. It may be stated, on
the highest medical authority, that out of every five

infants of wet-nurses thus deserted, four perish. They
are delivered over to women who take no interest in

them, to be brought up by hand—a species of nurture

peculiarly requiring a mother's care and the aids and
appliances of wealth

; they die miserably of starvation or

neglect, and their death is to be laid at the door, not so

much ,'of their own mothers whose poverty consents, as

of those who corrupt the maternal instincts of the poor,

and betray them into a cruelty which nothing but ignor-

ance and poverty can palliate. The injunction Thou
shalt not seethe the kid in its mother's milk,” pointed to

a lesser sin than this.

Erasmus held her to be scarcely half a mother who
refused to suckle the child that was bom to her. He ac-

counted the offence against nature as little less than that

of the desertion and exposure of an infant; and he asks

her, when the chifd began to speak, with what face coniS

she hear him call her mother, who had neglected

form for him that most IMtteal officer In cm
lady's child may not suilr, but the Aertse is
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much more certainly sacrificed
;
and tlrus it is that one

unnatural mother makes another tliat is more unnatural

still.

Listen to Jeremiali: ^^Even the sea-monsters draw-

out the breast, they give suck to their young ones : the

daughter ofmy people is become cruel, like the ostriclies

in the wilderness.

But besides those who are able, but not willing, to

suckle their infants, there are many who profess to be

willing, but not able. Do they diligently try ? or do they

satisfy their consciences with the easy assurances of nurses,

attendants, or friends, who are willing to say what they

desite to hear? If they he unable, does not their inability

grow out of a luxurious and unwholesome mode of life,

which there is no necessity that they should adopt? and

why should the children of the Poor be defrauded of their

mother’s milk, to supply deficiencies wilfully created by

the indolence and luxury of the Rich ? Occasional cases

there are, no doubt, in which the inability to suckle is.

** AHoqui cum infans jam fan meditabitur, ac bland^ balbutie

te nqammam vocabit, qui fronte hoc audies ab eo, cui mammam
negSris, et ad conductitiam mammam relegiris, perinde quasi caprse

aut ovi subjecisses ? Ubi jam erit fandi polens, quid si te pro matre

vocet semi-matrcm? Virgam expedies, opinor. Atqui vix semi-

mater est, quse recusat alere, quod peperit . . . Et in tales feeminas

mihi competere Grsecorum videtur etymologia, qui dici pu-

tant h. r7]pe7v, hoc est, k non servando. Nam'prorsus conducti-

tiam nutricem infantulo adhuc k matre tepenti adsciscere, genus est

expositionis.”—Erasmi, ‘ CoUoq. Puerpera,'

Lamentations iv. 3.
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botli real and inevitable; and if these cases cannot be

met by the employment of such wet-nurses as have

already lost their children through natural causes, the

wet-nurse should bring her own child with her
;
and with

the sufficient supervision which wealth and maternal

vigilance might supply on the part of the rich mother, to

guard against maternal partiality on the part of the wet-

nurse, a fair and equal share of natural nurture should be

secured to the one child and the other; what is wanting

to each being made up by the best artificial substitute.

Amongst the incidental evils of the system of wet-

nursing, one is that unmarried mothers are most fre-

quently employed, and not unfrequently preferred, for

this purpose
;
and being pampered as well as highly paid,

a countenance and encouragement is afforded to vice,

and women of tainted character are mixed up with the

rich man's household. On the other hand, if the wet-

nurse be married, it is almost invariably (and for physical

reasons) made a condition that during the period for

which she 'is hired she shall not see her husband ;
and

he and her elder children are exposed to the temptations

and evils consequent on such a disruption of domestic ties;

The charge of deserting the mother's function in the

‘suckling of infants lies, as ha& been said, against other

classes, as well as against the Rich and Great ;
but the

practice is more universal amongst the Rich and Great

is politically more iinportant that they shouM ,|re|Qiie

themselves from the reproach of it; th^r is of
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more account; nor is there any person in the realm, how-

ever high in station, who, on the veiy ground of that

rank and pre-eminence, should not be the foremost to

withstand this crying corruption of the humanities of

domestic life.

When such accusations as these are brought against

the wealthier classes, it ought by no means to be for-

gotten that such things are exceptional, not characteristic;

and that there is amongst those classes in these times an

activity in charitable works, and a bounty and benefi-

cence, such as probably has never been witnessed in the

world before. All classes have been rapidly improving

m l^t five a^d twenty years. Increase of crime does

prove die contrary,, even of the lowest class ; it only

proves an increased activity of the bad elements as well

as of the good ; it may show that bad men are worse—it

does not show that fewer men are not bad, or that good
men are not far more than proportionately better. But

if odier classes have improved (the commercial least, per-

owing to over-stimulated love of gain), there can

-question that the highest classes have stepped

Busiest m advance. Ask our bishops who are the

and will they not answer, the middle-

aged aM life yd^gy natfter than the old or the elderly ?

Amongst the eo^fey gentlemen not advanced in years,

how few are there^now who think that they have nothing
else to do in life but to make the most ctf thfeir property

and their game. The charity of the K.i^ indeed,
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misdirected and mischievous ; their liberality sometimes

runs ahead of their personal activity as almoners
;

their

judgment still more often halts behind their personal ac-

tivity, But as long as it is the spirit of love and duty

which is active in them, they must be doing good, if not

to others, at least to themselves ; and in spite of all the

errors of injudicious 2eal, they will do well upon the

whole, and they will be continually learning to do better.

The system of visiting the Poor at their houses has

been much found fault with for its obtrusiveness. It is

very certain that the somewhat unsocial character and

manners of the English, both rich and poor, does put

difficulties in the way of it. It is not all sorts of ladies

and gentlemen who can carry it out with success
;
and

now that so much is done by organisation and the divi-

sion of labour, it would seem desirable that charitable

persons should consider what are their personal aptitudes,

and employ themselves accordingly in this or other de-

partments of charitable ministration. Even in that of

visiting, there are many varieties. Where there is grievous

sickness or other emergency, zeal and care will com-
pensate for dryness of manner. In the more ordinary

intercourse of good offices, it is veiy important to be
pleasant to the Poor : for services alone will not cultivate

their affections; and those who would visit them fctf

eveiy-day purposes of charily, should be by their iftfiy
and temperament genial, cordial, and firm,

^

But charity in detail to the lower ord^ idfl aibrd no
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sufficient vent for what should be considered the due and

adequate bounty of the Rich and Great—not even though

it be distributed through numerous and well-chosen

almoners. The Poor of tlie lower orders are not the only

Poor j they are not always the Poor who are most to be

pitied for their poverty ;
and it devolves upon the Rich

and Great to take charge of the many cases of penuiy in

the classes more proximate to their own, which they have

the means of duly sifting and appreciating. To them

also belong works of munificence—the providing and

endowing of churches, schools, hospitals ; and to these

let them add libraries, picture-galleries, public gardens,

and play-grounds, for the Poor. In order that the Poor

may feel that the Rich are in sympathy with them, the

'Richmust take a pleasure in their pleasures, as well as

pity them in their distress. When' the Rich give of their

abundance to those who want bread, it may be supposed

to be done for very shame or under the constraint of

common humanity. When they take order for the in-

action and discipline of the Poor, they are conferring a
^des of benefit, for which, however essential, they must
not expect a return in gratitude or affection. But if they
bear in mmd that amusement is in truth a necessary of
life, that human nature cannot dispense with it, and that

by the nature ofmen^s amusements their moral characters

are in a great measure determined, they will be led so to
deal with the Poor as to make it manifest to them that
they like to see them happy, and they will be beloved
accordingly.
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But if the amusements of men have so much to do in

fomiing them, it may be well to consider what are tlie

amusements of the Rich and Great themselves. Into

these it will be found that the ambitious activity of the

times has made its way. It is no longer enough for the

Rich and Great to be passively entertained; to look on

and admire does not content them; and hence the theatre

has fallen out of favour. They must be where they are

themselves in part performers, or they must find their

amusement in tlie prosecution of some object and end*

Society, therefore, becomes their theatre
;
and to the not

inconsiderable number of them who constitute what are

called the ‘‘ fashionable circles,” a particular position and

reputation in society becomes an object, in the pursuit of-

which they find their amusement.

The effect of this upon the character is not favour-

able. It used to be supposed that whatsoever, of effort

and uneasy pretension might prevail elsewhere, in the

highest walk of society, amongst those whose bom rank

and worldly consideration was unquestionable, where

nothing further was to be attained and everything pos-

sessed was secure, the charm of confidence and qui-

escence would be found at last But when into this

circle, as into others, the pursuit of a personal object is

introduced, into this, as into others, cares and solici*

tildes will accompany it; and the object^ of suco<l$t

in a social career has little in it that is

or can help much to modify the selfishness of human
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nature. Into circles, therefore, "where social reputation

is aimed at, rather than merely the giving a^d re-

ceiving of pleasure, the feelings connected with the

lower kinds of rivalry and competition must be expected

to intrude, disturbing, in some more or less degree, the

ease and grace of aristocratic life. And accordingl5^

fashionable society, whatever may be its charms and

brilliancy, when compared with other aristocratic society

is perhaps characterised by some inferiority of tone,

even in its higher walks ;
and in its lower by a tone

which, without any desire to use hard words, can hardly

be called an3rtjiing edse than vulgar.

.. , Jt may, no doubt, be saki for these citcles that tajci^ts

aore ^predjalad in them ; and if talents were the one
thing needful in this world, on that they might take their

stand. But it is not by the pc^session and cultivation of

talents, but by the best use and direction of them, that

the aristocracy this country is to be sustained in public

estimation. Knowledge and ability which are merely

made subservient to conversational effects, will do no-

far the aristocracy. We may well allow that in the

life, as common acquaintances,

m spite oi occasional inferiorities and
most agreeable people that are to be

met will!* should it be otherwise ? That persons

who have tteir Eves in cultivating the arts of
society should have acquired no peculiar dexterity in tlie

mercise of them, would he as strange as th^t one who
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iiad spent his life as a hackney coachman, should not

know his way through the streets. Those who have been

trained in the habits of society from their childhood, will

generally be free from timidity, which is the most ordi-

nary source of affectation. By those who are free from

timidity, unaffected, and possessed of an average share

of intelligence, address in conversation is easily to be. at-

tained with much less practice than the habits of fasiiion-

able life afford. It is an art which, like that of the

sioger, the dancer, and tlie actor, is almost sure to be

acquired, up to a certain mark, by practising with those

who understand it.

At tlie same time, even if entertainment were the only

thing to be sought, a man of sense who should seek it in

this playground of conversation, would probably fall upon

much that would be offensive to his taste, and not a little

to which he would refuse the name of good breeding.

He would find, perhaps, that sharpness and repartee

were in general aimed at more than enough ; and that

some persons possessed of a small sort of talent and but

meagrely provided with subject-matter of discourse, culti-

vate habitually a spirit of sarcasm and disparagement to

which they do not veiy well understand how to give a

proper direction. Quickness has justly been observed by

Mr. Landoir to be amongst the least of the mind's pro-

perties :
** I would persuade you,” says that very brilliaa^t

and remarkable writer, '^that banter, pun^ and

are the properties of light men and shallow capacities

;
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that genuine humour and true wit require a sound and

capacious mind, which is always a grave one.” *

Conversation is, in truth, an exercise very dangerous

to the understanding when practised in any large mea-

sure as an art or an amusement. To be ready to speak

before he has time to think
;

to say something apt and
specious,—something which he may very well be sujfposed

to think when he has nothing to say tliat he really does

think; to say what is consistent with what he has said

before
;
to touch topics lightly and let them go ;—these

are the arts of a conversationist : of which perhaps the

last is the worst, because it panders to all the others.

Hashing is searched out by conversation of this kind,—
nothing is heartily believed, whether by those who say it

or by those who hear it It may be easy, graceful,

clever, and sparkling, and bits of knowledge may be
plentifully tossed to and fro in it ; but it will be vain and
unprofitable : it may cultivate a’ certain micacious, sandy
surface of the mind, but all that lies below will be un-
moved and unsunned. To say that it is vain and un-
im^table is, indeed, to say too little

; for the habit of
thinking with a view to conversational effects, will in-
evi^bly. corrupt the understanding, which will never
again be sout^d or sincere.

The dealings of these people with literature and art,,

like their dealings with society, have some tincture of
personal ambitiou. Books are not read, pictures
•* Landor’s ‘Imaginary Conversations,’ rst Series, vol ii

p- 404, 2nd edition.
•
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or music listened to, merely for the delight to be found

in them or the private improvement of the mind. The

Rich and Great make efforts of their own in these lines,

and become candidates for public applause. This is by

no means to be deprecated when the efforts made are

such as to command respect as well as notice and atten-

tion. Let the works produced be admirable for their

genius, or respectable for the labour and perseverance

bestowed upon them or the knowledge and capacity

evinced by them, and nothing can be more commendable

in the Rich and Great than to produce them,—nothing

more calculated to strengthen the hold of tliese classes

upon the classes below. But the opposite consequence

follows when the Rich and Great are paraded and

panegyrised by a particular department of the periodical

press as the authors of light and frivolous tales ; or when

they are found exhibiting their indifferent accomplish-

ments in collections of ephemeral verses or in engravings

from their drawings, not unfrequently sold at bazaars on

those pretexts of charity which stand so much in need of

a charitable construction. Imperfect efforts in literature

and art make a refined and innocent amusement for the

Rich and Great, and as far as they go are cultivating

;

publication needs to be vindicated on other grounds.

But let amusements be as innocent as they may, and

let society be as free as it may from ambition and enyy,

still, if the life be a life of society and a life of ainuse-

ment, instead of a life of serious avocations div^fied by
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amusement and society, it will hardly either attain to

happiness or inspire respect And the more it is at-

tempted to make society a pure concentration of charms

and delights, the more flat will be the failure. Let us

resolve that our society shall consist of none but the gay,

the brilliant, and the beautiful,—that is, that we will

exclude from it all attentions towards the aged, all for-

bearance towards the dull, all kindness towards the un-

graceful and unattractive,—and we shall find that when

our social duties and our social enjoyments have been

thus sedulously set apart, we have let down a sieve into

the, well instead of a bucket What is meant to be an

ples^^ will not long be available as a pleasure

On n’aime gu^e d’tee empoiwn^; avec

^prit de rose.^^ * Nor is it in our nabire to be dui»Wy

v^ well satisfied with an end which does not come to

us in the disguise either of a means or of a duty. Duty

being proscribed, the want of an aim will be felt in the

midst of all the enjoyments that the choicest society can

afford, and what was entered*upon as an innocent amuse-

wSlllos^ in no long time, first its power to amuse.

The want of an object will be

by aiming at the advancement of this

person or the^d^reciation of that—in which case the

pursuit cf sc^ai: pleasure will degenerate into the in-

dulgence of a vulgar pride and envy—or (which is worse
and more likely) by merging the social pursuit in the
vortex of some individual passion.

Pere Garasse.
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It is Upon the blank weariness of an objectless life

that these amorous seizures are most apt to supervene ;

and the seat which pleasure has usurped from duty will

be easily abdicated in favour of passion and guilt. Such

is the ancient and modern history of what is called a life

of pleasure, with some variations of the particulars from

century to century, but with little difference in the result.

When Berkeley cast up, under distinct artides of credit

and debt, the account of pleasure and pain of a fine lady

and a fashionable gentleman of the last century, he men-

tions some items which may now be omitted, but he also

supposed the omission of some which are now to be placed

in the head and front of the balance-sheet :

—

“We will set down,” he says, “in the life of your fine

lady, rich clothes, dice, cordials, scandal, late hours, against

vapours, distaste, remorse, losses at play, and the terrible

distress of ill-spent age increasing every day ; Suppose no
cruel accident of jealousy—^no madness or infamy of

love
;
yet at the foot of the account you shall find that

empty, giddy, gaudy, fluttering thing, not half so happy
as a butterfly or a grasshopper on a summer’s day. And
for a rake, or man of pleasure, the reckoning will be
much the same, if you place listlessness, ignorance,

rottenness, loathing, craving, quarrelling, and such qualj^

ties or accomplishments over against his little

fleeting amusements.” # \
^

Drinking is not now one of the viw ^ of

^ Altiphron, Dial. 21*
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fashion, nor amongst women is gaming so prevalent ns

it once was; and as to quarrelling, there has been a

marked improvement in the second quarter of this cen-

tmy j—^an improvement which has been partly the cause,

and partly perhaps the consequence, of dispensing with

the duel. As society advances in the cultivation of

higher attributes, physical courage, which is a rather

ordinary attribute of Englishmen, and perhaps of mankind

generally, takes a humbler place amongst the objects of

admiration, and therefore amongst those of vanity and dis-

play. Moral and intellectual qualities are relatively more

ydued, and it is in the nature of man that they should

sted in some sort of antagonism to mere animal courage,

or what is called ‘‘ pluck/' Por the intellectual and
especially the intellectually imaginative mind is commonly
connected with a tender nervous organization, and there

is no stupidity like the stupidity of “ pluck/' In a low

condition of humanity a low value is set upon life, and it

is risked with a reckless bravery. In a high condition of

humanity a high value is set upon life, and men are

wiling to risk it because it is their duty, and because
olier objects are valued more highly still. By elimi-

nating the du^ the vanity of human nature became less

powerful to promote discord, and society has become less

quarrelsome than it was in Berkeley's century and in one
generation of our own. And the language it permits itsdtf ^

to employ has not become, as might be supposed, more
unguarded because tliere is less to beware of, but quite the
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contrary. When we read the debates in the House ot

Commons of last century, we find such epithets and such

adjectives in common use as would make our present

Speaker’s hair stand on end in spite of his wig. A certain

person coming one day out of the Athenaeum Club, over-

heard the reply of a too importunate beggar, who swept

the crossing in Pall Mall, to a too impatient gentleman of

whom he begged : Go along, you nasty dirty rascal,”

said the gendeman ; Come, sir, none of your Parlia-

mentary language,” replied the beggar. And had it been

in the last century, the beggar’s retort would have been

aptly expressed.

But are we to “suppose” of our own times, as Berkeley

does of his (no doubt in a somewhat ambiguous sense),

that there is “ no madness or infamy of love ” ? That

cannot indeed be supposed of any society in any times
;

but what is most offensive in our times and in fashionable

society is, that there is a discriminating laxity. It is im-

possible to deny that the frailties of persons who, by

means of their wealth, can surround themselves with a

surpassing degree of splendour, meet with an extraordi-

nary quantum of indulgence. Absolutions and dispensa-

tions of a certain kind are bought and sold ;
and of two

women taken in adultery, the one of whom riots in a pro-

fusion of riches and is lavish of costly entertainments,

whilst the other enjoys no more than an ordinary Share

of affluence, fashionable infallibility will issue) one

its indult and to the other its anathei»^. . who
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contemplate at a safe distance the ways of the great

world, will feel the injustice and baseness of the distmc-

even more sensibly than the immorality, pernicious

though it be, of the looser proceeding. An indiscriminate

indulgence might pass for an amiable weakness or an

excess of charity. But if it be through a charitable

spirit that the great and sumptuous sinners are admitted

into society, what shall we call that spirit by which the

more obscure or indigent are expelled? Society acts

either in die one case with the cruelty of a tyrant or in

the other with the vileness of a parasite. It is true that if

the paramount interests of morality did not require that

the rule of expulsion should be universal, there are some

unfortunate and penitent creatures who might be very fit

objects for a charitable exception
;
but these are pre-

cisely they who would have no desire to profit by it : on

them society has no longer any boon to bestow ; for they

know that their place is in retirement and that it is there

they must seek their consolation and set up their rest It

^TOt by the humble, the pardonable, and the contrite, that

or restoration to society is sought, after one

^^isitures
; it is only by the callous, the daring,

and it is they who succeed,

Sii€h un&vouraWe features of society amongst

the Rkh and. Great; and were tliey to pervade aristo-

aratic life at large, instead of being, as they are, incidental

merely to this set or that circle, it would not be easy for

the aristocracy to hold- their ground in the country. The
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sets and circles in question are, ho doubt, from political

and domestic connection, necessarily mixed up with

better aristocratic society; and as the show and preten-

sion which belongs to them obtrudes them more upon

the world, they bring upon that better aristocratic society

a measure of disgrace which is far beyond its deserts.

For let us clear away this clever, showy, frivolous outside

of the aristocracy, and there will be found beneath it a

substance as different from what might be expected as

the old oak which is sometimes discovered beneath a

coat of whitewash. And not only do the more favourable

features prevail with the larger portion of the aristocracy,

but they prevail most with the younger portion, and are

therefore more full of hope and promise. The circle of

the idle and the dissolute is a narrowing circle. The
circle of the grave and religious, the active and instructed,

is a widening circle. That one improvement which is

the source of all others—improvement in education—is

reaching the higher classes at last, though by slow

and with difficulty; for pedantic prejudice is of

all prejudice the most obstinate. The improvement at

present tends perhaps more to ambition and attainment

than to the elevation of the mind ; but more than one

example hsus shown that this is not an inevitable k-

feriority of schools and colleges ; and a higher

schoolmasters will, in time, effect by personal

what mere tuition is utterly inadequate to

The better trainkg of our at
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schools aad colleges is followed by better conditions

of life in its outset and progress. It is expected of

almost every young man that he should embark in some

career, if not professional, then political ;
and a political

career, even to those who do not hold office, is a much

more serious thing than it used to be. The days of

dilettante politicians are well-nigh past A member of

Parliament can no longer subsist upon a stock of great

principles and an occasional fine speech. Public busi-

ness consists now of dry detail in enormous masses
; and

he who is called upon to deal with it, is constrained to

take upon himself some moderate share, at least, of the

infinite drudgery by which the masses are broken down.

This is a wholesome element in the lives of our aristo-

cratic youtii
;
and if they shall aspire to a prominent

position in political life, tliey must undergo an amount of

labour in itself enough to entitle to respect the man who,

not being in want of bread, shall submit to it from an

impulse of no unworthy ambition.

Besides the discipline of hard labour, there is another

to which a man in a prominent public station must
submit himselfj—the discipline of obloquy and public

reproach. There is no discipline by which strength is

more tried, none by which it is more cultivated and con-

firmed, if the trial be borne with temper, fortitude, and
self-reliance, and with a disregard of all ends which are

not public as well as personal. It is in the strength of

silence that such trials are often best encountered : for
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silence has a marvellous force and efficacy in rebutting

slanders; being felt to be, what it almost always is

amongst those who hold a conspicuous position, the

attribute of a clear conscience and of self-respect. Above

all, let persons in a high station beware of defending

themselves in the press, or responding to the challenges

of those who have the command of it They will lose

more in pleading to that jurisdiction, than they could

possibly gain by a favourable issue, even if a favourable

issue were to be expected. But there is no such thing as

a favourable issue in such-an encounter. A controversy

with the press in the press, is the controversy of a fly

with a spider.

The good repute of die Rich and Great, as of

others, is endangered much more by not attending to

just reproaches, than by disregarding those which are

unjust. Not, therefore, by descending into the arena

and hustling those by whom they are hustled—not by

writing and reclaiming when babblers and scribblers

assail them, let the aristocracy approve themselves

—

not by jealous assertions or angry appeals, but by silence

and works. Let those of them who regard themselves

as elected and ordained to act from a vantage-ground

for the good of their country and their kind, demean

themselves accordingly, using those transmitted weap^PS

which are tempered by time, though the handJfcig pf

them be by circumstance,—or, far better, tbp^, Whidi

make no account of time, but are sent With their
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perennial aptitudes direct from the armoury above

—

the breast-plate of righteousness, the sword of the Spirit

and the shield of faitli. By charity, by munificence,

by laborious usefulness, by a studious and not merely

Epicurean cultivation of literature and the arts, by that

dignity which sees not itself; by a maintenance of their

Order as a national institution, for patriotic purposes,

not for individual aggrandisement; and, lastly, by stand-

ing apart; both in social life and in political, from that
portion of their Order, however distinguished by rank
or wealth or useless and pernicious talents, whose follies

or vices, or selfishness or pride, tend to bring the whole
ihito ' contempt —by holding on in this high and con-
starit co«isi% the ^riatooracy of this intellectual country,
which was once, and after a sleepy century is now again,
a pre-eminently intellectual aristocracy, will fulfil its

appointed purposes, giving a support; not to be dis-
pensed with, to that social fabric of which it may well
be accounted the key-stone ; and sustaining, peradven-
tere, fca: so long as the good of mankind may require
it fct be sustained, that strength by which England is

’^aWedat this instant time * to look out from the shelter
wlii^ the wmds and waves of a thousand years have
acot^ <m for her, and see in safety the disastrous
wrecks strewn about on every side, through the pride
of aristocracies in times past and the present madness
<of the nations.

1849.
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PREFACE.

Amongst the writers on Government whose works my
limited opportunities of study have enabled me to ex-

amine, I have not met with any who have treated

•ystematically of Administrative Government as it ought

to be exercised in a free State. Authors in abundance,

from Aristotle to Hobbes, have written out theories of

civil society; and it is not to be questioned that their

writings must have had momentous political conse-

quences, if it were only through the exercise and direction

which they gave to .men’s thoughts. But these conse-

quences, whatever they may have been, were so indirectly

brought about, that he who would examine wherein they

have been injurious and wherein beneficial, seems to lose

himself amidst the genial materials and results of the

intellectual universe. And whilst the structure of com-

munities and the nature of political powers and 'institu^-
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tions were thus extensively investigated, the art of

exercising political functions, which might seem to be

no unimportant part of political science, has occupied

hardly any place in the speculations of its professors.

It is not necessary, I admit, that the structural and

functional divisions of the science should be treated by
the same writers and in the same works

;
and perhaps it

is not to he expected that a concurrence of competency

to treat both should often take place in one individual.

Yet I cannot but think that the one branch of knowledge

would have been carried farther, if some portion of the

attent^n of its teachers had been spared to the other.

Some of the most eminent of them, as it appears to me
(regarding them not certainly without high respect for

their intellectual endowments), have wanted that habitual

reference to the end in their political problems, which an
attention to ministerial operations would naturally have

induced ;
and by aiming too much at scientific analysis

in matters of government, have removed the mind of

their disciples back, from the field of practical wisdom,

and, rather tend to involve it in definitions and distinc-

tions, than to; clear it firom any difficulties, or to solve

those questions concerning things in combined existence,

which have so little to do with the primary origination of

things. I would take this exception to them even as
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regards their investigations into the nature of political

rights and of bodies politic; whereinto, as it appears

to me, they have carried the common error of their

minds,—that, namely,’ of exalting primary elements into

considerations of primary importance. Matters of modi-

fication, things incidental or collateral, have so much

more considerable a part in every polity than things

essential, that to resolve it into its elements is not so

great a help as these -writers seem to suppose, towards

the understanding of it as it acts and exists, or the dis-

covery of its destiny. So of the essential passions of

human nature, which, considered in their relations witli

civil institutions, are treated of in the same manner

by the authors I speak of,—exercising, so far their

political disquisitions axe concerned, rather their reason-

ing than their judging faculties ; perhaps I might even

ventinre to say of some of them, exercising the former

faculties ^most to the exclusion of the latter. Thus it is

that the course of things, except in so far as it is reached

by remote and circuitous influences, has commonly passed

these philosophers on the right hand and on the left

Ofa very different kind of doctors in this art are the

writers upon political affmrs who have been practised

in them. “ Ipsos tamen politicos multo felicius de rebus

politicis scripsisse, quam philosophos, dubitari non
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potest,” is the admission of Spinosa; who saw clearly,

though he was not, I think, very successful in avoiding,

the dangers of treating politics metaphysically. Bacon,

Machiavelli, and Burke are signal illustrations of the

truth of Spinosa’s remark. These sages did not attempt

to navigate the river at its source : they saw the wisdom

of having nothing more than a reference^ pervasive, cer-

tainly, but not binding, to elemental philosophy in

political affairs; they brought to the consideration of

them minds which, at the same time that they were

braced by scientific discipline, were capable of being

loosened sufficiently for the grasping of practical results

;

and they felt themselves free to come to clear conclusions

on matters which refuse demonstration.

But although the works of these three politicians, to

whose names that of Tacitus is, as far as I know, the

only one which could be properly associated, contain

numerous civil precepts applicable to the administration

as well as to the constitution of governments, they leave

still, unattempted the formation of any coherent body

of administrative doctrine. Moreover, the maxims of

the elder of them at least are suggested by the circum-

stances of States nearly or Vholly despotic, or of Oli-

garchies, and by a range of political business far less

complex and multifarious than the condition of society
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in these times presents. And even as to what was

applicable in the seventeenth century, the greatest of

these authorities, in the book (the 8th of the De Aug-

mentis which brought the most copious increase that

has ever been made to this kind of knowledge, sets down

at the same time a large note of deficiency.

I should be much indeed misunderstood, if, in point-

ing to this want in our literature, I were supposed to

advance, on the part of the volume thus introduced, the

slightest pretension to supply it Amongst the dreams

of juvenile presumption, it had, I acknowledge, at one

time entered into my fancy, that if life should be long

continued to me and leisure should by any happy

accident accrue upon it, I might, in the course of years,

undertake such an enterprise. When this vision lost

some of its original brightness, I still conceived that

I might be enabled to blot from Lord Bacon^s note

of “Deficients” so much of the doctrine “'De Negotiis”

as belongs to the division which he has entitled “ De

occasionibus sparsis.” But the colours of this exhala-

tion also faded in due season; and when the scheme

came to be chilled and condensed, the contents of the

following volume were the only result that, tor the

present at least, I could hope to realise. Concerning

the nature of these contents I have little to add to the
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tabular enumeration prefixed to the volume, except that

the topics which I have treated axe such as experience,

rather than inventive meditation, has suggested to me.

The engagements which have deprived me of literary

leisure and a knowledge of books, have, on the other

hand, afforded me an extensive and diversified conver-

sancy with business ;
and I hope, therefore, that I may

Haim from my readers some indulgence for the little

learning and for the desultoriness of these disquisitions,

in consideration of the value which they may be dis-

posed to attach to comments derived firom practical

hbservatioh.

London, May, 1836 .
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THE STATESMAN.

CHATTER I.

CONCERNING THE EDUCATION OF YOUTH DESTINED

FOR A CIVIL CAREER.

'^Neither is it to be passed over in silence, that this

dedicating of colleges and societies only to the use of

professory learning hath not only been an enemy to the

growth of sciences, but hath redounded likewise to the pre-

judice of states and governments : for hence it commonly

falls out that princes, when they would make choice of

ministers fit for the affairs of state, finde about them such

a marveilous solitude of able men
;
because there is no

education collegiate designed to this end, where such as

are framed and fitted by nature thereto, might give

themselves chiefly to histories, modem languages, books

and discourses of policy, that so they might conhe more

able and better furnished to service of state.”

—

^Advance-

ment of Learning,^ book L For the tuition thus wanting

in collegiate establishments (a defect which Lord Bacon’s
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notice has done nothing to cure), some succedaneum

might be found in the due direction of private education

to this end, by parents who design their sons for political

life. At the age of sixteen, or thereabouts, the general

education of the boy should be for the most part com-

pleted; and whether or not it be completed, at that age

or but little later the specific should begin.

History, which is first in Lord Bacon's enumeration,

is still considered to be the fittest study for statesmen.

An extensive knowledge of history will doubtless be of

great advantage if other knowledge be not precluded by

it; but, as regards the public business of these times,

it be whether this branch be not dis-

pli^^Ohatelf le^eemed in comparison with others, A
knowledge of particular epochs, connected with pecuUarity

and revolution in the state of societies, and especially

with modem revolutions, is chiefly valuable and indis-

pensable. And all histories in which the lives and

actions of men are represented in minute detail will

furnish knowledge of human nature and food for reflec-

tito v But summary histories, such as those of Hume
and though not to be altogether dispensed with,

should^hardly be read in abundance. They are useful as

giving a fiame^work of general knowledge into which

particular knowledge may be fitted. But as to other uses,

they commonly do but charge the memory with a sequence

of , events, leaving no lively impressions or portraitures,

; apd consequently teaching little. They treat, in ninety*
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nine pages out of a hundred, of what is common, not

distinctive—common to all mankind, or to large classes

—

common to all ages, or at least to long tracts of time

;

and we gather little more from the names and events of

five centuries .than what was conveyed to us by those

of one. For it is from individuals that we learn
; and

even the political character of an age will be best taught

when it is thrown into the life and character of an in-

dividual Thus, for example, Lord Strafford's despatches

and the Clarendon State-papers will be studied with more

profit to a statesman than any history of the reign of

Charles I. j
and it is the materials for histories, rather

than histories themselves, which, being judiciously

selected, should be presented to the perusal of the pupil

But, of course, some measure of general and superficial

knowledge—superficial because general—should be ac-

quired, if it were only to enable the statesman to escape

the charge of general ignorance which men, perhaps

more generally ignorant themselves, but armed with a

specific knowledge, may otherwise be led to advance.

Granville Sharpe, the colleague of Wilberforce and

Stephen ^ in their warfare against slavery, brought a

charge of this kind against Fox. He was a man of

infinite simplicity and always full of some enthusiastic

view or pursuit At a time when he was in communica^

tion with Fox (then in ofiice) about the slave*trad%: te;

The father of Shr Jaittes and grandfather of Sir

james Stephen. • ; > : . ^ ^
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was big with the idea that he had discovered in Buonaparte

the right interpretation of the prophecy of the Little

Horn in Daniel. One day he was coming away from an

interview with Fox, to whom he had poured forth his

proofs, and meeting Stephen’s son (from \yhom I heard

the story), he expressed his astonishment at the ignorance

of those by whom the affairs of the country are carried

on : “Would you believe it, sir ! He did not so much as

know what the Little Horn was

There are, however, severer studies than the historical,

or even the Biblical, which are, to say the least, as

necessary, and which are more likely to be neglected.

general knowledge of the laws of the land and of

ip^ein^onal law, of foreign systems of jurisprudence,

and, especially a knowledge of the prominent defects of

the system at home, should be diligently inculcated
;
and

political economy should be taught with equal care, not

less for the indispensable knowledge which it conveys

than as a wholesome exercise for the reasoning faculty

—

employed in this science less loosely than in ethics or

history, less abstractedly than in mathematics.

In, the further progress of the pupil, it will be well

that he should be brought more closely to matters of

business,' and taught the application of his knowledge.

With this view, public documents, which have been

printed for Parliament or otherwise, may be made use of.

Let a question be selected which has been inquired into

by a committee of either House of Parliament j let^.the
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minutes of evidence taken before the committee be laid

before the pupil without their report ; and let him be

required to report upon that evidence himself, exhibiting

—I St. The material facts of the case as drawn from the

evidence
;

2nd. The various views and opinions wliich

have been or might be adopted upon the matter;

3rd. The conclusions of his own judgment, with his

reasons
; 4th. If he concludes for legislation, a draft of

the law by which he would execute his purposes ; 5th^ A
draft of the speech with which he would introduce liis

proposed law to the notice of the legislature. If die

inquiry relate to executive matters rather than legislative,

as in the case of any investigation made into the pro-

priety of the dismissal of a public servant, his task will

be to state the facts, to point out circumstances of ex-

tenuation or aggravation, and to deliver his opinion of

the conduct and deserts of all parties concerned.

Concurrently with these exercises,, the pupil should

be aicouraged to frequent juvenile debating societies.

If the practice of public speaking be not begun in youth,

it will be a matter of serious difficulty afterwards
; and

Mure will then be more disheartening, humiliating, and

hurtful* Moreover, it may be observed tliat they who

have to surtnotmt the nervous embarrassments by which

a novice in public speaking is beset, commonly do so

by lashing themselves into an excess of fervour

vehemence: vehemence is almost always mistake ffot

iras^bility; and thus the novice, whilst dis^ising trepi-

IV, Q
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dation, is supposed to be betraying ill temper ;
and has

fixed upon him the reputation, which is of all others the

most disadvantageous to a statesman at the commence-

ment of his career—that of being hot-headed and over-

bearing.

Of debating societies those should be chosen for the

pupil from which political topics are excluded ;
for if he

were to take a part in political debates, he would be

betrayed into a premature adoption and declaration

of political sentiments ; than Which nothing will be more

injurious to his character and fortunes in after life.

CHAPTER II.

OF THE AGE AT WHICH OFFICIAL AND PARLTAMENTARY
LIFE SHOULD COMMENCE.

When the student shall have attained to four and twenty

years of age, more or less, the sooner he is in office the

bgiter^Tor it is there only that some essential processes

of h|s,ediication can be set on foot, and it is in youth

only that they can be favourably effected. An early

exercise of authority is, in the case of most men, neces-

sary to give a capacity for taking decisions. It may be

thought, perhaps, that whether he be a member of the

Government or in active opposition to the Government,

he is still acquiring experience and practice in afilairs.
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But a long experience of the latter kind, by habituating a

man, not to taking decisions, but to taking objections,

—

to finding difficulties, and not resources,—is apt to be

fatal to his effectiveness as a statesman in the exercise of

power. Men thus practised, and otherwise unpractised,

become timid from foreseeing all that can be urged

against any meatsure they might adopt, and not feeling

fertile in expedients. There may be a converse dis-

advantage in men entering upon office without having

.been practised in opposition; but prudence is much
more easily learnt than decisiveness: the former may be

taught at any age, the latter only to the young.

Also the drudgery of an office should be encountered

early, whilst the energy of youth is at its height and can

be driven through nnything !)y the .spur of novelty. Nor

let any man suppose that he can come to be an adept in

statesmanship without having been at some period of

his life a thorough-going drudge. Drudgery is not less

necessary to teach patience and give a power over details

to the statesman himself, than to enable him to under-

stand the powers and measure the patience of those who

are drudges in his service. And as ** trifles make the

sum of human things,” so details make the substance of

public

Further, at his first entrance into office he will have

much to leam firom those below him, and the you^gtr

is the less he will ffeel the incongruities of racing
instruction from those whom it is his office to dii^t
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With respect to Parliament, it was a remark of the

late Mr. Wilberforce, that men seldom succeeded in the

House of Commons who had not entered it before thirty

years of age. In order to apprehend the humours of so

mixed a body, and to be in some sort of harmony with it,

the quick impressibility of youth is required and its

powers of ready adaptation. It is by partly yielding to

such humours that a statesman partly also governs them

;

and he who lias not been trained to the requisite pliancy

will hardly possess himself of the plastic faculty which is

its counterpart. If a man have the property of thus con-

forming- himself without having been trained to it in.

generally be found to be in him rather an

than a power ; for when a man has it by nature,

and not by a guiding force put upon nature, it will be
commonly accompanied by some want of constancy <£

mind and tenacity of purpose.

_ : CHAPTER III.

A STATi&AN^S 'MOST PREGNANT FUNCTION LIES IN THE
CHOICE AND USE OF INSTRUMENTS,

The most important qualification of one who is high ill

the service of the State is his fitness for acting

ethers; since the importance of his operations Vicariottidy
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ofrectccl ought, if he knows how to make use of his

power, to predominate greatly over the importance which

can attach to any man's direct and individual activity,

'fhe discovery and use of instruments implies, indeed,

activity os well as judgment, because it implies that judg*

ment which only activity in affairs can give. But it is a

snare into which active statesmen are apt to fall, to lose,

in the importance which they attach to the immediate

and direct effects of their activity, the sense of that much

grtaiter importance which they might impart to it if they

applied themselves to make their j)owcrs operate through

the most effective and the widest instrumentality. The

vanity of a statesman is more flattered in the contempla-

tion of what he does than of what he causes to be done

;

althougli any man whose civil station is high ought to

know that his causative be, beyond all calculation,

wider than his active sphere, and more important

Therefore no man who contemplates a public career

should fail to begin early, and persist always, in culti-

vating the society of aide men, of wliatsoever classes

or opinions they may be, provided only they be honest.

In every walk of life it were well that such men should

associate themselves together, in order that combination

may give increased effect to their lives
;
and in some of

the middle walks of life the association does to a certain

degree take place ; but amongst those who are diiintd

for a civil career, or are bom to such a station isi ifii as

is likely to lead them Into tiiat career, the paramount
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importance of the object appears to be overlooked

Men in early life, seeking for enjoyment in society and

for agreeable qualities only in their associates, their appe-

tite for power yet unawakened or their juvenile ambition

anticipating the pleasures of power without foreseeing its

wants, get themselves surrounded by companions who,

though not perhaps unadorned with talents, are yet fit

for no purposes in life but that of pleasing. At the

entrance upon a public career, and in the first stages of

it, the aspirant is not seasonably apprised by circum-

stances that this is against him, and that in his ascent

and' advancement, as he comes to have more and more
S^l^^ and for instruments, hardly anything would be
of nmch moment to him as the number and service-

able quality of his associates, or of those with whom he
has such intermediate connection as may serve for requi-

site knowledge. This*, which early experience will not

suggest, later will not teach in time (for the character of

a man’s associates will commonly be determined at the

^ therefore a matter to be attempted

In wodatmg with able men, we are to bear in mind
that every man of that kind may probably indicate a vein

of the mati^ial l3dng in the line of his connections.

Blood relationship, we know, is but an uncertain index

;

yet it offers a sufficient probability of congenial talents to

invite inquiry firom the statesman who is duly eager in

Ms search. And the chosen friends and companiems of
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an able man are still more likely than his bom relatives

to be found endowed with similar gifts.

In order to realise Ms knowledge of instmments

(otherwise soon dissipated in the hurry of his' life), a
statesman would do well to keep lists, inventories, or

descriptive catalogues
; one of men ascertained to have

certain aptitudes for business, another of probable men.
He is more especially bound to keep lists of men whose
services in any public capacity deservedly attract Ms
attention in the course of business. Such services, not

^continuously rendered perhaps, and only casually ob-

served, will, if not registered for reference, be either

presently forgotten or not remembered at the moment
when the want of the man presents itself. In short, no
easy opportunity should be omitted of trying and proving

men, and of recording tlie result. But so little is this

somewhat obvious truth recognised, or such is the indif-

ference of some statesmen to everything but what is

forced upon tlieir attention, that men have been at, the

head of departments of the State who might have had

Bacon and Hooker in their service without knowing it,

i With regard to the choice of instruments, a statesman,

if he would have his judgment of men keen and discrimi^

Dating, must keep it more on the watch than it is apt ^
he in the glare and crowd of public life. It is

^

considered that knowledge of mankind is

chiefly by experience of men and

society. Much, no doubt, is h^.
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not to be forgotten that something also is lost; foi

people who have been very much in contact with the

w'orld generally become somewhat callous in their

perceptive faculties. The traveller who sets foot in

a country for the first time, is more alive to its

peculiarities, and sees more, than the denizen; and

the fact win generally be found to be, that those who

have above all others ^^a gift of genuine insight into

men’s characters, are persons who, though they have

seen something of the world from time to time, have

lived for the most part in retirement Men of the world

readily^^ is cornmonly met with amongst

' thfy ' .ftfthfir do not see what is peculiar or

by its and they profit little by slight

traits though slight traits, without being stretched' too

far, may often be improved by meditation into strong

conclusions. Also, men in high station, from having less

personal interest in the characters of others—^being safe

from them—are commonly less acute observers, and with

their
,
progressive elevation in life become, as more and

to what other men are, so more and

of them. The same principle may be

pirate life, where governesses anji servants

or oth^ ^<1 women as being most de-

pendent, are,.& poportioh to their faculties and means,

the most watchful observers of character. It should be

the care of a statesman to keep his curiosity alive

with him into society a sense of the public wants
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to which it is his duty to administer, and considering the

abilities of the available men whom he meets there as

the most precious portion of the public resoun^es.

For the most part, a better choice can be made from

men who have risen in life than from those who have

sunk. Rising implies energy, hope, and contentment;

falling, if not incapacity or inactivity, yet daintiness and

dissatisfaction.

Sometimes, moreover, a man’s nerves are shaken by

a fall ; and a cause is not well served by a nervous

advocate. A story was told me by Lord H.irrowby of a

young lawyer pleading before Sir John JcrroUl, who

opened his c.ise in a nervous and einlmrrasscil tone
j ami

of wlwt befell him ;
“ My lord, my unfortunate client—

my unfortun.ite client, my lord— I s,ty, my lord, my
unfortun.’ile client

" “ ( lo on, sir,” said the Judge;

“so far the Court is with you."

And there is another story (told me by Sir George

Lewis) which tends to show that a nervous or unpractised

man should beware of aiming at rhetorical effect ; at all

events at the outset of his speech, and licfore he has

found firm footing in it At the trial of Inn! Dyron (not

of coune Mr lx>nl Byron, but an ancestor}, Ciesitr

Hawkins had to give his evidence at the Isu- of the Hemie
of Lmds, and he conceived it to be a good opportUB^
to make a speech ; but owing to nervous agitadon Ito

spoke so low that hs could not be heard as far as the

Woolsack; “Touched with the feelings ot compasiion,”
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he began:—“Wliat is it you say, Mr. Hawkins?” said

the Chancellor “Touched with the feelings of compas-

sion, my lord,” he began again

“

Clerk, what does Mr-

Hawkins say?” “He says, my lord, ‘Touched with the

feelings of compassion.’ ” This was fatal.

In our judgment of men, we are to beware of giving

any great importance to occasional acts. By acts of

occasional virtue weak men endeavour to redeem them-

selves in their own estimation, vain men to exalt them-

selves in tliat of mankind. It may be observed that

there are no men more worthless and selfish in the general

ti^ur hves, than some who from time to time

generosity. Sentimental selfishness will

it® indulgences in this way, and vain-

selfishness will break out into acts of munificence.

Bast self-government and self-denial are not to be relied

upon for any real strength except in so far as tliey are

found to be exercised in detail. And on tlie other hand,.

mfyerse judgments of men should not be confidently

f^^ied fiom what is occasional. Who is there amongst

hie were to be judged from some single act,

supposed to be a man of a shameful

ahd pretensions are the most direct

mdex ’defects of men. Where there is a merely

negative demeanour and no assumption or aim at any^

it may be difficult to discover what is wanting and

is not But plausibilities, when they are laot so
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successful as to be accredited, always betray a good deal ;

and they can scarcely be long successful where they are

met by diligence of observation and an ordinary share of

discernment. And even with those who do not set

themselves deliberately to observe and discern, tliere

is often an intuitive sense of unsoimdness, which, if they

loave due confidence in it, will preserve them from being

misled.

The arts of plausibility would not be practised with

so much assurance and so little skill and caution, if

plausible men were not more deceived than deceiving

;

but what they pretend to be, other men pretend to take

them for. For men of the world, knowing that there

are few things so unpopular as penetration, take care

to wear the appearance of being imposed upon
; and

thus the man of plausibilities practises his art under the

disadvantage of not knowing when he is detected and

what shallows to keep clear of for the future. Nor will

he be much the more safe, if he is himself subtle and

quick-witted. Such men almost always underrate the

penetration of the slow and simple.

There is, however, one way in which plausibility may
be attended with no inconsiderable success

j
and that is,

when the practitioner contrives to make himself a little

known to a great many people, and much known only to

a conniving few.

The endeavour to read men in their faces should be

made with much diffidence, especially in respect of
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negative inferences. Who that looked in the face of the

most popular historian of this century, without other

interpretation, would have hesitated to say that he was

not what he was? That was an extreme example; but

the cases are common enough in which Nature »seems to

amuse herself by sending philosophers in amongst man-

kind disguised as fools, or orators in the mask of mutes*

Nevertheless there are some indications which may be
trusted; one, I think, is that . of weakness from a weak

smile.

In the use of instruments the closeness or looseness .

of the discipline to be exercised must of course vary,

not only with the nature of the man, but also and more
distinctly with the nature of the work ; and where the

work is such that its effective depends much upoii its con-

scientious performance, authority should be so Used as

in no degree to supplant the conscience, but on the con-

trary to support it; and the support should be given by
an influential co-operation in which authority is rather felt

tiian recognised. In such cases civil should be farthest

and nearest to ecclesiastical discipline.

’ t in which discipline is exercised in the

by the Speaker, or at least was
exer€js^iil ::^i time of Abbott, seems awfully mysterious*

He (and I beSeve others also, before and since) was
accustomed to threaten any mutinous member with

.^ naming him to the House.” Lord Egremont, speaking
Abbott of a case of the kind, inquired what would-
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have been the consequence if he /lad named him to the

House;’' an inquiry to which Abbott replied, with much

solemnity, God only knows.”

CHAPTER IV.

ON THE GETTING AND KEEPING OF ADHERENTS.

It is of far greater importance to a statesman to make

one friend who will hold out with him for twenty years,

than to find twenty followers in each year, losing as

many or even a tenth part as many. For a statesman

who stands upon a shifting ground of adherency require.s

incessantly renewed calculation to inform him wliere he

is as to means and powers, and perpetual management

at die hooking and dropping of dependencies; and 'he

must be always sacrificing his own unity of purpose, and

the strength tiiat he might derive from it, in order to

avail himself of the varying support. But the qualities

which will link on a score of loose followers, are more

commonly found in public life, than those which will

attach one adherent; and that may be said of statesmen,

which Dean Swift remarked of young ladies,
—

^^that it

would be well if fewer of them learnt to make nets and

more to make cages.”

There are few things that attach adherents more than
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an absolute confidence in their attachment. For the

care and good feeling which is confidently anticipated

will seldom fail to be accorded. In tlie days before

railroads my daily walk took me past a coach-inn in

Piccadilly, from which and to which stage-coaches were

perpetually proceeding. The footway opposite to it was

thronged from morning to night with porters and pas-

sengers, and coachmen and guards, hurrying to and fro.

In the middle of it might generally be seen a large dog,

who had laid himself down and slept. Nobody trod

upon him.

A’ superiority, intrinsic or adventitious, which main-
feelf* without b^ing arrogated 61 even asserted,

lieedfiil to one who would form and
lead a party ; and with this there should be not cmly
fiiendliness, but also strength and truthfulness of charac-

ter. Nothing is more clearly seen by little men than the
littlenesses of great men. Of great men, even when
morally great as well as great by position, few or none
will be found to be absolutely without littlenesses of one

^ another. In a statesman the kind is important
cbur^ the littlenesses are infinitely more im-
ihefi m Neatness is otlaer than moral And

the of a inan of mediocrity to one who was
greatly little Was, in an instance which is now historical
justified in the result When Lord Melbourne made
^rd Cottenham ChanceUor in preference to Lord
^xMgham, Mr. Baron Alderson made a remart, heard
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from every tongue at the time and which will not soon

be forgotten, that he had got rid of a tennagant mistress

and married his housekeeper. We know now that the

household fared all the better.

The business connected with patronage is mainly a

business of refusal ; and the manner in which it is trans-

acted is of much importance to a statesman. Cajolery

does but effect the purpose of tlie moment, and runs in

-debt to the future ; whereas frank refusals, with a kind-

ness of language measured by the just claims of the

follower and the real intentions of the leader, even if

they do produce an imreasonable discontent at the

moment of disappointment, will lead to an enduring con-

fidence, and occasion no continued estrangement on the

part of any man whom it is desirable to attach. But

There is that for bashfulness promiseth to his friend,

and maketh him his enemy for nothing.” * Excess of

profession evinces weakness, and weakness never con-

ciliates political adhesion. Willing to befriend an ad-

herent, but prepared to do without him, is what a leader

should appear to be : and this appearance is best main-

tained by a light cordiality of demeanour towards him,

and a more careful and effective attention to his interests

than he#has been led by that demeanour to anticipate.

Give one example of expectations exceeded, of perf<M»

ance outmnning profession, and hope and conlilipte

will live upon little for the future* On the

Ecclesiasticus XX. 23, -
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after an example of performance falling short of profes-

sion, hope of the future will be kept alive by nothing but

solids. Moreover, he who is profuse of professions

obtains less gratitude than others, even when he fulfils

them to the letter. For the professions men arc not

thankful, because they distnist them
; for the fulfilment*

they are less thankful than they might he, because he
appears to do what is done, merely la get out of n difil-

culty in which the professions havti entangled him : he
could not do less, it is .said.

Inconsistency of tone, manner, and deportment are
carefiiUy to be avoided. The great man ha.s adopted
towards the little man a tone of friendly familiarity.

The little man aslm for a little fiivour. In the huny of
business a formal answer is given by a private secretary.

The little man never forgets what he lor a
purposed repulse.

Every favour which is confened upon a follower
should appear to be bestowed, though willingly, yet with
deliberation. For deliberation does not more lend
Og^vation to an act of malice, than it heightens Uie
ooBiflexion of a service rendered Favours which seem
to be^ djspensedupoa an impulse, with an unthinking
faeil%, are jfemved like the liberalities of a sppidthrift,
and men thank God for them.

There is one sort of adherent, not mudi to be
but still perhaps needful to be considered, wfaow omkxt
should be secured by succession of small ackaowi«3g.
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ments at reasonable intervals rather than by much at a

time. The leech that is gorged hangs but loosely.

A statesman should know with what followers not to

encumber himself, as well as how to conciliate and attach

eligible adherents. He cannot, indeed, be nice or clioice

as to the men whom he will ntimber amongst his political

friends
; but he may be careful not to encourage, on the

part of some of them, that close adhesion which converts

supporters into claimants. Or if it be indispensable to

him to accept services which no very high-minded or

creditable adherent could render, still he should be care-

ful not to admit to personal intimacy those whom he

thus employs; and he should teach them not to expect

that they will he remunerated for low services witli high

offices. Shy and proud men (and shyness as well as

pride is not infrequently to be found amongst English

statesmen, little as it may seem to belong to their habits

and station)—such men are more liable than any others

to fall into the hands of parasites and creatures of low

character, Eor in the intimacies which are formed by

shy men, they do not choose, but are chosen. .And as

their shyness tends to distance men of high and delicate

feelings, especially when the shyness is combined with

power and results from pride, they generally fall a prey

to gross and forward flatterers, whom they can despise

sufficiently to be at their ease with them Such

pusillanimity of pride I
, , ;

-
i

;

Even coldness of character, without pflde or ^shyness,
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will of itself tend to throw the head of a party into the

closer connection with the more menial of his partisans.

For the less menial will hold themselves more aloof

when they do not find the relation of political superiority

to come qualified and recommended to them by feelings

of personal fiiendliness. There are more unambitious

men in the world than the ambitious will easily believe

;

and leaders, being themselves ambitious, should beware

of assuming that valuable service is not to be obtained

from men who do not come forward to render it

It is less desirable to be surrounded and served by
men of a shallow cleverness and slight character, than

by-^n^iof even less talent who are of sound and stable

A statesman will be brought into fewer
difficulties and dilemmas by men of the latter clas% and
win be more easily excused for befriending them b€g?'ond

their merits. They will be creditable to him in one way,
if not in another

; and their advancement, bringing less
envy upon themselves, will reflect less odium upon their

patron.: whereas much ill-will and contempt will com-
i^^^ acGompany the advancement of men Whose talents

sufficient to push them forward in life, but
ccanm^^ in the absence of other

It is b^t an iirfelicitous alternative, however, to be
obliged to - choose , liom either of. these classes, wbe»
important offices axe to be fiUed; to be coay>«lkd to
ftta femi tlie flimsy man of talent, to the dull i»?pefitable
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inan. The latter may pass current with the world
; for

in the world a man will often be reputed to be a man of

sense, only because he is not a man of talent; and in

the world, too, he who is taken to be a man of sense

is taken to be equal to all the functions of a statesmen;

he is supposed to be parnegotiis^^ because he is ^^haud

supriJ^ But good sense, which is an abundant provision,

and not a common one, for the pu^oses of private life,

and in public life essential as one constituent quality,

does by no means of itself make up a sufficiency , of

endowment for conducting the affairs of a country. It

is only, therefore, to the worse alternative of talent

without seriousness and worth, that sense without ability

is to be preferred.

But if there be in the character, not only sense and

soundness, but virtue of a high order, then, however

little appearance there may be of talent, a certain portion

of wisdom may be relied upon almost iraplici%^.. For

the correspondencies of wisdom and goodness aHj^ tnani-

fold
;
and that they "^11 accompany each other m to be

inferred, hot only because meffs wisdom makes them

goodj but also becau^ their goodness makes them wise.

Questions of right wrong are a perpetual exercise

of the faculties of those who are solicitous as to the

right and wrong of what they do and see; and a:j|ii^

interest of the heart in thes# questions caxriea i!rife;|it ';a

deeper cultivation of the hhdesr^anding . be

easily effected by o^thar eaoq^eht
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activity. Although, therefore, simple goodness does not

imply every sort of wisdom, it unerringly implies some

essential conditions of wisdom ; it implies a negative on

folly, and an exercised judgment within such limits as

Nature shall have prescribed to the capacity. And

where virtue and extent of capacity are combined, there

is implied the highest wisdom, being that which includes

the worldly wisdom with the spiritual.

A statesman who numbers tire wise and good

amongst his political friends, men of sense and re-

spectability amongst his adherents; who demeans him-

self in a spirit of liberal but disengaged goodwill towards

his ordinary partisans, and holds himself towards his

tools in no reciprocity of that relation
;
who enlists in

the public service all the capable men he can find and

renders them available to the extent of their capabilities,

all other men’s jealousies notwithstanding and any

jealousy of his own out of the question ;—such a states-

man has already, in the commonwealtli of his own nature,

given to the nobler functions the higher place; and as a

therefore, he is one whom his country may be

t^t and its best men be glad to serve. He,

-onAe oii]^^ 1^^ who sees in the party he forms only

the pede^irftipf his own statue or the plinth of a column
to be erected td Jiis honour, may, by inferior means and
lower service, accomplish his purposes, such as they are

;

hut he must be content with vulgar admiration, and lay

iCfUt of account the respect of those who will reserve'that
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tribute from what is merely powerful, and render it only

to what is great “He that seeketh to be eminent

amongst able men," says I,ord Bacon, “ hath a great

task; but that is ever good for the public But he that

plots to be the only figure amongst ciphers, is the decay

of a whole age."

It is important to the leader of a party that his

adherents should not feel themselves to be unduly

excluded from his counsels. But hdw far to make known

to them beforehand his views and intentions in r^pect of

hypothetical or contingent predicaments, and even, under

.some circumstances, of acts determining a policy, may be

occasionally a critical question. I once in(|uircd of a

person who had occupied such a po.sition whether, as

1 was led to infer from his practice and tite practice of

another, it was a necessity of the position of a fl»t

minister or the leader of an opp<»ition, to maintain a

good de<U of reserve as to courses in the leader’s con-

templation;. He answered that if 1 had read the life of

Sir Robert Peel, I might have seen that when a similw

inquiry was addressed to him, his reply was, “ 1 wished

to succeed.” He said no more. But on reflection I per-

ceived thid; the danger dudocating a patty or a cabinet

might be gruttly increased by giving more time than

enough for evolvii^ and discussing the divetgent opislMi

of its different membera Discussion is not

the mother of contradiction
; tad tiie uawdooiaeiMae, if

arrested in gestation, may dumce to be atill^iORi.
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CHAPTER V.

IN THE CHOICE OF MEN HOW FAR LITERARY MERIT
MAY BE A GUIDE.

Generally speaking, serviceable talents may be inferred*

from literary merit in the young, not in the old, and but

doubtfully in, the middle-aged. The talents whicli are-

evinced in literature may be turned to the purposes of

business, provided their application that way is seasonably

determine ^ t^ore literary objects, enjoyments, and
habits of thinking have fixed themselves upon the mind.

But the conjfened enthusiast in literature will not make
a man of business ; nor the confirmed literary volmp-

tuaiy ; nor perhaps he who has been long accustomed to-

thinking for thinking’s sake. Men so accustomed, when
reduced to the operations of business, will be apt to
.value the thought above the purpose.

Of the departments of literature, the imaginative and
are the worst schools for business, if the

long and. exclusively devoted to them.
, . To hiii 1^ long dwelt in his imagination the
w<Mrld sta^, and all the men and women
merdy But it happens still more frequj^ntly,

when the sensitiveness which is the ordinary concomitant
3^a lively imagination is not counteracted, and the mind

by other faculties duly exercised, that of all men
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and women the man of imagination is the most a player,

and also that of all players he is the least expert. His

fancy suggests to him a hundred parts which he would

desire to play in life, no one of which possibly may be

compatible with another, or easily to be reconciled with

his nature and early habits. For example, it is the

nature of the imaginative temperament, cultivated by

the’ arts, to undermine the courage, and by abating

of character to render men easily subservier^^
« s^uaces, cereos, et ad mandata imperii ductiles.^’ ’ ®nt^

on the other hand, imagination and books suggest to him

that it is a noble thing to be independent; and thus,

stumbling between his temperament and his fancy, he

becomes awkwardly and irresolutely contumacious- By

many such incongruities the coherency and drift of the

natural man is broken, he is abroad in his purposes, and

unfit for business. Further, an imaginative mam apt

to see, in his life, the story of liis life
;
and is ^diereby

led to conduct himself in life in such a manner as to

a good story of it rather than a good life, and

make himself what he conceives to be intetesting, rather

than what will be generally acknowledged to be useful

and convenient

But there is one sOrt of imagination^one po^ Of

what may be called j^racHcal imagination^wbidl^^^

great value in public, life': that of tracing

and in detail a train of aM
consequences. Sotni oiie
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range of operation and not at all in another. The

Duke ,of Wellington possessed it in his military, but not

in his political operations;

And the independent thinking of persons who have

trained and habituated themselves to philosophic fitee-

dom* of opinion, is also unfavourable to statesmanship

;

because the business of a statesman is less with truth

at large than with truths commonly received The
philosopher should have a leaning from prescription, in

order to counterbalance early prepossessions and place

the mind in equilibrio; the statesman, on the contrary,

should have a leaning towards it. Having to act always

TYit|i .others, through others, and upon others, and those

others for the ihost part vulgus hominum^ his presutnp-

tions should be in favour of such opinions as are likely

to be shared by others ; and the arguments should be
cogent and easily understood which shall induce him to

quit the beaten track of doctrine. His object should be,
first to go with the world as, far as it will carry him; and
from -that point taking his start to go farther if he can,
but always as much as may be in the same direction,—

^ by a reference to common ways of thinking.
I ^eak, be it observed, of men grown old in an

exclusive . devotion to imaginative and philosophical
literature. Fancy and abstract reflection, duly counter-
poised and kept within bounds, will both of them be of
US& m the transaction of public business; and he can
nqver be more than a second-rate statesman into who«e
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conduct of affairs philosophy and imagination do not in

some degree enter.

Without imagination, indeed, there can be no just

and comprehensive philosophy ; and witliout this there

can be no true wisdom in dealing with practical affairs of

a wide and complex nature. The imaginative faculty is

essential to the seeing of many things from one point of

view, and to the bringing of many things to one con-

clusion. It is necessary to that fluency of the mind^s

opN^ations which mainly contributes to its dearness.

And finally it is necessary to bring about those manifold

sympathies with various kinds of men in various cons-

junctures of circumstance, through wliich alone an active

observation and living knowledge of mankind can be

generated.

CHAPTER VI.

OF OFFICIAL STYLE.

Literary men, and the young still more than the old of

this class, have commonly a good deal to rescind in their

style in order to adapt it to business. But the young, #
they be men of sound abilities, will soon learn what is

not apt and discard it ; which the old will not - The

leading rule is to be content to be ccunmonplace,

—

a.
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rule whicla might he observed with advantage in other

writings, but is distinctively applicable to these. Any
point of style is to be avoided by a statesman which
gives reason to suppose that he is thinking more of his

credit than of his business. It belongs to high station ta

rest upon its advantages, and by no means to court the

notice of inferiors or to be solicitous of effect Thetr^

interests- should engross the thoughts of the statesman,

and he should appear to have no occasion for any other
credit than that of duly regarding their welfare. His
istyle therefqre, though it should have the correctness and

and practice impart to the

^ ‘ TOderstoL'diag, -stenW not

precision b^ond #hat may ho due
to exactitude in the subject-matter, muctt leisy^lloy

ambition of argument for its own sake, and less still of
ornament or pungency in like manner gratuitous. If he
be a man of philosophic mind, philosophy will enter into-

his views and enlarge and enlighten them
; but it will be

well that it should not ostensibly manifest itself in h!s
because he has to address himself, not to phi-

but to ordinary men
; who are ever of the

though it be) that what they reoognlse
to be ,pbdo^(^y is t^t fit for common use- A states-
man's pbilc«sophy, therdfore, should be as it were founda-
tions sunk in the ground, and should not overtly appear,
^scept in so as it may be made to take tfee form of
;^e and popular maxims. With respect toe oii^maent
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and ligures of speech, it is to be observed tliat all

language whatsoever carries metaphor within it, though

much that is metaphorical may not be cognisably so to

those who do not probe and search it and see into the

sources of its meanings. The customariness of many

metaphorical uses of words makes us unconscious of their

metaphor; and the care of a statesman should be to

avoid express metaphors (as well as express philosophy)^

and use only such as lie hid in common language and

vdll not attract specific notice. Yet since much of the

force and propriety of language depends upon a reference,

conscious or unconscious, to its metaphorical basis, the

exclusion of metaphorical invention does not negative

such an exercise of imagination as shall detect the latent

metaphors of language, and so deal with them as to

give to the style a congruity and aptitude otherwise

unattainable.

CHAPTER VIL

ON THB mPBRBKCBS OF MERIT OR DEMERIT FROM FOPU-

IMarVf AND SOMETHING CONCERNING FALSE REPIJ-

TATIONS.

PopuLAioTy (I ^Nsak of social and personal» rM|^l^ic«^

popularity) till it be traced to its sources is nN^e than

It slight presumption way; bat so its as it is a
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ground of judgment at all, it is against a man ; because

the defects * which ordinarily accompany it are more
essential than the merits. Hardly any man obtains

popularity without desiring and seeking it, or without

making some sacrifices for it. It is most commonly
obtained by an abuse of humility, and a large indulgence

for all qualities and proceedings which are not denounced
as flagitious by the society to which a man belongs. 1

say an abuse of humility, because humility well used

consists in a constant reference to a high standard and
a prostration of pride and sdf-love before that standard,

whether it,be,merely ideal or whether we see it embodied
of.vhtue and understanding superior to pur own

:

do^ ^ consist in any, undue and untrue self-

^I^edation, leading a man to postpone himself to what
is worse than hunself, and thereby to desert his moral
station.

One of the doctrines of this popular humility is much
the same with that which Machiavelli ascribes to (he
S.omish Church in his time—the doctrine, ‘^come malem me dir male.’^ There is ,a better doctrine which

that men are not only the subjects, but the
of God^s moral government. The judgments

of the street^ of the market-place, the sentences
which men pronounce upon each other in the ordinmy
intercour^ of life, constitute the most essential of all
social^ jurisdictions, and he who would serve the great
Lawgiver with fidelity must carry the sword of justice in
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his mouth. A righteous humility will teach a man never

to pass a censure in a spirit of exultation
;
a righteous

courage will teach him never to withhold it from fear of

being disliked. Popularity is commonly obtained by a

dereliction of the duties of censure under a pretext of

humility.

There are other ways in which statesmen may obtain

popularity, which are not better. Easiness of access

contributes greatly to a man^s popularity, and in the case

of a statesman in office detracts propprtionably from his

utility. Accessibility is, in men so circumstanced, some-

times a mode of idleness as well as an aim at popularity

;

and whether it be the one or the other, or proceed from

pure good nature, or be adopted from a mistaken sense

of duty, it equally involves the neglect of those functions

and habits to which it is of most consequence to the

public that their servant should devote himself. The

statesman who is easy of access will not only squander

his time ;
he will commonly be found to sacrifice the

distant to the near, public to individual interests, and

matters of no light importance to the ill-considered smile

of the moment It is not in human nature that a states-

man should not desire to satisfy the man whom he sees

and who sees him, in preference to the unembodied name

or idea of a man who .is separated from him by lands or

seas; or that he should not prefer, the interests of tlie

man who is there, to those of the
:
multitude which is an

abstraction; nor is it in human nature that such pre:
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ference should not taint the justness of his judgments

with partiality. Social popularity in a statesman, there-

fore (connected with easiness of access), may reasonably

suggest a suspicion of some such taint, of some idle

waste or injudicious employment of time, of some dis-

regard or erroneous estimate of the relative value of

topics, of using (so to speak) false weights and measures

in his. dealings with his duties.

Yet easiness of access will generally raise to a man a

reputation the vei^reverse of that presumptive inference

(I will call it no more) which ought to be deduced from

allows himself to be interrupted every hour

hei ^1^^ for his assiduity and

indeed, make a, show

but (as I sM presaafly lake
occasion to explain) business is seldom really

My transacted otherwise than in writing. Whilst;

therefore, the popular statesman, ready at all hours to

receive all applicants, open to hear every side of the

t his own ears,, flatters with a listening look>

a look of reserved fulness, and thus

s. presence twenty trumpeters of his mmt
to which this show of attentiem

‘^^^^^Wi^^ieonmfonly be disposed of by the
obset^e ihdufil^iifl^me person who studies the
relating to them* '

'

'Ihe late Mr. Wilberforce may* be adduced aSf.
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or sacrifice, though, let it be admitted, with great merit

of other kinds. Mr. Southey once said of him, that if

other men had tlie milk of human kindness he had the

cream of it This, with a winning amenity of manner,

peculiar grace and fervour in conversation and an easy

eloquence in public speaking, planted him the foremost

of his party in tlje eyes of mankind, and placed his name
in the title-pa^ (as it were) of a great cause. But

Mr. Zachary Macaulay was the man who rose and took

pen in hand at four o’clock in the moqjing—-who was (if

I may be allowed to speak in parallels) the Dumont to

his Mirabeau.

CHAPTER VIII.

CONCERNING INTERVIEWS.

To thosewho are not practically acquainted with business,

it may appear that in the foregoing chapter I have under-

valtwd that species of activity which consists in giving

ready audknce. Upon certain occasions, no doubt,

interviews may have their use, and some contributios^

though it win be rather tmoBaiy than essential, . h*
mads by them to the transaction of particuJar

business. A statenrum should make hiaseelf |ntk©iaSy

acquainted with those with whmn h» so
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often as he has reason to suppose that they are men
of any eminent qualifications

;
especially if he have the

faculty of measuring men by the eye and the ear. , And
this is a faculty which he ought to possess and to cultivate.

Fronti nulla fides '' is a maxim of only partial applica-

bility. To trust the judgment in matters of aspect

demeanoiu may belong to the folly of fools ; but it is not

less a part of wisdom in the wise. Statesmen, therefore,

who justly attribute to themselves some sagacity of this

kind, should be accessible on occasions when it can be
turned to account. And some other purposes might

be specified, for which interviews are preferable to com-
munication in writing. But these are the exceptions and
ftej atenot numerous. In the great majorily of affairs

oral communication is either prejudicial or nu^atoiy. (. > *
‘

For it should be remembered that in eveay Question
there are two or more parties interested. A large portion
of the questions which come before a minister, arise
out of disputes and complaints on which it is his business
to adjudicate. His functions in these cases are quasi-

His office is for these purposes a Court of
;and.oUght to be a Court of Record. Every step

of his prqcedme, and every ground upon which he rests
every, ^p,.Shoiuld appear upon the face of producible
documents. The adininistration of justice in these cases
cannot be aided by interlocutory argument,with one party
presmt and doors closed j nor will circumstances
permit that all parties should have equal Opocatottities o£
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access. The public may be also a party interested, and
no pleading voice claims to be heard on the part of such

an abstraction as that. Again, statements are made which

must unavoidably, though perhaps insensibly, produce

impressions, and to which, nevertheless, the party making

them is not deliberately and responsibly committed.

Further, no statesman, be he as discreet as he may, will

escape having ascribed to him, as the result of interviews,

promises and understandings which it was not his pur-

pose to convey; and yet in a short time he will be unable

to recollect what was said with sufficient distinctness to

enable him to give a confident contradiction. So much
as to the evils and injustice which will often arise from

interviews.

Next as to their uselessness. In the rapid succession

of topics which chase each other through the mind of a

minister of state, especially of dhe who grants many
interviews, words spoken are for the most part as

evanescent as those y^hich are written on the running

stream, “Delentque pedum vestigia caudl” * But even

if he ‘should recollect what has been said for a day or two

with sufficient precision to give effect to it in business,

that effect must be given by writing ; and to- think that

a minister who gives frequent audiences can himself write,

and that at once and without dhoice of time, on many of

even on a few of the questions brought before him
;
in

those audiences, is to indulge an expectation which no)t

Statius, * AchiUcis*^

SIV.
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one minister in fifty will be found able to fulfil. And
when one man hears what is to be said concerning a

case, whilst another writes what is to be written on it, not

hastily is it to be believed that the one operation will have

an unerring reference to the other.

Again, let it be considered in what frame of mind,

from one cause or another, most of those are who seek

these interviews. Suitors and claimants are the most
numerous class. It may be supposed that the interests

which they have, or conceive themselves to have, at stake

—the importance to themselves of the objects which they

have in view—would infallibly induce such parties as

these at least, to take the utmost pains beforehand to

the interviews which they seek available to them.

Yet most men who have been in office will have observed
with how little preparation of their own minds even this

class of persons do commonly present themselves to

profit by the audience which they have solicited. One
man is humble and ignorant of the world, has never set

eyes on a minister before, and acts as if the mere ad-
to die presence of such a personage was all that

which being accomplished he must naturally

Another is romantic and sanguine,
Ms is, excited, and he has thought that he
can do ov^h^^lry some happy phrase or lively appeal,
which, in iie embarrassment of the cridcal moment,
escapes his memory, or finds no place, the mmg

in the conversation. A third brinira a letter of
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inu-oduction from some person who is great in Jiis eyes

but possibly inconsiderable in those of the minister
;
he

puts his trust in the recommendation and appears to

expect that the minister should suggest to him, rather

than he to the minister, what is the particular object to

be accomplished for him ; he “lacks advancement,” and

that, he thinks, is enough said. A fourth has not made

up his mind how high he shall pitch his demands } he is

afraid on the one hand to ofrend by presumption, on the

other to lose by difiBdence; he proposes, therefore, to

feel his way and be governed by what the minister shall

say to him
;
but the minister naturally has nothing to say

to him—never having considered the matter and taking

no interest in it Thus it is that, through various mis*

conccitlions, the instances will be found in practice to be

a minority in which a claimant or suitor who obtains an

interview lias distinctly made up his mind as to the

tpecidc thing which he will ask, propose, or state. Sdll

less does he forecast the several means and resources,

ot^e^ions and difficulties, conditions and stipulations,

which may happen to be topics essential to a full

development and consideration of his case.

]a short, it may be affirmed as a truth well founded

in observadoo, though perhjips hardly to be credited

upon assertion, that even in matters personally axwjl

seriously affecting themselvei, most men will p«it

thinking definitdy till the$' have to ac^ to er to

ipcnJCs Thetft ift xno rauiott trat csf i*
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should be employed in listening to the extempore

crudities of men who are thus trusting themselves to the

fortune of the moment

The precepts which (resting upon these remarks)

may be offered as to this matter of interviews, are the

following :

—

ist A minister may not improperly allot two hours

a day of two days in each week, to the purposes of such

interviews as may be admitted (under the head of excep-

tions) to be not xmprofitably granted j and of such also

as, though they be otherwise unprofitable, ^ are yet of

advantage on the account of courtesy and of sparing

BedScss. unpopularity. By appointing all persons who

se^ mterviews to come within these hours, the very

fulness of the minister’s antechamber will evince, to

each man who comes, the absurdity of expecting to

occupy much of the attention which ia to be shared out

to so . many. Of those who wait, the exceptions or

reasonable applicants for mterviews should be first called

in
; and after these are disposed of, perhaps the minister

may ,Vittore , to orders that those who are only

adritted for.courte^s^sake should be ushered into his

pr^^ende; in secession, at intervals of five minutes, so
that the entettce of one shall be the signal for the other

to withdraw; --,Care must of course be taken not to put
thd rule in practice indiscriminately, in cases where
extra civility is pf any special importance,

and. All applicants for interviews should bo required
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to send in on the day preceding that on which they are

appointed to attend, a paper setting forth, as definitely

as may be, the object which they seek and the facts

which they have to state, with exact notes of reference

to the dates of any correspondence which may have

previously taken place upon the subject in question, and

aprkis of such correspondence.

3rd. A minister would do well to have placarded in

his antechamber a notice in the following or some

similar form:—“Owing to the many inconveniences

which have arisen to the public from oral communica-

tions being misunderstood or incorrectly remembered,

A. B. thinks it his duty to apprise those who may do

him the honour to attend him upon business, tliat he

will in no case hold himself, his colleagues, or his suc-

cessors, bound by words spoken, unless when they shall

have been subsequently reduced to writing and authenti-

cated in that form.”

4th. Lord Bacon is not afraid to tell us why the table

in a council chamber should be a round table. There-

fore, let no reader laugh when I say that in the audience

chamber of a minister the furniture should be so arranged

that the chair placed; for a stranger, without being un-

graciously distant from the. minister, should be as near

as may be to the door, , Timid and embarrassed men
will sit as if they

,
were rooted to the spot,whmj&ey

are conscious. that they have to traverse the, length of a

room in their retreat And in every case an .interview
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will find a more easy and pleasing termination when the

door is at hand as the last words are spoken. These are

not fiivolous considerations where civility is the business

to be transacted.

CHAPTER IX.

CONCERNING THE CONSCIENCE OF A STATESMAN.

The conscience of a statesman should be rather a strong
o<s»SQence than a tender conscience. For a conscience
(rf inore tenderness than strength will be liable in public
life to be perverted in two ways :—ist. By reflecting

responsibilities disproportionately to their magnitude,
and missing of the large responsibilities whilst it is occu-
pied with the small, and. By losing, in a too lively
apprehension of the responsibilities of action, the
erf, responsibility for inaction.

die most perfect conscience would be that
, iiave all strength in its tenderness, all

strength; and be equally adapted to
public and occasions. But I speak of the con-
saenc^ of ^ they exist with their imperfect caps,
ahes bearmg m mind the tmth «ut multte virtutes in
:.^^egenerant, et quod magis est, ssepe videas eosdem
Ivetas, pro temporum sorte, nunc virtutes esse^ iinyy*
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vitia." And these dilemmas of virtue duly considered,

it will be found to be better for tlic public interests that

a statesman should have some hardihood, tlua much

weak sensibility of conscience.

1st. As to the mismeasurements of a conscience

tender to weakness. Tidee the case of a sentence of

death to be executed or remitted, accorcBng to the

decision to be adopted by a statesman under the direc*

tion of this kind of conscience. The responsibility as

r^iards the criminal and the responsibility as regards the

public, will each of them lie as a serious burthen on a

sore back. But the former of them will, with such a

conscience, h.'ive an undue preponderance. To decide

erroneously that a m.m luad butter die, will appear a

worse thing than to decide mure erroneously that he had

iicttcr live
;
and human guilt and misery, which are to

lie the consequence of the error miscalled merdful, will

appear of less account than human life; though to a

strong conscience and a JuU judgment mere human life

wGohi be of less account, human innocence and hap>

piness of more. If the crime havt been murder, the

decision to spare the murderer will probably beget other

muidexs. We oumot
0 oive iMve to n|dne *»d to murther

To go Jnit w fiur and no further t

and the graver responsiUlity will be for the mtnden tidd

are to ensue ; bat what is actual bears oa a irsek eon*

Jf< JkxfipjSB^ f HiuillwiyL
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science with a pressure wholly disproportioned to the

pressure of what is potential Moreover, whilst this

question of an individuars life or death swings back-

wards and forwards in the conscience of the statesman,

it probably keeps off from his conscience other questions,

which, though not of the same immediate and tangible

character, may nevertheless involve in their consequences

numerous lives and deaths, proceedmg from one or other

of die multiplicity of causes affecting the public welfare

to which the att^tion of a statesman should be devoted.

So difficult is it, in situations where the duties are diverse

and momentous, for a very susceptible conscience to be

Wte itself -

'‘iiid. As to the conscience becoming, from an ex-

ceeding tenderness as to acts and deeds, too insensible

on the point of inaction or delay. It is veiy certain

that there may be met with, in public life, a species of

conscience which is all brifie and no spurs. A states-

man whose conscience is of the finest texture as to

everything which he does, will sometimes make no

of doing nothing. His conscience will be

liable> to; become to. him as a quagmire, in which the

faculty of action shall stick fast at every step. And to

this tendency of the conscience the worldly interests of

a statesman will pander. Conscience is, in most men,

an anticipation of the opinions of others ; and whatever

the moral responsibility may be, official responsibility is

much less apt to be brought home to a statesman in
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cases of error by inaction, than in the contrary cases.

What men might have done is less known than what they

have actually done, and the world thinks so much less

of it, and with so much less definiteness and confidence

of opinion, that the sins of omission are sins on tlie safe

side as to this world’s responsibilities.

Above all it is to be wished that the conscience of

a statesman should be an intelligent and perspicacious

conscience—^not the conscience of the heart only, but

the conscience of the understanding—that wheresoever

the understanding should be enabled to foresee distant

consequences or comprehend wide ones, there tlie con-

science should be enabled to follow, not failing in quick-

ness because the good or evil results in question are less

palpable and perhaps less certain than in private life,

are not seen with the eyes and heard with the ears, but

only known through meditation and foresight Many
magnify in words the importance of public duties, but

few appreciate them in feeling ; and that, not so much

for want of feeling, as for want of carrying it out to

whatever results the understanding reaches. It is im-

possible that the feeling in regard to public objects

should be proportionate to the feeling for private ones,

because the human heart is not large enough; and it is

too often found that when the conscience is not sustained

by a sense of due proportion it gets thrown out alto-

gether. It sometimes happens that he who would not

hurt a fly will hurt a nation*
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CHAPTER X.

CONCERNING THE AGE AT WHICH A STATESMAN SHOULD

MARRY, AND WHAT, MANNER OF WOMAN HE SHOULD
TAKE TO WIFE.

Life without marriage and its fruits is to a statesman, as

well as to men of other callings, a sad anti-climajL Let

him not then, in the florid exordium of life, forget the

p^oration j which must fall flat indeed, if the likeness of

he not renewed and multiplied about him in

o£ inarriage. « When the Lord was with me,
wl^n my children were about me”~inthis co-p^esenqe

consists the beatitude of age : and as it is the part of a
statesman to be provident and fax-seeing, he should

remember in the season of his youth to provide that his

age shall be passed in this company. His profession

teows some difficulties in his way
; but so does every

presentm^ some obstacles and some facilities

was of opinion that .love and business could

which will put aside the other may
be more ofa Question than he makes it :

** TLe poor, the foul, the false, Love can
Admit, but not the busied man. ”

that in the encounter between business and love,
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oae or the other will suffer ; but I hold that the odds
are decidedly in favour of love : and I think therefore

that the statesman will do best to marry—^not indeed tn

prim^ lanugine, since sobriety and perspicacity of judg-

ment in such matters is not to be expected from a youth

—but nevertheless at an early period of manhood, and if

possible before or very soon after the commencement of

his public career. Whilst unmarried, he will be liable,

in whatever conjuncture of affairs or exigency of busi-

ness, to some amorous seizure, some accident of mis-

placed or ill-timed love, by which his mind will be taken
away from his duties. Against these casualties, which
may happen to a statesman howsoever devoted to politi-

cal life, marriage will be the least imperfect protection /
for business does but lay waste the approaches to the

heart, whilst marriage garrisons the fortress.

And whilst love before marriage is a source of com-
motion, love in marriage is a pledge of peace :

** Love,"
sa.y& Dante,—

Love (never, certes, for my worthless part,
But of his own great heart)

Vouchsafed to me a life so calm and sweet
That oft I heard folk question as I went
What such great gladness meant

;

They spoke of it behind me in the street” -

Nor is it only to compose the heart and guard against

the irruptions of passion, tihat an early marriage is to be

*yita Nuova,’ by D. G. Ro^ettL 1 prefrr to quote it in the
translation,— so exquisitely is it jreiidered.
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desired for a statesman. It is also needed to exerdse

the alfections, which are in a way to be corrupted and
extmguished if political life be not conjoined with

domestic Nothing can compete with the interests of

political life except the attractions of a pleasant home or

extreme excitements
; and if the one alternative be want-

ing the other will be resorted to. A statesman’s almost

incessant engagements hardly admit, unless upon the

call of passion, any other occupants of his affections than

such as, being inmates of his house, fall, as it were, into

the chinks of his time.

, Let no man suppose that his character is strong and
enough to resist the influence of a lower character

in a wife. The apparent advantages of men over women
in -the conjugal relation, are of an insidious tendency so
far as the character is concerned, and the inequity in
that particular is the reverse of what it seems. An
inferior man, cairying his

,

ends by authority, will often
pass clear of his wife’s character

; whereas an inferior

to ca^ her objects, must work the
.cipher husband. A statesman, knowing that

Ife 'Obvious to many poisons abroad, should
We ^ would invest it with a charmed life

instead of “a tS^f^itira’s robe.
^

A woinan
jf

hurt his character, will at least not help it. But in most
c^es she will hurt it . very seriously. For domestic
mery IS the most d^gerous of dl flatteries. The wife
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wlio praises and blames, persuades and resists, warns or

exhorts upoa occasion given, and carries her love through

all with a strong heart and not a weak fondness,—she is

the true helpmate.

Ambition being almost the vocation of a. statesman,

he must be expected to many ambitiously. But if he be

as wise as one of his calling should be, he will not, be

precluded by objects of ambition from considering other

objects , along with them. On the contrary, since with

the young ambition is a less overruling passion than

lov^ he will probably take a greater variety of objects

into the contemplation of his choice than they who are

more amorously directed. Wealth is of great importance

to a statesman, because it gives independence, and (what is

almost of as much consequence) the reputation of inde-

pendence. Therefore, if he be not wealthy by inherit-

ance, he should endeavour to secure wealth by marriage.

Along with this, he should seek for such qualities in a

wife as will tend to make his home as much as may be

a place of repose, and his life within doors the re?verse of

that which he leads elsewhere. To this end his wife

should at least have sense enough or worth enough (and

where there is no absolute defect of understanding worth

amounts . to sense) to exempt him from trouble in the

management of his children and of his private affairs, and

more especially to exempt him from all possibility of

debt She should also be pleasing to his eyes and to

his,- taste : the taste is the tyrant of the heart
i

love is
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hardly love apart from it
; and in a life of political care

and excitement, that home which is not the seat of

love cannot be a place of repose
;
rest for the brain and

peace for the spirit being only to be had through the

softening of the affections. He should look for a clear

understanding, cheerfulness, and alacrity of mind, rather

than gaiety or brilliancy
;
and for a gentle tenderness of

disposition in preference to an impassioned nature.

Lively talents are too stimulating in a tired man’s house

;

passion is too disturbing. Nor is it necessary that a

statesman’s wife should have such knowledge or abilities

as wo^ eixable her to be a party to his daily political

When a woman gives her

..becomes best^ acquainted with what

is lestet respectable in politics—their personalities. It

win be better for a statesman that such topics be
strangers in his house and unwelcome

; that so he may
be under the less temptation to desecrate his fireside. In
the society of his wife he should find that fullness of rest

which only a change in the direction of his thoughts can

4 purpose may be taken from

% who is in the habit of recollecting his dreams
fin ite the topics of the day are seldom pursued in

the dreate ^i the night next succeeding, unless under
circumstance todir^ to turn nature firom her course

;

for were it so the night would not bring that entire relief
and re^ which it is designed to afford; with a like

it will be e3q)edient that the domestic, mterequrse
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3. should alternate with his business, and not
withi it.

3Btx.t whilst standing apart from the details and aloof

tlx^ I>ersonalities of political life, a woman may be

very strongly imbued with principles of that

sxxxdL generality in which moral, religious, and

J.XXttTtSt& meet : and to have a wife who should

iwt'bxxeci with such principles, and endowed with a

o3l>3'fc>ilit5r of appl5nng them upon great and fit occasions,

vt/'ill toet ojf inestimable service to a statesman. For then,

,

3^<iitioxt to the cooling and refreshing of his spirit, he

'ViriU iiaAro his grasp of his principles invigorated by asso-

oi^tiort "witli a mind accustomed to view things in peace

gtTi.cfl without compromise. It is true the sentiments of

tho wifo may be too abstract and not sufficiently modi-

fiod l>y ^ reference to practicability; but the husband

03X1. moLorei easily make any requisite deductions on this

sgKX>ret t:ha.xx he can repair the ravage which his character

tixi,ciergo from the want of something in the nature

of 3 li^rin^ inflexible canon wherewith to compare his

oW» poarsuasions, warped in the stress and pressure of

j>orpietrda.l combat
3Fi»3lly, it will be well that the wife of a statesman’s

ohoiocB should be sound in health and of a light and

038^ trotxxper; neither jealous herself nor giving cause for

JiesJtotxsy 5 neither going much abroad nor requiring her

htishsxxcL t:o be more at home than his avocations per-

i3Piit; j; fresh in her feelings and alert as to h^er understand-
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ing
; but seasonable in the demonstration of either, and

willing at all times to rest contented in an intelligent

repose. Her love should be

—

“A love that clings not, nor is exigent,

Encumbers not the active purposes,

Nor drains their source ; but proffers with free grace

Pleasure at pleasure touched at pleasure waived,

A washing of the weary traveller’s feet,

A quenching of his thirst, a sweet repose

Alternate and preparative ; in groves

Where loving much the flower that loves the shade

And loving much the shade that that flower loves,

He yet is unbewildered, unenslaved.

Thence starting light and pleasantly let go

When serious service calls*”

'

There is, no doubt, quite another kind of wife who

can make herself useful in other ways,—the wife who by

social influences and operations skilfully conducted can

make social entertainments and allurements conducive to

political purposes. If the statesman likes such a wife, let

him take her and make the most of her. I forget of what

personage it is that Crabbe says

—

**
Still he proceeded by his former rules,

, , His bmt thdr pleasures when he fished for fools,”

It may hav^ been a statesman: nor is it fools only, though

it may be fools chiefly, that are so to be caught

Edwin the Fair, Act H, Scene 2.
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CHAPTER XL

CONCERNING THE EFFECTS OF ORDER AND THE
MAINTENANCE OF EQUANIMITY.

Sir the regimen of domestic love the heart of a statesman

is composed and regulated at home : for a like regulation

in business he must loo^ to the principle of order. The
energy of a statesman should be as purely as possible

intellectual
;

it should be of that rare species which can

t>e combined with equanimity. And to bring about this

combination he must appeal from the extemporaneous

exactions of circumstance, from the impulses of a per-

turbed and hurried life, to the principle of order. The
excitement and flurry of spirits occasioned by a sense of

urgency in affairs, and by too quick and versatile an

apprehension of their importance,—comprehending in

tlie feelings more matters at a time than can be enter-

tained by the judgment,—are obviated by such an habitual

reference td order as shall make it paramount to all

considerations but those of the most imperious character.

Calmness is of the very essence of order; and if calmness

be.given, order may easily be superinduced; and if order

be given, it will almost of necessity govern or supersede

casual excitements, and produce calmness. Nor is thdre

any principle which may be more surely established in

IV. T
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the mind hy adopting the habits which, if previously

subsisting, it would teach. All that is wanted is strength

of judgment to perceive the ultimate advantages of

acquiring the principle, and strength of will to make the

present sacrifice; and on these will follow, in due and
certain succession,—first the habits, and secondly the

inward principle of order.

One who should feel himself to be over-excitable

in the transaction of business, would do well to retard

himself mechanically,

And by the body^s action teach the mind —
for the body is a handle to the mind in these as in other

Thus he should never suffer himself to write

but make a point of writing neatly and
clearly/ wteever may be his haste

; which practice will of
itself secure to him some degree of patience and com-
posure. In like manner, matters of mere arrangement
may sometimes be better done by himself than left to his
secretary; for a man cannot methodise the subject-
matter of his business, without at the same time method-

^ ©wn mind. Nor let him suppose that his time
on these light operations, but rather
liee<ffiil intermissions of labour

j for to^ high pressure there is hardly apy
rest by^ which is obtained through an eai^
engagement .of^the attention in a mechanical Vin/i {rf

employment

The importance to a statesman of to be
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hurried was recognised by Talleyrand, He had drawn

up a confession of faith, which was to be sent to the Pope

on the day of his death. On the day before he died he,

was supposed to be at the point of death, and he was

asked whether the paper should be sent off. His reply

was addressed to the Duchesse De Dino, who repeated

it to the first Lord Ashburton, from whom I heard it;

Attendez jusqu’h demain. Toute ma vie je me suis fait

une rfegie de ne jamais me presser et j^ai toujours k

temps.”

With a view to promote through calmness orderliness,

—and with higher views also, though these have respect

to the man rather than exclusively to the statesman,—it

were to be wished that he should set apart from business,

not only a sabbatical day in each week, but if it be

possible a sabbatical hour in each day. I do not here

refer to his devotional exercises exclusively, but to the

advantage he may derive from quitting the current

of busy thoughts and cutting out for himself in each day

a sort of cell for reading or meditation,—a space re-

sembling one of those bights or incurvations in the course

of a rapid stream (called by the Spaniards resting-places)

where the waters seem to tarry and repose themselves for

a while. This, if it were only by exercising the states-

man's powers of self-government,—of intention and re-

mission in business, of putting the mind on and taking

it oh",—would be a practice well paid; for it is to these

powers that he must owe his exemption from the dangers
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to mmd, body, and business of continued nervous ex-

citement But to a statesman of a high order of intellect

such intermissions of labour will yield a further profit

;

they will tend to preserve in him some remains of such
philosophic or meditative faculties as may be crumbling
under the shocks and pressures of public life. One who
shall have been deeply imbued in his early years with
the love of meditative studies, will find that in any such
hour of tranquillity which he shall allow himself, the
recollection of them will spring up in his mind with a
light and spiritual emanation, in like manner (to resume
the similitude) as a bubble of air springs from the bottom
bf fe ^yed waters—

:

Ii^enii redeimt fructus, aliique lahores,

Et vitse pars nulla perit
| quodcunque recedit

litibns, incumbit studiis, animusque vicissim
Aut curani imponit populis, aut otia Musis,''

'

CHAPTER XIL

CONC^NING CERTAIN POINTS OF PRACTICE.

As 6st as axe Jreceived, the party who is to act
upon them shtMd examine them so far as to ascertain
whether any of them relate to business which requires
i^diate attention, and should then separate and arrange

Claudian. Theod, Paneg.
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them. But once so arranged, so that he knows to what

subject of what urgency each paper or bundle relates, he

should not again suffer himself to look at a paper or

handle it, except in the purpose and with the determina-

tion to go through with it and despatch the affair. For

the practice of looking at papers and handling them

without disposing of them, not only wastes the time

so employed, but breeds an undue impression of dfficulty

and trouble as connected with them
;
and the repetition

of acts of postponement on any subject tends more and

more to the subjugation of the active power in relation

to it Moreover it will be desirable to act upon a paper

or bundle whilst it looks fresh
;

for it will become un-

interesting if the eye have got accustomed to it lying

aside, and absolutely repulsive if it have assumed a dusty,

obsolete, and often-postponed appearance.

A man of business should accustom himself, when,

there is no other ground of priority, to deal first with the

question of the greatest difficulty
;
being that which most

requires to be encountered in the bloom of novelty, with

the unblunted edge of conscious energy. This is a

precept of which fewer examples than might be wished

are to be found in practice ; but it will always be most

practised by the ablest men. Men, on the other hand,

who feel themselves unequal to great questions, may
commonly be observed to fly at the smaller ones which

lie in any way within their province, and satisfy them-

selves that they are fulfilling their duties by disposing of all
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these, until they shall have time to undertake the mo-
mentous and complex affairs : whereas their duty would
be to devolve upon others, or even utterly neglect (if it

could not be helped), the easy and less important matters,

and thereby make time for the great : and they probably
would do so, if they were not conscious that when they

should have made the time, they would be unable to

make use of it in a satisfactory manner. And the trans-

action of petty business to the postponement of the

more momentous, satisfies the consciences of such men

;

because men's conceptions of the relative importance of

axf generally defective in proportion to their

^f/^bilify to deal with them. The importance of

oh IvMch men are diligently and efficaciously

employed grows large in their eye's
;
and they acquire no

lively sense of the importance of the objects which they
merely magnify in words, and pass by in the transaction
of business.

Lord Bacon alleges, "ut homines literati sint omnium
mmime defetigabiles, si modb res sit hujusmodi ut animum

^ ^^fete ejus impleat et detineat.” If he had said
instead of men of letters, the assertion

w^d as true of all times as it was of his own
age, when letters were men of capacity—that is,
more exceptioi^y and eminently so than they have
been since.

i Amongst old official men the point of practice mo^
is conformity tp standing rules and regulations.
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They are accustomed, with too much regard to their own

convenience and too little to the specialties of cases, to

insist upon adherence to system or precedent, called by

euphemismus adherence to principle
;
and so called by

men who do not pretend to know the reasons for the

system or precedent to which they would conform. It is

no doubt an excellent thing to be guided by general rules

founded upon reason ;
but unless we know and bear in

mind the reason upon which they are founded, it will be

frequently impossible to determine justly whether the

case to which the rule is applied be not one which it is

the duty of the minister to take the trouble of con-

sidering separately and independently. As often as such

cases occur, it will be proper to consider their special

circumstances, with a view not only to dispose carefully

and justly of the particular case, but also to see whether

it may not help us to recast and improve the general rule.

For administrative regulations, like other laws, require to

be frequently revised and codified, as the experience of

their operation is extended.

In high and important spheres of action, though

general rules will be for the most part of great use in

evading or setting aside personal questidns, yet personal

individualities may, from time to time, be of such

moment as to make it well worth while to set aside the

general rule on account of them. Persons of pre-

eminent abilities when they appear, should have scope

for their abilities at almost any sacrifice of system and
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regularity
; and such sacrifice of money as can be required

on such occasions, is a consideration infinitely unworthy
to be estimated. The government or nation which
should forego the services of highly gifted men because
the place and provision to be made for them would not

be according to rule, is to be commended for no other

regularity than that which should make hay by the

almanack,—for no other thrift than that which sliould let

the meat spoil to save the salt

In this country, in these times, the public service is in

a way to suffer more than it ought by an overstrained

regard to the interests of individual public servants,

sometimes properly, but sometimes also improperly,
damiing eonsidmtion as what are called “ vested in-

tarests.” No doubt the innocent incompetency of a
public servant should not expose him to be hardly dealt
with, if it can be avoided without worse injury to others.
And it will seldom happen that there is any desire to
deal hardly with innocent mcompetency. But it will

also happen that there will be^a weak reluctance to do
1^^^ to the public interests in dealing with incom-

which is not altogether innocent, and even in
dealu^ with shmt-comings and wrong-doings which have
not the excuse ^ Competency. As to the short-comings
of the incompet^^ it is often difficult to say how much
should be excused. A conscious incompetency is sadly
discouraging, and far harder is it for an incompetent
gnWic servant to do what he can, knowing it to be but
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bad at the best, than for one who is competent to do

even indifferently well, knowing it to be either all that

can be expected, or all that can be exacted. Mere

short-comings, therefore, will often be what the authority

charged with the public interests at issue may be ex-

cused for excusing.

But it is otherwise with wrong-doings. And it is in

the case of these that the difficulty of doing justice to the

public interests is most to be deplored, and that it may

be well to consider with care any policy by which it can

be surmounted or circumvented. It is by those who

assume to be the representatives of the public in Parlia-

ment and in the Press that the difficulty is created. And

so much of the time of men in office and of the House

of Commons will often be consumed in vindicating the

just dismissal or other punishment of a public servant,

that the person exercising authority, were he to regard

only the evil of impunity in the particular instance and

not the evil of the example, might be content to hold his

hand on the ground that larger public interests would be

sacrificed by the course of justice than by the course of

condonation. . But may not the course of compromise be

better than either ? I think that in many cases in which

justice requires that a public servant should be punished

by deprivation, the time of Parliament and public func-

tionaries, and the public interests involved in it, will be

best saved and served by leaving him something to lose.

In this country it may be doubted whether commercial
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and financial questions are not for the most pnrt con-

sidered with too little reference to others. 'J’nxcs are

remitted, we will say, for the promotion of camniorce nt

a time when commerce is as prosperous as it can l>e with

• safety to itself, and presently it is found to be running at

express speed into speculative excesses, soon to termi-

nate in a commercial crash. For it is according to the

order of Providence that in the advancement of a people

there should be some sort of proportion borne by moral

to material progress
j
and a disturbance of this pro|}ortion,

whilst it leads in the poorer classes of a community to

idtoass, drunkenness, and ciune, leads in toe commer-

to the inebdettes of a greedy and gambling

of their wealto. In a state of trade which

stands in no need of reliefi it would to wefl that a
minister dT finance should deal with a surplus renra(iii% if

partly by remission of taxes, partly also by making more
effective those of the national instrumentalities which are
designed to quicken moral progress, and which have
aiw yet been made in this country what money could

and chiefly the administration of penal law
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CHAPTER XIIL

ON OFFICIAL CRITICISM.

He who objects to what is proposed or written in the

transaction of business, unless he be prepared to vindi-

cate inaction, should consider himself under an obliga-

tion to propose and execute something to be substituted;

for every political measure is in the nature of an alter-

native, and is not to be pronounced good or bad except

as it is better or worse than some other equally definite

course of proceeding which might be adopted instead of

it Moreover the trouble of maturing an alternative

is no more than a proper curb upon the indulgence

of a spirit of crude criticism or a spirit of contradiction.

In our times a co-operative spirit, which is and must

be in no small measure a spirit of compromise, is indis-

pensable to the effectiveness of a statesman in office.

Also the hand which executes a measure should

belong to the head which propounds it
;
otherwise the

hand, if an unassenting one, will carry an advantage over

the head : and even if willing, it will not be fully correr

spondent The vitality of a measure turns full as much

upon the puncHim solvens as upon the punctum saltens

;

and there will commonly be something infirm and halt-

ing about any measure which is devised by one man and
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executed by another, or (for it amounts nearly to the same

thing) any measure, of which the execution is conclu-

sively revised and corrected by another than its author.

“Nel consultare e govemar le cose della corona e stato

di Francia,” says Sansovino, ‘^sempre intervengono in

maggior parte i Prelati; e gli altri signori non se ne
curano, perche sanno che le essecutione hanno ad esser

fatte da loro.” For wise men have always perceived that

the execution of political measures is in reality the

essence of them, and that the course of things will almost

inevitably run counter to the separation of the operative

function from the deliberative.

These objections, however, lie only against authori’-

iaim criticisin ; and that which is merely suggestive, to

be taken quantum valeat or at will rejected by the author

of the measure or the document, may be of great advan-
tage; especially if that author be neither pertinacious nor
diffident, but prepared to weigh his own judgment against
his critic’s in an even bailee with a steady hand It
fr^ws that official criticism is chiefly valuable when

the inferior functionary upon the work of
fie who will be enabled to weigh die comment
w&smmd hj d^rence for the authority of the com-
mentaton
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CHAPTER XIV.

ON THE ARTS OF RISING.

[In the preface to the first edition of my/Notes from Life,’ I

observed that the sub-sarcastic sense in which some portions of ‘The

Statesman ’ had been written had not been very well understood,

and what was meant for an exposure of some of the world’s ways

had been mistaken for a recommendation of them. No doubt some
reviews and criticisms were then in my thoughts, though I do not

now remember what they were. But since it appears that such

mistakes could be made (though haw they could I can scarcely

comprehend), it maybe worth while -to mention that some of the

arts adverted to in the following chapter are not such as I would

willingly be understood to approve.]

It is not exactly the same arts that are adapted to the

different stages of a man^s ascent Climbing the bole

of the tree a man clings with all his arms and legs and

Jays hold of every knob and sliver. When he mounts

amongst the branches^ it should be with a more easy

alacrity. A man will often be apt at the one operation,

yet awkward at the other. Nor is it, indeed, common to

meet with a man of such a character as can be carried

from a low condition of life through successive ascents,

with an aptitude for every condition into which he pa$^

j

and thus it is that men who rise well wiU oflOT .s^^.

infirmly. But for want of due consideration

to the nature of men and drcumstanc^, n^ual

thing to hear, not
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when a man who has attained an. elevated position in

life exhibits in that position those veiy defects of cha^

racter through which he is there. The humbleness,

subserviency, and pliancy which were indispensable to his

advancement, incapacitate him for command
;
and the

integrity which he could at length afford to maintain

—

which might be even profitable to him— it is not in nature

that he should resume. Therefore the man who forces

a way to power is commonly more fit for it in some
respects than the man who finds a way. But this quality

of man being rare, the case seldom occurs unless under
ckcmnstances of political commotion and subversion-

, arts of rising, properly so called, have commonly
ihixtifce of baseness—more or less according as the

aid firom natural endowments is less or more.

In the earlier stages of a man's career he will find it

his interest, if -it be consonant with Ms character (for

nothing, be it observed, can be for a man's interest in the
nin which is not founded upon his character),—

l.^ if it fell in with his nature and dispositions, it will

^ speaking acquaintance
of all classes and parties.

:^f this kind caxL he hept lightly

I
cM* time of trouble By taking

^y^’a 'due pibporliofi" of mien of

in

care tl^ ^
obscure and

may he parflf escaped ; Md ‘

stance with a thousand M
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himself in any circumstances in which he cannot make

some use of somebody. Out of the multitude of the

obscure some will emerge to distinction; the relations

with this man or that may be drawn closer as circum-

stances suggest; and acquaintances which could not be

made at particular conjunctures without imputations of

interested motives, may be improved at such moments

with much less inconvenience. It is always to be borne

in mind that as in commerce large fortunes axe most

commonly made by dealing in articles for which the poor

(that is, the multitude) are customers, so in this traffic

with society a man should take into account, not the rich

and the great only, but the many.

When a man shall have mounted to a higher level of

fortune, he will doubtless find the numerousness of his

acquaintance in obscure life to be more troublesome than

useful. But if he have tak^ proper care not to lavish

himself in wanton intimacies, and whilst multiplying his

friendships as much as possible, not to cultivate

'teo actual friendships oftener than his occasions

required^ he will find the burthen of his superfluous ac-

qtt^tahce so heavy upon him in any circum-

stances is to.m^^ it vrorth his while to throw it off. In

his more exahtedv^^on .bows and smiles will be

dantly sufficieht>ibr;^th^ whom bows

had at all time^ vdol^^^ warp and
connection.

gone further he; may
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pensatioa for the future by doing them some substantial

service which costs him nothing. And with regard to

any still closer alliances in which he may be entangled

with obscure and unserviceable men, he will do well to

single out some individual from time to time, in whose

behalf he should make some great and well-known

exertion as a tribute to friendship. This will enable him

to spare trouble in other instances, and yet avoid being

charged generally with the pride of a parvmti.

To return to the earlier state of the aspirant Whilst

he has his way to make in the world he should not be

afraid of incurring obligations towards men in power;

still less should he be afraid of avowing those which he

does incur. On the contrary, he should be more ready

to imagine a benefit when there is none, than to disavow

or to extenuate (as men will sometimes do through the

mistakes of an unintelligent pride) any real service. He
should indeed be prodigal of thanks to everybody who

can be implicated in a benefit conferred on him
; for

thanks are as commonly the seed of a future benefit as

the finiit of one foregoing. He should be careful of

insisting,much on claims; for patrons become least alert

to bestow those favours which are most expected, even

though the expiation have some colour of a ground of

justice to go upon; they are apt to lose the sense of

pleasure in doing that which is presented to them in the

light of a duty; and the notion of occasioning an

,^^eeable surprise and creating unanticipated happiness.
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will oftentimes induce a patron to grant that which he

would not yield to a well-founded pretension. A suitor

should therefore elect one ground or the other : if the

claim of right and justice be not strong enough to compel

recognition, he should rest wholly upon the hope of

favour,—throwing into his suit only so much of the cha-

racter of a just claim as may enable his patron to make

head against other just claims that conflict with it.

One who would thrive by seeking favours from the

great, should never trouble them for small ones. A
minister can probably make a man's fortune with as little

trouble as it gives him to write a note or to bear in mind

some petty request He will therefore be fretted by

applications for which there is no strong motive to be

urged ;
or if he does what is asked with complacency, he

will, however, measure the favour by Ji/s standard of

trouble, and consider (with equal complacency) that he

is as much quits with his client as if he had made his

fortune. I have known men spring a numerous pack of

influential friends upon a minister, to obtain some trifle

which might almost have been had by asking for, and

then plume themselves upon the extreme tenuity of the

service which they wanted to be done to them. A man
who acts thus will be less easily excused than one who-

is extravagant in his demands. The minister naturally

says, “ If he wanted next to nothing, why have I had to

read twenty letters of recommendation ?
”

Amongst the arts of rising it is needless to say that

IV, u
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few are more important than that of holding fast by t3ia

skirts of a party. Tergiversation, indeed, is much more
frequently justifiable in political morals, than advisable

as a matter of personal prudence. To take an example
from English history :—^A., a Whig and a personal friend
of an aristocratical Whig leader, B., joined the govern-
ment of a Tory prime minister, C, In the circumstances
of the time there was little or no real difference in
political sentiment between the Tories and the aristo-
cratical Whigs, and A. acted as he did with the full appro-
h^on and even at the earnest entreaty of his friend B.,
Iitel that he would consider A.’a acd-

as tantamotint. to his own, andi

ipi, the government Nevertheless,
wlt^ Toiies l^sfe office a;ad B., with the Whigs suo^^

them, A shared precise^ the same fate as would
have attended any other renegade ’from hi? party. He

thrown out of public life, and could not act eitfa^
the Whigs or against them He had forfeited thm

^fees. half the fortune of

'

^ would deduce from,

will do wisely for,, himself
'

distmptioit,,

of a, case will Mm
adherent

,
It may be
til©

g..ftiaads and partisans, but
rjf' ly?

'-

racK^Qineiid to bmv.. jyj,''
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them; but he will not be the less on that account cast

out from amongst them. A public man’s career is

affected by what is broad, manifest, and universally under-

stood, and not by circumstantial justifications.

CHAPTER XV.

ON QUARRELLING.

That man would have been by dis]>o.sitiun well adapted
for statesmanship, of whom it was said that

“ The universal stock of the workTs injoty
Would be too potw to find a quarrel for him "

'

adding, however, the condition—unless he wants one.
a statesman should be by nature and temper the

most nnquarrelsome of men, and when he finds it nccca-
saiy or expedient to quarrel, should do it, though with a
stout heart, yet with a cool head. There is no sucli test
of a man’s superiority of character as in the well-con-
ducting of an unavoidable quarrel ; and to be engaged
in no quarrels but fhose that axe unavoidable or fiadiis-

pensable, though it be not the txptrimmium trvdt which
‘A Ffth? Qusrrel,* ly Middlstcm and Itewlay,
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other test affords however an evidence of sotnei

excellent qualities.

I have known a man in higli office who was pre-

cipitate in quarrelling when he had doubts of being

the right, but dreadfully deliberate when he had none*

In the latter case there was no end to his investigations

and enquiries and precautions, lest he might do h.£s

opponent some injustice. He would not gulp the matter

then, but would sip and suck and search the favour of
it This sort of quarrelling was no more to be com.-

mended in victory than in defeat. But there can be xio

question that in public life the policy of quarrelling'

be much, i^ not wholly, governed by the prospect

^ siocess. Be sure that you can knock him down, or
lio not touch him. On this a hint may be taken firon>

the precepts of political Charity coimnended to our
attention by Castiglione. If an enemy be drowning,

tells us, and the water is up to his waist, pluck him out ^
if np to his chin, plunge him in. Perhaps the precept
inll seem most at home in its n live tongue Quando
SKilAko h nelP acqua insino alia cintura se gli deve-

levarlo dal pericolo
3
ma quaitdo*

M il piede in sul capo ^

Afiaoe or ^r^&t'^versary will often be best baffled'

codly and qtngSy getting out of his way. Many
jpeaas ago (it was when Exeter Change was a inenagerie),.

' Cortegiano,’ libi iii -
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the then Lord Beshorough told a friend of mine that he

had met a tiger in the Strand ‘^And what did you

do ?
” ** I called a coach.^^

Those who shall study the career of the most suc-

cessful Irish demagogue of this, or indeed of any other

century, will learn, I think, that his success was promoted

by a steady adherence to two rules : ist, Never to go

out of his way to assail or to wound, whilst whatever

stood in his way was wounded to the death : 2nd, To
be heedless of injury, except for the practical uses of

.resenting it; and ready to forget it on overtures of

reconciliation, provided the ends and purposes of resent-

ment had been accomplished. It is not to demagogues

only that these rules might be a source of success.

Idle and frivolous duels are especially to be avoided,

because they bring a man into contempt In the public

opinion of these days a presumption of vanity and folly

lies against the challenger in a case of duel, and he is

charged with the burthen of proving the contrary ; nor

will he be enabled to clear himself in the judgment of

that portion of .rnankind whose respect is of importance

to a statesman, unless his proceedings shall have been

marked by the strength of moderation and the dignity of

forbearance. He should be able to make it appear that

he has yielded to an inevitable necessity, and that

step which he took was taken in a spirit of good

Moreover, in cases which do not proceed^ to the

extremity of fighting a duel, a man shotdd be enabled to
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show something more than merely that he has put Ixis

antagonist in the wrongs.and that he has not on his own
part committed any distinct and definable error, niere
is a sort of man who goes through the world in a succes-

sion of quarrels, always able to make out that he is in

the right, although he never ceases to put other men
in the wrong. The least that can be said of such, a
person is that he has an unhappy aptitude for eliciting

whatever evil there may be in the natures with which lie

comes in contact : and a man who is sure to cause
injurieSf to be done to him wherever he goes, is almost

if he were himself

the reverse of
so that he ptay in jnexi's

natures, and not only not quabel irifheut

make it as unlikely as may be that just cause he
given him,

'

'Nevertheless Ms lot is cast amongst a contentioujs.

g Uld it is not to be dmied that he will find it

^ tune to time tp show himself cap^phle

©t. Whewell rose to be Mast^
^ <J^hridge, a party in the XJniversit|r

l*a n^t to consider what shwld
fee done ; who was at j^e t^ad fdf

.

^^pressed hp view^l ' Me ’ is veiy

fnp resentoeats-r^he must b?e finoly bpt
This shows what r^ycome ^ a
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that takes no account of consequences. Wliat the

statesman has to do is, to be good-tempered and com-

placent in the main, just and discreet in his choice of

excepted cases. His personal attacks should hardly ever

be made but by vvay of reprisals
; they should be

grounded in policy, and they should be indebted for

spirit and effect to the anger of the imagination rather

than to that of the heart The “ torva voluptas of an

indignation conjured up in the fancy will answer evay

useful purpose of invective, be more governable than the

impulses of an irascible temper, and less likely to abuse

an occasional and fitting indulgence into an emancipation

from general control-

But if due resentment is not to be dispensed with

up to a certain point, he should learn from the Irish

demagogue and beware of entertaining it after its practical

uses are at an end; In many cas^ indeed, victoryw® : be

turned to the best account by one who values it as

itodng him in a position t0 make, or readily receive, over-

tures of peace and reconciliation, necessario,” says

Machiavel, o non off<mda:e mai alcuno, 0 fare V offese

ad un tratto, e dipoi rassicurare gli huomini, e dare lorp

cagioni di quietare e fannare V animo.” ^ In the thera.

peutics of stateamanship the enmity of an assailant

be looked upon as a peccant humour, which is to

tet by a bl&^ imd then a salve.

Perhaps mtoIiraWe is
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that takes no account of consequences, Wliat the

statesman has to do is, to be good-tempered and com-

placent in the main, just and discreet in his choice of

excepted cases. His personal attacks should hardly ever

be made but by way of reprisals; they should be

grounded in policy, and they should be indebted for

spirit and effect to the anger of the imagination rather

than to that of the heart The “ torva voluptas of an

indignation conjured up in the fancy will answer evaiy

useful purpose of invective, be more governable than the

impulses of an irascible temper, and less likely to abuse

an occasional and fitting indulgence into an emancipation

from general control.

But if due resentment is not to be dispensed with

up to a certain point, he should learn from the Irkh

demagogue and beware of entertainmg it after its pmcdcai

uses are at an end; In many cases, indeed, rkeory

turned to the best account by one who values it idjMiy as

pkcing him in a position to make, or readily receive^ over-

tures of peace and recondlktion. necessario,” says

Machiavel, 0 non offandere mai alcuno, o fare V offese

ad un tratto, e cUlpoi msicurare gli huomini, e dare lorp

cagioni di quietaxc e femare V animo/* ^ In the thera-

peutics of statesmanship dae enmity of an assailant sh^|#

be looked upon as a peociu^ humour, whiA is to

ftrst by a blktnr and then hy a salve.

Perhaps' infe^lesabJO'
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that which assumes the garb of forgiveness. “AVliere

I am clear,” says one of Beaumont Fletcher’s dramatis
persona—

“ 'Where I am clear,

I wiE not take forgiveness of the Gods,
Much less ofyou.”

With regard to hostility evinced towards a statesman
behind his back and which comes privately to his kno'W-
ledg^ his best course will be to leave it imnoticed and.
not to allow his knowledge of it to transpire. To punish
men for such acts of enmity as these, will hardly save
you from Olliers of the like kind, because the acts are
d^ in refianoe upon the mischief not bteaking out.
^ .^uf knowledge of the offence done to you,
you: make an ratablished mutual ho8ti% out of that
tvhich may probably have been nothing more than a
i^dom stroke of volatile ill-wilL I derive this observa-
tion from Lord Bacon, who adds, “Si comparari posset
qieculum aliquod magicum in quo odia, et quaecunque

ullibi commoventur, intueri possemus, melius
i projiceretur.” But there is a case

i,f<fr it may happen that it would be
other grounds, to be able to deal

with the as an enemy
; and then we may

proclaim his pd^^^nce as a justification.

Hardly any case can happed in whidi it; will be-
^Ifisable for a person placed in a high, station to quanr^

account of his digmtv; and leastof all sh««id he
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quanel on this score with an inferior* A dignity which

has to be contended for is not worth a quarrel ; for it is

of the essence of real dignity to be self-sustained, and no

man’s dignity can be asserted without being impaired

Nor is it always wise to risk a quarrel in support of a

man’s due and lawful authority, A story of the Duke of

Wellington was told me, on the authority of Lord Fitzroy

Somerset, which points to die policy of silence on the

part of a person in authority, when reproof might result

in an inconvenient disturbance of his relations with his

inferiors* It was (if I recollect right) on the retreat from

Burgos that the Duke gave orders over-night for one

portion of his army to pass a river by a bridge and

another by a ford some miles further up* At daybreak

he rode off to the ford to *superintend the operation of

crossing. But no troops were there and none came.

He was much disturbed, and thought he had lost his

army. What had happened was that the generals of

divimon had met, and finding that rain had fallen in the

night, had taken it upon themselves to countermand the

Duke’s orders and send the whole army across by

the bridge, thereby placing the rear in a predicament

of much peril The Duke met Lord Fitzroy soon after,

and told him what had been done. Lord Fitrroy, greatly

surprised at the conduct of the generals of divirion,

asked, ‘‘Well, sir, and what did you say?” The Duke

made answer, “ Oh, by God, it was too serious : I said

nothing*”
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There is a converse case—that of the man not in

authority but under authority, in which the policy of

silence is to be commended, and it is significantly set

forth in a fable quoted by Selden ; ‘^Wise men say

nothing in dangerous time. The lion, you know, called

the sheep to ask him if his breatli smelt; she said, Aye

;

he bit off her head for a fool : He called the wolf and

asked him ; he said, No ; he tore him in pieces for a

flatterer : At last he called the fox and asked him ; truly

he had got a cold and could not smell.^^

CHAFTER XVl.

ON- THE ETHICS OF POLITICS.

The rules of political morality seem to be less ascertained

ahd agreed upon in general opinion than any other branch
'

* jyrhich applies itself directly to the life of

te fjis is owing perhaps to their being in th^k

, . ; for though thefir^t principles df

are plain and definite, thb
deiivafe%' and their application in prac^ee^
are not

'

'

• '

.

•

Some moraK^ vfetild have the principles of

^ eteied whole into politics, in a1l 'the&

^^ctness. Somej on the other ftkhd; ri
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been worshippers in the Temple at Acro-Corinth, which

was dedicated to Necessity and Violence.

The result of this division of opinion is, that public

men who adopt the more rigid creed, finding the carrying

of it into practice to be equivalent to a repudiation of

public life, are set at variance with theipaelvas—their

conduct jarring with their principles—and get their

consciences tax)ken down in api unavailing struggle.;

whilst they who deny the applicability to political life

of tihe principles of private morality, are often unable to

find footing upon any principle whatever.

The violation in political transactions of any precept

of private morals, is denounced by popular moralists as

“a doing of evil that good may come of it” It is far

indeed from my thoughts to dissent irom tire maxim tliat

evil is not to be done in order that good may come of it

But for the purpose ofascertaining the bearing ofthe maxim

upon civil afi’airs, it is necessary to examine what may be

exact meaning intended by it I am not, I trust,

utfected with the juvenile philosophy which would reject

popular maxims of this kind without examining whether

.their enor be uot the want of scholastic accuracy in the

terms more than the want of reason for their basis. And
the maxim in question stands upon still higher grounds.;

for it appears tso have been popular even before the

Christian era, and the swjction of St Paul was pven
incidentally to the substance of it I inquire, therefore,

what that substance is? To the a logician would
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probably at first sight take this exception : that whereas

nothing can be good or evil but as good or evil may

come of it (tlie consequence of every act determining its

quality), so you cannot do evil that good may come of it,

unless by a mistake of what will be the consequence of

what you do. But it is evident that something more

is implied by the maxim, than a mere warning against

mistaking evil for good. The exception, therefore, would

be just against the terms; but when tire sense is duly

expressed it is found to contain a well-known principle

of ethics. The acts which we do are truly good or evil,

not only according to the immediate and obvious conse-

quences, but also according to those which are remote

and involved. Morality can only be maintained by the

submission of individual judgments to general rules. The

evil consequences imwlved in a departure from any such

rule in any case, will always overbalance the ostensible

good consequences ; so that on the whole it is truly an

act of evil consequence, or a doing of evil. The maxim

means then, Do not for the sake of certain good conse-

quences, though they be perhaps the only ones directly

perceivable, an act which, as being a departure from a

general rule of morality, must be evil upon the balance

Of consequences.’^

Let us take this principle thus understood, and see

whether it be equally applicable to private and to political

life.

The law of truth stands first in the code of private
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morality. Suppose this law adopted absolutely by states-

men acting in this country and in this age as members of

a government. Not one in ten of the measures taken

by the cabinet can win the sincere assent of every member

of that cabinet The opinions of fifteen or twenty in-

dividuals can never be uniformly concurrent The law

of truth would require the dissentient members not to

express assent Under this law, when the Speaker of the

House of Commons bids those who are of this opinion to

say ‘'Aye” and those who are of the contrary opinion

to say “No,” the dissentient members of the cabinet must

say “No” accordingly. But if every such diversity of

opinion is to be publicly declared,, it is manifestly not

ill the nature of things, as society is at present consti-

tuted, that a plural government should exist. To this the

moralist answers,—Ask not whether it can exist or no,

but maintain truth and the immutable principles of right

and wrong, and trusting to therh dare all consequences.

I reply, If they be immutable principles of right and

wrong, trust to them of course ; but that is itself the

question at issue,

I recur, therefore, to the primary test of right and

wrong, namely, the balance of all the consequences, near

and distant, obvious and involved
;
and I estimate the

consequences of relaxing the law of truth in private life

to show a vast balance of evil \ and the consequence of

relaxing that law in public life to show a serious Srray

of evil certainly, but I hesitate to say a balance, because
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I feel myself unable to calculate the magnitude of the

moral evils and the extent of the destruction of moral

principles which would ensue either by a dissolution of

the general frame of society or by the secesssion of

scrupulous men from the government and the consequent

delivery of it into the hands of the unscrupulous. If

indeed the cause of truth at large were to be sacrificed

by taking a distinction between the obligations of truth

in private and in political affairs, then I should have no

hesitation whatever ; because the cause of trutli at large

and of civil society are one and indivisible : but it ap-

pears to me, on the contrary, that die cause of truth at

large is sacrificed, not by taking the distinction, but by

confounding the distinction. For when a member of

a government, advocating a particular measure which he

does not sincerely approve, is believed by himself, or by

others, to be committing the same violation of the prin-

ciple of truth as if he were telling a falsehood in private

life, then indeed he himself incurs the guilt of such

a falsehood and the corruption of conscience attending

it, and the cause of truth suffers by his example and his

impunity. But if, on die other hand, he advocates what

he does not approve with a clear conscience, and stands,

quA statesman, in his own apprehension and in that of

others, under a well-understood absolution from speaking

the truth in particular cases, then there is in reality no

more, violation of the principle of truth at large than

there is of his own conscience. For falsehood ceases to
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be falsehood when it is understood on all Irands that the

truth is not expected to be spoken. The criminal at

the bar who pleads “ Not guilty” to his indictment, is not

charged with lying though his plea be ever so untrue.

Forensic advocacy is conducted upon a similar under-

standing ; and it may demand a doubt whether they who

extend the jurisdiction of a principle to cases which must

in the nature of things refuse its jurisdiction, do not in

reality act in derogation and not in support of its au-

thority ; seeing that the, authority of all law (whether of

the moral or civil code) is weakened, when that is pro-

mulgated as law which must of necessity be generally

disobeyed.

In fact if assent declared to particular measures which

he does not approve, be a falsehood on the part of a

member of a government introducing those measures,

then no government has ever been formed, any one

memberof which has been other than a liar. It is certain,

then, that great discredit is done to the cause of tpith,

either, on the one hand, by the uniform or general in-

vasion of it by men all of whom have an eminent position

in life and some a high moral reputation; or, on the

other hand, by calling that a principle of truth which they

uniformly or generally invade.

The real difHcilty lies (as I conceive) in disoiK^

nating the cases of exemption; in the dehariMMii: of

those bounds within which a statesman’s

should be condned. To treat of these ie$hire
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a volume. A statesman is engaged, certainly, in a field

of action which is one of great danger to truthfulness and

sincerity. His conscience walks, too like the ghost of

a conscience, in darkness or twilight. But his moral

nature will not be the better if he be taught to think that

the form of falsehood is the same with the spirit, and that

when he shall have done what, being a statesman in office

he cannot but do, he has no longer any moral trutliful-

ness to sustain or to lose.

Again, the moral principle of private life which forbids

one man to despoil another of his property, is outraged

in the last degree when one man holds another in slavery.

Carry it therefore in all its absoluteness into political life,

and you require a statesman to do' what he can, under

any circumstances whatever, to procure immediate free-

dom for any parties who may be holden in slavery in the

dominion of the State which he serves. Yet take the

case of negro slaves in the British dominions in the con-

dition of barbarism in which they were thirty years ago,

and we find the purest of men and strictest of moralists

falling short of the conclusion. In private life the mag-
nitude of the good which results from maintaining the

principle inviolate far overbalances any specific evil

which may possibly attend an adherence to it in a par-

ticular case. But in political affairs it may happen that

the specific evil is the greater of the two, even in looking
to the longest train of consequences that can be said
to be within the horizon of human foresight. For to 3e|
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a generation of savages free in a civilised communitjr

would be 11161017 to maintain one moral principle inviolate

at the expense of divers other moral principles.

Upon the whole, therefore, I come to the conclusion

that the cause of public morality will be best served by

moralists permitting to statesmen, what statesmen must

necessarily take and exercise^—a free judgment namely,

though a most responsible one, in the weighing of specific

against general evil, and in the perception of perfect or

imperfect analogies between public and private transac-

tions, in respect of the moral rules by which they are to

be governed. The standard of morality to be held forth

by moralists to statesmen is sufficiently elevated when it

is raised to the level of practicable virtue : such standards

to be influential must be above common opinion certainly,

but not remotely above it; for if above it, yet near, they

draw up common opinion
;
but if they be far oif in their

altitude they have no attractive influence.

By some readers it may perhaps be questioned

whether, in a work the scheme of which admits no am-

plitude of discussion, I ought to have treated at all, since

I must of necessity treat shortly, so high and grave

a subject as that of political morality. I have done so,

supported by the assurance that there is amongst the

writers and thinkers of this country such an effectiye

oppugnancy to all false doctrine on moral themes, lihert

even should I have fallen into error, the putting forth of

such enor will tend to bring truth into a more vital
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activity. Yet this assurance notwithstanding, I may

almost say that I have written what I have written with

a trembling hand

CHAPTER XVII.

ON CONSISTENCY IN A STATESMAN.

The credit which is commonly attached to consistency

in, a statesman^ belongs to it, not so much for being a

merit in itself (which it may or may not be) as for being

a presumptive evidence of another merit—^the merit of

political probity. Considering the temptations under

which politicians are placed of changing their opinions,

or rather their professions of opinion, from motives of

self-interest, the world will not give them credit for

motives of honest conviction, unless when the change

shall be to their manifest loss and disadvantage. And

if the judgments of the world were to go otherwise, no

doubt these temptations would be yielded to much more

frec|uently than they are. Therefore when a statesman

sees fit to change an opinion which he has publicly

professed, whether the change be right or wrong, it is

required for the general guarding and sustaining of

jiolitical honesty, that he should suffer for it, either in
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political character, or (what would generally be the more

eligible alternative for him in the long run) in immediate

and apparent personal interests.

In this country and in these times, the questions of

political consistency which arise are exceedingly com-

plicated and perplexing, and the snares with which a

statesman's integrity is beset are many in proportion,

and very inveigling. Tor papular assent having become

an essential condition of the practicability of measures,

an assumption of that assent being attainable to any

measure becomes part and lot of the opinion about it
;

inasmuch as the opinion, if it had not reference to

practicability, would be a mere Utopian speculation. If

popular assent, then, be unexpectedly refused, it would

seem no impeachment of a statesman’s integrity or even

consistency, that he should change his course
; since it

is not the previous opinion that is changed, but one of

the essential elements of tlie case upon which the

previous opinion had been formed. But it will be asked,

perhaps, whether a statesman should suffer himself to be

so far the agent of public opinion as whilst in office he

must be, when the assents and dissents of public opinion

do not square with his judgment The answer is, I ap-’

prebend, that those assents and dissents are a part of

the subject-matter with which his judgment is to deiil,

and that supposing them to be unalterable by smy

which he might pursue, all that he has to to is to

conform his judgment to the case mclusive of tibem, and
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to make the nearest approximation which they will

permit to the course which apart from them he would

think it expedient to pursue. He should steer by the

compass, but he must lie with the wind.

If, however, he can throw upon the opinions he

disapproves any effective discredit or discountenance

by quitting office, it may become his duty to do so.

And the like duty may devolve upon him if, owing to

the misjudgments of m^kind, his political reputation

and the public interests involved in it are likely to be

sacrificed by his continuing in office.

Men brought early into public life will sometimes

propound opinions in a way to furnish the magazines of

their enemies with heavy charges of inconsistency in

future. A young man will sometimes adopt opinions for

the purpose of making speeches and pla5dng a part ; and

when he plays his part only with the intellectual ardour

of a disputant, though he commits himself a good deal,

he may perhaps find an escape from the difficulties of

a change of opinion at a future time
; but when he goes

further and declaims with a moral earnestness and
solemnity as one who ia in it head and heart, then he
cannot change his side of the question, unmoved by any
change in the aspect of the question itself, without

incurring the reproach of corrupt motives or of a volatile

understandmg. In a considerable proportion of tergi-

versations, if not in the majority of them, the insincerity,

if the truth were known, would be found to have been
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as much in the previous opinion as in that which sup-

plants it It is a rare thing perhaps at any age, certainly

in youth and with a cultivated and argumentative mind,

to have strong and conclusive opinions, though it is a

common thing to express opinions strongly
;
and young

and oratorical men will often enounce as intimate con-

victions, and with great zeal and fervour, opinions which

are in reality as lightly holden hy them as they have

been prematurely formed. In after life this insincerity

is visited upon themj for they are accused of a less

venial insincerity when the light opinion is seriously and

conscientiously changed.

Some statesmen will express themselves strongly,

upon loose consideration, against a course of conduct

which they do not think it for their interest to adopt at

the moment ;
but afterwards perhaps they find it eligible,

whereupon, looking at the matter more closely, they find

it justifiable ;
and then in adopting it they stand self-

condemned without reason. Thus a man will sometimes

say, when he does not much expect office to be offered

to him, that ,he should think himself the greatest vaga-

bond in the universe if he were to accept it, saying so

wthout any adequate grounds for the opinion. And

when the offer comes, he accepts it perhaps without any

real impropriety, but with discredit redounding to him

from his previous imprudences of speech. There are

cases enough of this kind occurring from toe to time,

to suggest to a disaeet statesman the precept of not
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indulging’ in hypothetical denunciations of particular

Knes of conduct, unless when there is some practical

purpose to be answered by it

CHAPTER XVIIL

ON SECRECY.

Whom a statesman trusts at all he should trust largely,

not to say unboundedly ; and he should avow his trust to

the world. In nine cases out of ten of betrayed con-

in affairs of State, vanity is the traitor. When a

man comes into possession of some chance secrets now*

and then—^ome one or two—^he is tempted to paxaxie

them to this friend or that But when he is known to

be trusted with all manner of secrets, his vanity is in-

terested, not to show theih, but to show that he can keep

them. And his fidelity of heart is also better secured,

.A secret may be sometimes best kept by^ keeping the

secret of its being a secret. It is not many years since

a State secret of the greatest importance was printed

without being divulged, merely by ‘sending it to the press

like any oth^ matter, and trusting to the mechanical

habits of the persons employed. They printed it piece-

meal in ignorance of what it was about.

The only secrecy which is worthy of trust in matters

of State—and indeed the same may be said of seaecy in
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private friendship—is that which not merely observes an

tnjoined silence, but which maintains a considerate and

judicious reticence in matters in which silence is per-

ceived to be expedient, though it have «^/been enjoined.

Faithfulness to public interests and to official and -to

friendly confidence, demands a careful exercise of the

judgment as to what shall be spoken and what not, on

many occasions when there is no question of obedience

to express injunctions of secrecy. And indeed, in deal-

ing with a confidential officer or friend, a statesman

would do well to avoid any frequency of injunction on

this head on particular occasions, because it tends to

impair, on the part of such officer or friend, that general

watchfulness which is produced in a man who feels that

he is thrown upon his own judgment and caution.

Secrecy will hardly be perfectly preserved unless by

one who makes it a rule to avoid the whole of a subject

of which he has to retain a part To flesh your fri^nd^s

curiosity mi then endeavour to leave him with a Me
is exposing your faculty of reticence to an un-

necessary trial

The most difficult of all subjects to be kept seaet are

such as will famish fair occasion for a jest; and a states-

man should regulate his confidence accordingly
; being

especially sparing of it in regard to such matters^ mi
where he must needs impart them, taking care i^ot to imp

their wings by any jest of his own imparted along with

them
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Shy and unready men are great betrayers of secrets

;

for there are few wants more urgent for the moment than

the want of something to say. Such men may stand in

need of the assurance given in Ecclesiasticus,—“ If thou

hast heard a word, let it die with thee : and be bold, it

will not burst thee.”

CHAPTER XIX.

ON AMBITION.

Where there are large powers with little ambition (which

wjll happen sometimes though seldom) nature may be

said to have fallen short of her purposes
;
for she has

given the machinery without the vis motrix. Hardly

anything will bring a man’s mind into full activity if

ambition be wanting
;
but where it is least forthcoming

as a substantive and waking passion, there are various

indirect adjuncts of other passions whereby it may be

quickened. Love may be a provocative, if advancement

in life be a facility to the courtship. Philanthropy leads

to it
\
for who can do good to mankind without power ?

Timidity is driven to it
j

for, as Mucianus said, Con-

f^endum est ad imperium.” t Friendship suggests it \

for a man gratifies his friends when he advances himself

xix. la Tacitus, Hist, ii. 76.
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And generally all objects which a man has at heart, how-

ever much apart from self-interest, are ia some degree

connected with the pushing of his fortunes.

Whatsoever things are supplements of ambition in

case of defect, are aggravations in case of excess
3

which is the more commpn case. Excess of ambition

arises, sometimes from a lively imagination confounding

the future with the present, or a weakness of mind

sacrificing the future to the present •, and less frequently

from deliberate miscalculation as to the sources of per-

manent happiness. Few men deliberately conclude with

themselves that happmess in life is to be best promoted

by accomplishing the objects of ambition; and their

better judgment notwithstanding, most men will make

their election of those objects. Do they not then desire

to be happy? An answer which should negative this

desire would seem to be almost a contradiction in terms;

and the true answer is, that in such cases the thing

desired and elected ar for the immediate happiness of the

party, and is contrary only to his happiness in the long

run. A young man of a weak body and a nervous tem-

perament shall be eager to obtain a seat in the House of

Commons, although he be deliberately convinced in his

judgment that Parliamentary labours and a life of politi-

cal vicissitude will destroy his health and with it his

happiness. Por the seat in Parliament is an advance-

ment in life, and that is always pleasant when it takes

p
jat-p, although the enjoyment soon passes off, and
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nothing but a constant succession of advancements could

keep it up. It is thus that for the pleasure of the

transition (which is a real pleasure so long as it lasts)

we sacrifice the state.

The world will commonly end by making men that

which it thinks them. If a man could be satisfied that

the world was convinced that he was indifferent to the

objects of ambition, then he might more easily be actually

indifferent to them
3
but as the world must always be

understood to assume that a man is aiming at such

obieets, the nomattainment of them seems to place him

This is more distinctly the case

in^d^ a first step towards the acquisi-

tion the cnewsfsan^e with every succeeding

step a man more and more convicts himsejf of

aims in the eyes of the world, thereby staking more of

manifest discomfiture upon the issues, may have some

share in explaining the growing nature of the passion.

CHAPTER XX.

CONCERNING RANK AS A QUALIFICATION FOR HIGH

OFFICE.

It may be thought that the function would carry the rank.

Jf this were so, still social and extrinsic rank would be

desirable, as coming in aid of oSddial But it is not so
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always. For it often happens that some functions of

statesmanship are performed by one who has neither

social nor much of official rank. The evil of tliis is that

parties who transact business with him do not feel the

value of his time, and a considerable part of the public

property invested in his labour is lost

Such a person, through the want of better titles, will

commonly obtain that of a Jack in office and his

insolence and presumption will be contrasted with the

natural courtesy of a man of high rank and station. The

truth is, however, that the one, being scrupulously

approached and charily occupied, can afford to be

courteous ;
whereas, if the other were to be equally so, it

must be at the cost, not only of his personal convenience,

but of his duty and essential utility as a public servant

No suitors tread timorously in his approaches; none sit

upon thorns in his presence, pricked by the conscious-

ness that they are stealing the golden minutes. He is

understood to be active and influential in the transaction

of business, and every stranger, therefore, who has any-

thing to solicit,, knocks hardily at his door, not reflecting

that his influence and activity depend upon his shutting

himself up and applying himself uninterruptedly to his

business. His remedy is to be cold, dry, or harsh^—not

for his personal relief, but in order that he may be allowed

to do his duty to the public. His reward is to be dafted

a ** Jack in office \
” and the common remark is repeated,

How unassuming are the high-bom, the high-bred, the
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men of rank, the men of station—^how insolent are the

under-strappers !

”

Further, adventitious rank goes well with office, in

respect that it tends to smooth over an inherent disparity

the wrong way, when it occurs (as it must and will occa-

sionally) between those in command and those under

command. To see reason overruled,

—

** And strength by limping sway disabled,

And art made tongue-tied by authority— ”

will doubtless be disagreeable, let it be warranted as it

may
;
but it will be less odious when done by a prince or

a duke, than when it is the act of a man raised Trom a
lower rank in society to a high official station* Were it

possible that preferment should always go by merits

other elevation might be better dispensed with ; but
looking at life and human nature as they exist and to

the influence which established orders and degrees of
society obtain over the imaginations of men, it may be

that that influence is well applied when it helps to
less obnoxious an inevitable official subjection of

'th^;^^or intellect. That is no insignificant part of
the of government which calls in aid tho
imaginations; in order to subjugate the will andl

understanding
j

iand so long as man shall continue to bo
an imaginative beitigj it will be expedient that those who
are to enjoy pre-eminence or to exercise power, shouldl

Shakspeare’s Soxmets, 66.
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be invested with some ideal induence which may serve to

clothe the nakedness of authority. Nor is it to be sup-

posed that an injustice is done to intellect so often as it

is postponed to other attributes : on the contrary, that

justice which deals in equal dispensations would bid

the man of great intellectual gifts to be content with the

superiority he has from nature, and leave other supe-

riorities to those who are worse provided: and it is justice

to the public, and not to him, which demands his

preferment

Moreover, if intellect were not to divide with other

advantages the deference of mankind, it may be doubted

whether the domination of the strong in understanding

over the weak would not become oppressive ;
for we see

every day that talents are easily divorced from wisdom

and charity
;
and when this separation takes place, there

is no pride which is more ungracious, none more aggres-

sive, than the pride of intellect

CHAPTER XXL

ON DECISIVENESS.

Theo are divers kinds of decisiveness : there is that of

temperament, and that of reason; and there is that which

is compounded of both ; and this last is the best for a
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statesman. The tendency of the reasoning and contem-

plative faculty is to suggest more doubts than conclusions,

and to comprehend in its dealings with a subject more

considerations than the human mind is adequate to bring

to a clear issue. Temperament is wanted, therefore, to

abbreviate the operations of reason and close up the

distances; thereby enabling the mind, where many things

are doubtful, to seize decisively those which are least so,

and hold by them as conclusions. On the other hand,

the tendency of a temperament energetically decisive, is

to overleap some of the preliminary and collateral inves-

tigations which might, with proper patience, be available

to certainty of conclusion ; and the strength of a reason-

ing faculty trained to scrupulous habits is required to

balance this tendency.

Moreover, to make a perfect statesman it is neces^iiy

that these antagonist dispositions should be so far und^
command that they may be curbed or indulged in dif-

ferent degrees at different stages in the consideration of

a question. If the subject be large and complex, the

^te natural to a comprehensive mind at the first ap-

toit, is a state of some confusion and perplexity;

and is the best state to begin with : for he whose

mind is not seasonably inconclusive and cannot bear with

a reasonable terth of suspense, will either get wrong, or

get right more tardily by means of after-thought and cor-

rection. To hold the judgment free upon specific points

in a question until the mind have taken a general estimate
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of the proportions and relations of its several parts and

have become somewhat familiarised to the hypothetical

aspects of it, is the indecisiveness of reason and wisdom.

This is the couchant attitude of the mind, which best pre-

pares it to secure its prey
;
or (to transfer the metaphor)

it is the wheeling survey which precedes the stoop. But

when the time comes to stoop or to pounce, the energy

ought to be in proportion to the previous abstinence.

Thus the stages in the consideration and decision

of a question, as in adopting and pursuing a course, of

action, ought to be marked by more of patience and

circumspection at the beginning, more of energy towards

the end. Prima Argo committenda sunt
\

extrema

Briareo.” Some statesmen have been known to reverse

this maxim.

Indecisiveness will be ccBteris paribtis most pernicious

in affairs which require secrecy 1st Because the

greatest aid to secrecy is celerity
;
2nd. Because the un-

decided man, seeking after various counsel, necessarily

multiplies confidences.

The pretext for indecisiveness is commonly mature

deliberation : but in reality indecisive men occupy them-

selves less in deliberation than others
\
for to him who

fears to decide, deliberation (which has a foretaste of that

fear) soon becomes intolerably irksome, and the mini

escapes from the anxiety of it into alien themes^

that seems too open a dereliction of its tasl^;

itself to inventing reasons of postpqn^^hl} and the
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msca who hat confiimecl hrt!)ita of inilcriiivcneiii will

come in time to look upon poHH>t»neriicnt oa the finki

object in all entea; ntul wherever it HcruH t*i l>c pratii

cable, will l>cnd all hin fm uUic.h tt» m « nniplihh it With

the aame eagerness with whii h others seize opimitunitiea

of action, will these men seize upon pretexts for foregoing

them ;
not having hehire their eyes the censure pro*

nouneccl by the philosopher of Malmesbury, who tayi»

** After men have liccn in ilchlKraiion till the time of

action approach, if it l>e not then manifest what is In^st u*

be done, ’tia a sign the dlflcrence of motivoi the one

way and the other ia not great : therefore not to resolve

Ami Is to lots the occasion by weighing of Uiflesj which

CHAPTER XXIL

cowciitirnm MfoaM or the Exicrurtvic, awn riiw

ooKsrmmoH or an orricK or rsiAfuasiiMicNT

fon TEAKtACTlNO THE aUHtNESH OF A MINISTER.
%

In this country tn eitabitshment of this kind is commonly'

formed as follows i—ist There are one or more politicAl

and PBrliamcntary officers suliordinatc to the ouBistar.

* * Levltibon,' psit i. chap. li.
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1

who come and go with their principals or with the govern-

ment to which they belong, but have not seats in the

Cabinet. They go by the name of Under-Secretaries of

State in the three Secretaries of State's offices, Vice-

President of the Board of Trade, Secretaries and junior

Lords or junior Commissioners at the Board of Treasury,

the Board of Admiralty, and the Board of ControLf

2nd, There is an officer of similar rank, who is not in

Parliament and holds his office by a more permanent

tenure, without reference to changes of ministry. 3rd.

There is the minister’s private secretary, who of course

comes and gbes with his principal, whether the change

extends to the government or not. 4th. There are some

twenty clerks more or less, also permanent, divided into

three or four grades of subordination.

As any essential reform of the executive government

must consist in a reform of these establishments, I will

endeavour to explain what seems to be the theory of

them, what are their merits in practice, and what are the

means of amending them.

The system seems to assume that a minister who is

charged with a particular branch of business besides his

share in the general direction of affairs in the Cabinet, will

require for that branch of business one person or more

to assist him in transactions of a political and Parlia-

Now (in 1878) five.

+ Now (in 1878) supplanted by the Secretary of State for India

and his CouncU.

IV, y
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mentary character, and another to aid him with that

knowledge and experience connected with his particular

charge which can only be obtained by continuous service

in one department of the State; and^hat he will also

require a private secretary to write his complimentary

notes and take care of his confidential papers, and a score

of clerks to transact matters of routine and make copied

and entries of despatches.—^The theory is correct in as-

suming that these several things are necessary to be done

but it is exceedingly fallacious in its estimate of relative

quantities, and in its omissions.

A statesman who takes a part in consultations in the

Cabinet, or debates in a legislative assembly, or in both,

ought to be relieved from all business which is not ac-

cessory to the performance of his duties as Goumcillor aadl

legislator. For those duties, if amply and ei:wgetically

performed, must, by their nature if not by their magni-

tude, go far to incapacitate any but very extraordinary

individuals for performing others. The excitement of oral

discussion with able colleagues upon deeply interestingf

and often personal topics, and still more tlie excitementi

of public debate, can rarely be combined with patient;

application to dry documentary business within the wallm

of an office. If the one class of business be transactedi,

in the duties of research and preparation with fidelity,

and in those of execution with ardour, the other class will
be almost inevitably neglected It is true that no accxi«»

rate demarcation can be made between Parliamesntaacy
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and Cabinet business on the one hand, and office business

on the other ; and a good deal of acquaintance with the

latter will be necessary to give the general knowledge

required for the former. It is also true that, in order to

answer the claims of our Constitution, the statesman who

is dependent for his place upon a majority in the House

of Commons, must be responsible for everything ; and in

order to bear this responsibility he must be conversant

with aH the more important business transacted under his

authority. This conversancy I would be understood,

therefore, to include in the business accessory to the dis-

charge of a minister's duties in the Cabinet and in Parlia-

ment ; the exemption which I require for him being of

that actual execution of his office business which is notin-

dispensable to a competent degree of conversancy with it

The minister being thus relieved during the whole

year, and his Parliamentary assistant during the session

of Parliament, it remains to -inquire how the office busi-

ness (setting aside the mere routine and mechanical part)

is to done without their help. The theory says, by

one permanent and experienced officer.* Whether we

admit that the theoay speaks the truth, depends upon

the view which we take of what the duties are, and of the

manner in which thejr oughrt: to be executed

Descriptive and authenticated estimates of such dpti^

are manifestly impossible to be given : but let sion;^

siderations be deemed^worthy to be well weigb^.
.

e Now (in 1878) bymm
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The fax greater proportion of the duties which are

performed in the office of a minister are ,and must

performed under no effective responsibility. Where
politics and parties are not affected by the matter it%

question, and so long as there is no flagrant neglect or

glaring injustice to individuals which a party can take

hold of, the responsibility to Parliament is merel}^

nominal, or falls otherwise only through casualty, caprice#

and a misemployment of the time due from Parliament:

to legislative affairs. Thus the business of the office

may be reduced within a very manageable compass

without creating public scandal. By evading decision®

wherever they can be evaded
; by shifting them on otheir

departments or authorities where by any possibility they
can be shifted; by giving decisions upon superficial

examinations,—rcategorically, so as not to expose tho
superficiality in propounding the reasons ; by deferring^

questions till, as Lord Bacon says, ^‘they resolve of
themselves;” by undertaking nothing for the publics

good which the public voice does not call for
;
by con-

ciliating loud and energetic individuals at the expenses

of such public interests as are dumb or do not attraci:

attention; by sacrificing everywhere what is feeble and
obscure to what is influential and cognisable ;

—^by sucln
means and shifts as these the single functionary granted
by the theory may reduce his business within his power®*
and perhaps obtain for himself the most valuable of

reputations in this line of life, that of <^a safe man ;
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and if his business, even thus reduced, strains, as it well

niay, his powers and his industry to the utmost, then

(whatever may be said of the theory) the man may be

without reproach—^without other reproach at least than

that which belongs to men placing themselves in a way

to have their understandings abused and debased, their

sense of justice corrupted, their public spirit and appre-

ciation of public objects undermined.

Turning (I would almost say revolting) from this to

another view of what these duties are and of the manner

in which they ought to be performed, I would in the first

place earnestly insist upon this : that in all cases con-

cerning points of conduct and quarrels of subordinate

officers, in all cases of individual claims upon the public

and public claims upon individuals,—^in short in all cases

(and such commonly constitute the bulk of a minister’s

unpolitical business) wherein the minister is called upon

to deliver a quasi-judicial decision,—^he should on no

consideration permit himself to pronounce such decision

unaccompanied by a detailed statement of all the

material facts and reasons upon which his judgment

proceeds. I know well the inconvenience of this course;

I know that authority is most imposing without reason

alleged j I know that the reasons will rarely satisfy, and

will sometimes tend to irritate, the losing party^ whb

would be better content to think himself overborne iton

'Convicted; I am aware that the minister may some-

times by this course inevitably drawn into protracted
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argame&tatioR with pftrtl«fl whose whole time end under

staiklmg is devoted to getting advantages over him ; and

with aM appreciation of these difficulties I am still of

opinion that for the sake of justice they ought to be

encountered and dealt with. One who delivers awards

from which there is no appeal, fur which no one can call

him to account {and such, as has been said, is proctiadly

a minister’s exemption), if he do not subject himself to

this discipline, if he do not render himself amenable to

confutation, will inevitably contract carclcsa and pre-

cipitate habits of judgment ; uid the case which is not

to be openly expounded will seldom be searchingly

investigated. In various caaea alao which concern public

measures, as well as those which are (ptesriona ci Justice,

ample written and recorded discuadon is deeimble. Few
questions are well considered tUl thqr are laigdy

written about ;
and the minds and Judgments of great

functionaries transacting business Mtr fiarit/es labour

under a deficiency of bold checks from oppugnont minds.

Again, in the view of those duties to which 1 would

point, let this be included,—^that the de(urtinent of the

higlmt audtority in the State should always be ready to

take the lion’s share of responsibility and labour, where

the importsnoe of the affair invites it Where there is

hazard and difficulty, the incimatioo on the part of the

superior authority should be that of die stronger aatwe,
rather to assume than to devolve. For it it ia tUe
hurmony between official power and natural ittea^
die State is Justified.
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Further, it is one husuiess to do what must he done,

another to devise what ought to be done. It is in the

spirit of the British government, as hitherto existing, to

transact onty the former business
;
and the reform which

it requires is to enlarge that spirit so as to include the

latter. Of and from amongst those measures which, are

forced upon him, to choose that which will bring him the

most credit with the least trouble and risk, has hitherto

been the sole care of a statesman in office ; and as a

statesman’s official establishment has been heretofore

constituted, it is care enough for any man. Every day,

every hour, has its exigencies, its immediate demands
;

and he who has hardly time to eat his meals, cannot be

expected to occupy himself in devising good for man-

kind. I am,” says Mr. Lander’s statesman, “ a waiter

at a tavern where every hour is dinner-time, and pick

a bone upon a silver dish.” The current compulsory

business he gets through as he may ; some is undone,

some is ill done ; but at least to get it done is an object

which he proposes to himself. But as to the inventive

and suggestive portions of a statesman's functions, he

would think himself a Utopian dreamer if he undertook

them in any large measure otherwise than through a

re-constitution and reform of his establishment

And what then is the field for these inventiy!%,^#d

self-suggested operations; and if praCticabte^ ^^^^tliey

be less important than those whieh, arf the

obstreperous voices of to-c^y arid ;
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I am Ewai« that under popular institutions there «e

many measures of exceeding advantage to the peopte

which it would be in vain for a minister to project until

the people, or an influential portion of the people, should

become apprised of the advantage and ask for it ;
many

which can only be carried by overcoming resistance

;

much resistance only to be overcome with the suppiirt of

popular opinion and general solicitude for the object

And looking no further, it might seem that what is not

immediately called for by the public voice was not wiiliin

the sphere of practical dealing. But I am also aware

that, in the incalculable extent and multifarious nature of

the public interests which lie open to the operadons of a

statesman in this country, one whose fkcultiea shoidd be

adequate would And (in every month that he dioidd

devote to the search) measures of great value and mag*

nitude which time and thought only were wanting to

render practicable. He would find them—not certainly

by shutting himself up in his closet and inventing what

had not been thought of before—but by holding himself

on the alert, by listening with all his ears (and he should

have many ears abroad in the world) for the suggeaikma

of circumstance, by catching the first moment of public

complaint against real evil, encouraging it and turning

it to account, by devising how to throw valuable meeauren

that do not excite popular intereat into one boot with

those that do, by knowing (as a statesman who ia con
petent to opemtions on a large scale may kaow) hoiF to
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cany a measure by enlargement such as shall merge

specific objections that would be insurmountable in

general ones that can be met; in short by a thousand

means and projects lying in the region between absolute

spontaneous invention on the one hand and mere slavish

adoption on the other,—such means and projects as will

suggest themselves to one who meditates the good of

mankind “ sagacious of his quarry from afar,” but not

to a minister whose whole soul is and must be in the

“ notices of motions ” and the order-book of the House

of Commons, and who has no one behind to prompt him

to other enterprise,—no closet or office-statesman for him

to fall back upon as upon an inner mind.

This then is the great evil and want—that there is

not within the pale of our government any adequately

numerous body of efficient statesmen, some to be more

externally active and answer the demands of the day,,

others to be somewhat more retired and meditative in

order that they may take thought for the morrow. How
great the evil of this want is, it may require peculiar

opportunities of observation fully to understand and feel

;

but one who with competent knowledge should consider

well the number and magnitude of those measures which

are postponed for years or totally pretermitted, not for

want of practicability but for want of time and thought

;

one who should proceed ;with such knowledge to cqn^der

the great means and. appliances of wisdom which lie

scattered through this intellectual Gountny^^^squandered
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upon individual purposes, not for want of applicability

to national ones, but for want of being brought together

and directed; one who, surveying these things with a

heart capable of a people’s joys and sorrows, their happy

virtue or miserable guilt dn these things dependent,

should duly estimate the abundant means unemployed,

the exalted ends unaccomplished, could not choose,

I think, but say within himself that there must be some-

thing fatally amiss in the very idea of statesmanship on

which our system of administration is based; or that

there must be some mortal apathy at what should be the

very centre and seat of life in a country—that the golden

bow}, must be broken at ,the fountain and the wheel

broken at the cfeteim.

How this state of things is to be amended it may be

hard to teach, at least to minds which are flutterii^ in

the perpetual agitation of current politics, or to those

which have stiffened in established customs. But to a

free and balanced understanding I would freely say, that

whatever other things be necessary (and they are many)

it is in the first place indispensable to a reform of the

executive government of this country, that every minister

of State charged with a particular department of public

business should be provided with four or six permanent

under-secretaries instead of one, —that all of those four

In the office of the Secretary o!f State for the Colonies, in

which when this was written there was but one such officer, there

are now (in 1878) four.
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or six should be efficient closet-statesmen, and two of

them at the least be endowed, in addition to their prac-

tical abilities, with some gifts of philosophy and specu-

lation well cultivated, disciplined, and prepared for use.

Yet such is the prevalent insensibility to that which

constitutes the real treasure and resources of the country

—its serviceable and statesmanlike minds—and so far

are men in power from searching the country through for

such minds, or men in Parliament from promoting or

permitting the search, that I hardly know^ if that minister

has existed in the present generation, who, if such a mind

were casually presented to him, would not forego the use

of it rather than hazard a debate in the House of

Commons upon an additional item in his estimates.

Till the government of the country shall become a

nucleus at which the best wisdom in the country con-

tained shall be perpetually forming itself in deposit,, it

will be, except as regards the shuffling d" power from

himd to hand and class to class, little better than a

gosvemment of fetches, shifts, and hand-to-mouth ex-

pedients. Till a wise and constant instrumentality at

work upon administrative measures (distinguished as they

might be from measures of political parties) shall be

understood to be essential to the government of a*

country, that country can be considered to enjc^

more than the embryo of a government^^«^SSI^

towards producing, through changes in

and constitution and in the poHtioal
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it, something worthy to be called a government at some

future tithe. For governing a country is a very different

thing from upholding a government “Alia res sceptrum,

alia plectrum.”

CHAPTER XXIII.

FURTHER RESPECTING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
MINISTER—PRIVATE SECRETARIES—CLERKS.

It seems to be almost universally allowed that in the

choice of his private secretary a statesman may be guided

mainly by considerations of personal intimacy, family

connection, and the predilections of his wife and

daughters. Yet is this an indulgence which a statesman

who should thoughtfully consider his own interest would

pause ere he permitted himself to accept
;
an indulgence

\tiiich a statesman who should consider the interests of

his " country and appreciate in his heart the high duties

to which he was called, would reject at once as violating

the spirit of his vocation. That spirit which, binding up

his country’s welfare with his own, might inspire in the

most selfish of human beings a generous impulse, in the

most generous a pardonable if not commendable feeling

of self-interest,—that spirit, I say, imperiously requires
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that he should surround himself on all sides with able

and judicious men, whereby at every turn he may find

himself met by prudent counsel and efficient aid. A
word of warning in his ear at the moment of decision, a

stroke of work done for him in a season of pressure, may

affect the public service the weal of individuals, the cause

of justice, his own character and credit, in a way which

could not but come home to his conscience if he should

sufficiently enlarge his understanding to perceive the

consequences of his acts, to trace them truly, and to

paint them in their just colours upon the moral sense.

A minister’s private secretary has 'the care and

management, under his principal’s direction, of all affairs

relating to the disposal of offices and employments. It

has been said already that a statesman’s most pregnant

function lies here. Discretion, knowledge of mankind,

public spirit, a spirit of justice, ears shut against private

solicitation, ought to be regarded as essential qualifica-

tions, but not as die sole requisites for the, office of private

secretary ;
for along with these there should be as much

of general ability as can be commanded. And it should

never be forgotten that one of the most important benefits

which a statesman can render to his country is to make

one service the cradle of another, and to place in such

situations as these, and generally in all offices belonging

to the establishment where his own business is tr^acted

under his own eye, young men of promise,;W%)vmay be

bred up in them to the business of statesmanship, or
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thereby feed tke State with a succession of experienced

aae^iisoinpetent to its highest employments.

Bearing this in mind, let us proceed to examine his

establishment of clerks. The points to be treated of in

respect to them are—ist Their functions ; and Their

selection and nomination; 3rd. Their remuneration;

4th. Their promotion.

I. As to their functions, they are of two kinds, intel*^

lectual and mechanical
; and it were reasonable, there-

fore, that they should be divided into two classes—those
who are fit for the one sort of eTnplo5nnent, and tho^
who are competent to the o&a: only. I have heard it

sand indeed not mrfrequently, that a young should
be employed in copying for some tme at

that he may learn his teiness
; but if that

be intellectual I cannot think that this is

to teach it If a man should apply himself diligentty to
mechanical labour, that will never lead him into the path
of intellectual exertion. If he revolt from mechanical
labour (as may be expected of a highly educated man of
g6bd abilities) and yet find that that is the only task
nstigned to Mm, he will lapse into idleness. I conceive,
therefore,' that the man who is ever to be employed in
the transaction df a statesman’s business, should be chosen
for his aptitude to that employment, and should be put
to it at once, in a sOmewhat inferior grade at first, but so
as to exempt him from any considerable amount of purely
mechanical labour.
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With respect to the manner in which this labour

should be procured to be done, there may be a small

separate class of salaried clerks for the despatch of such

part of it as requires secrecy, whose views and prospects

should be confined to their own sphere. But it will be

found that the great bulk of the copying business of the

oflfice will be always executed most efficiently and cheaply

by the piece or job,—paying persons in the rank of life

of law-stationers and their hired writers at the. rate <of so -

mudi per folio, instead of employing salaried clerks ;

—

the hired writers to be, however, for better assurance of

respectability and good conduct, permanently attached

to the establishment* In the despatch of business, so

far as copying is concerned, there is as much difference

between this system and the other, as between a sick

stomach and a hungry one. Upon the system of salaries,

every person who is employed as a copyist is desirous

to do as little as he can ;
upon the other there is a daily

appeJtite and eagerness for work i upon the one system,

when copying is wanted, it is not easy, whatever be the

emergency, to get any persons set to work upon it but

those to whose share of business it properly belongs

;

upon the other there is a strong body of competitors for

employment susceptible of an iminediate and unreluc-

tant direction upon any work which may be

required. The machine is self-acting in a great

and those whose minds ou^t to be free .axf s^fred tte

* A reform of this kind has

if not all, the offices of the Seci etaries of StAte.
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cares and vexations of perpetually guarding against delays

of copyists, parrying their excuses, and exercising a sort

of control which can hardly be exercised with success by

persons of a certain class in life over each other. I speak

from experience in both kinds, when I say that copying

work will be done by the piece for a third of the money

which it costs when committed to salaried clerks and with

five times the speed
j and I would observe, also, that the

want of smoothness and celerity in this part of the opera-

tions of a statesman’s official establishment constitutes a

most important defect,—a defect much more important

than it might at first appear. Measures upon which the

ildiyiduals or the^material interests of communities

som^timies be

obsfructed, neglected, and' delayed^ oirtng tG^^

and men in authority are often (to the

personal dispositions) so averse to giving trouble to those

about them or to the appearance of throwing away trouble

which has been given, that measures and alterations of

measures, in cases in which the sort of trouble in question

ought to weigh no more than as the dust of the balance,

sometimes turn upon the want of easy action in this part

of the ^tem of ah office.

The copyii^ part of the business being thus disposed

0^ it would remain to estimate what number oi minds (in

addition to those of the minister and his under-secretaries)

would be equal to the transaction of affairs in the office

;

•and of so many men, or perhaps rather more than so
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many, its establishment of clerks should consist. I say

rather more, because some allowance must be made upon

any system of selection that could be devised, for failures

and bad appointments.

II. And this brings me to the second head, concern-

ing the selectiojp and nomination of the clerks. With

regard to the class for confidential copying who are never

to rise above that employment, the qualifications to be

required are obvious
;
they must write a good hand and

be discreet and trustworthy. With regard to the other

class, one reason for putting at once to intellectual employ-

ment men who are ever to be so employed, is that if they

are only to rise to that employment after a lapse of years,

they will never be chosen with much reference to their

fitness for it. A man never will be chosen in any given

year on account of qualifications which are to lie dormant

for ten or five or even for two years succeeding. Every-

thing in this world is done with reference to immediate

effect^ or at least without reference to any very distant ones.

Of the various modes by which fit clerks of the in-

tellectual class may be found and chosen and the appoint-

ments guarded, there are two whiclx can be reduced to

rule and system: ist,. Examination; 2nd, Probation.

At the Treasury within the last two years a system of

examination has been adopted. Upon the pccji^^^®

of a vacancy amongst the clerkships, three

candidates are admitted to examinatioa (

*>., two years preceding 1836,

IV. Z
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•each is shut up separately with a bundle of papers to act

upon; the performances are compared each with each,

the best performer is selected.* At the Colonial

Office for several years past no clerk has been appointed

without passing through a twelvemonth^s probation, at

the end of which the probationer is pronounced to be

either fit or unfit for admission on the establishment.

Each of these rules is good, but the advantages of both

should be conjoined, and even when conjoined should

not be relied upon to the neglect of other means of

success. Probation should not be relied upon to the

•omission of examination, nor examination to the omission

;of the most sedulous caie in the choice of the candidates

who diall be admitted to compete and be ei^ipi^d.

To require that the can^datei sfeafl be three.

simultaneously for one vacancy is a

justice to individuals being unhappily a much stronger

motive with most men than justice to the State, a greater

•security is taken against undue indulgence on the part of

the examining authority when the result of indulging

is an injury done to other individuals,

rfie result would be only an injury done to

^ iii# omice. It would be well, that not only the

Now fin a system of open competition in ex^inations
has been in op^b£tiS®a for many years, and a question has recently

arisen whether a syste^u of competition amongst nominee ought not
io be preferred in some departments of the State. The system which
I advocate is one of competition between patrons as well as between
thdr nominees. See Appendix.
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competitors on the examination should be three for one

probationary appointment, but that the probationers

should also be three competing for one established and

confirmed appointment. In the case of the probationers

in truth, the need is still greater than in that of the

original candidates to have the public claims backed

up against private interests by other and conflicting

private interests. Good nature and kindness towards

those with whom they come in personal contact, at the

expense of public interests, that is of those whom they

never see, is the besetting sin of public men
;
and when

once a man shall have been admitted within the doors

of an office, upon however probationary a footing, and

associated with those who are to judge him, men, even

if they are desirous to be impartial, will be diffident of

their own judgment in condemning him, and feel less

difficulty about recommending him; though the interests

they would injure in the former case may be ever so

disproportionate to those which they endanger in the

latter.

After all is done that rule and system can do to

secure the best selection, the less systematic means may

not be the least important; and these must depend upon

the care, judgment, zeal of the patron, in availing

himself of all the casual knowledge which pircmnstpiees

may throw in his way, and of all that which dihgence

well directed can obtain. Queen Elizahefe ^uked all

heads of colleges at Oxford and to make an
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ftimual report to her of youthi under their wiiwivumr,

•ho Aould appear to lx: fitted for the »crvwc uf tin-

State ; and it was well said, by one of that csiraortltnar)

constellation of dramatists of ln-r day licfotc whom almost

any statesmen but hers would hide their diminiahctl

heads

—

** The worlit not conlrucleil in a min
With more |nt)|Kirtiim iuhI

Ttmn in her court her kingtlom.**

'I'ho muters of the great schoola, aa well as the heads

of ooUegea, might be valuaUe aourcea of information ,

Mi4 ia mt daya diere are many other aotmm C)u>

|a|iii£aal MManaMm fimilshM oo* armi t****— Debatinu
' flild wImM" ti |Nnilid» Tbc

MOlt pfhnijiAy illnfrli liiidy

for obtdning a knowledge ot any laAvUhNl iMt «f legB

classes and associations of educated men, if he be at

all distinguished for ability.—And so much concemini;

iUecldon.

,

XII, The rmmeratim of public servants empInyMl

vlklMkieN of a statesman may tw of three kinds;-'

tilk iefo Wf, by the wages of ar^t and conse<iueoce

;

by of hope and expectation ; and by money

•agea. X eiftiipealE of the last first

It ii often Wld foat in order to get efikimt lervice

good pay must be olfored. But this k not true as applied

to first appointments of young men. On the cMUtaiy#

* Buiiy d'Ambolft,* by Ch»|Wiaii>
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it will often happen that the largeness of the temptation,

by bringing into activity the most powerful interests

through which abuses of patronage are engendered, will

lead to the appointment of a worse man than would have

been obtained by a smaller offer. On the other hand,

though men of promise are to be had cheap, whilst they

are young and their value is little known to themselves

or others, they cannot, when this is no longer their con-

dition, be hep for a small consideration, or at least kept

contented. But a reasonable degree of contentment is

of essential importance where the understanding is the

workman. There is no position so strong as that of a

man who stands upon his head
;
and if he be not induced

to the activity of just thinking and clear reasoning, he

will hardly be coerced to it. Upon the whole, therefore,

I would say that what is most conducive to good appoint-

ments in the first instance, and tlienceforward to deriving

benefit from them, is to offer a small remuneration to the

beginner, with successive expectancies proportioned to

the merits which he shall manifest, and of such increasing

amount as shall be calculated to keep easy, through the

progressive wants of single and married life, the mind

of a* prudent man. Upon such a system, if unfit men

belonging to influential families shall make good W
entrance into the service, they will be more

.
^

'

* Abuses of patronage being now (in 1878) prjvgiW by the

system of competition in examination; good better

men.
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rid of; since, finding that they have got hut little in

hand and have but little more to look to, they will hardly

be desirous to continue in a career in which they must

expect to see their competitors shoot ahead of them.

With respect to the wages of credit and consequence,

they will generally flow of themselves in a due proportion.

A man of good abilities cannot be employed in the

business of a minister without in some degree sharing his

power. They are wages of great price and efficacy at

the outset 5 but their value is impaired with their fresh-

ness
;
and by the time tliat they begin to fall flat in the

imagination it will be necessary that more durable in-

ducements should be substituted* And of all inducements

the most invigoratii^—^far beyond either money wages

or the wages of credit and consequence—ate the ws^s
of hope and expectation ; which may he fitly treated of

under the head of Promotion, being the fourth and last

of the points which I have proposed to consider in this

chapter concerning clerks.

V IV. The system of every service which requires

dib^ty to be devoted to it, should be so

that a meritorious man may find some advance-

ment adcttietq at least once in every ten years. It

is in the ctf mc^ men, and especially of men of

lively understodiiig% not to be well pleased if they find

themselves at the end of any decade of their lives exactly

hi the same position which they Occupied At the be-

giiming. In sundry of their natural advantages men
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suffer a sensible decline with every lapse of ten years>

and they look for an advance in fortunes to indemnify

them for the backslidings of nature. It is not indeed

by the contemplation of any worldly advantages that we

can competently meet or set aside the mournfulness of

the text that Man abideth never in one stay. Yet. is it

not the less the part of a genuine and religious philosophy,

to consider man as created in the purpose that he Should

be animated by worldly wants still progressive,—a creature

not on this side the grave to be disconnected from the

creation of which he is a part, and requiring present

fruitions and paulo-^ost-i\A)xtt expectancies to support

and console him, as an addition and supplement to that

hope which extends over the infinite future, but is flecked

and obscured to all men by the intervention of worldly

circumstance. And more especially are these acces-

sories to contentment requisite for men engaged in public

affairs; because they whose eyes are accessible to

reflex of a thousand encircling objects, and who are even

requii*ed by their duty to keep their eyes open to all

around, cannot be expected to see more exalted objects

in their brightness, as those may who look as it were from

the bottom of a well- Active and intelligent men there-

fore will, by the common ordinances of nature, become

discontented and gather some rust upon the edge of

serviceable quality, if, whilst they fkd thems^^

with large steps down the vale of yeais, Aef ido

themselves to be at the same tee
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approximations to; some summit of fortune 'which, they

shall have proposed to themselves to attain. Once in

teix years is full seldom for an active man to find himself

progressive^

:Tlie claims to promotion are twofold:—ist Merit;

and. Length of service. And the difficulties to be con-

sidered are those which arise when these claims clash

;

that is, when the most meritorious officer is not he who •

has served the longest I do not speak here of the

copyists or mechanical class of clerks, hut of those who,

by whatever name they may be called, are or should be,

in;, effect, a species of indoor statesmen. And having

regard to the large public interests and the deep' in-

dividual concernments with which they deal, it may be

stated broa,dly as a general rule, that merit, or in, other

words industrious ability, should be- the pne essentfel

consideration to be regarded in their promotion.: But

the .^question then arises—^Will the judge - of merit be

always -incorruptible and infallible? and if not, how are

injustice,
.
favouritism,

,
and abusive promotion to be

gcj^Eded against? The answer, as I conceive, is, that

thei® can beno perfect protection against : these evils;

ihat ' th^ (like most other principles) resolves

itself, into a matter of degree; and tliat the protection

will be adequate mtjdie main, if the rule of preferment by

merit, as against seniority, be applied only where there is

^ marked distinction of merit. Tor there- are divers

securities, each of which may be more or less leant upon^
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ind the aggregate of which will afford in the main all

)ut a certain reliance, where the distinction of merit is

narked. If motives of favouritism be at work, the most

,ible and useful officer will at all events have a, fair

±ance of being the favourite. But if he labour under

some defect (as unsightliness, ill manners, etc.), which,

without impairing liis public utility, tends to tlirow him

out of favour, he will nevertheless have that hold upon

the self-interest of his principal which he wants uppu'his

goodwill. Turther, of this intellectual order; of men
there will hardly ever be ten brought together of whom
one will not have a generally acknowledged superiority to

the rest Even the vanities of men make tliem just
.
as

umpires; and he who cannot pretend to postpone nihe

others to liimself, will not consent to postpone himself to

any but the best of the nine. It will ^be found, then, that

a man’s reputation amongst his fellows in an office

seldom fail to be according to his deserts, and that where

the superiority is marked, the award of common repute

will be both just and decisive ; arid being so, it will

rarely happen that the' patron will be induced by any

motive of favouritism to brave the reproach of disregard-

ing it In short, it is in the nature of industrious ability,

acting through various methods and upon various mptiy^

,

to vindicate its own claims under any system ijl

those claims are recognised ; and the systei#"^|Ai#telT

conform to this natural tendency, and^ bP to

legitimate the rising of what is be ^
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Thete is, however, a certain moderating hand to be

applied even in the preferment of merit. Except in

urgent peculiar cases, in cases of extreme necessity

on the part of the service, or extraordinary endowments

^-^^d character also—on that of the individual, prefer-

ment should proceed, as Lord Bacon teaches, ^^per

gradus, non per saltus.” * For besides the ordinary evils

attendant upon sudden elevations, it should be observed

that the hope, and not the fact, of advancement is the

spur to industry
; and that by a large dispensation of

reward at once, which cannot be followed by like rewards-

in future, the patron sinks his capital and forestalls that

revi^ue of reward which should furnish him with resources

of inducement through successive years. Gratitude is a

sentiment which respects the future
; and the secret of

keeping it alive in the hearts of public servants and

preserving their alacrity unimpaired, is

—

** To give us bits of kindness, lest we faint,

But no abundance ; that we ever want
And still are begging.” f

Jfereover, if a man be advanced largely sit once, there

not only be little room left for his further promotion,
* The remarks of Lord Bacon upon this topic are in the explica-

tion of the i8th Parabole in the book ‘De Negotiis,* which is the
8th book of the * De Augmentis.* In that explication Machiavel is

referred to (by a UaiStaSce of memory as I conceive) fc>r a precept
which is not, I think, to be found in his works, but which is fully
set forth in the 15th and 2ist of the ‘ Hyponmeses Politics© ’ of
i&ucciardini.

Greenes * Tu quoque.*
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but that little room will seem less when measured upon
the scale to which his ambition will now expand itself;

for he who has once advanced by a stride will not be

content to advance afterwards by steps. Public servants,

therefore, like racehorses, should be well fed with reward,

but not to fatness.

CHAPTER XXIV.

CONCERNING PRECIS-WRITERS, AND PROCESSES OF

BUSINESS.

The office of prkis-’miXti sometimes is borne upon the

establishment of a minister, sometimes is pot.

It may be said of aprkis^ as Lord Bacon said of an

index, that it is useful chiefly to the maker thereof.*'

A p-kciSf properly so called, is an abridgment and

nothing else ; and he who has to act upon a long series

of documents will hardly be able to master tlieir con-

tents without making an abridgment of them for him-

self. But it is only a smatterer in business who will

think it of much more than a preliminary assistance to

to have such an abrid^nent made for him by anoth^ .

There may be made, indeed, a spedes irf

ment which may be loosely called a tmf WMch is,

in fact, a great deal more than abridgment
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wMch shall tetain everything that is relevant and reject

what is not ; which shall arrange the facts and elements

of a case in their proper sequence, throwing them out in

prominent relief or reducing them with a light touch,

according to the proportions of their significance, and

thereby leading necessarily to the conclusions which a

just judgment would suggest,—such an abridgment is

indeed useful, for it transacts the business from beginning

to end
;
but he who makes it must have the hand of a

master, and should be called a statesman and not a

prieis-^'miitr. Call him what you will, the man who

estimates the relevancy and significancy of the respective

facts of a case does in reality form a judgment upon it

;

and a statement which conveys the facts in the spirit of

that judgment, conveys the judgment itself. , .

He who has the statement of a question after tJds

manner will, generally speaking, have the decision of it

;

for the superior functionary will seldom (unless moved

by jealousy or presumption) /consider himself competent

to take the decision out of the hands of the man who has

mado an elaborate and judicious investigation into the

facte

'

The process should be much the same whether a
man’s task be to prepare himself lox comiji^g to a dedrioa

on a case, or to prepare another. In either case he

should write out the whole of the facts and inferencai

on which he is to found his conclusions
;
and he will find

it most convenient to begin with a naked narrative of
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facts and dates, resolutely reserving all inferences and

comments till the narrative statement shall be completed.

This is important to him, not for the sake of clearness

only in viewing and conveying the case, but also to

guard against warps of his judgment, arising from a pre-

mature exercise of it It is indeed impossible but that

the judgment should be exercised as the statement of

fact is proceeded with. But what a man writes, he fixes

to a certain degree, and will not see occasion to unfix so

readily as he ought when the further facts open upon

him. Moreover, in cases of quarrel and dispute, which

are the great majority of cases submitted for decision to

a civil functionary, to elucidate die matter in the pre-

cedent stages of it by your own knowledge of what

occurred in the subsequent, is not to convey that clear

idea of the rise and progress of the case and of the

merits of the parties, which would result from keeping

the reader, as you advance, in the same state of informa-

tion in which the parties concerned were at the several

stages of their proceedings. . The merits of the parties

generally depend much upon their state of , information

when they acted, and to obscure the view of this state

of information is to confuse the question of their merits.

With respect to -doubtful facts (which are in th,Q^

selves matter of opinion), it will be best, in

complicated cases, that they should fo;%^
division of the narrative, in Vhich the

against them should be stated the
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UBcartainties as much as possible cleared away- In a

third division it will be convenient to draw the inferences

which should result from the undisputed or ascertained

facts; in a fourth, the inferences as modified by the

uncertainties; and in a fifth, which may be the final

division, may be set forth the measures proper to be

taken upon a survey of the entire case.

It may be thought that this separation of inference

from fact, which compels of course a cursory resumption

of facts to accompany the inferences, will lead to redun-

dancy and repetition. But the fear of such repetition

as this proceeds upon a mistaken notion of what sort of

is really burdensome. The great maxim to

hold by is, that nothing is to be avoided which makes

msy reading of a voluminous and complicated case#

There would be no harm in reading the facts of such a

case twice over, even if they were twice stated at large,;

and such light and rapid resumptions of them as shall be

required for the drawing of inferences, will be found to

be anything but redundant. And it may be observed

gwrally of the style and method to be employed in

statements, that freedom and easy copiousness is

better than a conciseness forced upon the style beyond

what would result from the natural vigour of the writer’s

understanding. The object of conciseness in such

matters is not to spare words, but to spare intellectual

labour. We are not to grudge, therefore, -such interstitial

and transitional matter as may promote an easy
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tion of parts an elastic separation of them, and keep
the reader^s mind upon springs as it were.

In purely argumentative statements, or in the argu-

mentative divisions of mixed statements, and especially

in argumentative speeches, it is essential that the issue to

be proved should be distinctly announced in the begin^

ning, in order that the tenour and drift that way of

everything that is said may be the better apprehended
;

and it is also useful, when the chain of argument is long,

to give a forecast of the principal bearings and junctures,

whereby the attention will be more easily secured and

pertinently directed throughout the more closely con-

secutive detail and each proposition of the series will be

clenched in the memory by its foreknown relevancy to

what is to follow. These are well-known rules, which it

were superfluous to cite, except for the instruction of the

young. But examples may be occasionally oljsemd

(though perhaps less in this country than elsewhere) of

jnvtnile orators who will keep the secret of the end they

aim at, until they shall have led their hearers through

the long chain of its antecedents, in order that they may

produce a sort of surprise by fordng a sudden acknow-

ledgment of what had not been foreseen. The disad-

vantage of this method is that it puzzles and provcto

the bearer through the sequence, and confounds hwm
the conclusion : the only advantage is an

impression of the orator^s ingenuity, on fee tfese

who may have attended to him suflteenfly: to %av© been
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convincedt It is a method by which the business of the

argument is sacrificed to a puerile ostentation in the

conduct of itj^the ease and satisfaction of the auditors

to the vanity of the arguer.

CHAPTER XXV.

ON THE METHODS BY WHICH A STATESMAN CAN UPON

OCCASION GET HIS WORK DONE OUT OF DOORS.

TteE methods are chiefly two : by special commissions,

and by committees of either of the Houses of Parliament

The advantages Of the latter method are that a

number of members of Parliament are brought acquainted

with the question which the committee is charged to

inquire into. But with this is connected the disadvan-

tage of diverse opinions arising amongst them, which is

apt to end in the compromise of giving effect to none.

The advantage of the former method is, that if the

number of the commissioners be sufficiently limited and

the scope given them be sufiiciently ample, they may
carry through their wOTk from beginning to end, leaving

nothing to seek but the stamp of authority. There are

few things more important in tlie business of the State

than that the results of inquiry and research should be

realised by those who have had the conduct of it B*
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will never go to work as heartily and competently to give

elfect to A.’s inquiry as if it had been his own; nor will

A. inquire as pertinently and exactly if he knows that

with inquiry his function will cease. A man will inquire

to the purpose and consider the matter with distinctness

and directness, then only, or more surely, when he knows

that he will have eventually to solve every question that

he raises. In general, therefore, a commission which is

charged to collect information with reference to the

ejtpediency of any measure legislative or executive,

should be further charged to conclude for or against the

measure, and if concluding for it, to draft the bill or

instruction by which they would propose that it should

be carried into effect.

A commission should seldom consist of more than

three members; and in many cases a single commissioner

with two secretaries would be better, but for the superior

weight and authority which, whether erroneously or not,

will attach in the public mind to the judgment of three

commissioners as compared with that of one. Erro-

neously I believe it to be in all cases where the matter

to be judged of by the commission is integral and not

separable into portions more or less independent of each

other; because in such cases the judgment of the three

or more men is commonly determined by the judgmmt of

one amongst them.

But when the matters in question, thotigh having

some mutual relevancy, ore susceptible of division in such

IV. 2 A
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wise as to admit of different minds taking different parts,

and of different views entering into one general purpose,

then it may be expedient that the commission should

consist of several members. In truth, the system of

governing by a Cabinet is founded upon this principle,

—

the Cabinet being a board of commissioners for govemmg

the country.

Such boards or other co-operative bodies should be

so formed that youthfulness and .elderliness may meet

in due proportion in their counsels. If any such body

be composed wholly of old and elderly men, it will

commonly be found to be ineffective so far as invention

bf new courses and intrepidity of purpose is required;

and pOrhaps also unequal to any ubusual amount of

Spontaneous activity^ If, on the other hand, it be com-
posed wholly of young men, its operations will probably

be wanting in circumspection
; and the foresight by which

it will be guided will be too keenly directed to the objects

of a sanguine expectation, too dully to prospects of evil

and counteraction. The respective positions in life of the

young and the old operate to these results not less than

Iteir -femperaments. Tor the young have their way to

their reputation to earn
; and it is for their interest

as well as in their natoe to be enterprising : the old have

ascertained
,

their place in life, and they have, perhaps, a

reputation to lose.

Formerly it might be objected to boards that the

sense of responsibility was weakened by division^ But
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in these days responsibility is brought to bear with an

excessive and intimidating force, and in many cases the

plural is the preferable responsibility.

CHAPTER XXVL

•ON parliamentary interposition in administrative

BUSINESS.

'The most ordinary case of this interposition is when

some civil officer is censured or dismissed by the govern-

ment, and a member of Parliament represents the censure

or dismissal as unjust.

It can hardly ever be worth while merely for the sake

of one individual that the time of Parliament should be

thus occupied ; but it is well worth while for the sake of

aoch control, from the known possibility of Parliamentary

interference, as may produce general circumspection and

impartiality on the part of the government

It should never be forgotten, however, that supposing

the time of Parliament to be used as it ought to be, the

allotment of a single hour of it to the hearing of an

individual’s case is a great public loss, and a wa^e

can be justified only on the principle of n^ii^rOOGa-

sional sacrifices the effect of whi^ shaB .lSi^ad mto a

.general check. ,,:r'
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Such interposition should be used sparingly therefore^,

and with conditions, ist. That the government has

been unjust must bemot dubious but plain: the time o£

Parliament may with reason be occupied to right a wrong,

but not to solve a doubt. 2nd. All possible previous

steps must be shown to have been taken without success

to attain the object of correction. 3rd. The business-

should be as far as possible laid before Parliament in a

documentary form before it is permitted to be debated,

that so all preliminary controversy may be avoided in the

debate.

If fulfilment of these conditions were universally

ercacted by what is called the sense of Parliament,” the

check upon the government would be sufficiently efiS-

cacious, and yet the instances would be few in which
Parliament would find itself called upon to lay aside its

momentous functions for the purpose of judging and
protecting an individual,—a sort of business which, unless
in a very clear case, a legislative assembly is in truth but
ill adapted to deal with.

But as matters are now managed, if any person whose
interests are afifected by an administrative act, or any
ofl&cer who has been dismissed for misconduct, be pro*

vided with influential friends, or with a sufficient share
of personal energy and activity, the concernment cam
hardly be so trivial, or the case of injuiy so questionable,

but that Parliament shall be exhibited to the country
leaving to the right and to the left matters of the deepest,
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national interest, and starting off upon the allegation of

individual wrong, with a wonderful extravagance in the

mismeasurement of objects and misconception of duties.

This, though a great evil, is one which the govern-

ment cannot well correct ; for if the government should

try to stop a debate of this kind in limine^ on the ground

that it would waste the time of Parliament, they would

subject themselves to an imputation of attempting to

stifle an inquiry into their own conduct. All that they

call do is, first to clear themselves on the case, and then

to denounce with a deterrent severity the party who,

with an unworthy forgetfulness of the high trust attaching

to a seat in the councils of a country, shall have abused

the ear of Parliament with unfounded and frivolous com-

plaints.

CHAPTER XXVII.

ON AIDS TO LEGISLATION TO BE DERIVED PROM

EXECXmVE EXPERIENCE.

It is not only necessary that the legislature should make

provision in the laws for their due execution
^

it iS‘ also

desirable that the executive agency should work, towards

new legislation on the same topics. For the execution

of laws deals with those particulars by an induction of
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whicH the results to be aimed at in legislation are to be
ascertained; and the generalization from those par-

ticulars can only be well effected when the lowest in the

chain of functionaries is made subsidiary to the opera-

tions of the highest in a suggestive as well as in an
executive capacity,—that is, when the experience of the

functionary who puts die last hand to the execution of

any particular class of enactrnents, is made available for

the guidance of^the legislature.

But in most cases this cannot be accomplished to any
useful purpose otherwise than by a system of filtration.

The lowest classes of functionaries, whilst they may be
a^nmed f0 ImYe th^^ largest knowledge of facts, must also
be -^en to have tie least power to discriminate and to
generalize. They cannot be expected to distinguish

barren from fhiitful facts
; those which are mere special-

ties from those which lead to general conclusions. What
is wanted is, that the crude knowledge collected in the
execution of the laws should pass upward from grade to
grade of the civil functionaries intrusted with their ad-
mhifeation, more and more digested and generalized in
its pogtess ; and, lastly, should reach the legislature in the
shape of a matured project of law, whereby what was
superfluous in fee legislation in question might be abro-
gated; what wa^ tmiss might be amended; what was
insufficient, erdarged; what was doubtful, determined;
what was wanting, added.

^

As an example of the manner in which executive
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experience might thus be made to tell back upon legis-

lation, let the process be supposed to be adopted for the

improvement of the various laws which depend for their

execution, wholly or in part, upon the body of police

as now constituted in London, under the authority of

the statute ro Geo. IV. c. 44. This body consists of

—

I. Commissioners
; 2. Superintendents , 3. Inspectors

j

4. Sergeants
; 5. Constables. These last, the constables,

must necessarily, as they walk the streets, witness from

time to time many evils which there is not, though there

might properly be, a lawful authority to correct Let it

be a part of their duty to report these forthwith to the

sergeants; let the sergeants be required to furnish a
monthly selection of such reports, with any remarks they

may wish to make upon them, to the inspectors
; let the

inspectors be required to forward a quarterly digest and
commentary to the superintendent; the superintendent

to the commissioners 3 let the commissioaers submit

annually to the Secretary of State for the Home Depart-

ment such projects and drafts for the amendment of the

litW'tus this filtered experience shall suggest 3 and, finally,

let the bill, which, after due revision, shall be approved

by the Secretary of State for the Home Department^ be

brought into Parliament by the organ of that depaitBlipt

in the House of Commons. Let the police

also, who do not exactly fall into this IIm 19̂

authorities, be required to nuke peolodk^ <rf de-

fects of law, as illustrated by cfi«e» before them.
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and let these reports be dealt with in like manner.

Without pretending to such practical knowledge of the

metropolitan police as would insure aptitude in the allot-

ment of this or that duty to one or the other grade, the

question may yet be asked, whether a process, conducted

generally upon the proposed, principle, might not be ex-

pected to promote the cause of order and innocence in

this metropolis ?

But with the narrow limits which opinion, as it exists,

assigns to the duties of the executive government and its

servants (to which narrowness of duty the government

and its servants naturally confine tliemselves), responsi-

.bility for defect of law falls nowhere
;
or if it be held to

fall upon the legislature, it is so diffused over that nume-

rous body as to be of no force or effect. When evil

manifests itself, in however cognisable a shape, there is

no member of the government, whether or not he be also

a member of tlie legislature, nor any servant of the

public, who does not think that his case for non-inter-

ference is complete, so soon as he makes out that the evil

is Owing to a: fault in the law. ^ The question whose fault

is it the law is faulty, is asked of no man
;
and natu-

rally no man asks it of himself. But that must needs be

regarded as an imperfect system of administrative govern-

ment which does not lay these faults at the door of some
individual functionaiy in the numerous cases in which it

would be perfectly practicable to do so. Did C, observe
the evil and report it to B. ? if not, let him answer for it

:
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did B. consider of it, and suggest a remedy to A. ? if not,

let B.^s neglect be denounced: did A. adopt B.^s sugges-

tion, or devise something better, and go to Parliament for

a remedial law ? if not, let the charge lie against A.

CHAPTER XXVIIL

OP THE MANNER IN WHICH ABLE, AND OF THE MANNER
IN WHICH INDIFFERENT STATESMEN ARE DF.TERRED

FROM AVAILING THEMSELVES OF ABLE SERVICE
;

AND OF THE liVILS WHICH ENSUE FROM MEN^S

AUTHORITY BEING IN THE INVEItSE RATIO OF THEIR

ABILITIES.

It might be thought that able men would court a con-

nection with each other from intellectual sympathies and

the desire of mutual improvement
;
and so indeed it is

with those whose moral nature is large and high according

to the measure of their understandings. But with others

it is otherwise. Strong men, who, being compounded, as

the strongest are, of weakness as well as strength, but

who, feeling all their strength, do not at the same tiigaefeel

their weakness,—statesmen of this kind, I say, are to

rejoice unduly in self-dependence and the cwclousness

of substantive power, and^ to surround; thenifeselves with

such men as will rather reflect thena ^ mirrors than
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adequately serve them as instruments. To make t/ie weai-

suimvieni requires intellectual predominancy only,—and
not always that; for strength of animal tcmijeramcni
and an ovetiuHng vivacity or a determined disposition

will often of themselves suffice. To maJke the strong suh-

seruunt demands certain moral sufficiencies. Jn order
that the strong may serve the strong, there must la*

mutual respect, and in one or both of the parties a hig!> and
rather rare humility. There must be between the jiariics

conceptions of what is more strong, great, and noble,

than any fulfilments are ; there must be over the eflbrls

of both a common bond of reverence Ibr what is greater

thaitt’^er. Where there is not this high and by conse-
quence humble natae in a statesman, or where seal for

public objects does not predtaninate over sdfbnportance^
there are naturally motives enough which will deter one

^

who is sufficiently strong to dispense with strong help
fiom seeking it. Such men through moral deficiency
become intellectually short-sighted, and their effect on the
w<mM is limited by the circle of their individual and
prMaaiie activity.

Weafc men of lojr character and high station have yw
greater deteafejitati yet livelier jealousies

towards subordinatA strength ; though their need for it ia

more pressing and nmy often ovenule their iBHitpositfoB.

I say of low character—meaning merely men wa&tiiig (m
most men are) in such superiority to drentnttaBce m
would prevent them fixim being made low la by
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being thus misplaced xm life. It is not natural tliat a

statesman labouring under insufficiencies of understanding

should like to have about him those who can take the

measure of his capacity, It is not natural that a states-

man troubled with infirmity of purpose and defect of civil

courage, should wish to be served by men before whom
he stands detected and rebuked. But if, casually or

tlxrough the compulsion of circumstance, he comes to be

served by such men, there will ensue with average human

nature a debasing sti*uggle. He will be driven to tricks

and devices by way of glossing over the falseness of his

position. He will have to keep up appearances of ruling,

under a consciousness of being ruled. He will be under

the necessity of accepting daily obligations from his in-

feriors, which ho will be unwilling to acknowledge to

himself, more unwilling to acknowledge to them, and

most unwilling to acknowledge to the world. He will

lire under a sense of humiliation without humbleness

;

yidUSIng the discharge of his functions to others, and

thinking it du6 to the dignity of his station to disguise

the fact That must be a rare honesty and generosity o£

nature which holds out against the corruption of such

drcumstances j for falseness of position naturally ends in

fialseness of character.

I know not what precept can suffice to cotre#,;^
evils of this doubly unequal relation, if in

place shall not perceive thal the best to be

found in seeking the level of truth, md te a devotion to
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the public welfare i
if the superior in understanding shall

not feel that the arrogance of talent is as offensive,

illiberal, and ignoble as any other species of arrogance

:

if both cannot meet upon a higher ground than that of

either talent on the one hand or station on the other.

CHAPTER XXIX.

ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF PATRONAGE.

The engrossing of a. considerable quantity of patronage

into one disposing hand has this advantage ; that after

the administrator shall have satisfied any private end^

which he may have at heart with a portibn of the patron-

age, he will dispose of the rest with reference to public

interests, -Whereas if the patronage be comminuted and

placed in several hands, each of the patrons may have no

more to dispose of than is required to serve his private

pn^oses
;

or, at all events, after feeding the private piur-

-poses of so many patrons, a smaller proportion will be

•left to be bestowed according to the dictates of public

spirit For a like reason the minister who has been long

in office will be the most likely to dispense his patronage

properly; for the circle of his private friends is saturated.

When a vacancy is declared, no further delay than is

requisite for inquiry and circumspection should take place
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in choosing amongst tlie candidates. Delay in such

cases extenuates the favour to the successful candidate,

and aggravates the disappointment of the others;—it

humiliates all. And expectants who are solicitous com

ceming effects on the character, will have cause to

deprecate a prolonged suspense upon such occasions,

as being calculated to make them think too much of

themselves; except, indeed, the few who hold themselves

under a strong moral discipline,—for these^ will bring

strength out of every struggle.

In general the substance of refusals should be miti-

gated by the manner of tliem, even when applications

are unreasonable. But, nevertheless, occasion should be

taken from time to time, when importunity is signally

extravagant, to give it such a repulse as shall mortify and

Expose the party applicant. By making one example of

this kind a minister will intimidate: many who would

otherwise beset him with demands and supplications-

And few things will occasion a statesman so much em-

barrassment as a prevailing opinion that he will yield

that to importunity which he ought to proffer to less

forward parties upon juster grounds, and tliat whether he

grants or refuses no harm can be done by asking, A
man who is known to be weak in this kind draws upon

^

himself a rush and pressure of solicitation against wWh
even a strong man might be unable to make ;

The victim should be selected by prefar^be from

amongst applicants of rank and station (vi&b 'wUl give
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occasion as abundantly as any other class), because

importunity on the part of such persons is at once more

to be feared for its mischief and less to be excused for its

indelicacy j because the more eminent the offender the

more effective the example; and because persons who

are in possession of many worldly advantages can better

afford to suffer mortification, and have not so strong a

claim as others have upon the charitable constructions

and liberal feelings of men in power.

A minister should adopt it as a rule, subject to few

exceptions, that he is to make small account of testi-

monials and recommendations, unless subjected to severe

scrutiny and supported by proved facts. Men who are

scrupulously conscientious in other things will be often

not at all so in their kindnesses. Such men, from motives

of compassion, charity, goodwill, have sometimes, givens

birth to results wliich the slightest exercise of common

sense might have taught them to^ foresee, and which, if

foreseen, might have alarmed the conscience of a bucca-

nea:, I have known acts of kindness done by excellent

in the way of recommendation, to which a tissue

piasaons, sufferings, cruelty, and bloodshed have

been direc^y traceable; and these consequences were no

other than nfight' have been distinctly anticipated. The
charity of such p^ons might be said to be twice cursed;

but that the curse which it is to others may be remitted

to them (let us hope) as too heavy a visitation for th^ sin

ctf thoughtlessness,
, .
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Such being the slenderness of the trust to be placed

in testimonials, the more easy duty in the exercise of minis-

terial influence over nominations to places, would seem

to be in dealing with persons employed in the minister’s

more immediate service, of whose qualifications, therefore,

he is personally cognisant. But if a man’s translation to

a different service be requisite for his promotion, his very

merit will stand in his way with some patrons; for how-

ever the public service might be benefited by his employ-

ment in a higher station elsewhere, to them he is more

useful where he is, Tlieirs is the policy of the ant, who

bites the grain she stores, lest it should grow.

CHAPTER XXX.

CONCERNING THE AMUSEMENTS OF A STATESMAN.

AMUSEMEKf is necessary to man in every station of life,

and it is a main assistance to the knowledge of men to

observe which way this necessity lies with them; to in-

quire, not only how they occupy themselves, but after

what maimer they amuse themselves. If the magistracy

shows the man, according to the Greek adag%^iji^

amusements show him more ; for in them

her way.

The species of relaxation wMeh. is ,^gi&pted to a
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statesman depends in part upon the manner in which he

is apt to suffer from the pressure of business,—whether

he is apt to sink into lassitude (which is the safe way), or

to nm amain in excitement. Books are an easy and

Commodious resource, because they can be summoned

and dismissed at pleasure
;
but. in the extreme of either

of th^ cases above mentioned they will not be suitable

;

because in the one case the mind will be too dead to be

moved by them, in the other it will be running too fast

for them to lay hold of it But in those which are not

cases of extremity either way, books may be used,—flight

books for the languid man, strong books for the excited ;

and there are books of a light strength which may not

come amiss to a man in either predicament.

But as there will not always be life enough in the

society of books to afford enjoyment to a statesman, let

him step from the library to the drawing-room, A small

society should not infrequently be formed there, con-

sisting for the most part—^but hot wholly—of intimate

acquaintances, and they should be persons of lively

cbiiVerSation, but above all of easy natures. Knowledge

w^ naturally be found in sufficient proportions

in the" s(kdety of a man of talents occupying an eminent

position; but if knowledge be argumentative and wit

agonisticy the society becomes an arena, and loses all

merit as a mode of relaxation. An adequate proportion

of women will slacken the tone of conversation in these

particulars, and yet tend to animatiLAt also. And there

( ^
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IS this advantage in the company of women—especially

if some of them be beautiful and innocent—that breaks

in conversation are not felt to be blanks
; for the sense

of such a presence will serve to fill up voids and inter-

stices, But though knowledge, wit, wisdom, and beauty

should be found in this circle, tliere should be no sedulous

exclusion of such persons not possessed of these recom-

mendations, as would otherwise naturally find a place

there. For unless the statesman between the business

and the pleasures of the world have lost sight of* its

,

charities, he will not find his society the less of a relaxar

tion for mixing some of the duties and benevolences of

life with its enjoyments ;
and he will count amongst its

amenities, if not amongst its charms, some proportion

of attentions to the aged and kindness to the dull and

,
unattractive. It may also be observed that dulness, like

a drab ground, serves to give an enhanced effect to the

livelier colours of society.

Music is an excellent mode of relaxation to those

who possess—I will not say an ear for it, because that

seems a shallow expression—^but a faculty of the mind

for it. Yet unless a man^s susceptibility in this kind be

other than ordinary, he will generally prefer music which

mixes itself with conversation, or alternates with it by

brief returns, to music which sets it aside. Instru^^gi^

music, exciting without engrossing the mind^.

rather stimulate and inspire conversatior^ th^; ^l^ess

it; though to take this advantage

2 BIV.
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must break up into retired groups or couples, speaking

low in comers. But the singing of ladies is a thing

which, in courtesy if not for enjoyment, must be heard

in silence ; unless (which is best) it be heard from an

adjoining room, through an open door, so that they who

desire to listen to the song closely may pass in, and they

who would listen more loosely and talk the while, may

stay out But under all circumstances, and not for the

sake of the talk only but for die sake of the songs, it is

well that there should be some pause and space between

one and another of them—filled up with instrumental

music if you will. For a song which has a wholeness in

itself should be suffered to stand by itself, and then to

di0i;^away in the rnxmi of the hearer, time being allowed

for the effect of a preceding song to get out of the way

of the effect of one which is to follow. It would be well,

therefore, if ladies, who are often slow to begin their

songs, would not be, when once begun, unknowing tb

intermit them.

John de Witt, in portraying the character of one of

*the princes of the House of Orange, says that he ^‘was

ribt hiwished with many court vices
j
not delighting in

dancing, hunting, gluttony, or drinking.'^ I have

not beeh ddierred by the opinion of the Grand Pen-

sionary, as implied in this passage, .from commending

music as a mode of relaxation ; for a greater man than

»he,’and though perhaps not a better man, yet certainly

austere moralist, has said, notwithstanding all his
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austerity, ‘‘Who shall silence the airs and madrigals that

whisper softness in chambers ?
” *—and in another place

has advised that students should be recreated with music

“ whilst unsweating themselves,” and that “ the like also

would not be inexpedient after meat, to assist and cherish

nature in her first concoction.” t

As to eating and drinking, they are matters of great

‘danger to a statesman if he resort to them as a relax-

iation; and it has been observed that men of great

abilities are generally of a large and vigorous animal

nature. I have heard it remarked by a statesman of high

reputation, that most great men have died of over-eating

themselves; and without absolutely subscribing to the

remark, I would say that it points to a principal peril in

die life of such men ;
namely, the violent craving for

•one kind of excitement, which is left as in a void by the

names of another. If a statesman would live long,—

which to do is a part of his duty, granting him fitted to

(render good service to the State,—-he must pay a jealous

and watchful attention to his diet. A patient in the

fever ward of an hospital scarcely requires to be more

•carefully regulated in this particular. And he should

observe that there are two false appetites to which he

is liable the one an appetite resulting from intellectual

labour, which though not altogether morbid is not to be

relied upon for digestion in the same degree as that

Milton, ‘Areopagitica.* t Letter to Master Hartlib-
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which results from bodily exercise ; the other proceeding

from nervous irritability, which is purely fallacious.

The sitting after dinner, though much abbreviated in

our days, might be further abridged, or indeed altogether

abandoned, with advantage. An irritability of the
stomach often results from confinement to the same
posture for more than half an hour after dinner

;
and

if the conversation fails in interest, the dessert is resorted

to, which, besides being superfluous, is an indefinite sort

of eating.

Those to whom public speaking is much of an effort

(and it tries the nerves of most men even after they have
been acAstomed to it for years) should, if possible, dine
lightly at least half an hour before they arc called upon
to speak, and should resist the propemty which they
will feel to eat soon after they have spoken. The aNsltef

and diversion to the nerves which is apt to be sought jit

this way after a speech, would be obtained in a more
wholesome manner by walking for a considerable distance

at a rapid pace.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

ON MANNERS.

Considerations of maniier and demeanour are by no

means to be overlooked as frivolous or insignificant.

Whether or not they ought to be, they are, in point of

fact, an important element in the life and fortunes of a

statesman, or of one who aspires to he a statesman, and

generally of all men who seek advancement in a civil or

in any other career. And in truth a man’s manners have

much real and intrinsic significancy, in so far forth as

they are the result of his individual nature and taste, and

not merely learnt or adopted from the society which he

frequents. There is a conventional manner which tells

nothing, and may conceal much; hut there is also a

natural manner by which a man may he known.

What is conventional and immaterial in manner may
he taught ; but in regard to what is important, there is

only one precept by which a man can profit ; and that is,

that so often as he shall be visited with any consciousness

of error in this kind (which will not he infrequently in

the young and susceptible) he should search out the fault

of character from which the fault of manner flo#& j to

disregarding the superficial indication except 4^ irt in-

dication, endeavour to dry up that soWce; 'Auy ' want

of essential good-breeding must ^ow iktt bf want of
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liberality and benevdlence ; any want of essential good

taste in manner, out of some moral defect or dispropor-

tion; and when a man stands self-accused as to the out-

growth, he should lay his axe to the root. The sense

of shame for faults of manner would not be so strong a

thing in men as it is, if it came out of the mere shallows

of their nature, and were not capable of being directed

towards some higher purpose than that of gracing their

intercourse with society. At the same time, nothing will

accomplish this lesser purpose more effectually than

merging the trivial sensitiveness upon such matters in

an earnestness of desire to be right upon them in their

moral point of view
;
and if a man shall make habitual

reference to the principle of never doing anything in.

society from an ungenerous,
/ gratuitously unkind, or

ignoble feeling, he will hardly fail to obtain the ease and
indifference as to everything else which is requisite ifcr

good manners; and he will lose in his considerateness*

for other persons, and for principles which he feels to-

be worthy of consideration, the mixture of pride and
disguised timidity, which is in this country the most
ordinary type of inferiority of manner. There "is a*

dignity in the desire to be right, even in the smallest
questions wherein the feelings of others are concerned,
wMchwill not fail to supersede what is egoistical and
fiivolous in a man's personal feelings in society.

In the case of a statesman, perhaps it will be expe-
di^t tliat to the manner of nature and of principle^
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something should be added upon occasion by histrionic

art. This, however, may be a difficulty with many men

;

and he who endeavours to exercise the art should be

very sure that he possesses it
; and in such a kind as to

m^e his natural manner the basis of his artificial ; for
'

otherwise more will be lost than gained in the attempt.

In a statesman’s transactions there are many things

which cannot be Communicated otherwise than by

manner without inconvenient commitment or contro-

versy; and that will be the most serviceable manner

which can be expressive or inexpressive at pleasure, and

be used as a dark lantern to his meanings.

With regard to arts of graciousness, they are the

easiest of all to a statesman ;
for praise and compliment,

which may seem to partake of impertinence when pro-

ceeding from an inferior, pass gracefully downwards from

one whose superiority of station gives him a right to

assume that his approbation or his wish to conciliate has

a value. A minister is etitiihd to be complimentary;

and what he has principally to take care of is that he do

not forfeit the advantages of his privilege by abuse of it,

and that his compliments shall be measured and appro-

priate. Prodigality of panegyric defeats its end by

depreciating its value ; and misapplication of it ot||^

always to be unsatisfactory by reason of its untrnlifei

may, under certain circumstances, amount to a irrupt

use of an important public instrumeint ^ese are

vices which belong to the coarseness of putiUc life, and
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fact. Some men may be indirectly flattered by what is

in its direct purport the reverse of complimentary;

because sa3hng such things to them seems to give them

credit for hardihood. Others can be imposed upon by a

tough, bluff, hearty, plain-spoken way of eulogising them

to their faces, as if what was said was no more than the

honest truth, which there ought to be no scruple in

declaring.

But the mode of flattery which, being at once safe

and efficacious, is the best adapted to the purposes of a

statesman, is the flattery of listening. He that can wear

the appearance of drinking in every word that is said

with thirsty ears, possesses such a faculty for conciliating

mankind as a syren might envy. For no syren did ever

so charm the ear of the listener, as the listening ear has

charmed the soul of the syren. The chief drawback

upon the advantages of this species of blandishment is,

that it can hardly be employed but at some considerable

cost of time ; yet with a little dexterity this cost may be

reduced : for the more earnest the attention, the more

compulsory will seem the breaking off, when the states-

man starts as from a dream and looks at his watch.

There is another drawback, which is the cost of patience

at which this purchase of goodwill is effected. This will

certainly be considerable on the part of him

affects to listen, and the way to reduce it fe; fftlSlWoh in

reality; for as sincere talking will impart

even to a flimsy material of talk, so tnlh feirtcere listeninf^
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something worth notice maybe distilled from every maU'S

discourse. Yet it must be confessed that he who can

listen with real attention to everything that is said to him^

has a great gift of auscultation.

These, however, are merely the tricks of statesman-

ship, which it may be quite as well to despise as to*

practise.

CHAPTER XXXIL

OF STATESMEN BRED SUCH, AND OF STATESMEN ,BRED

IN THE ARMY, IN THE NAVY, IN COMMERCE, AND
AT THE BAR.

In matters of outward demeanour a difference may be*

perceived between statesmen bred in these several lines.

Men brought up to political life from the first will

commonly stand the most aloof from mankind at large,,

or those whom they do not consider to be of the same-

rank and station with tliemselves. They begin life in its

high places, and they begin it by opposing to the incon-

veniences of importunity the arrogance of youth. Or if

even in youth they are free from arrogance (as men bom
to a high station often are, because they have less occa-

for it), still they cannot but feel the convenience of
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keeping themselves at that distance from men of humbler

rank at which circumstances have placed them.

Men bred in the army or navy, whether high-born or

not, have risen through the lower grades of their profes-

sion, and have necessarily mixed in dally intercourse

with associates of middle station. A distant demeanour

is not therefore natural to them, except as growing out of

the exercise of authority and taking place in regard to

those who serve under them. But what comes naturally

to them in this relation they sometimes like to assume in

others.

Statesmen bred at the bar are of all men the least

disposed to carry into their outward demeanour the dis-

tinctions of rank and station. They have lived a life in

which they have been roughly confronted with their

fcllow-crcuturcs of all classes, and where the extrinsic

demarcations between man and man get trampled under-

foot in the ** k^n encounter of their wits.” Moreover,

the highest bom amongst them has felt his dependence

for success upon clients and their attorneys. The forced

familiarities of the hustings fade away from a man’s

recollection like a drunken dream; but tlrose of the bar

are worked into his nature*

Mercantile men of the class which now and then

fumtahes a statesman, seem to have little in their original

calling which should prepare them to be either aiabla or

otherwise.

Speaking of aptitudes for simh semcas o£ a general
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nature as will frequently in the common course of things

devolve a high civil authority upon military and naval

officers (the administration of colonial governments, for

example), it may be observed, that in affairs not falling

altogether within the range of their knowledge and ex-

perience, the faults of the sailor will be faults of action

and enterprise, the faults of the soldier will be faults of

timidity and evasion. If indeed their self-love and self-

consequence be much concerned in the matter in hand,

if they be irritated by opposition and disrespect, they

will be brought more nearly to a common level. But

this, I think, will happen less frequently to the sailor

tto Que soldier I for though the former is more prone to

a^ Off-hand courses, the latter is more

addicted to pomp and circumstance^ carries hjs jealousy

of what he considers his dignity into smaller matters,; and

finds more frequent occasion for quarrels. Upon the

whole, I am of opinion that if the engineer and artillery

Oorps, and also armies like those of India which are

placed under pecuhar circumstances, be excepted from

th^ comparison, the navy is a more cultivating profession

thiii fihe army, and produces minds of more general

applicabiiiiy to civil affairs.

Let the training circumstances be considered. The
soldier’s activity is liable to be sheathed in a long peace.

The sailor, when he has no other enemy, wages his war

with the elements : there is no treaty of perpetual amity

^th them. The soldier lives under temptations to idle-
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ness or frivolous occup£i.tion ; he has generally a variety

and choice of companions amongst his brother officers,

who like himself have but little to do
;
and he commonly

finds himself in a situation to obtain easy and welcome

access to other society, and especially to tliat of women.

The sailor is limited in his choice of associates : he tires

of those he has, and is thrown upon his own resources

and his books. The ordinary subject-matter of his duties

requires more care, skill, alacrity, and decisiveness, and

offers more variety of interest, than the subject-matter

of a soldier’s duties under the ordinary circumstances

qf soldiership. Further, he must walk tlie quarter-deck

alone four hours by day and four by night at least (and

more if the ship’s officers are upon two watdies instead

of three); and these will be hours of reflection in an

open sea and fine weather, and under different circum-

stances they will be hours of observation and exigency.

It is true that he also has his seasons of dissipation
;
but

his duties in harbour are more serious than those of a

soldier of paralleTrank in garrison; and whilst he is

most a man of pleasure, he is likewise to no inconsider-

able extent a man of business ; and some early day the

wind changes, he is cast loose from his lighter social

connections, one or two of them may be cherished in his

fancy for a few days, but they cannot engross muo|^^<;>f

his life and understanding. In short, his

combines more than any other, a life of sqlifed^ /With a

life of emergency
;
and in consequence than any
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Other unites thoughtfulness with efficiency* A statesman

of my generation, who had more than once filled the

place of first minister, has told me that in his opinion our

sea captains are our best diplomatists* It' is to be borne

in mind, however, that they are employed as such only

in emergencies.

Of the two men who have in our times evinced (so

far as I can pretend to judge) the most powerful faculties

of statesmanship, the one was.a sailor, the other a soldier

of the Indian army,—^Vice-Admiral Lord Collingwood,

and Major-General Sir Thomas Munro. Both were men
who had passed a large portion of their lives in what

may be called solitude and seclusion, because it was

separation from persons of their own race or class. They
rarely mixed with any persons but those over whom
they exercised an absolute authority, and with whom they

transacted business. They lived aloof from the excite-

ments of society and of daily political contention, and
firom the provocations to petty ambition and vanity.

They were eminently meditative statesmen. Whether
their oratorical would have been equal to their other

jpowers, they had no opportunity of showing ; hut if the

opportunity had occurred, and if the wisdom which they
possessed could have been cultivated in combination
with other modes of life, and with the talents necessary
for the conduct of affairs in a deliberate assembly and in
a Cabinet, they, or at least one of them (Sir Thomas
Munro), would probably have attained to a more ,steadily
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commanding station amongst European politicians than

any of their contemporary countrymen have reached, or

reaching, have long continued to occupy.

The causes of the superiority of artillery and engineer

officers are obvious. They have to pass severe examina-

tions in certain branches of knowledge before they can

obtain their commissions
;
* and their subsequent emi-

nence in their profession depends upon scientific acquire-

ments, to be mastered at the same time that they are

mixing with the world and managing their relations with

those whom they command and with those by whom they

are commanded,

With regard to mercantile training as conducive to

statesmanship, it should hardly, I think, be much es-

teemed, except in a country where special education to

politics being unhappily unknown, an education in busi-

ness of any kind may be considered an advantage. It is

often supposed that a person brought up in commerce

will have some peculiar qualifications for discharging the

office of minister for affairs of trade. He may perhaps

inspire more confidence in mercantile people, and in so

far his previous connection with commerce may be an

advantage to himself, and (if he be an efficient minister)

to the public. But this confidence should not in reason

result from that connection. The knowledge and faculties

required for negotiating and legislating on

* Now (in 1878) the test of severe examinatios^: is nd longer
confined to the artillery and engineers,
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subjects, ha^e in trutli hardly anything in common with

those required for condacting a particular commercial

business. There is a good deal of error current upon

this head. When any law is projected for the regulation

of commerce, some set of merchants will commonly take

alarm; and if they are assured that the law will not hurt

them, they will ask—are they not likely to know* their

o\vn business best? What should be the answer of a
statesman? Surely, gentlemen, each of us knows his

own business bestj and your business is to trade, and
mine is to legislate.^^

Of law-bred statesmen (if they have had practice at

the b^} the peculiar merit is a more strenuous application

oC&dr .rninds to business than is often to be found in

others. But they labour under no light counterpoise of

peculiar demerit It is a truth, though it may seem at first

sight like a paradox, that in the affairs of life the reason
may pervert the judgment. The straightforward view
of things may he lost by considering them too closely

and too curiously. When a naturally acute faculty of
rea«:^iing has had that high cultivation which the study
«d |^acticeof the law affords, the wisdom of political,

as well aS; of common life, will be to knowhow to lay
it aside, and

,on proper occasions to arrive at conclusions
by a grasp ; substituting for a chain of arguments that
almost unconscious process by which persons of strong
i^tural understanding get rightupon questions of common

however in the art of reasoning unexercised..
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The fault of a law-bred miad lies commonly in

seeing too much of the question, not seeing its parts

in their due proportions, and not knowing how much

of material to throw overboard in order to bring a subject

within the compass of human judgment In large matters

largely entertained, the symmetry and perspective in

which they should be presented to the judgment requires

that some considerations should be as if unseen by reason

of their smallness and that some distant bearings should

dwindle into nothing. A lawyer will frequently be found

busy in much pinching of a case and no embracing of it

— in routing and grunting and tearing up the soil to get

at a grain of the subject ^—in short, he will often aim at

a degree of completeness and exactness which is excellent

in itself^ but altogether disproportionate to the dimensions

of political affairs, or at least to tliose of certain classes

of them.

CHAPTER XXXIIl

THE STATESMAN OUT OF OFFICE.

One of the greatest penalties which ambition |)nys for

power is when it incurs a forfeiture of the loVt of leisure,

Vet this is a penalty which few who themselves
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zealously to public business can hope to escape
; for the

mind which has been accustomed to answer readily to

incessant calls from without, will rarely retain much of

self-originated activity. The love of leisure and of solitude

belongs to the mind which is to itself a spontaneous

source of thought; and it will seldom happen that an

affluence of spontaneous thought will remain to a mind

which has been subjected habitually to the yoke and

goad of circumstance. The craving for office with which

statesmen are so often reproached is, perhaps, in the

more active of them, quite as much a craving for business

asfor^olument or power; and their unseasonable love of

buriness grows out of their forfeiture of the love of leisure.

Rarely well aa fortunately endowed by nature is that

man who can bve one or the other according to his

occasions.

Pleasant it is to turn, on lonely shore,

Into some cavern of primeval rock,
So silent that the single .drop which falls

In measared time upon the sparry floor,

Strikes on the blank of stillness like a shock :

To muse how many thrones have been o^erlmrled,
* How many wastes made palaces for Man,

How many palaces returned to wastes,
Sinc^ first this secret clepsydra began
To count the minutes of the hoajy world.'’

Such maf be flae retreat into leisure of a statesmaa
wto bves it Tviiii a poet’s love. And some statesmen

“ BJenanalia, ”bj the kte EnuaeUae Hijaanaa (bom I'isho^
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have been poets in their hearts. But if leisure cannot

be loved for its own sake by a statesman quitting

office, it may yet be valued by him if he considers

well even the less worthy of the uses which may be

made of these intervals in a busy career. His mind

may not be (what few are) sufficiently rich, elastic,

and various to find a compensation for the sun-

shine in the deeper verdure which grows beneath the

shade
; but he may nevertheless estimate at something

the profits to be derived from it in the spirit of that

husbandry which looks for a ranker growth when thorns

have been thrown over the turf. Let him consider,

therefore, what are the defects of knowledge which have

been most sensibly felt by him when in office and which

he had then no time or opportunity to supply; and let

this be his season of such preparation as shall enable

him to resume office at a future time with more ample

resources.

. His health, also, will need to be recruited ; and seldom

as statesmen have the prudence to retire from office

voluntarily on this account, it is not unfrequently, perhaps,

that health and life are saved to them by dismissal. For

it may be observed that few of the effective statesmen

who, in this country and in these times, have enjoyed a

long unbroken tenure of office, have lived their threescore

years and ten.

It was so perhaps in 1S36. It is no longedrm lit *^78 . But
for the last 40 years it caa hardly he said any tenure of o^ce
has been long.
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Another purpose which may be answered by retire-

ment, is to enable the statesman to see more clearly

what course he has been pursuing in life, and whither

it is leading him. When he quits the King’s highway

of office, he should endeavour to gain an eminence from

which he may survey the region through which he has

travelled, and his track through it, lying distinctly below

him as in a map. In every man’s career, and especially

in that of a statesman, a change, a pause, a break, is

necessary from time to time, to enable him to understand

his life, and to weigh permanent interests and durable

effects in an undisturbed medium. Change also, con-

sidered isietdy as change^ helps to enlarge the nature

# Competent to deal with adversity and
prosperity. By vicissitude a reflecting mind is cultivated

and instructed
\
a mind which is not too Weak to bear it

is invigorated
j and one which tends upwards is elevated.

Whilst these advantages are to be derived from retire-

ment, it will very often happen in this country that a
ieadii^ statesman’s loss of office is attended with but

1^ political importance. Even for the activity

directed to immediate effects he may have no
kcoffiSd^bie scope in the conduct of a Parliamentary
opposition;^ he will continue to cover a space in the
public mind proportioned to the reputation which he has
acquired It might he thought, therefore, that in many
such cases the change would be acceptable. In point of
feet, however, it seems to be rarely so; and the reason
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would appear to be that most statesmen do not find

themselves enabled to bring home to their own minds a

satisfactory sense of their importance merely by the con-

templation of that in which it really consists, unaided by

impressions upon the senses. A number of very little

things, which go to make up the hustle of greatness, are

necessary to keep up in them a strong and lively assurance

that they are great. When Sir Walter Scott describes

the greatness of Buonaparte in the most brilliant stage of

his career, the arrival and despatch of couriers enter into

the picture which he draws. And in like manner it may

be believed that the impression which most statesmen

receive of their own greatness is much enhanced, un-

consciously perhaps to themselves, by the granting of

audiences, the receiving of deputations, the summonses

to levees and councils, and divers other incidents which

colour their importance to the eyes of their fancy, making

a pictorial presentment of it, as it were
;
whereas without

those incidents, their power stands before them rather

in a naked and statuesque ideal, by which an ordinary

imagination is not so easily captivated. Painting is

designated by Diyden the ^Hena sororis^^ of sculpture.

The appreciation of greatness which is in no way made

palpable to the mind through the senses is analogous to

,

the love of posthumous greatness; which, when it is

loved for its own sake purely and not partJyToit tl^e

of the present reputation of posthutnous; greatness to

come, is the highest abstraction of ambition,
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The most memorable example which our history pre-

sents, of a struggle between the love of the shows of great-

ness and the love of its realities, is that of Lord Bacon, after

Shakespeare the most memorable of men. Multlim incola

fuit anima mea/* had been his account of himself at

an early period of his career
;
but in a soft and compre-

hensive nature worldly susceptibilities were necessarily to

have some share, and the circumstances of the time were

calculated to give them too large a share. There never

was a court in which a philosopher might so pardonably

desire to set his foot, as that which existed when Bacon

chose his path in life. The sovereign was such as he

might honourably serve, the statesmen such as he might

worthily compete with. Persevering and unavailing en-

deavours to rise during that reign exercised his heart in

ambition and gave the greater value to his subsequent

success ;
and thus the indwelling spirit which nature had

given him was for a time and in a measure sacrificed to an

external life. But when this life in its turn fell a sacrifice

to circumstances, then, though there was disgrace and a

tainted character to be endured, his substantial greatness

rose nevertheless like a monument over the shell that had

been buried : and wide as may be the difference as to

natural endowments between this man and others, yet

statesmen who have any of the resources of a contem-

plative mind may, in their degree and according to their

means, profit by a consideration of the manner in which

Lmrd Bacon dignified his retirement from public life. It
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is beautifully said in the close of a panegyric upon him

by one of his most eminent contemporaries,*—‘‘ In his

adversity I ever prayed that God would give him strength;

for greatness he could not want” And it was still more

beautifully said by himself (as recorded by his chaplain in

a diary recently unearthed by Mr. Spedding) that he

was the justest judge that was in England these fifty

years. But it was the justest censure in Parliament that

was these two hundred years.” There was left to him

the greatness of truth, and the greatness of humility

prevailing over humiliation.

CHAPTER XXXIY.

CONCLUSION.

I CLOSE these dissertations with a full sense of the inco-

herent manner in which they have been brought together,

shaping themselves into no system, falling into no metho-

dised sequence, and holding to each other by hardly any

thing beyond tlieir relevancy to one subject My apology

for so offering them is, that if I had applied myself to

devise a system, or even a connected succession, Mnst

necessarily have written more from specukt|w^Wk^

less from knowledge^ What I by
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reflection flowing from circumstance, must have been

connected by what I might persuade myself that I knew
inventively, or by reflection flowing from reflectioa I am
well aware of the weight and value which is given to

a work by a just and harmonious incorporation of its

parts. But I may be permitted to say that there is also

a value currently and not unduly attached to what men
are prompted to tliink concerning matters within their

knowledge. Perceiving that I was not in a condition to

undertake such a work as might combine both values, the

alternative which I have chosen is that of treating the

topics severally, as they were thrown up by the sundry

suggestion of experience.

It is possible, indeed, that by postponing my work to

a future period, a further accumulation of experience

might have enabled me to improve it in the rnatter of

connection and completeness, without derogating from
the other claim. But it has appeared to me that there

are considerations which render the present time season-

able for the publication of a book, even thus imperfect,

upon this theme.

Of the two classes of political questions,—those con-
cerning forms, of government and those concerning its

administration,—there are seasons for both. I would
.sedulously guard myself against the error of undervaluing
.that class of questions of which I know least I admit
^at, under very many aspects of political society, ques-
titm concerning forms of government exceed all otliers
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1 importance. I am far indeed from subscribing to that

ouplet of Pope's which has obtained such singular

•elebrity

—

“ For forms of government let fools contest

;

Whichever is best administered is best.
”

No rational man did ever dispute that a good adminis-

tration of government is the sunimum honum of political

science; but neither can it be reasonably denied that

good forms of government are essential to its good

administration ; they are contested on this ground ; and

to dismiss the contending parties with the epithet applied

to them by Pope, appears to be hardly worthy of an

instructed writer.

But with all due respect for questions of form and for

an exclusive attention to them in their paramount season,

what I would suggest is, that a time may come in which

.
these questions should be degraded to a secondary rank

and questions of administration should take tlieir place.

I would observe that the contest concerning forms may

be so engrossing, and so long continued, as to defeat its

own end. It may do so not only for the time, but in

its ultimate result Whilst all men's minds are agitated

by these contests, whilst owing to this agitation adminis-

trative efficiency is suspended and administrations toe

fugitive and precarious, it is clear that the end ;ih Mm i^

sacrificed for tlie time being, And though ,it be not

equally clear, it may yet be reasonably offered for con-
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sideration, that after constitutional reforms have been

carried far enough to make it the interest of a govern-

ment to engage in administrative reforms, the further

progress of the former will be rather retarded than

accelerated by the suspension of the latter.
,

Suppose, for example, the case of a people who felt

the want of good laws in general, but whose greatest

want, though the least felt, was that of moral, religious,

and intellectual instruction j and suppose them living

under a form of government so imperfect as not to make

it the interest of their rulers to supply their wants

:

suppose this people in the progress of time to have

attained casually enough of intellectual instruction to

make them impatient of their form of government and

theieupon to effect firom time to time such changes of

that form as shall at length make it the interest of the

government to apply itself to their religious, moral, and

civil improvement : so far forth their efforts and changes,

were means, and the end was not sacrificed, even tem-

porarily. But imagine this people in the pursuit of this

end, by these means, to have effected in their own minds

derires, as the manner of all people is, a conversion

of the means into the end, and to have acquired a dis-

position to fix their desires upon changes of form, without

any or with a disproportionate reference to administrative

measures. From that time forward their agitation of

constitutional questions, whether or not it may tend to

amendments of their constitution, will at least conjoin
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with that tendency a sacrifice. Measures for their in-

struction (which by the hypothesis is their greatest want)

will be intermediately suspended or impeded. And
furthermore, the- constitutional reforms themselves may

be either less rapidly or less beneficially and substantially

obtained. For they who hold that knowledge is power,

will admit that to retard the acquisition of knowledge by

the people, pending the discussion of constitutional

changes, is, in one of its results at least, to impede their

advance to power, and to postpone the substance of

popular power to the form.

It is not, of course, as logical propositions exacting

necessary assent, that I apply these remarks to the present

circumstances of this country. The case assumed merely

represents my own opinion and belief in regard to our

political predicament; and the opinion and belief are

stated as a motive for making an early effort, and an

apology if it be a premature one, to divert the attention

of thoughtful men from forms of government to the

business of governing.
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Between 1836, whea the 'Statesman* was first pub-
lished, and this year of 1878 when it is republished, a large

of experience has been obtained, and much discus-
sion has arisen on the subject , of selecting public servants
according to the success they may achieve in examinations
in which it is open to all men to compete

;
and doubts have

been recently entertained whether in some walks of the
public service, it would not be better that the competition
should be between a limited number of candidates chosen
by responsible patrons. For example, diplomacy requires
qualifications which are not to be met with in all classes of

society ; and when open competition was adopted elsewhere,

^ tbsnpetition between nominees was maintained in the
Office. For the East Indian service open com-

pefteohlfe adopted, but with questionable results, in the
dealings bfathibrary authorities with races inferior in. every-
thing ^jr<£:^/,^b6d*breeding, it is important that the Euro-
peans employed should have other qualifications in addition
to those which ensure success in examinations. It occurred
me in 1855 that a compromise might be effected which

yquld combine in a large measure the advantages of com-
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petition with those of nomination, and it was explained and
discussed in the correspondence which follows :

—

H, Taylor to Earl Granville.

September i6, 1855.

I HAVE been reading in my holidays the jBlue Book on the Civil

Service, and one question has occurred to me, not raised in that

remarkable collection of reports, which may possibly deserve con-

sideration—the question whether it might not be expedient to

combine with competition between candidates a competition between

patrons. For example, when a Clerkship of the Customs shall fall

vacant, the Treasury might nominate two candidates and the Chair-

man of the Board of Customs two, the four being to compete in

examination for the appointment. On this system, so far as it

might be an object to each patron that a nominee of his own should

get the place, it would be the interest of each to name persons who

might be more than a match for the persons named by the other.

In Mr. Bromley’s report, and I think in some others, there is a

recommendation that the patronage of clerkships in the Revenue

Departments should be transferred from the Treasury to the heads

of those Departments. It is those heads no doubt who have the

more direct interest in the efficiency of their clerks, and I incline to

think that they would make better appointments than are made by

the Treasury: but I am not myself so much disposed as some men,

and even some political men, to make light of the objections to a

destmction of patronage used for political purposes ; and I would

much rather see the efficiency of the Civil Service provided for

compatibly with the preservation of that patronage or of some large

proportion of it. May it not be believed, however, that two nomi-

nations to compete, even if there be four competitors, will answer

the purposes of the Secretary of the Treasury as well as one place

to give away? What the Secretary of the Treasury wants to say to

the Member, and what the Member wants to say to the Constituent,

is, **I have done my best for you and whether that best is by

giving a place or giving an opportunity, is not perhaps very material

to either of them, or at least two opportunities may very well be
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worth one place. And in so far as the place may be worth more

than the opportunity to Treasury, Member, or Constituent, they will

one or another or all, take pains to send a candidate on whom the

opportunity will not be thrown away. Wherein if they fail, the

nomination of the unpolitical patron will take effect

The Right Hon, Sir George Lewis^ Bart,^ to H, Saylor,

November 7, 1855.

I am much obliged to you for sending me a copy of your letter

to Lord Granville. The suggestion which you make is original and
ingenious, and might perhaps be tried with advantage. I should be

afraid, however, of suggesting comparisons as to one person in office

with another. The newspapers would say, See what a virtuous

man Sir J. Freemantle is, and what a wicked man Mr. Hayter is 5

four candidates of the former have succeeded, and four of the latter

have been rejected. The truth is that a Secretary of the Treasury
i^h(> lioimro iwscms to subordinate places in the Revenue
Departments knows nothing of his nominees or of their qualifica-

tions. He never sees them or hears much of their character. What
is more, the Members who give him their names know veiy little

more. When parents find out that there is a real examination for

candidates, they will pick out of their sons one who can pass it with
credit They will soon make the discovery that it is useless to send
a lout who is sure to be rejected. I have no faith in the principle
of literary competition, hut I would require that every candidate
should leap over a bar of a certain height, and I would make sonte*

»0^O«Kible for every candidate who is examined. The coUec-
which you refer contains much inteiestii^ and

j the diffisrence of opinion even among 00m.
patent is I think Stephen undioly serene upon
the Civil

; lAs far as my experience has gone, it seems to
me that eveiy profefelqin and every service—legal, clerioaJ, medical,
mUitaiy, imvab eta^^-^eontains a considerable proportion of iaay,

and ill-informed persons. The principle of ooanpetiblon can*
human nature, or make a silk purse oftt ofa sow^s W* and

; ofmos* etfrs is large.
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worth one place. And in so far as the place may he worth mono
than the opportxmity to Treasury, Member, or Constituent, they will

one or another or all, take pains to send a candidate on whom th e
opportunity will not be thrown away. Wherein if they fail, the
nomination of the unpolitical patron will take eflfecL

Right Hon. Sir Gearge Leivis^ Bart., to BB. Taylor..

N'ovenxbery, x855 .

I am much obliged to you for sending me a copy of your letter

to Lord Granville. The suggestion which yon make is original and
ingenious, and might perhaps be tried with advantage, I should be
afraid, however, of suggesting comparisons as to one person in oihce
with another. The newspapers would say, ** See what a virtuous
mm Sir J. Freemantle is, and what a wicked man Mr. Hayter is

;

iowr g^ndidates of the former have succeeded, and four of the latter
r^ected.” The truth is that a Secretary of the Treasury

wfe Masmates fiegrscaiis to subordinate places in the Revenue
Departmeats km^ of his nominees or of their qualifica-
tioBS. He never sees them or bears ranch of their character. What
is more, the Members who give him their names know very little
more. When parents find out that there is a real examination for
candidates, they will pick out of their sons one who can pass it withcr^t They will soon make the discov^ that it is useless to send
a^l^who IS sure to be rejected I have no feith in the principle

compehrion, bnt I •would require that every candidate
OTO- a bar Of a certain height, and I would make sonu-

iS^fOBsibJe for every candidate who is examined. The collec
te_which yc^ refer contains much interesting andpaty, hat the difereace of opinion even among ocan.

I think Stephen unduly^ upon
experience has gone, it seems toevery laofesaoB and every service-legal, derioal, jtwEeaL

<ta*^-eosntatiis a considerable proportion of
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JT» Taylor to Sir George LeTJois,

Novemter 12, 1855.

Many thanks for your letter. I am glad that you think my plan

not unworthy of consideration. The objection which you make of

a comparison odious to the Secretary of the Treasury, would have
the less force in proportion as the plan had the more success in

leading Members and Constituents to name better men ; and I

rather think that, as things are now, the Secretary of the Treasury

gets small credit for his nominees on a comparison with those who
conae up in examination for the services beyond his range. It

might possibly be an advantage to him, as well as to the public

service, if any means could be found of making Members and
Constituents carefiil as to whom they should recommend.

My faith is in competitive examination as against the leaping-

bar,*' or rather as over and above it. I am told by persons conver-

sant with both kinds of examination in the Universities, that the

non-competitive may do well at first and for a time and in the hands

of this or that particular examiner, but that it is the most uncertain

and variable of all tests, and that its general tendency is to dwindle

to nothing. At present, and in the hands of Mr. Maitland, the ex-

aminations for the Civil Service are, I believe, effective, even when
non-competitive, and more than half the candidates are rejected;

but I am told that they are for the most part rejected for want of

proficiency in spelling and in the first four rules of arithmetic. This

is a very broad ground of rejection ; and for several branches of the

public service now, and in the progress of improvement one would

hope before long for all the clerical class of offices, it would he

desirable to have a method of examination adapted to deal with

nicer distinctions. The distinction between one sow’s ear and

another may be carried farther than this. And wherever any but

the broadest distinctions are to be dealt with, the competitive ex-

amination seems to me to he the only one which is likely to be

really effective; inasmuch as justice to individuals is so muOb
stronger a principle in the minds oi men than justice to the State.
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Tke Right Hbn, W* E, Gladstone to IT. Taylor.

November i6, 1S55.

I am so much in the Trevelyan and Northcote sense about
patronage Cas I believe is Granville) that I hail and welcome, in the
spirit called Catholic, all proposals which involve abandonment of
irresponsible nomination ; I am pleased to see them jostling with
one another on the road to progress ; or I look upon them as so
many rivers which will sooner or later all lose themselves in the sea
of Freedom, and not evaporate afterwards. As regards, however,
your own plan in particular, I am inclined to think with you that
the permanent head, in competition with the political head or super-
visor, would take great pains with his nominations. I do not doubt
that, as you say, Customs nominations would be better
Treasmy nominations

; founding myself partly on this, which the
ejperience, thus far, seems to have proved, that they could scarceJy
be wcttse. But I do not agree with you in valuing this ‘'patronage.

I^ not much of an organic reformer and wdsh to keep the
cm its old legs, I would give my eyes to cut away

that^ pwh'cm and that worst portion of the, system which h
capable of excision.

t»***w* ««

Upon the whole, then, I give to your proposal a kind Of per-
support~the support which rank freetraders gave to aWd^on wm m 1841 I think you would loosen the bands and}o^f tte system of nomination, and I also admit that, if yourpian^onld h^en into permanence, it would, wiener^ to any other objection or not, give better men than the prewnt

JS: Taylor to Mr. Gladstone.

aac«e than one project and experiment
^ should

the length which it Xy ^eiy^tSJ
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expedient to go in tlie end. The system already adopted can hardly

fail to light the way more or less.

Irresponsible nomination I am as much oi^posed to as you are

;

but I think the endeavour should be to make nomination responsible

and otherwise to guard it, and not to abolish it,

I find it objected to my plan, in some quarters, that tlie political

patron’s nominees would be' rejected by the Civil Sei-vice Com-
missioners in a far larger proportion than the official patron’s, and
that this would throw discredit on the political patron and expose
him to comments in the newspapers ; and the inference which I

draw from this is, that it would make him responsible.

I have long thought that a good deal might be done, indepen-
dently of examinations for junior situations, to attach some sort of

responsibility to recommendations for employment and promotion in

the public service. Even if no more were done than to make such

recommendations matter of public record, instead of being kept and
talcen away by shiftmg private secretaries, a step would be gained.

And, in die event of any delinquency on the ‘part of a public

servant, the record should be resorted to and produced to Parlia-

ment if called for. And I think that the record and the delinquency
should always be brought to the notice of the persons responsible for

the recommendation, with an intimation that, in case the papers
should be called for, any explanation they might wish to give should
accompany them. The mere knowledge that if they committed
them$elves to an unscnipulous recommendation or testimonial they
nnght hear of it again, would be some check. I should think regu-
lations to some such effect would be susceptible of being established
by Order in Council,

It might also be enjoined that a person who had been already
employed in one branch of the public service should not be employed
in another without a report from the former upon his conduct and
qualifications. I have known persons dismissed for scandalous
misconduct from, one branch of the public service to be presently
re-employed in another, in a better office than that -vrliich they had
lost.

IV.
2 D
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IT, Taylor to Lord yohn jRusselL

November 22, 1S55.
If you are not very busy, may I ask you to read the enclosed

letter to Lord Granville, suggesting: a plan for the disposal of pat-
ronage between the political and the pennanent heads of depart-
ments, on a system of competing: nominations. I do not know
whether you take much interest in the new system of examinations
for the Civil Service, but I have some faith in it, and a hope that
its effects will not stop at the junior situations or the classified
offices, but will reach indirectly those many very important but
more isolated posts to which men are appointed per saltunu May
one not venture to say that the weakness of our Government is
partly owing to our statesmen not knowing sufficiently whei-e to
fiid men and how to choose them ? Even without any new system
it has always seemed to me that there are methods and devices by
which a Minister might turn to better account, as occasions arise,

and instmments, which H»

.g»g*g^^6»^^^desoriptive catalogue of the use-mey -aB^^-'cewBe wiaia- his knowledge,

Manst^s ^W<ia^who wiU not be within the

•eaetaij^ mm not only able m himself, but belonging to sets lota^sooetaeserf’^emai! tor men of ability herd tomther and tri

«toeV ways,;^«^yth^moresystematic> I ddnk that better appointmeS
^”7 often me made ; but Minis^L in tl^

'!!5gg5K*^'to:«a»-fecffities which might accrue toS^ improved system ofgrvyahousm to bring a good mSy men
.

as some

toUm Amo aof mim find fr^- road opeae*
Mte.mJTfinitftl ^^

«OTortanities. azer
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Lord J, JKtissdl io JL Taylor,

November 23, 1855.

What you say of having a Private Secretary conversant with

men of talent is a valuable hint. The joint nomination by the

Treasury and Chairmen of Revenue Boards might well be acted

upon. But there seem to me two difficulties inherent in the subject

which it is not easy to suimount. If the offices are thrown open to

the market, there seems great force in Waddington*s observation,

—

that you have no work to be done or salary to be received (with

the exceptions, perhaps, of the Foreign Office and Colonial Office)

.adequate to satisfy the ambition and desire of noble occupation

you have called into the public service- If you rely on patronage,

you can only obtain the gauge of a young man of eighteen from

those who know him, and those who know him are partial, being

relations, friends, or political patrons. A Minister has not much
chance of making a good choice at present ; but I expect the tower

proof to which all these new muskets are to be subjected will be

a very fair test. A gentleman, yesterday, promised me the account

•of the first examinations, which, it appears, is in print-

After all, I cannot say I am much dissatisfied with what has been

produced. In the changes which have taken place from 1830 to

1855, a good permanent Civil Service could alone have kept the

carriages on the line, and they have been kept on the line.

. Labouchere, your new master, is one of the purest and most

virtuous of our political men—talk to him on this subject.

AT, Taylor to Bari Grey,

November 23, 1855-

- , , . Since the House of Commons fell to decay, it has seemed

to me that what has been chiefly wanting to give strength to Govern-

ment is :—1st. That they should have the power to take men where

they could find them, in the House or out of it, to fill political offices

and speak in the House (without voting) ; and 2nd. That the per^

manent Civil Service should be supplied with a larger proportion

of able men than heretofore ; and this, not only with a view to the
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better working of tbe ordinary and inferior services, but also with

a view to place within easy reach of the Government men fitted for

important detached appointments, so that Ministers of State, having

occasion to make such appointments, may find capable men without

using such arts and efforts as Ministers never do use, and I suppose

never will use, to seek them. It is said that a certain system of ex-

amination and competition will bring into the ordinary Civil Service

abler men than will stay in it for the salaries it can afford to give.

I thinlc it very desirable that it should do so, and that these abler

men should be kept only for a time in inferior offices, and kept by

the inducement of prospects rather than of pay, and that the

Government should find the convenience of resorting to them to fill

important appointments, instead of emasculating the Engineer and

the Bar,

JSon, Stephen Spring Rice io H. Taylor,

November 26, 1.855*

Ass to two examinations, competitive, or what has been

called the “leaping-bar,*' I do not agree witlx you in the importance

you attach to the former, in your letter of the I2tli to Lewis. It ^

seems to me unavoidable that the matter of examination should he

^tremely elementary in character, so that it will be almost im-

possible to place the horses, as it would he in a race of 100 yards at

Newmarhet- A majority of the candidates would be equal
;
and

perhaps the man who was truly and decidedly the best might be

behind—as in the race, a delay of a couple of seconds in the start

would settle the case in a short nm, but be immaterial in a two mile

Civil Sei-vice Commissioners are

dttty which. Principals of Departments ought to

have always^ mostly professed to do so, and very fre-

quently did. as it hkas yet gone, theijr existence must be said

tohave mainly led tsb beaker adjainistmtion of an existing system,

tKJt to the introductdoh bf a new. Your plan, is ingenious, but it

itesls wholly on there being a competitive examination, whidi ap-

to nae inapplicable to the great mass of Civil Service appoint-

Ipfc sgpplicahle enough to Indian writerships, ooanmissions

Ih and the like.
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The branch of this large question that is, I am satisfied, far and

far away the most important is that of p'077totion. If I were Chief

Director of an office, I should prefer having the worst system of

appointments provided I were left the right of promotion, to the best

system with promotion governed by seniority or administered from

without the office.

The difficulties in the way of improvement in this matter I con-

sider to be two. First, the men at the head of the various depart-

ments, with whom practically rests the right of promotion, are

mostly men of good abilities, almost invariably of high character,

but constantly deficient in moral courage. I won^t stop to inquire

whether this deficiency is theirs only in common with the large

majority of men, or wdiether it comes from the peculiarities of the

class which furnishes them, viz., the class of second-mte men con-

nected with or concerned in politics. I limit myself to asserting

that whereas the characteristic of moral courage is perhaps the most

indispensable of all (the requirement of fair abilities being first

satisfied) for the head of an office, it is in my experience that in

which the leading men I have known are most lamentably deficient.

I confess I don’t know how this is to be corrected. But I wish the

existence of the evil were more generally known and acknowledged

than it is, and there would then be some chance of amendment.

I can’t say that the great political officers show any bright

example in this matter to the subordinate chiefs of the permanent
Civil Service. Are not Secretaries of State, and even collective

Cabinets, known to have recourse to very strange devices rather

than look the House of Commons in the face on some difficult or

uncertain question? Then, besides the House of Commons as a
bugbear, there is that shadowy entity, **Public Opinion,” the 7wies,

and, indeed, many others—timidity being apt enough to create its

own objects. I must say, little as I agree with Gladstone about the

war, that it is very refreshing to see how gallantly he has bearded
the mob and the press. I don’t think there is a man in the House
but he who would have done it

The second difficulty in the way of improving the system of

promotion is that of duly adjusting the claims of seniority and
superior competence. It is idle to speak of throwing the former
•consideration aside. I believe that much good would arise from an
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attempt at definition by rule. I proposed something of the sort
to Granville, and I think both he and his colleagues, Spearman and
Hayter, were well disposed to it, but their Customs Enquiiy was
prematurely broken up, to the very gi-eat misfortune of the Depart-
ment, Say diat there are six classes of Landing Waiters in the
Port of London, let three out of four vacancies in each class be filled
hy seniority, excluding only misconduct or such incapacity as has
ieo to formal complaint. Let the fourth vacancy be filled by the
best man in the class next below. I have a strong opinion that thisne^me alone would produce a prodigious change for the better.To come back to the question of primary appointments IcorMly vsdth Trevelyan and Nortlicote in condemning the presentsystem; but not because it is very mischievous to the pLic se^^ ce^Icare more for the constituencies. It brings iuto activity ateSsmany dirty feUows who would otherwise lie qui t : an^H^oochetta evU. these dirty fellows get rewarded se uTbeLe

.^Ag^^>.]pot^.street or write little notes to Hayter,

f from soon

wtn my fingere and taking sops put into my mouth by mv Arab

iX Tay/er tom Hon. SUphm Spin^ JUca

.V.,

r dedtships in the
, inferior sLlces,

P^Mseonversaat Tvith examinations
e i^^, services, antd I do'aot

^ ^^inapplicability of competition
fo»«les 0f arithmetic

''.£S9nTT: . Tj. better
...... t m
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of columns with the greatest speed and the fewest errors ; or at

least if, owing to a disturbance of the balance by trepidation, etc.,

it should not show which man. will do it the best habitually, it

has as good a chance of showing that as of showing the preference

to be given in examinations for less elementary attainments. For

I should wish to be clearly understood as not affiiming that in either

case the competitive examination will be by any means sure to show

the preferable man ; and I do not desire the competitive examina-

tion as a means of pushing up the standard to a higher pitch ; on

the contrary, I would take care, by the tasks set, to keep it at a

moderate pitch ; but I desire it because I believe it to be the only

means of keeping an examination steady and effective at any pitch

high or low. Rory Numbskull will always ’ get himself passed,

unless his passing shall give just ground of complaint to Thomas

Tag, Robert Rag, and Cornelius Bobtail. The leaping-bar would

be kicked over by any one of these gentlemen who could not clear

it, if the others were not standing by to cry Shame.”

In your observations upon promotions I entirely concur; and

I set a high value on the suggestion that tliree out of four vacancies

in each class should be filled by senioiity (“ excluding only miscon-

duct and such incapacity as has led to formal complaint ”), and that

the fourth should be filled by the best man in the class next below.

The Hon, St^hen Sj>ringJiice to H. Taylor,

, ,
December 26, 1855.

i tS have materially qualified what I said in my last hy

admittii^ W tieinarlcs to be comparatively inapplicable to your

special proposal, for establishing a competition between a very

limited numheir of named by different patrons.

PRINTED BY WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS, LIM1TEI>, AND BECCLES.
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8vo, 3J. 6d.

The Great PersianWar from the History of Herodotus.
New Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

A Manual of Mythology In the form of Question and
Answer, New Edition. Fcap, 8vo, 3^,

An Introduction to the Science of Comparative Myth-
ology and Folk-Lore. Crown 8vo, gj.

i

COX. Rev. Sir G. W., M.A., Bart., and JONES, Eustace Hinton.—
Popular Romances of the Middle Ages. Second

Edition, in i vol. Crown 8vo, 6s.

COX, Rev. Salvator Mundl ; or, Is Christ the Saviour of all

Men ? Seventh Edition, Crown 8vo,
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COXi Rw^ Samuel^continued,

The Genesis of Evil, and other Sermons, mainly expository.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s,

A Commentary on the Book of Joh- With a Translation.
DemySvo, I5j'.

CRA UFURD^ A, AT.—Seeking for Light s Sermons. Crown 8vo, 5f.

CRAVEI/, iffj.—A Tear’s Meditations. Crown 8vo, 6s,

CRAWFURD^ Oswald,—Portugal, Old and New. With Illustra-

tions and Maps. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s,

CROZIER, yohn The Religion of the Future.
Crown 8vo, 6s,

Cyclopaedia of Common things. Edited by the Rev. Sir George
W. Cox, Bart., M.A. With 500 Illustrations. Third Edition.

Large post 8vo, p, 6d,

DALTOK^ Rev, yohn Neale^ M,A,, R.M,—Sermons to Naval
Cadets. Preached onboard H.M.S. “Britannia.^' Second
Edition. Small crown 8vo, 35*. 6d.

DAVIDSOIZ^ Rev, Samuel^ LL,D,—^The New Testament,
translated from the Latest Greek Text of Tischen-
dorf. A New and thoroughly revised Edition. Post 8vo, loj. 6^.

Canon of the Bible s Its Formation, History, and Fluctuations.

Third and revised Edition. Small crown 8vo, 5^.

The Doctrine of Last Things contained in the New Testa-

ment compared with the Notions of the Jews and the Statements

of Church Creeds. Small crown 8vo, doth, 3^. 6d,

DA FIDSOJV, Thomas,—The Parthenon Frieze, and other Essays,

Crown 8vo, 6s,

DAVIES, Rev, J, Z., Theology and Morality. Essays on
Questions of Belief and Practice. Crown 8vo, yr. 6d,

DAWSON, Gto,, M.A,—Prayers, with a Discourse on Prayer.
Edited by his Wife. Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s,

Sermons on Disputed Points and Special Occasions.
Edited by his Wife. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s,

Sermbxfe dh Daily Life and Duty. Edited by his Wife.
Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s,

The AuthenSc Gospel. A New Volume of Sermons. Edited
by George St. Crair. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 6j.

Three Books of Gk>d Z Nature, History, and Scripture.
Sermons edited by George St. Clair. Crown 8vo, cloth, os,

DMfREDCZIFFE, Viscount Stra^ord,—Why am I a Christian ?
i;;r Edition. Crown 8v0, 3J.

pMSFMMZf Phmp S.f Daniel and John ; or, the Apocalypse
^ Old and that of the New Testament. Demy 8vo, I2,r,
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DlDONy Rev, — Science -wlthoTit God. CoLferences by.
Translated from the French by Rosa Corder. Crown 8vo,
cloth, 5^.

DOTi^Z^SN", Edvjardf -—ShalsLSpere : a Critical Study of his
Mind and Art. Sixth Edition. Post 8vo, I2j.

Studies in Literature, 1789-1877. Second and Cheaper Edition.

Large post 8vo, 6s,

DREWRY^ G, 0,, -The Common-Sense Managencient of
the Stomach- Fifth Edition. Fcap. Evo, 2s, 6d,

DREWRY, G, 0,, M,D,y andBARTLETTy JT. C,, Cup and
Platter ; or, Notes on Food and its Effects. New and Cheaper
Edition. Small 8vo, is. 6d.

DUFFIELDy A, y.’-'Oon Quixotes his Critics and Commen-
tators. With a brief account of the minor works of Miguel de
Cervantes Saavedra, and a statement of the aim and end of

the greatest of them all, A [handy book for general readers.

Crown 8vo, 3^. 6d,

DU MONCELy Count,—The Telephone, the Microphone, and
the Phoiiofraph. With 74 Illustrations. Second Edition.

Small crown Svo, 5s,

EJDOEWORTEy F, 3^.—Mathematical Psychics. An Essay on
the Application of Mathematics to Social Science. Demy Svo,

7j. 6d,

EDISy Robert W,y E.S,A., etc,—Decoration and Furniture of
Town Houses : a Series of Cantor Lectures, deli^rered before

the Society of Arts, 1880. Amplified and Enlarged. With 29
Full-page Illustrations and numerous Sketches. . Second Edition,

Square ovo, I2J. 6d,

Educational Code of the Prussian Nation, In Its Present
Form. In accordance with the Decisions of the Common Pro-

vincial Law, and with those of Recent Legislation. Crown 8vq,

2s, 64,

Education Library. Edited by Philip Magnus

An Introduction to the History of Educational
Theories. By Oscar Browning, M.A. Second Edidoh,

3J. 64,

John Amos Comenius j his Life and Educational Work. By
Prof. S. S. Laurie, A.M. ss. 6d,

Old Greek Education, By the Rev. Prof, MAhaeft, M.A.

3Jt

Eighteenth Century Essays. Selected and Edited by Austin
Dobson. With a Miniature Frontispiece by R. Caldecott.

Parchment Library Edition, 6s,

;

vellum, p, 6d.

EUSDAlBy Studies in Tennyson*s Idylls- Crown Svo, 5j.
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ELYOTi Eir TVwmas.-^The Boke named the Gouernour- Edited
from tlie First Edition of 1531 by HENRY Herbert Stephen
Croft, M.A., Barrister-at-I^w. With Portraits of Sir Thomas
and Lady Elyot, copied by permission of her Majesty from Hol-
bein’s Original Drawings at Windsor Castle. 2 vols. Fcap, 4to,

50J.

Kranus- A Collection of Exercises in the Alcaic and Sjmphic Metres.
Edited by F. W. Cornish, Assistant Master at Eton. Crown
8vo, 2S,

EFANS, Mark,—The Story of Our Father’s Love, told to
Children. Fifth and Cheaper Edition. With Four Illustrations.

Fcap. 8vo, IS, 6d,

A Book of Common Prayer and Worship for House-
hold Use, compiled exclusively from the Ploly Scriptures.
Second Edition. Fcap, 8vo, is.

The Gospel of Home Life- Crown 8vo, 4s, 6cl,

The King’s Story-Book, In Three Parts, Fcap. 8vo, w. 6d,
each.

Parts I, and II, with Eight Illustrations and Two Picture Maps,
now ready,

* at Caaton before Treaty Days 1825-1844.^ an oH KesMttit, With frontispiece, Crown 8vo, cloth, 5^'*

EEUCII^ J^.—Teohnlcal Education in a Saxon Town-
Published for the City and Guilds of London Institute for tlie
Advancement of Technical Education. Demy 8vo, 2J.

PLOREDICM,W. ff.—K Month among the Mere Irish.. Small
crown 8vo, 5j.

Home and Its Conneotlorx
^g%aon .> An.Ootlme of the History
Fo^dation down to the Erection of

'

'

1

r ' ^ riumerous Illustrations
Sculpture, and Coinage, and of the

mtip^ Gtirreno^,
firom One Faj

Indian
embracing
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GARD2I7ER, Samuel E., and % BASS MULLTITGER, MA.--
Introduction to the Study of English History- Large
Crown Svo, 9^,

GARDBEE, Dorsey.^Qn^Xt^ Bras, Ligny, and Waterloo. A
NaiTative of the Campaign in Belgium, 1815. With Maps and
Plans. Demy Svo, i6j.

GARDBEE, y., Af.^.^-Longevity ; The Means of Prolonging
Life after Middle Age. Fourth Edition, revised and
enlarged. Small crown Svo, 4r,

GEBEESt History of the Administration of John de
Witt, Grand Pensionary of Holland, Vol. I. 1623-1654, With
Portrait Demy Svo, i5j.

GEJ\f2/Ai — Irresponsihle Philanthropists- Being some
Chapters on the Employment of Gentlewomen. SmaD crown
Svo, 2J. 6d»

GEOEGE, Henry .—Progress and Poverty? an Inquiry into the
Causes of Industrial D^ressions, and of Increase of Want with
Increase of Wealth, The Remedy. Second Edition. Post
Svo, 7j. 6af, Also a cheap edition. Sewed, price

GILBERT, ATrj. — Autobiography and other Memorials-
Edited by Josiah Gilbert. Third and Cheaper Edition^ With
Steel Portrait and several Wood Engravings, Crown Svc^, 6L

GLOVER, F., M.A ,—Exempla Latina. A First Construing Book,
with Short Notes, Lexicon, and an Introduction to the Analysis
of Sentences. Fcap. Svo, 2f.

GODWTH, William,—i:\ie Genius of Christianity Tin.veiled-
Being Essays never before published. Edited, with a Preface,
by C. Kegan Paul, Crown Svo, *js, 6/.

GOLESMIDy SSr Francis Henry
y
Baft,, Q>G,f M,P,—Memoir of.

With Portrait. Second Edition, revised. Crown Svo, 6j.

GOOHMHOtlGHt Commodore J, G,—Memoir of, with Extracts from
his Letters and Journals. Edited by his Widow, With Steel
Engraved Portrait. Square Svo, 5j.

Also a Librajy Edition with Maps, Woodcuts, and Steel Engraved
Portrait. Square post Svo, 14J,

COSSE, Edmund FT.—Studies In the Literature of Northern
Europe- With a Frontispiece designed and etched by Alma
Tadema. New and cheaper edition, I^rge crown 8vo^ m

GOULD, Rev, S. Earing, M,A,—Tlcx^ Vicar of MorwbttStovr : a
Memoir of the Rev. R. S. Hawker. Wkh/ Porttsiit. Third
Edition, revised. Square post Svo, M

Germany, Present and Past. Ne^ and Cheaper Edition.
Large crown Svo, *ifs, ^d,

GOWANy Major Walter Ivanoft%‘ Htisslan Grammar-
(x6th Edition.) Translated, eidSirged, and arranged for use of
Students of the Russian Lan^age* Petny Svo, 6^.
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GRAHAM^ WUHam^ M,A ^—The Greed of Science, Religious, Moral,
and Social. Demy 8vo, 12s,

GRIFFITH^ Thomasy AM.—The Gospel of the Divine Dlfe t a
Study of the Fourth Evangelist. Demy 8vo, 14F-

GRIMLEYy Reu. IT, IT.y M.A ,—Trenaadoc Sermons, chiefly on
the Spiritual Body, the Unseen World, and the
Divine Humanity. Third Edition. Crown Svo, 6s,

ORUNERy — Studies of Blast Furnace Phenomena.
Translated by L, D. B. Gordon, F.R.S.E., F.G.S. Demy 8vo,

6if.

GURNEYy Rev, Archer,
—^Wordsof Faith and Cheer. A Mission

of Instruction and Suggestion. Crown Svo, 6j.

IJAECKELy jProf, The History of Creation. Translation
revised by Professor E. Ray Lankester, M.A., F.R,S. With
Coloured Plates and Genealogical Trees of the various groups
of both Plants and Animals. 2, vols. Second Edition. Post
8vo, 3W.

The History of the Evolution of Man. With numerous
Illustrations. 2 vols. Post Svo, 32J.

Freedom in Science and Teaching. With a Prefatory Note
hy T. H. Huxley, F.RS. Crown Svo, Ss,

lister Dora 5 a Biography. By Margaret Lonsdale.
True Words for Brave Men s a Book for Soldiers and Sailors.

By the late Charles ICingsley.

An Inland Voyage- By R. L. Stevenson.
"*{

Travels with a Donhey. By R, L. Stevenson.
A Nook in the Apennines. By Lead^^r Scott.

of Trav^ s hdng Extract^ jlrte fhe Journals of Count VoN

Rus^a. By Count Von Moltke,
. And Arranged hy J. Dennis.

•» r«.ny«.n,

^ Canon R, H.

RMij r *
rf Stete. k SM! «)d Tfe A
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IIAWJSIS^ Rev. H. R,j M.A .—Current CoixXi Materialism—The
Devil—Crime—Drunkenness—Pauperism—^Emotion—Hecreation—^The Sabhath. Fourth and Cheaper Edition. Crovm 8vo, S*^'

Arrows in the Air. Fourth and Cheaper Edition. Cro'wn

8vo, 5f,

Speech in Season. Fifth and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, 5'^*

Thoughts for the Times. Twelfth and Cheaper Edition.

Crown 8vo, 5r.

TJnsectarian Family Prayers- New and Cheaper Edition.

Fcap. 8vo, ij. td.

BAWKIRTSy Sdivards Comerford.—^Spirit and Form. Sermcns
preached in the Parish Church of Leatherhead. Crown 8vo, 6s.

I/A VESi A. ff., Junr.—^New Colorado, and the Santa Fe Trail.

With Map and 6o Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 9J.

I/ELZJVALjD^ Barcfi E. Von.—^\iA Russians in Central Asia.
A Critical Examination, down to the Present Time, of the

Geography and History of Central Asia. Translated by Lieut.

-

Col. Theodore Wiegman, LL.£. With Map. Large post

8vo, 12S.

HENRY, Diaries and Letters of. Edited by Matthew
Ilenry Lee, M.A. Large crown 8vo, cloth, yr. €d.

HTJOE, Albert.—The Age to Come. Small crown 8vo, cloth, ar. 6d.

HTME, Major H. W. Z., Wagnerism : A Protest- Crown
8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

HINTON^ y.—The Place of the Physician. To which is added

Essays -on the Law of Human Life, and on the
Relations between Organic and Inorganic Worlds.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 3^. 6d.

Philosophy and Religion. Selections from the MSS. of the

late Jahes Hinton. Edited by Caroline Haddon. Crown
8vo, 5^,

Physiology for Practical TJse. By Various Writers. Witli

50 Illustrations. Third and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, 5^*

An Atlas of Diseases of the Membrana Tympanl- With
Descriptive Text, Post 8vo,;^io ioj.

The Questions of Aural Surgery. With Illustrations, 2 vols.

Post 8vo, I2J. ^d.

Chapters on the Art of Thinking, and other felssa^-
"With an Introduction by Shadvvorth RodgsOn. Edited hy
C. H. Hinton. Crown 8vo, 8s. 6d.

The Mystery of Pain. New Edition, Fcap. 8vo, if.'

Idfe and Letters- Edited by Ellice Hopkins, with an Intfd’

duction ^ Sir W. W, Gull, Bart.> and Portrait engraved
Steel by C. H, Jeens. Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo, daf.
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HOOPER^ Maty,—Little Dinners : How to Serve thejm wltli
Elegance and Economy- Seventeenth Edition. Crown
8vo, 2s, 6d,

Cookery for Invalids, Persons of Delicate Digestion,
and Children- Third Edition. Crown Svo, 2s, 6gI*

Every-^Day Meals. Being Economical and Wholesome Recipes
k for Breakfast, Luncheon, and Supper. Fifth Edition, Crcwn

Svo, 2S,

HOPKINS^ EUta,—'LXf.& and Letters of James Hinton, with an
Introduction by Sir W. W. GtTLL, Bart., and Portrait engraved

hy C. H. Jeens. Fourth Edition. Crown Bvo, ox.

Work amongst Working Men. Fourth edition. Crown
Svo, cloth, 6d,

HORMER, The -^wxx.^Walks in Florence. A New and thoroughly
^wsed Edition, svols. Crown Svo. Limp cloth. With Illus-
trations.

J*“Churches, Streets, and Palaces. lox.
VOL. II.—Public Galleries and Museums. 5j.

HOSPITALIER^ E.—The Modern Applications of Electricity.
Translated and Enlarged by Julius Maier, Ph.D. With 170
Illustrations, Demy Svo, i6x.

Household on Prophecy. By a Layman. Small

Redemption of the World. Crown Svo,
Jr. Orf,

ffULL, -R—The European In India. With a Medical

Third Edmon, Revised and Corrected. Post Svo, 6j.

StMTIUGFOSD, Rev. Z).C.Z.—The Apocalvose With a
hitroduaoiy Eswy

,

'

“

^ Ministry s Its Nature

'ertlm^ny; tug, the Silent
of the Historipal Scriptures.

ysitxim
Architect’s I.egal

‘
Crewn^ 6s.

RrlvUege' of Reter, and the
''"i Scriptures,

Fcap.

(3tei*i;!h of
lli^lntion.
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yOEL^ Z.—A Consults Manual and Shipowner’s and Ship-
master’s Practical Guide in their Transactions
Abroad- With Definitions of Nautical, Mercantile, and Legal
Terms; a Glossary of Mercantile Terms in English, French,
German, Italian, and Spanish ; Tables of the Money, Weights,
and Measures of the Principal Commercial Nations and their

Equivalents in British Standards; and Fornis of Consular and
Notarial Acts. Demy 8vo, 12^*.

JOHl^STONE^ C, Z. , Historical Abstracts : being Outlines
of the History of some of the less kno'wn States of Europe.
Cromi 8vo, 6^?. ^

yOLLYf William^ iU.—The Life of John^uncan,
Scotch Weaver and Botanist- With Sketches of his

Friends and Notices of his Times, Large crown Svo, with
etched portrait, cloth, 9^.

JONCOURTy Madame Marie Wholesome Cookery- Crown
Svo, 3J. 6^.

JOMES^ C. The Foreign Freaks of Five Friends. With 30
Illustrations, Crown Svo, 6s.

yOJ/ES, Z«o/.—Puddings and Sweets : being Three Hundred and
Sixty-five Receipts approved by experience. Crown Svo, 2^, 6d.

yOYCE^ uP. TY.i LL,D,^ etc.^OlA Celtic Romances, Translated
from the Gaelic. Crown Svo, 7^. 6Z

yOYJSTESj y Z,—The Adventures of a Tourist in Ireland.
Second edition. Small crown Svo, cloth, zs. 6d.

KAUFMANM^ Rev. JZ, B.A.—Socialism S its Nature, its Dangers,
and its Remedies considered. Crown Svo, *js, 6d.

UtOpiai& I ^ Schemes of Social Improvement, from Sir Thomas
* WKarl Marx. Crown Svo,

JtA F, Free Trade in Land, Edited by his Widow. With
Preface by the Right Hon. JOHN Bright, M, P, Sixth Edition.

.Crown St<^ p* :

MEMPISi the Imitation of Christ,
^

Parchment
Libra^ Edition, 6fi ; or vellum, Js, 6d, The Red Line Edition,

fcap. bvo, red c<^,s,f zs. 6d, The Cabinet Edition, small Svo,

cloth limp, IS.

;

doth boards, red edges, is, 6d, The Miniature

Edition, red edges, 32ino, fj.

All the above Editioiis May be had in various extra, biadlfig:^

MEMT, C.—Corona Gathollca ad Petri succe^^ls Pedes
Oblata, De Summl PontljQois LeoiiiS' JS^^ As-
sumptione Epigramma- In Quinqtts^^W Lin^ms^ Fcap.

4to, i5r.

KERMER, Dr. ^.—Flowers and theism J^nWd^n Guests.
Translation edited by W. Qohb, WithiaustraUoiw.

Square SvOj 9*1
" * '

:

‘
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TTLMPVJEZLy Hm, S,
—^Tlxomas a Kempis and the Brothers

of CoraroLon I.ife. z vols. With Frontispieces. Demy 8vo,

SOT.

JClDDy ycse^hy jW.Z?.—The Laws of Therapeutics ; or, the Science

and Art of Medicine. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 6^.

JClN'AH'Ahr^ G, Henry

y

—^The Geology of Ireland, with

numerous Illustrations and a G-eological Map of Ireland. Square

8yo, iss,

J^UHCSHORZ), Anna, JfIZ).—The Perfect Way in Diet. A
JUl^ise advocating a Return to the J^atmal and Ancient Food of

SP^Race. Small crown 8vo, zs.
,

KIHG^LEY, Charles, M.

A

, and Memories of his Lufe-
Edited by his "Wife. With two Steel Engraved Portraits, and
Vignettes on Wood. Eleventh Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Crown
SyO, J2S.

All Saints* Day, and other Sermons. Edited by the» Rev. W.
Harrisok. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 7^. 6d,

True Words for Brave Hen. A Booh for Soldiers* and
Sailors’ Libraries. Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo, 2j. 6E,

HNIGETy Professor W,—Studies in Philosophy and Literature,
lirge Post 8vo, 7j. 6£f.

HNOXi ^UscmEer Kew Playground; or, Wanderings in

Algeria. New and cheaper edition. Large crown 8vo, 6j,

LA UEIE, S. S.—The Training of Teachers, and other Educational

Papers. Crown 8vo, p, 6/.

LJSE, Eev. F, The Other World; or. Glimpses of the

Supernatural. 2 vols. A New Edition. Crown 8vo, 15J.

UEWJS, JSiiaarc^ JDillon,—A, Draft Code of Criminal Law and
Procedure- Demy 8vo, 2ir.

LEEDSA y, W, Ixmder, Ar.i9.—Mind in the Lower Animals in
BCeaith and. Disease- z vols. Demy 8vo, 32;.

in Health. Vol. II.—Mind in Disease,

lOESDAZE^
.'.Twenl

^The Hope of the "World s An Essay on Universal

Crown 8vo, 5x.

. -Ulster Dora s a Biography. With Postrait.

tJEoitioii. QxoimZmyZssim^

Eng"
upon her
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-CO PfrOJSJi, Charles.—

A

Biography. By the Author of « St. Teresa."
New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8yo. With Portrait, $s, 6d.

CJdIA VELLI^ Niccolit The Prince, Translated from the Italian

by N. H, T. Small crown 8vo, printed on hand-made paper,
bevelled boards, 6j,

CJCJSNZIE^ Alexander,—How India is Governed- Being an
Account of England's work in India. Small crown 8vo, 2j.

CKTA UGHT, Rev, Goena Domini s An Essay on the Lord's
Supper, its Primitive Institution, Apostolic Uses, and Subsequent
History, Demy 8vo, 14s,

GI7US^ About the Jews since Bible TimlJ| From the

Babylonian Exile till the English Exodus. Small cr^n 8vo, 6s,

JR, s,, M,D,, E,R,C,S.E.--riie Medical Guide forAnglo-
Indians, Being a Compendium of Advice to Europeans in

India, relating to the Preservation and Regulation of Health.
With a Supplement on the Management of Children in India.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo, limp cloth, 3J. 6d,

JHis Eminence Cardinal,—The True Story of the
Vatican Council. Crown 8vo, 5f.

IVXaii-y Voices. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, red edges, 6s,

Capt, Albert JSastings, R,N,—The Great Frozen Sea i

A Personal Narrative of the Voyage of the Alert during the Arctic
Expedition of 1875-6. With 6 Full-page Illustrations, 2 Maps,
and 27 Woodcuts. Fifth and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s,

A Polar Reconnaissance s being the Voyage of the Isbjom
to Novaya Zemlya in 1879, With 10 Illustrations, Demy Svo, i6r.

^MZarriage and Maternity ; or, Scripture Wives and Mothers. Small
crown 8vo, ejs,6d,

Jli^uAJRTIJ^EAU, Gertrude,^OixXlia^ Lessons on Morals. Small
crown 8vo, 3J, 6d,

Jl^CrjRATId, Terence,-^'Piclxixes from Ireland. New and Cheaper
Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s,

\M.<^.'i^Theotok.os, the Example for Woman.
Dedicated, by permission, to Lady Agnes Wood. Revised by
the Venerable Archdeacon Denison. 32mo, limp cloth, is, 6d,

JkrjjEEJSEt The History and Doctrines of Irvingism ;

or, the so-called Catholic and Apostolic Church, 2 vols. X4arge

post 8vo, 2Ss, ; . ]

'

The Church in Relation to the State* grovm Svo,

ys, 6d, j

JldmjNJEp Tables of Exchange for the Conversion of Sterling

Monev into Indian and Ceylon Currency kt Rates from is, Bd, to

sts, 3d, p^r Rupee. Second Edition, Demy Svo, jfz 2s,

Zkfy^CETEAr, y, (^.--Bulgaria since the Wars Notes of a Tour i|^

the Autumn of 1879. Small crbwh Svb, 3^. 6^,
‘ '

c
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MJV/IRT^ Nature and Thoughts An Introduction to a
NTatural Philosophy. Demy 8vo, cloth, lOf. 6L

A Grammar of the Baloochee Xanguage^as
it is spoken in Makran (Ancient Gedrosia), in the Persia-ArabiO
and Koman characters. Pcap. 8vo, 51*.

MOLESW'ORITHy Rev. W. h/mau^ M.A,—History of the Church
of England from 1660. Large crown 8vo, ^s, 6d,

MOREZL, 7* ^•—Euclid. Simplified in Method and Xanguage-
IBeing a Manual of Geometry. Compiled from the most important
rrencb. W’orks, approved by the University of Paris and the

Mister of Public Instruction, Fcap. 8vo, is, id,

MORSS, E, y., Pii.Z?.—First Book of Zoology- With numerous
lUnstratioiis. l^ew and Cheaper Edition, Crown 8vo, zs. 6d,

MITRRHY^ yokn IViihalas.^T'hQ Chair of Peter; or, the Papacy
. considered in its Institution, Development, and Organization, and
in the Benefits which for over Eighteen Centuries it has conferred
on Mankind, Demy 8vo, cloth, iS^.

MUNRO^ Map^-Gen, Sir Bart,^ JC,C,B,, Governor of Madras,—Selections from his Hinutes and other Official
“WRiTiNrcs. Edited, with an Introductory Memoir, by Sir Alex-
ander Arbuthnot, IC-CS. I., C.I.E, 2 vols, DemySvo, 30^.

Prospectus of the Sclentiflo Study
cuShe3a!iiadii.X^ DemySvo, 9s,

KEWMAN, J. CharaotOTlstlcs from the Writing
of, Being Selections from his various "Works. Arranged with
the Author's personal Approval Sixth Edition, With Portrait.
Crown 8vo, or.

A Portrait of Cardinal Newman, mounted for framing, can be
had, ar. 6^f.

New WTerther* ByLoKi, Small crown 8vo, 2j.
''

6^.

RTJCEOLSOM^ Edward Byron,—^The. ,Gespel acoordlug to the
Fragments Translated and Annotated with a

^*^®haal and Internal Evidence relating
^
/, I!r^y 6vo, 61

^ Gospel according to
.

3D^y ^vo, I2r,

The Hlgh'^ ah Aninualr Crown 8vo, jr. 6d,

—Ghapt^?S-J&d^ the- Physical
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Nuces! Exercises on the Syntax of the Public School Latin
Primer, New Edition in Three Parts. Crown 8vo, each u.
The Three Parts can also be had bound together,

OATJES, Frank, Matabel© Land and the Victoria
Falls- A Naturalist’s Wanderings in the Interior of South
Africa. Edited by C. G. Oates, B.A. With numerous Illustra-

tions and 4 Maps. Demy 8vo, 21J.

OGLE, M.D.y Aristotle on the Parts of Animals.
Translated, with Introduction and Notes. Koyal 8vo, 12^. 6d.

O'MEARA, Kathleen.—Frederic Ozanam, Professor of tjie Sorbonne :

His Life and Work. Second Edition. Crown Svo, 7j. 6<ar.

Henri Perreyve and his Counsels to the Sick. Small
crown 870, 54'.

OSBORKE, Rev. W. -r^.—The Revised Version of the New Tes-
tament. A Critical Commentary, with Notes upon the Text.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 54.

OTTLkEY, JT. Bickersteih.—The Great Dilemma. Christ His Own
Witness or His Own Accuser. Six Lectures. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 34. 6d.

Our Puhlio School^Eton, Harrow, Winchester, Rughy,
Westminster, Marlborough, The Charterhouse.
Crown 8vo, 64.

OWEN, Ft M.

—

John Keats s a Study. Crown 8yo, 6s.

OWEN, Rev. Robert, R2?.—Sanctorale Catholicum \ or. Book of

Saints. With Notes, Critical, Exegetical, and Historic^. Demy
8vo, 184'. •

An Essay on the Communion of Saints. Including an
Examination of the Cultus Sanctorum. 2x.

OKENNAMy Rev. E. Nutcomle.’-NLYiBX is the Truth as to Ever-
lasting Punishment- Part 11. Being an Historical Inquiry

into the Witness and Weight of ceit^ Anti-Origenist Councils.

Crown 870, 2s. 6d.

Parts I, and II. complete in one volume, 74..

OXONIENSES.—Romanism, Protestantisih, . Anglicanism.
Being a La5nnan’s View of some questions of the Day. Together
with Remarks on Dr. Littledale’s Plain Reasons against Jcii?h-

ing the Church of Rome.^ Crown 870, cloth, 34'. ^ ^

FAEJILER,' the late Notes of a Vii^t , in
1840-1841. Selected and arranged by Joh^H. Caruinal
Newman, with portrait iQrownr8\^ '

Parchment Ubrary- Choicely I^nnted
f
ofi' p^pfr, limp

parchment antique, €4. ; vellum, 74. Wl* e^ Volume.

French Lyrics, Selected and Anho^eM by OEpRGB SAm
With a tninature designed ^

KyG. GEndoni. -
'
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Parchment UhicBXY»~H:onttnued,

The Fables of Mr- John Gay. With. Memoir by Austi
Dobson, and an etched portrait from an unfinished Oil Sketc
by Sir Godfrey Kneller,

Select Letters of Percy Bysshe Shelley. Edited, with a
Introduction, by Richard Garnett.

The Christian Year. Thoughts in Verse for the Sundays ani

Holy Days throughout the Year. With Miniature Portrait of thi

Revi J, Keble, after a Drawing by G. Richmond, R.A.

Shahspere’s "Worhs. Now publishing in Twelve Monthl]
Volumes.

Eighteenth Century Essays. Selected and Edited by Austin
Dobson. With a Miniature Frontispiece by R. Caldecott.

Q. Horatl Flaccl Opera- Edited by F. A Cornish, Assistant
Master at Eton. With a Frontispiece after a design by L. Alma
Tadrma, etched by Lrcopold Lowenstam.

Kdgar Allan Poe’s Poems. With an Essay on his Poetry by
Andrew Lang, and a Frontispiece by Linley Samboume.

Shakspere’s Sonnets., Edited by Edward Dowden. "With a
Frontispiece etched by Leopold Lowenstam, after the Death Mask.

English Odes. Selected by Edmund W, Gosse, With Frontis*
piece on India paper by Hamo Thomycroft, A.R.A.

Of the imitation of Christ. Thomas X ICempis. A
revised Translation. Witib. Frontispiece on India paper, from a
Design by W. B, Richmond.

Tennyson’s The Princess; a Medley. With a Miniature
Frontispiece by H. M. Paget, and a Tailpiece in Outline by
Gordon Browne.

Poems 5 Selected from Percy BYsslii ShellEy. Dedicated to
Lady Shelley. With a Prdfeibisly,Richard Garnett and 'a
Munature Frontispiece.

a Miniature Portrait

^% Le after a Photogmph by the late Mrs.

and Hi
‘ ^ Essay on the Personality

some reference to current
discusaons. DemySvo, !^.

SketoH- of, Kafir and
'

'

' Jtops, SmaU

ilk'.' f k'.., -.- Mi .

K- ..VyjOTE"JTaCOgal
and

l^es.
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I^ATTISONy Mrs. Mdrk,-^^}x& Renaissance of Art in France-
With Nineteen Steel Engravings. 2 vols. Demy 8vo, 32J.

PEARSON, Rev. i’.—Week-day Living- A Bool< for Yourig^lil^
and Women. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 5^.

PENRICE, Maj. J., E.A.—A Dictiona]^ and Glossary of the
Ko*-xan- With Copious Grammatical References and Explana-
tions of the Text. 4to, 21s.

PESCHEL, JDr. Oscar.—The Races of Man and their Geo-
. graphical Ristrlbutlon- Large crown 8vo, 9j*.

PETERS, F. The Nicomachean Ethics of Aristotle. Trans-
lated hy. Crown 8vo, 6s.

PIDGE02T, E.—An Engiixeer’s Holiday ; or, Notes of a Round
Trip from Long, cr to o®. New and cheaper edition. Large
crown 8vo, ^s. 6d.

PLAYFAlRy Travels in the Footsteps of Bruce in
Algeria and Tunis- Illustrated by facsimiles of Bruce’s
original Drawings, Photographs, Maps, etc. Royal 4to cloth,

bevelled boards, gilt leaves, ;63 S-f*

POLLOCK, Spinoza, his Life and Philosophy.
Demy Svo, i6j.

POLLOCK, W. H.—Lectures on French Poets. Delivered at the
Royal Institution. Small crown 8vo, 55*.

POOR, Laura E,—Sanskrit and its Kindred Literatures.
Studies in Comparative Mythology. Small crown Svo, 5s,

PRICE, Prof. Currency and Banking. Crown Svo, 6s.

Chapters on Practical Political Economy. Being the Sub^
stance of Lectures delivered before the University of Oxford.
New and Cheaper Edition, Large post Svo, 5j.

Proteus and Amadeus. A Correspondence. Edited by Aubkey
De Vere. Crown Svo, 55*.

Pulpit Commentary, The. (Old Testament Series.) Edited by the

R.ev. J. S. Exell and the Rev. Canon H. D. M. Spence.

Genesis. By the Rev. T. Whitelaw, M. A. ; with Homilies by
the Very Rev. J. F. Montgomery, D.D., Rev. Prof. R. A.
Redford, M.A., LL.B., Rev. F. Hastings, Rev. W.
Roberts, M.A, An Introduction to the St^By the Old
Testament by the Rev. Canon Farrar, - F.R.S. ; and
Introductions to the Pentateuch by. the, R%ht Rev- H. CoT-
TERILL, D.D., and Rev. T, WHiTBLA#>.MiAi Seventh Edition.

I voL, 15^.

Exodus. By the Rev. Canon Raweinmn. With Homilies ly

Rev; J. Orr, Rev. D. Young, RcV.C. A. Gooi>Hi^T, Rev. J.

Urquhart, and the Rev- H- T. Robjohns. Third Edition.

i6x.
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Palplt Commentary,
Leviticus. By the Rev. Prebendary Meyhick, M.A. With

Introductions by the Rev. R. Collins, Rev. Professor A. Cave,
and Homilies by Rev. Prof. Redford, LL. B,, Rev. J. A*
Macdonald, Rev. W. Clarkson, Rev. S. R. Aldridge,
LL.B., and Rev. McCheyne Edgar. Third Edition. 15^.

lumbers- By the Rev. R. Winterbotilam, LL.B.; with

Homilies by die Rev. Professor W. Binnie, D.D., Rev, E. S.

Prout, M.A., Rev. D. Young, Rev. J. Waite, and an Intro-

duction by the Rev. Thomas Whitelaw, M.A. Fourth

Edition. 15^.

Deuteronomy. By the Rev. W. L. Alexander, D.D. With
Homilies by Rev. C. Clemance, D.D., Rev. J. Orr, B.D., Rev.

R. M. Edgar, M.A., Rev. D. Davies, M.A. Second edition.

IS^.

Joshua. By Rev. J. J. Lias, M.A. ; with Homilies by Rev.

S. R. Aldridge, LL.B., Rev. R. Glover, Rev. E. De
PressensE, D.D., Rev. J. Waite, B.A., Rev. F. W. Adenby,
M.A.

;
and an Introductionby the Rev. A. Plummer, M. A., D.D.

Fourth Edition, iZf. td.

Judges and Ruth- By the Right Rev. Lord A. C. Hervey,
D.D., and Rev. J. Morrison, D.D. ;

with Homilies by Rev.

A. F, Muir, M.A., Rev. W. F. Adeney, M.A., Rev. W*. M.
' StATHAiii^ and Rev. Professor J. Thomson, M.A, Fourth

Edition. lor.

‘

6«ar.

1 Samuel. By the Very Rev. R. P. Smith, D.D. ; with Homilies

by Rev. Donald Fraser, D.D., Rev. Prof. Chapman, and
Rev. B. Dale. Fifth Edition. 15J,

1 Hings. By the Rev. Joseph Hammond, LL.B. With Homilies
by the Rev. E. De Pressens£, D.D., Rev. J, Waite, B.A.,

Rev. A Rowland, LL.B., Rev. J. A. Macdonald, and Rev.

J. Urquhart. Third Edititm. i^-

Enra, llehttolabi, and HMheB, By Rev. Canon G. Rawlinson,
M.A. ; with HamUies byRey^ RroC J. R. Thomson, M.A., Rev,

qm Rev. W. S. Lewis, M.A.,
A. Mackennal, B.A., Rev. W.

Rbv: F. Hastings, Rev. W. Dinwiddie,
^RomAliDS, B.A., Rev. G. Wood, B.A.,

% IX.B., M.A., and the Rev. J. S.
[ vhL, I2J. ddf.

" t^ew Testament Series.)
^-"^^ ^BlQRERSTETH, D.D. ; with Homilies

Eev/Prq^ QiyeN, M.A., Rev.
B.A., XL.B., Rev.

^
' J(toon, M.A., Re^. A.

21S,

By
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RADCLIFFB, Frank R, K—The New Politious. Small crown 8vo,

2s.td,

RAVENSHAW, John Henry, C'.i'.—Gaur i Its Rwlhs and In-

scriptions. Edited by his Widow. With 44 Photographic

Illustrationsi and 2$ facsimiles of Inscriptions. Royal 4to,

;^3 13J-

REAR, Carveik.—On the Theory of Logic a An Essay. Crown

8vo, 6j,

Realities of the Future Life. Small crown 8vo, 15*. 6d,

RENDELL, J. .df:—Concise Handbook of the Islpd of

Madeira. With Plan of Funchal and Map of the Island. Fcap.

Svo, IS, (id,

REYNOLDS, Rev. J. JT.—The Supernatural In Nhture. A
Verification by Free Use of Science. Second Edition, revised

and enlarged. Demy Svo, 14^.

The Mystery of Miracles. New and Enlarged Edition.

Crown Svo, 6j .

RIBOT, Prof. rA.—English Psychology. Second Edition.
_

xV

Revised and Corrected Translation from the latest French Edition.

Large post Svo, gs.

Heredity s A Psychological Study on its Phenomena, its Laws, its

Causes, and its Consequences. Large crown Svo, gs.

The late Rev, F, JV,, and Letters of.

Edited by the Rev. Stopford Brooke, M.A.
^ ^ ^ ,

, ,

1

.

Two vols., uniform with the Sermons. "With Stew
Crown Svo, 7j. 6d,

,

II, Library Edition, in Demy Svo, with Portrait. 12s,

III. A Popular Edition, in i vol. Crown Svo, 6s,

Sermons. Four Series. Small crown Svo, 3s, 6d, each.

The Human Race, and other Sermons. Preached at Chelten-

ham, Oxford, and Brighton. Large post Svo, 7j . 6d,

NTotes on Genesis. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo,

3s, 6d,'
Expository LACtuyes on St. Pai^l’s Epistles to the

Corinthians. A Edition. Small crown Svo, 5/*

Lectures and Addresses, with other Literary

Edition. Crown 8v0, 5^,

An Analysis of Mr; Tennyson’s - l^^rkwriain.”

(Dedicated hy Permission to the Poet^L®*?^^!?^®*)

The Education, of the Human, litaoe^ ‘i’ranslated from the

German of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing; 'Fcap. Svo, 2s, 6a,

I'Thoe above Works can a-I?^ be had^ bottshd in half.mdrooco* „ ^ v,!l^

A of the late ReV. F. W, R^bertsdn, mc^unted for framing,

can be had, 2s,6dn .

^
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JRQDWSLL, G. F., F.R.A.S., F.C.S.—’KXna.i A History of the
Mountain and its Eruptions. 'With Maps and lUustra-

tions. Square 8vo, gs,

ROLLESTON, T. JV, Jff., The EnchLeirldion of Epictetna
Transkted from the Greek, with a Preface and Notes. Small

crown 8vo, 3J. 6d,

Ros3ttilnPs Origin of Ideas* Translated from the Fifth Italian

Edition of the Nuovo Saggio SulV ori^ne delle idet, 3 vols.

Demy 8vo, cloth. Vol. I. now ready, price 16s,

Rosmini’s Philosophical System. Translated, with a Sketch ci

the Author’s Life, Bibliography, Introduction, and Notes by
Thomas Davidson. Demy avo, i6j.

EUlJEi Martin^ M.A.-^T'hA Life and Times of St. Anselm,
Archbishop of Canterbury and Primate of the
Britains- 2 vols. Demy 8vo, cloth, 21s.

SALTS, Riv, Alfred, LL*D»—Godparents at Confirmation.
With a. Preface by the Bishop of Manchester. Small crown
8vo, limp cloth, 2j.

Salvator^ ArcMuJieLtidwig,-^Jj&^r\osia., the Capital of Cyprus.
Crown 4to, icw. 6d.

SAMUEL, Sydn^ M—Jewish Life in the East. Small crown
: 8vo,3f*&/.

^A YCM, —Introduction to the Science of
I-anguage. 2 vols. Large post 8vo, 25^.

Scientific Layman. The New Truth and the Old Faith ; are they
Incompatible? Demy 8vo, los, 6d.

SCOONES, W. Batiste,
—^Four Centuries of English Letters

:

A Selecdon of 350 Letters by 150 Writers, from the Period of the

Paston Letters to the Present Time. Second Edition. Large
crown Svo, 9J.

SCOTT, Bdbert 'WeathOr Chax^ Md Storin Warnings.
Secbiid Edition. Illustrated, Crown 8yo, y, 6d,

Paul at Athens. Spiritual

r in idatkm to some aspects of Modern Thought. Five
“

"Jfeiled 4t $t* Stephen’s Church, 'Westbourne Park,
pie iSlev. Canon Farrak. Crown 8vo, 5j.

SMSLLE y,Zaa5^«^^ife^^43hOIlal5 fromAuthentic Sources.
With (now pjaia^e^ an on Christianity by'Percy Bysshe
Sbelley. With POrtkalL , TMrd Bditk^ Grown 8vo, 5J.

Ee9, —^'W<nQQ^nhcK)dT l|s Temptetions,
A Book fer Yom^ Th^
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SHIPLEY^ Ret), Orhy^ M‘,A,—continued,

Priaciples of the Faith in Relation to Sin, Topics for

Thought in Times of Retreat. Eleven Addresses delivered during

a Retreat of Three Days to Persons living in the World. Demy
8vo, 12s,

SlCINNEEi the late yames.—^JL Synopsis of Moral and Ascetlcal
Theology- With a Catalogue of Ancient and Modem Authori-
ties. Arai^ed according to Centuries. With a prefatory Note
by Rev. T. T. Carter. Demy 4to, cloth,

Sister Augustine, Superior of the Sisters of Charity at the St.

Tohannis Hospital at Bonn. Authorised Translation by Hans
THARAU, from the German Memorials of Amalie von
Lasaulx.” Second Edition. Large crown 8vo, *js, 6d,

Edward^ Health and Disease, as

Influenced by the Daily, Seasonal, and other Cyclical Changes in

the Human System. A New Edition. Post 8vo, js, 6d,

Tubercular Consumption in Its Early and Remediable
Stages- Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

SPEDJDING^ James,

—

Reviews and Discussions, Literary,
Political, and Historical not relating to Bacon, Demy
8vo, i2s, 6d,

Evenings with a Reviewer; or, Bacon and Macaulay.
With a Prefatory Notice by G. S. Venables, Q.C, 2 vols.

Demy 8vo, i8j.

STABFER, JPaul,— Shahspeare and Classical
Greek and Latin Antiquity as preseht^ m Pl^s,
Translated by Emily J. Carev. Large post 8vo, 12^.

ST, SEENARB.—E Little Booh on the Love of God. Translated hy
Marianne Caroline and Coventry Patmore. Extra, gilt

top, 45’. 6d,

Stephens, Archibald John, The Folkestone Ritual
Case. The Substance of the Argument delivered before the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council on behalf of the Re-

spondents. Demy 8vO, dr.

STEVENSOdT, Rev, W, Hymns for the Church and Home.
Selected and Edited by the Rev. W. Fleming Stevensw*

The Hymn Book consists of Three Parts
*

Worship. —II. For Family and Priva^;:l

ForChSdren.
Published in various forms and

' from to 6s,

Lists and full particulars

to the Publimets.

STEVENSOir, 2^.—

a

Cevonues, With Waiter Crane.

8vo, 2r. 6/.
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STEVENS02Ty Rohrt Louis,—continued.

An Inland Voyage. With Frontispiece by Walter Crane,

Small Crown 8vo, 2s, 6d,

Vlrginihus Puerisque, and other Papers. Crown Svo, 6s,

STRACEE r. Sir John, G, C,SJ, , and Lieut. - Gen. RichardSTRACHEY,
R,E., The Finances and Public Works of

India, from 1869 to 1881- Demy Svo, i 8^.

STRECEER- W'SLLCRNUS.—OTSa.nio Chemistry. Translated and

Edited, with Extensive Additions, by W. R. HODGKINSON,
Ph.D., and A. J. Greenaway, F.I.C, Demy Svo, zis.

SULLY, James, —Sensation and Intnition- Demy Svo,

lOJ. 6d,

Pessimism i a History and a Criticism. Second Edition. Demy
Svo, 14J.

SYME, Outlines of an Industrial Science. Second

Edition. Crown Svo, 6s,

Representative' Government in England. Its Faults and

Failures. Second Edition. Large crown Svo, 6s,

TA YLOR, Guienne- Notes of an Autumn Tour. Crown
?vp, 4J. 6d,

Elfe after the Mind of Christ.
Crown Svo, cloth, *js, 6d,

TEOMSON, J, TurnbuiLSocAsLl Problems; or, An Inquiry
into the Laws of Influence- With Diagrams. Demy 8vo,

los, 6d,

TWMAE, Raul i^.-^Gold and Silver Money. Part L—A Plain

Statement. Part Il.-^Objectioas Answered, Third Edition.

Crown Svo, ir.

TIRRLE, Res^ S, -<rf.-ir-Sundai

\ and Sermcms. Crown f

of An(
Crown

at Norwood. Prayers
I, doth, 6s,

Crown Svo, 7r.

> ;
C.5,^A Manual of the

ment, as set fotth hy the Authorities
Tinie?, New and erd^jcged Edition.

,
Demiel Each, M D,^ E,R, C,R,—Chanters In thte History^ the Insane in < TO
Large crown Svo, lax.

in^
i^6d.

ement
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VACUUS^ Viator,—Flying South. Recollections of France and its

Littoral. Small crown 8vo, 3J. 6d.

VAUGITAPr^ IT. IIalford,^T:^&w Readings and Renderings of
Shahespeare*s Tragedies. 2 vols. Demy 8vo, 25j.

VILLART, Frofossorn^'^i.coolh Machiavelli and his Times.
Translated by Linda Villari. 2 vols. Large post Svo, 24J.

VOLCKXSOM^ jS, W. V.—Catechism of Elementary Modern
Chenaistry. Small crown 8vo, 3J,

%
VyN'ER^ Lady Mary ,—Every Day a Portion- Adapted from the

Bible and the Prayer Booh, for the Private Devotion of those

living in Widowhood. Collected and Edited by Lady Mary
Vyner, Square crown Svo, 5J.

WALDSTEJN, Charles^ The Balance of Emotion and
Intellect

; an Introductory Essay to the Study of Philosophy.

Crown Svo, 6s.

WALLER^ Rev, C. B .—The Apocalypse, reviewed under the Light
of the Doctrine of the XJiSblding Ages, and the Restitution of All
Things. Demy Svo, 12s,

WAZROLE, Chas. C?^^?y^.—History of Ireland from the Earliest
Times to the Union with Great Britain- With 5 Maps
and Appendices. Crown 8vo, lor. 6d,

WALSHE, Walter Eayle^ Jf.Z?.—Dramatic Singing Physiolo-
gically Estimated. Crown Svo, 3J. 6d,

WATSON, Sir Thomas, BarU, Afeolitlon of Zymotic
Diseases, and of other 'similar finemies of Mankind. Small

crown Svo, 3J. 6d.

WEDMORE^ JP'rederick.’-TUckQ Masters of Genre Painting. With
Sixteen. Illustrations. Crown Svo, 7j. 6d,

WIREWELL, William, ZJ.D.—His Life and Selections from his

Correspondence. By Mrs. Stair Douglas. With a Portrait

from a Painting hy Samuel Laurence. Demy Svo, 21s.

WHITE, A, jD., Warfare of Science. With Prefatory

Note "by Professor Tyndall. Second Edition, Crown Svo,

3J. ^d.

WHITE, F. ^-—English Grammar. Small crown Svo, cloth, 2r.

WHITNEY, Frof, William Dwight. —'Bssenti^ of English
Gramon^jc, for the Use of Schools. Qcoynx 8vo, ss. 6d,

WTCKSTEED, P, ZT.—Dante s Six Sermons. Crown Svo, 5^.

WILLIAMS, Rowland, Z?.i?.-^Psalms, Xitand^ Co^els,^
Collects for Devout Persons. Edited hy his Widow- New

and Popular Edition, CroTim 8vo, 3j, 61.
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WILLIAMS^ Rowland D.D.—cmtimud.

Stray Thoughts Collected from the Writings of the
late Rowland Williams, D»D. Edited by his Widow.
Crown 8vo, 3f, 6^/.

WILLIS^ M,D ,—^Servetus and Calvin ; a Study of an Important
Epoch in the Early History of the Reformation. 8vo, i6j.

William Harvey. A History of the Discovery of the Circulation

of the Blood ; with a Portrait of Harvey after Faithorne. Demy
8vo,

WILSON', Sit Erasmus .—Egypt of the Past. "With Chromo-litiio-

gxaph and numerous Illustrations in the text. ' Second Edition,
Revised. Crown 8vo; izr.

WILSON, N. ScMh.—The Tower and Scaffold- A Miniature
Monograph. Large fcap. Svo, u.

WOLLSTONECRAFT^ A/hs^.—Letters to Imlay. New Edition,
with a Prefatory Memoir hy C. Kegan Paitl. Two Portraits in

by Anna Lea Merritt. Crown Svo, 6j.

WOLTMANN, Dr, Alfred, and WOERMANN, Dr. EarL^JSiistOTy
of Painting. Edited by Sidney Colvin, ‘Vol. I. Painting in
Antijiuity and the Middle Ages. With numerous Illustrations.
Medium Svo, 2Ss,

;

bevelled boards, gilt leaves, 30s.

WilQD^Mapr-^Qemral y. Doubling the Consonant.
Smatl crown 8vO, u. 6d,

Word was Made Flesh. Short Family Readings on the Epistles for
each Sunday of the Christian Year. Demy Svo, loj. 6d.

WREN, Sir Christopher.—His Family and His Times. With
Odgijij^ Letters, and a Discourse on Architecture hitherto tui-

f
uhhsied. By Lucy PaiLLiMORE. With Portrait. Demy
VO, 14s.

WRICET^ Rev. Dcia)id, Waiting for the Light, and other
'

',Bei|iidns. Crown 8vo, 6f.

^otes^m Evolution and Christianity. Crown

Eisay on the Culture of the
df CmUdreh, especially in connection
Hjy* Edited, with Notes and a Supple-
T'KC^P., Author of “Lectures on the

tost,*’ etc. Crown 8vo, 2^. ^d.

01
with 1

ment, hy Jd ^

Sconce and Aft I

W1^ Book of Bol
Children.

. to <jaW^e tlie Observing
la^ Ei^pesri^ a»d Cheaper

Ty, on
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THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIO SERIES.

I, Forms of Water J a Familiar Exposition of the Origin and
Phenomena of Glaciers. By J, Tyndall, LL.D., F,R.S. With

25 Illustrations. Eighth Edition. Crown 8vo, 5^.

II, Physics and Politics ; or, Thoughts on the Application of the

Principles of ** Natural Selection *^and “ Inheritance” to Political

Society. By Walter Bagehot. Sixth Edition, (^ro'wn Svo, 4J,

III, Foods. By Edward Smith, M.D., LL.B., F.K..S. With numerous

Illustrations. Seventh Edition. Crown Svo,

17. Hind and Body s the Theories of their Relatiorx. By Alexander
’ Bain, LL. D, With Four Illustrations. Seventh Edition. Crown

Svo, 4J.

V. The Study of Sociology. By Herbert Spencer, Tenth Edition.

Crown Svo, 5j.

VI. On the Conservation of Energy. By Balfour Stewart, M.A.,
LLr.D., F.II.S. With 14 Illustrations. Sixth Edition. Crown
Svo, 5j,

VIL Animal Locomotion ; or Walldng, Swimming, and Flying. By

J. B. Pettigrew, M.D., F.R.S., etc. With 130 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown Svo, Sx.

VIII. Hesponsihillty in Mental Disease. By Henry Maudsley,

IVE.D. Fourth Edition, Crown Svo, 5j*.

IX. The New Chemistry. By Professor J. P. Gooke^^ ^With 31

Illustrations. Sixth Edition. Crown Svo> i
X. The Science of Law. By Profes^r Sheldon Amos, PmMtion.

Crown Svo, 5j,

XI. Animal Hechanism 5 a Treatise on Terrestrial and Aerial Loco-

motion. By Professor E. J. Harey, With Wl Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown Svo, 5j.

XII. The Doctrine of Descent and Darwinism. By Professor

Oscar Schmidt. With 26 Illustrations, Fifth Edition. Crown

Svo, 5j.

XIII. The Hii^ory of Conflict between Religion

Science. By^ LLD, Seventeenftjj^^g

XIV.

XY.

XVI.
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XVir. Money and the Mechanism of Exchange. By "W.
Stanley JeYons, M.A, F.R.S. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo, Jr.

Eight. With a General Account of Physical
Optics. By Dr. Eugene Lommel. With i88 Illnstrations and a
xable of Spectra in Chromo-litliography* Third Edition. Ctorni
ovo, 5^,

XIX. Animal Parasites and Messmates. By Monsieur Van
Beneden, With 83 Illustrations. Second Edition, Crown Svo, 5j.

XX. Fermentation- By Professor Schiitzeiiberger. With 28 Illus-
trationSi# Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 5r.

XXI. Th.e Five Senses of Man- By Professor Bernstein. With
9^ Illustrations. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 5^.

XXII. The Theory of Sound in its Relation to Music. By Pro-
wssor Pietro Blasema, With numerous Illustrations. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo, 5^,

XXIII. Judies In Spectrum Analysis. By J. Norman Lockyer,
F.R.S. With six photographic Illustrations of Spectra, and
nutnerous engpravings on Wood. Crown 8vo. Second Edition,
oj. 6d.

XXrV. A History of the Growth of the Steam Engine. By
"

*
Thurston. With numerous Illustrations. Second

'Ci?<ywpn',8vo> 6^, 6<j?.

,

XXV. Education as a Scldhce. ByAlescander Bain, LL.D. Fourth
Edition. Crown 8vo, 5^.

XXVI, Hur^n Species. By Professor A. de Quatrefages. Third
Edition. Crown 8vo, 5j.

xxyil. Modern C^matics. With Applications to Art and In-
dustry. By Ogd^ N. Rood. Wim 1^0 original Illustrations.
Second Edition. Croi^ 8V0, p.

^XVIUi The Gray^I^ Intr^tion to the Study of Zoology. By
Sswlgr. VtethSamustrations. Third E%tion.

Bvo, p.

XXX# The
Oemmshaw, F.C.

few. ^Indi By H. Charlton Bastian,
^Idition. Crown

xxfe I^tural

Pmf*, Translated hy G.

^they affect
ahd X06

/

By Prof.

Jvt),
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XXXIII. Sights an Exposition oJf the Principles of Monocular and
Binocular Vision* By Joseph le Conte, LL.D. With 132
Illustrations, Cro-wnSvc, 5^.

XXXIV, Illusions tf a Psychological Study. By James Sully, Second
Edition. Cro-wn 8yo, 5^.

XXXV. Volcanoes : what they are and what they teach.
By Prpf^sor,J. .W, Judd, P,R.S. With 92 Illustrations on
Wood, Second ^tion. ^ ^

Crown 8vo,^r..

Statistics*. By- Prof.

XXXVII. The Brain and Its Functions- J. With
Illustrations. Second Edition, Crown Svo, ^s.

XXXVIII. Myth.and Science : an Essay. By Tito V^p^U, Crown
8vo, 5s, .

. -

XXXIX. The Sun- By Professor Young. With Illustrations. Sfeeond
Edition. Crowu Svo, 5.f.

Xlf. Ants, Bees, and Wasps s a Record of ObsefYations on the

Habits of the Social Hymenoptera. By Sir John Lubbock, Bartf,

M.P. With 5 Chromo-lithographic Illustrations, Fifth JMtion,
Crown 8vo, 5x.

XLL .Animal Intelligence- By G. J. Romanes, LL.D*, F.R,S.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo,

XLII. The Concepts and Theories of Modem Physics. By

J. B. Stallo. ’ Second Edition. Crown 8yo, 5^.

XLIIl. diseases of the Memory ; An Essay in the Positive Psycho-

logy. ^ Pro£ Thu RiEOf. Second Edition, Crown 8vo,

clothj 5j,

xiilV. Man before Metals, By N. Joly, with 148 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 5x. .

XLV. The Science of Politics- By Prof. Sheldon Amos. Crown
8vo, cloth, SJ,

MILITARY WORKS.

Army of the North German Confederation : a Brief Description

of its Organisation, of the Different Branches of the Service and ,

their in War, of its Mode of Eightiaiig, etc. Translated from

Corrected Edition, by permission of the Author, by Colonel

feiward Xewdigate, Deiny8vo, 5s,

% 71—England on the Defensive ; or, the

I^rc^Iem of Invasion. Critically Examined, Large crown Svo,

with Map, 7j, 6^)r.
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£LUME^ajor JPl—The Operations of the German Armies In
Jrarce, from. Sedan to the end of the War of 1870-71. With
Map. From the Journals of the Head-quarters Staff, Translated
by the late E. M. Tones, Maj. 20th Foot, Prof, of Mil, Hist.,
Sandnarst Demy- 870, 9r.

£0GUSLA WSJTI, Capu A, von .—Tactical Deductions from the
wax of 1870-1. Translated by Colonel Sir Lumley Graham,
Bart., late 18th. (Royal Irish) Regiment, Third Edition, Revised
and Corrected, Demy 870, )s,

BRACICEh/BX7RY^ Co2, C, ff., C.B,—Military Handbooks
for Reginaental Officers. I. Military Sketching and Recon-
naissance, hy Col. F, J, Hutdiison, and Major H. G. Mac-
^egor. Fourth Edition. With r 5 Plates. Small 8vo, 6^. II.

Elements of Modem Tactics Practically applied to English
Formations, by Lieut-CoU Wilkinson Shaw. Fourth Edition,
With 25 Plates and. Maps, Small crown 8vo, 9^,

BRZALMOJVTf Col. A ,—Hasty Intrenchments. Translated by
Lieut. Charles A. Empson, R.A. With Nine Plates. Demy
8vo, 6r,

CLERY Tactics, With 26 Maps and Plans.
Fifth and revised Edition, Demy 8vo, idr,

DU VERIYOIS, Col, voft Studies in Leading Troops.
authotised and accurate Translation by Lieutenant H. J. T.

Bmptd, fiat Toot. Parts I, and II, Demy 870, 7r.

GOETZE^ A, operations of the German Engineers
during the "DVar of ISTO—1 . Published by Authority, and
in accordance with Offidal Documents, Translated from the
German by Colonel G. Graham, Y.C., C.B.,R,E. With 6 large
Maps. DemySvo, 2ir,

HAERTSON", Lievt^^Ci^A R„—The OHicei^s Memorandum Book
for Pesce azud "War, Third Edition* Oblong 32mo. roan,

.
with pencil, 3J.

^

UELVTG^ iTI—The Opexatibhl bf ^the Bavarian Army
Corps* Translated by CaptadnG. S* Schwabe. With 5 large

In 3 Tois. Demy Svc^ 24^.

'-.Vol. Ir The Battalion, iSs, Vol. II. The
lor* dflT. Translated from the German by

with nearly 300 Diagrams, Demy 8vo,

Battles
German
Map and

^ ;;Tianslated

mEFBAUER,
jqear Meta, Eassed ^dn

.
the OfiSci

Artillery. Traimhted ly Ca^
Pkns. DemySvo^ iifs^ '

'

EAWAiAgFf, CV.^Tlie ^

% <^loaeI Edward

ArliUeitY.Jbat

Hotes Tactlcfe,
Dkigrains,
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PARRy Capt, JR. Hc^llamy C,M,G.—The Dress, Horses, and
Eq-uipment of Infanti?y and Staff Officers. Crown

* 8vo, ij.

SCJTAW, Col The Defence and Attack of Positions and
Localities. Second Edition, revised and corrected. Crown
8vo, 3J. e>d.

SCJTMLLy Maj. zf<7».--The Operations of the First Army under
Gen. von Goehen. Translated by Col. C. H. von Wright.

Four Maps. DemySvo, gs.

The Operations of the First Armyunder Gen. von Stein-
xnetr. Translated by Captain E. O. MoUist. J^eMy 8^0, los, 6d,

SCJTRLLENDORF, Major-Gm. B, The Duties of the
General Staff. Translated from the German by Lieutenant

Hare. Vol. I. Demy 8vo, lOJ.

SCJTERFFy Maj. W. Studies in the Hew Infantry
Tactics. Parts I. and II. Translated from the German by
Colonel Lumley Graham. Demy 8vo, /.f. (id.

SHADWELLy Maj.-Gen.y C.A.—Mountain Warfare. Illustrated

by tbe Campaign of 1 799 in Switzerland. Being a Translation of

the Swiss Narrative compiled fPom the Works of tbe Archduke
Charles, Jomini, and o^ers. Also of Notes by General H.
Dufour on the Campaign of the Valtelline in 1635. With Appen-
dix, Maps, and Introductory Remarks. DemySvo, i6x.

SHERMAMy Gen. W. T.—Memoirs of General W. T. Sherman,
Commander of the Federal Forces in the American Civil War.

Himself. 2 vols. With Map, C^p^nright

English Edition.
,vi

^

0C^Th^Sd^ment of Bengal Artillery.
The History of its Organisation, Equmment, and War Services.

Compiled from Published Works, Official Records, and various

Private Sources. With numerous Maps and Illustrations. 2 vols.

DemySvo, 32J.

STUMMy Lieidt. Russia’s Advance Eastward. Based on

Official Reports. Translated by Capt. C. E. H. Vincent. With
Map. Crown 8vo, 6^.

VIMCEMTy Capt. C. E. iV.—Elementary Military Geography,
Reconnoitring, and Sketching- Compiled for Non-
commissioned Officers and Soldiers of all Arms. Square crown

8vo, 2J. 6d.

Volunteer, the Militiaman, and the Regular Soldier. B”
a Public Schoolboy. Crown 8vo, 5^.

WARTENSLEBEMy Count H. The Operations of the
South Army in January and February, 1871 . Com-
piled from the Official War Documents of the Head-quarters of

the Southern Army. Translated by Colonel C. H, von Wright.

With Maps. Demy 8vo, 6j.
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<’^^A<RTMNSLEBEI7^ Cou7tt voft,—ccniitiued^

The Operations of the I’irst Army under Gen. von
Manteufel. Translated by CoL C. H. von Wright, tfnifohn
with the above. Demy 8vo, 9J‘.

^WICKETAM^ Cap, A ^.A.—Influence of Firearms upon
Tactics ! Historical and Critical Investigations. !l^ an Officer
OP Superior Rank (in the ^German Army). Translated by
Captain E. H, Wiclcham, R.A Demy Svo, yj. 6d,

WOINO VITS^ Capt, /.—Austrian Cavalry Exercise- Translated
by Captain W. S. Cooke. Crown Svo,

POETRY,

ADAMCg W, D,—I^yrics of Xove, £:om Shakspeare to Tennyson.
Selected, and arranged by. Fcap. Svo, extra, gilt edges, ^s. 6d,

ADAM OF ST. VICTOR.—The I-lturglcal Poetry of Adam of
St. Victor. From the text of Gautier. With Translations into
English in the Original Metres, and Short Explanatory Kotes,
by Digby S. Wrangham, M.A 3 vols. Crown Svo, printed on
hand-made paper, boards, zis.

Autiop^^ a Tmgedy, L^ge crown Svo,

AUBSRTTI^^ Xuslads- Portuguese Text, with
Translation. h€ap and Pdrtss^s. at vols. Demy Svo, 30J.

Seventy Sonnets of Gamoens. Porti^ese Text and Transla-
tion, with some original Poems. Dedicated to Capt. Richard F.
IBmton. Printed on hand-made paper, bevelled boards, gilt top*
7a.

AUCRIMUTY^A, Ci-^IPoems of English Heroism t FromBrunan-
tnirh to liiucimovr ; l^m AthelsSaaa to Albert. Small crown. Svo,
IS. 6d,

I^T<4ir^Tl^ Odyssey of Hornet* Done into English. Verse by.

^^T-B^ples B.nd Breakers a Poems. Square

BARNDS^
Dialeot.
Zs.6d.

•of Rural
complete in one;;^i

BAY^^S, Repm Canm ID ia

Fourth and cheap>er Bdidom
iThis laay also he ^ .

SBMNMTT^ W.
.

Svo^ sewed in cc^oturcd ;

Dorset
>%n Svo,
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BENNETT, Dr, W, C.—continued.

Songs for Sailors. Dedicated by Special Request to H.R.H.
the Duke of Edinburgh. With Steel Portrait and Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 3J. 6d,

An Edition in Illustrated Paper Covers, u,

Songs of a Song Writer. Crown 8vo, 6s,

BEVINGTON^ L, iS;—Key Notes. Small crown 8vo, ^s,

B/ZZSOJ^t 0, JC—The Achamiaas erf Aristophanes. Crown
8vo, 3J.

:

BOWENf B, C., Jlf.-^.—Slmple English Poems. English Eiteratuie

for Junior Classes. In Four Parts. Parts I., II., and 111,^ 6d,

each, and Part IV., is,

BRVAJBTi C,—Poems- Red-line Edition, With 24 lUustratiois

and Portrait of the Author. Crown 8vo, extra, 7^. 6d,

A Cheap Edition, with Frontispiece. Small crown 8vo,

3^. 6d,

BYRNBEi E, Fairfax,—Milicent : a Poem. Small crown 8vo, dr.

Calderon’s Dramas s the Wonder-Working Magician— Life is a
Dream—^the Purgatory of St. Patrick. Translated by Denis

Florence MacCarthy. Post 8vo, icw,

Chronicles of Christopher Columbus. A Poem in 12 Cantos.

By M. D. C. Small crown 8vo.

CLARKEi Mary Cenvden,—Honey from the Weed. Verses.

Crown Svo,7J.
' v.

COFFEE, l4*ExJDLee. Done into English Verse, with the

sanction of the Author, by 1. O. L. Crown Svo, vellum, 5^.

IDavid Rlzzlo, Bothwell, and the Witch Eady. Three
Tragedies by die author of Ginevra;,” etc. Crown Svo, doth, 6s,

DAVIE^ G,S,i iIf.J?.—The Garden of Fragrance. Being a com-
plete translation of thefBostin of Sddi from the origins Persiatt

mto English Verse. Crown Svo, doth, p, 6d,
l

,

jyj VIES, T, Catullus. Translated into Engli^ Crown
. 8YO,6r.

J>£ VEEE, Aubriy,—^lie Foray of Meave, msA otto
• Upends of Ireland’s Heroic Age. "SilSiaihtiioWn ^
Alexander the Great ; a Dramatic Poem. Small prowa SvQi, 5^

The Eegends of St. Patrlch». and, Other, liQems> .Small otseto

Svo, Sr.
,

COL0MB, C<7/<7w/,—The
,, ,

Small crown Svo, 3r. 6i
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DM VMMM, Aubrey,—eontinued.

St. Thomas of Canterbury s a Dramatic Poem. Large fcap.

8vo, 5J.

Legends of the Saxon Saints. Small crown 8vo, 6j.

Antar and 2ara: an Eastern Romance. Inisfail, and other

Poems, Meditative and L3rrical. Fcap. 8vo, 6s,

The Fall of Rora, The Search after Proserpine, and other

Poems, Meditative and Lyrical, Fcap. 8vo, 6s,

The Infant Bridal, and other Poems. A New and Enlarged
Edition. Fcap. 8vo, *js, 6d,

DILLON^ Arthur,

—

River Songs and other Poems. With 13
autotype Illustrations from designs by Margery May. Fcap. 4to,
cloth extra, gilt leaves, ioj. 6d,

DOBELLy Mrs, Horace,—^Ethelstone, Eveline, and other Poems.
Crown 8vo, 6s,

DOBSONy Austin ,—Vignettes in Rhyme, and Vers de Soci^t6 ,

Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo, Ss,

Proverbs in Porcelain. By the Author of “Vignettes in

Rhyme. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s,

Dorothy ! a Country Story in Elegiac Verse. With Preface. Demy
8yQ|’“Sr.

DOWDEH^ Edward, Poems. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 5J.

Shakspere’s Sonnets. With Introduction. Large post 8vo,

yj. 6d.

DOWHTOHy Rco, H,, M,A,~-'B.Yxnxxs and .Verses. Original and
Translated. Small crown 8vo, 3^. 6d,

DUGMOREy. Rev, Ernest Edward.^'Ws:oTO^ Mountains of
the East « A Quasi-Dramati^Ppte' oit the Story of the Pro-

‘
- phet-SoOthsayer Balaam. CrdwiSWdi' cloth, 3^. 6d,

Ih French Fields. New Edition,

tds of Hindustan. With an
dhnd Wi Gosse. Small crown 8vo,
Sir.

Lof Chdrds i or, t

Fcap. 8vo,
;

printed

.
a Volume of Verse.

|

6wn 8vo,

fby his
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English Odes. Selected, with a Critical Introduction by Edmuni) W.
Gosse, and a miniature frontispiece by Hamo Thomycroft,
A.R.A, Elzevir 8vo, limp parchment antique, 6s,

;

vellum,
•js, 6d,

Epic of Hades, The. By the Author of “Songs of Two Worlds.”
Thirteenth Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 6d.

Also an Illustrated Edition, with 17 full-page designs in photo-
mezzotint by George R. Chapman. 4to, extra, gilt leaves, 25^.

;

and a Large Paper Edition, with Portrait, loj. 6d,

Anne,—'Poems ahd Music. With Memorial Preface by
Ann Thackeray Ritchie. Large crown 8vo, 7r.

G0SS£3 Edmund W,—'^e-vat Poems- Crown 8vo, 7r. 6d,

GEOTEy A, R,—Rip van Winkle s a Sun Myth ; and other Poems.
Small crown 8vo, printed on hand-made paper, limp parchment
antique, 5j,

GURNEY^ Rev, Alfred,—The Vision of the Eucharist, and other
Poems. Crown 8vo, 5J.

Gwen ; a Drama in Monologue. By the Author of the “ Epic of

Hades.” Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo, 5^,

HAWKER^ Roht, Stephen,—The Poetical Works of. Now first

collected and arranged. With a Prefatory Notice by J. G.
Godwin. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, 12s,

HELLO Jff, G,—Daphnis : a Pastoral Poem, Small crown 8vo,

3J.

HICKEYy E^ Sculptor, and other Poems, Small crown
8vo,

HOLMES, E, G, A,—Poems. First and Second Series. Fcap, Svo,

5j. each,

Horati Opera. Edited by F. A. Cornish, Assistant Master at Eton.
With a Frontispiece after a design b^ L. Alma Tadema, etched

by Leopold Lowenstam, Parchment Library Edition, 6s, 5 vellum,

7j. 6d,

INGHAM, Sarson, C. y.—Caedmon’s Vision, and other Poems-
Small crown Svo, 5r.

JENKINS, Rev, Canon,—Hhie Girdle Legend of Prato. Small
crown Svo, 2s,

Alfonso Petrucci, Cardinal and Conspirator : an Historical

Tragedy in Five Acts. Small crown Svo, 3^. 6d,

KING, Mrs. Hamilton.—The Disciples. Fourth Edition, with Portrait

and Notes, Crown Svo, ^5, 6d,

Aspromonte and other Poems. Second Edition, Fcap. Svo,

4^. 6dt
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Ballades In Blue China, Elzevir Svo,
IJLNG, xxxir

parchment, 5*

LMIGff, Arran and /j/a.—Bellerophon. Small crown Svo, 5r.

LEIGSTON, Records, and other Poems. With Portrait,
bmall crown Svo, 7j. (id,

lavlng English Roete MDCCCLXXXII. With Frontispiece by
Walter Crane. Second Edition. Large crown Svo. Printed on
nana-inade paper. Parchment, 12s., vellum, 15J.

i:£lCXE'^, ^—London Lyrics. A New and Revised Edition, witt
Additions and a Portrait of the Author. Crown Svo, 6r.

Also a New and Cheaper Edition. Small crown Svo, ss, 6dw .

Rove Sonnets of Rroteus. With Frontispiece by the Author. Elzevir
Svo, 5j.

LOWNDES^ Poems and Translations, Crown Svo, 6s,

LXJMSDE^^ Ltetd.^CoU H, W,—^Beownlf : an Old English. Poem.
1 ranslated into Modem Rhjrmes. Small crown Svo, 5j.

MACZEA^ CharUs DmaZd,--X^2X\,Tx and Greek Verse Transla-^
tlons. Small crown Svo, 2s,

MAGNVSSOjr, EMkr, M.A., and PALMER, E. ff., M.A.—E6h9.n
* Lyrical Songs, Idylls, and Epi-

A Poem in-Chmnlcles of Gliristopliest Colnmh'us.
Twelve Cantos. Small Crown Svo, cloth, 7j. 6d.

MfEEDlTH, <^en, The Earl a/ Lyae».—Xiaoae. With i6o Illnstra-
ttons. Crown 4to, extra, gift leaves, 21s,

Ziidy,^MaJXa^ Square i&ao, 3J. Sd,

-Gondallne^ Xfe^son ; TheWarden’s Tale,
n, and other Pdciios, Crown Svo, 5j.

JIfQCEJEy Mrs, Elcomji
Stories for i

MOEICEyl^, and Pythian Odes
S* •

Tran^on in English Verse. Crown

New- and cheaper Edition.
With Portraia^^^Oe®^ in. 3 yols., j,?. each, ,

Vol. I. contato^-*''^teldf -iW Worlds.”' Vta. jf iwta&ia “The
Erne of Hades. Veil. HE. contains “ Gw«h”'aBii^The Ode of

MOESHEAD^ E, E. A,— The ifioiisei of iitirens.
^^^anpprtion^ Iibadon-Bteess»
lated into E^lish Verse..

MAEEZT^ Choates Songs and Setoafete Of Snrlnir
Small crown Svo, Sr.

® xaaaao.
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NMWELLy E, y.—The Sorrows of Simona and Lyrical
Verses. Small crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6«4

NICHOLSON, Edward 5.—The Christ Child, and other Poems.
Crown 8vo, 4s, 6d,

NOAEE, Major R. Compton,^*thA Bivouac ; or, Martial Lyrist, With
an Appendix ; Advice to the Soldier. Fcap. 8vo, 5j. €>d,

NOEL^ The Ron, Roden.^A Little Child’s Monument. Second
Edition. Small crown 8vo, 3^. 6d,

NORRIS, Rev, Alfred.^The Inner and Outer Life Poems. Fcap.

8vo, 6s,

Ode of Life, The, By the Author of “ The Epic of Hades,” etc.

Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo, S^.

O'HAGAN, The Song of Roland. Translated into English ^

Verse. Large post 8vo, parchment antique, ioj. 6d,

PA UL, C, Goethe’s Faust. A New Translation in Rhyme.
Crown 8vo, 6s,

PA YNE^ Songs of Life and Death. Crown 8vo, 5j,

PENNELL, R, Cholmondeley,-~^Q^Bsy^ Resad(Hed. By the

Author of “Puck on Pegasus,” etc., etc. With 10 FuUjage-
Illustrations by George Du Maurier. Second Edition. Fcap*

4to, elegant, I2j. 6d,

PFEIFFER, Emity^—Cxl^.n Alarch : His Silence and Song ; a Poem.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 65,

Gerard’s Monument, and other Ppem^. Setcond Editwai#*

Crown 8vo,6j. _
' '

' Crown 8vo,5j,

^bfems. Second Edition. Crovra 8vo, 6s,

Sonnets and Songs. New Edition. i6mo, handsomely printed

and bound in cloth, gilt edges, 4^.

Under the Aspens; Lyrical and Dramatic. With Portrait,

Crown 8vo, 65,

PIKE, Wdrlfuriofi,--’T}ie Inferno of Dante Allighierl. Demy
8vo, 5j.

POE, Edgar Poems. With an Essay on his Poetry by Akuksw
Lang, and a Frontispiece by Linley Samboume. Parchment
Library Edition, 65, ; vellum, ^s, 6d,

RHOADES, yafnes,--Th.e Georgies of VlrgU. Translated into

;

English Verse. Small crown 8vo, Ss,

RORINSON, A, Mary i^l—A Handful of Honeysuckle. Fcap.

8vo, 3J. 6^.

The Crowned Hippolytus. Translated from Euripides. VHth
New Poems. Small crown 8vo, Sr.
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SAUNDERS, Lore’s Martyrdom. A Play and Poem.

Small crom 8vo, cloth, Ss,

Schlller’^s h^ary Stuart* GennanText, with English Translation -on

apposite page by Leeeham 'White. Crown 8vo, oj.

•SliaJtspere’s SonnetSir Edited by Edward Dowden. Witli^a Fron-

tispiece etched by Leopold Eiowenstatn, after the Death Mask.

Parchment Library Edidon, 6s.

;

vellum, ^s. 6a,

Sbakspere’s ^orhis. In 12 Monthly Volumes. Parchment Library

Edidon, 6s. each ; vellum, 7^. 6(^. each.

SBA'PVi W.F.iM'.A.—Juvenal, Persius, Martial, and Catullus*

An Experiment in Translation. Crown 8vo, clotlr, 5'^*

SHELLEY, JPercy Bysshe.—'Pcs&ms Selected from. Dedicated to

Lady Shelle:y. With Preface by Richard Garnett. Parchment

Library Edition, 6s, ; vellum, *]s. 6d.

Six Ballads about King Arthur. Crown 8vo, extra, gilt edges,

3J-. (J,

SICINNER, Coelestia. The Manual of St. Augustine. The
Latin Text side by side with an English Interpretation in Thirty-

six Odes with Notes, and^. pleaJor study Mystical Theology.

Large aownSvo, 6s.

SlALJEir^ Douglas Frithjof and Ingebjorg, and other
Poems. Small crown 8vo, cloth, Ss,

'So^ngs of Two "Worlds. By the Author of ** The Epic^ of Hades.’*

Seventh Edidon. Complete in One Volume, with Portrait.

Fcap. 8vo, 7j. 6a,

Songs for !Music. By Four Friends, Containing Songs by Reginald

Av Gatty, Stephen H. Gatty, Greville J. Chester, and Juliana

Ewing. Square crown Svo, 5^,

STJELMAH, Mdmmd dareme.—liytics and Idylls, with other

Poems;, Crown 8vo, 7.f.

iSyPRVJBRSi —TideTru.^^ God, and other Poems. Small

" Campiete ia Five Volumes. Crown Svo, 3bfl

. y Demy

Antbtor’s Edition^
; In 7. vpIs^;^^os|^ • or half^

.
morocco, Roxburgh style;*; 5^ ' v

G^Jtoet.Edition. 13 .vels*'
, 8v<?,,

dadfei '4%^,

Cahhaet 15 vols.;
'

''Ce^ .35®'- ;

^
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tENNYSOJNr, A!fred,^onHnmd.

Edition. In i vol. "Witli 26 Illustrations and
Portrait. Extra, bevelled boards, gilt leaves, 21s,

The Guinea Edition. Complete in 13 vols. neatly bound and
enclosed in box, 21J. ; French morocco or parchment, 31^. 6d.

Shilling Edition. In 13 vols. pocket size, u. each, sewed.

The Crown Edition. Complete in i vol. strongly bound, 6s. j
extra gilt leaves, 7j. 6d. ; Roxburgh, half-raorocco, is. 6d.

Can also be had in a variety of'other bindings.

In Memoriazn. With a Miniature Portrait in eau-forte by Le
^t, after a Photograph by the late Mrs. Cameron. Parchment
Library Edition, 6s. 5 veUum, yj. 6d.

^^^cess. A Medley. With a Miniature Frontispiece It
H. M. Paget, and a Tailpiece m Outline by Gordon Browne.
Parchment Library Edition, 6s.

;

vellum, ^s. 6d.

Son^^ Set to Music by various Composers. Edited by W. J.
Cusms. Dedicated, by eiroress permission, to Her Majesty the
Queen. Royal 4to, extra, gut leaves, 21^. 5 or in half-morocco, 251,

Original Editions

Ballads, and other Poems. Small 8vo, ^s.

Poems. Small 8vo, 6j.

^
Maud, and other Poems. Small 8vo, 3s. 6d.

The Princess. Smah Svo^ ^ ^
Idylls of the King. Complete. Small 8vo, 6s.

The Holy Grail, and other Poems. Small 8yo, 4s, 6d.

Gareth and Lynette. Small 8vo, ss.

Enoch Arden, etc. Small 8vo, 3^, 6d.

In Memorlam. Small 8vo, 4J.

Harold s a Drama. New Edition. Crown Svo, 6s.

Queen Mary : a Drama. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s.

The Lover’s Tale. Fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Selections from the above Works. Super royal i6mo, 3J-. 6d.

;

extra, 4^.

Songs from the above Works. i6mo, 2s. 6d.

;

extra, 3s, 6d.

IfiyJls of the King, and other Poems. Illustrated by Julia Mar-
garet Cameron. 2 vols. folio, half-bound morocco, 46. 6r. each.
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JVOODS, yams Chapman.'^K Child of the People, aSnd other

Poems. Small crown 8vo, 5^.

YOUNGy fFw.—Gottloh, etcetera. Small crown 8vo, 3f. (id.

YOUNGS^ Ella Sharpe,—Paphus, and other Poems. Small crown 8vo^

S-y. (id.

WORKS OF FICTION IN ONE VOLUME.

BANKS^ Mrs, G, L,—God’s Providence House. New Edition.

Crown 8vo, 3^. 6d,

BETJSAM-EBJVAEES, Miss ilf,—Kitty. With a Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo, 6s,

Blue Hoses; or, Helen Malinofska’s Marriage. By the Author o£

“V^ra.” New and Cheaper Edition. With Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo, 6s,

FRISWELL^ y, Hain,—OfnA of Two ; or, The Left-Handed Bride.

Crown 8vo, 3J. 6d,

GARRETT, .5.—By StlU Waters 5 a Story for Quiet Hours. With

7 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 6s,

HARD y, Thomas.'^E Pair of Blue Eyes. Author of Far from

the Madding Crowd.” New Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s,

The Return of the Native. New Edition. With Frontispiece.

Crown 8vo, 6s,

HOOPER, Mrs. (7.—Tlie How^ of «{£%. Crtwn 8vo, 3s. 6d.

! a Novel. With Frontispiece.

Second E^on. Crown 8vo, 6s,

MA CDONALD, G.—Malcolm. With Portrait of the Author engraved

on Steel. Sixth Edition. Crown 8vo, 6s,

The Marquis of Lossie. Fourth Edition, With Frontispiece,

Crown 8vo, 6s,

St. George and St. Michael. Third Edition. With Frontis-

piece. Crown 8vo, dr.

MASTERMAN, y.—Half-a-Dozen Daughters. Crown Svo,

3J. 6d,

MEREDITH, George,-~Ox6A?^ of Richard Feverel. New Edition.

Crown 8yo, 6s,

Thel^Egolst ; A Comedy in Narrative. New and Cheaper Edition,

with Frontispiece, Crown 8vo, 6s,

PALGRA VE, W, Hermann Agha ; an Eastern Narrative.

Third Edition. Crown Svo, 6s,
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TPandu^i^ang Hari ;
or, Menioirs of a Hindoo, With an Introductory

Preface by Sir H. Bartle E. Erere, G.C.S.L, C,B. Crown
8vo, dr.

Apfus.—Gcentle and Simple; a Story. New and
Cheaper Edition, with Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 6s.

PP^ j^l(^ra JL»—Castle Blair ; a Story ofYoutliful Lives. New and
Cheaper Edition- Crown 8vo, ^s, 6d,

STJZJST^TOI^, Through a Keedle’s Eye: a Story. New
and Cheaper Edition, with Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 6j.

Col, Meadrzvs^ CS.Z, M,R,LA.—Seeta S a Novel. New
and Cheaper Edition. With Frontispiece, Crown Svo, 6s,

*XX'j^OO Sultanni : a Tale of the Mysore War. New Edition, with
Frontispiece, Crown Svo, 6s,

P^^lpli Darnell. Nei/? and Cheaper Edition. With Frontispiece.

Crown Svo, 6s,

A Ffohle Queexi. New and Cheaper Edition, With Frontis-
piece. Crown Svo, 6s,

Tfa.e Confessions of a Thug. Crown Svo, 6s,

Tara ; aMahratta Tale. Crown Svo, 6s,

Ti^OJldZe4Sf Fighit for Life- Crown Svo, 31. Sd,

Wltlxlxx Sound of the Sea- New and Cheaper Edition, withFrontia-
pieeev • Crown 8|o, 6s,

BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG.
Aunt 3M:ar^s Bran Bid- By the Author of

‘
* St. Olave's.” Illustrated,

BAJ^X,JS£t —Locked Oat I a Tale of the Strike. With a
Frontispiece, Royal i6ino, ix. 6^f.

BOZZVP^ICK^ y,, F,JR, 6^,^.—The Tasmanian Lily, With Frontis-
piece, (kP'vvn Svo, $s,

KCovtre, the Bushranger of Van Dieinen’s Laud. New and
"Clil^^fef:||dition, "With Frontispiece. Crown Svo, 3X, 6d,

Brav^ MCen»‘s"1^hbtatWS- A Book of Example and Anecdote ftr
Young Peopte.v»^ ||e Editor of “ Men who have Risen.” With
4 lUustia^pns hy <l| Boyle. Seventh Edition. Crown Svo,

'

;

. 3x.
^ *

Q&t<3C^en’s Toys, and some Elementary Lessons in General ICnowledce
whibh they teach. Illustrated, Crown Svo, ^s,

-ShfaL — Pretty Lessons la Verse for Good
“ Lessons in Latin, in Easy Rhyme. A,

Bdihon, Illustrated, Fcap. Svo, 3X. 6d,
^ *
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COXBEAD, Birds and Babies. Imp. i6mo. ^ith 33
Illustrations. Cloth gilt, 2s. 6d,

D'ANVERS^ N. R.—Little Minnie’s Troubles : an Every-day
Chronicle. With 4 Illustrations by W. H. Hughes. Fcap. 8vo,
3J. 6d.

Parted : a Tale of Clouds and Sunshine. With 4 Illustrations.

Extra fcap. 8vo, 3^. 6d.

Pixie’s Adventures; or, tfie Tale of a Terrier. With 21
Illustrations. i6mo, 4s. 6d.

Nanny’s Adventures : or, the Tale of a Goat. *With 12
Illustrations. i6mo, 4f. 6d.

•DAVIES, G. Rambles and Adventures of our
School Field Club. With 4 Illustrations. New and Cheaper
Edition. Crown 8vo, 3J. 6d.

DRUMMOND, Miss.—Tripp’s Buildings. A Study from Life, wi&
Frontispiece. Small crown 8vo, 3^. C>d.

EDMONDS, Herhe^d.^^N^ Spent Lives ; a Series of Modern Bip-
graphies. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, 3^. 6^,

EVANS, Mark .—^The Story of our Father’s Love, told to Children.

Fourth and Cheaper Edition of Theology for Children, With 4
Illustrations, Fcap. 8vo, is. 6d.

EARQUNARSON, M.

I. Elsie Dinsmore. Crown 8vo, ss. 6d.

II. Elsie’s Girlhood. Crown

^ III, Elsie’s Hohdaiys^t Crovto

MER^SSb, of Religion in England ; a Book

^ for Young Folk. Crown 8vo, 5^.

INGELOW, 7̂ tz«.--The Little *Wonder-horn. With 15 Illustra-

tions. Small 8vo, 2j. Cid.

JOHNSON, Virginia W.—The Catskill Fairies. Illustrated by
Alfred Fredericks. 5j.

HER, Damd.-~-i:icLe Boy Slave in Bokhara: a Tale of Central
Asia. With Illustrations. New and Cheaper Edition. Crown
8vo, 3J. 6d.

The Wild Horseman of the Pampas. JUuStrated. New
and Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo,‘ :is. 6d.

. ^ y.
DAMONT, Martha MacDonald.

—^The Gladiator : a. Life under the
^man Empire in the beginning of the Third Century. With 4
Ilustrations by H. M. Paget. Extra fcap.'8vo, y. 6d.

DEANDER, Rickard.—Fantastic Stories. Translated from tlie

German by Paulina B.- Granville. With 8 Full-page Illustrations

by M, E, Fraser-Tytler, Crown 8vo, 5r,
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LEM^ Her Title of Honour. A Book for Girls. New
Edition. With a^ Frontispiece. Crown Svo, 5^',

tBWIS^ —A Hat -wltlx Three Xales. New and Cheaper
Edition. With 4. Illustrations by Catherine F, Frere. ss, 6d,

MAC JrJSMJVAt y.—Pluolty il^llows. A Book for Boys. AVith
0 lUustratioiiB., Fifth Editte, Crown 8vo, 3^. eaf,

At SoBool with Old Aagoon. ^ffc^ith 6 Illustrations. New
^ and Cheaper Edition, Crown 8vo, 3^. 6ei»

Me dzTMTCCMi X.—Sir Spangle and the Dingy Illus-
trated, Square crown 8vo, 2J, doT,

MAZLJ^j^ JSt, E,—Frlncea and Frincesses ; Two Fairy Tales,
.^'^jpistratcd, Small crown 8vo, 2x. 6if,

-iKaiie!^ Bobby. By the Author of “Christina North.” With 611Ius-
^ trations. Fcap. 870, 3^.

MAAMEf y, T,—Slavonic Fairy Tales. From Russian, Servian,
Polish, and Bohemian Sotirces. With 4 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, Ss»

EEZZMTAM, .F,—The Desert'Pastor, Jean Jarousseau. Trans-
lated from the French. By Colonel E. P. De L’Hoste. With a
Frontispiece. New Edition, Fcap, 8vo, 31. 6<f.

EMAME Working
; or, From Girlhood

to WomanwraOrNe^ and Cheaper Edition, With a Frontis-
piece. Cro#]>'^o,^^jpdr. ^

^ Blessing and Blessed : a Sketch of Girl Life. New and
Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, $s, 6d,

Hose Gurneys Discovery. A Book for Girls, Dedicated to
thek Mothers. Crown 8vo, 3J, 6d,

English Girls : Their Place and Power. AVith Preface by the
Rev. R. W. Dale. Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo, zs, 6d

Just A:
j6mo,

uxe, and other Stories, Three Illustrations, Royal
%

flDle, and other Stories. Three Illustrations. Royal

ler Stories. Three Illustrations. RoyalSunshlx
i6mo,

Jgr. ^iook’O-paddy'^ Bet. A Sketch from
Humble Life. With 6 Illusti^tlons. Royal i6mo, 14^

•SlteSSi®. <?• WC, if.A’:—The African Cruiser: a Midshipman’s
AjiTmtures on the West Coast. With 3 lUustiations. New
aa^ Cheaper Edition. C%wn 8vo^ zs, Od,
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Seeking his Fortune, and other Stories. With 4. Illustrations.

New arid Cheaper Edition. Crown ^o, 2x. daT.

Seven Autnmn Leaves from Fairy Land. Illustrated with 9
Etchings. Square crown 8w), 3;. 6a?.

STOCKTON‘S Frank A JoUy Fellowship. With 20 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo, 5j. ^ ,
.

STORRs Franeiss '^OTA'^ii^J%?aa>^j.-“Canterhufy Chimes^
, 01, Chaucer Tales retold fo Children. -With. 6 Illustratiof^^ from

Ellesmere MS. Second Efelitioh.>^ =v%gicap. 8vo, yMd,

David Lloyd’s LastWm. With 4 ifiustia-

tions. New Edition. Royal i6mo, 2J. 6d,

Tine 'Wonderful Life. ^ Sixteenth Thousand. Fcap^vo, 2s.

Sunnyland Stories. By^e Author of *‘Aunt Ma^s
Illustrated. ^cond!@dition. Small 8vo, 3x. 6^.

Tales from Ariosto Re-told for Children. By a Lady. With 3
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 4ri 6/.

^

WHITAKER, Christy’sJCnherltance. A London Story.

Illustrated. Royal i6nio, is. 6d.

ZlMMERNs £r.—Stories in Precious Stones. With 6 Illustrations.

Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 5r.

* 'k- » ^
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